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Abstract 
 

Modes of Resistance: Memory, Language and Identity in the Performance of Assyrian Liturgy 
in Iraq and Beyond 

 
Rashel Pakbaz 

 
As an ancient eastern rite, the Assyrian Church of the East liturgy and music have been the 

guardian of the Assyrian Christian faith, language and culture for more than a millennium. With the 

Church’s core activities happening in Mesopotamia, its liturgical music provides additional insight 

into the history of musical developments in the region, tells the story of Assyrians as a people and 

culture and recounts their perseverance through a series of persecutions and migrations. Accordingly, 

this project studies the advancement of several modal systems in the region to determine this 

tradition’s position in the context of the Middle Eastern music theory. Consequently, this work 

explores modal aspects of this music and different schools of performance using music analysis and 

ethnographic data collected in Iraq, Iran, the United Kingdom and the United States.  

This thesis also studies the role the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East plays 

in the preservation and presentation of Assyrian ethnic identity, especially after the US invasion of 

Iraq in 2003 and the rise of ISIS in 2014, by further focusing on the martyrs’ hymn as a chant genre 

and the relationship between the liturgical language and music. Finally, this study investigates the 

connection between this musical repertoire and Assyrian musicians through two case studies, 

including a church musician in Iraq and an Assyrian pop singer in Chicago, to further examine the 

Church community’s perception of their liturgical music as guardian of tradition and signifier of 

Assyrianness. 
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present in Chapter Six are in the original language. Transliterations of non-English words are based 
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1 Chapter One: Introduction 
 

1.1.  Background and Context 

The liturgy of the Assyrian Church of the East is one of the oldest rites in Christian history. While 

the liturgy’s text is documented in writing, its music has been passed down orally since the formation 

of this rite in the third century CE in modern Iraq. As is typical with most oral musical traditions, 

Assyrian liturgical music has gone through various changes. Nevertheless, its musical characteristics 

distinguish this repertoire from other musical traditions in the region. While secular and sacred 

musics of the Middle East have received much scholarly attention, existing research provides 

insufficient insight into Assyrian music and its function in the Assyrian community. However, prior 

research on Middle Eastern music provides invaluable groundwork for studying this repertoire since 

musical exchange between Assyrians and their neighbours results from these peoples’ long history of 

coexistence. Therefore, this research aims to identify the distinctive musical elements of the Assyrian 

Church of the East’s liturgical music represented in the Sunday mass and chants of the Divine 

Office. Furthermore, this thesis studies liturgical music’s role in sustaining ethnic identity amongst 

Assyrians in the homeland and diaspora, especially after the 2003 US invasion of Iraq and the rise of 

ISIS in 2014. Drawing upon fields of music analysis and sociology, this dissertation places the 

repertoire in musical and cultural contexts to first understand the modal structure of the liturgy and 

its emotional function and, second, to reveal the relationship between the performance of this music 

and Assyrian ethnic identity. By doing so, this study contributes to broader discussions in 

ethnomusicology and Middle Eastern studies. 

Because of its distinctive sound properties and textual content, the Church of the East liturgy 

is instrumental in assisting Assyrians in their struggle to survive as a people with particular cultural 

characteristics. Church of the East music comprises melodies that are both similar to and different 

from other Middle Eastern musics. While microtones and melodic motives of Arab and Iranian 

maqam systems have a dominant presence in the performance of the mass, they seem to vanish 

during the enactment of the Office. Instead, the intonation formulae of the modes hint at the 

existence of a possible modal system different from maqams in the Office’s music. The occurrence 

of possibly two modal schemes adds to the liturgy’s appealing effect and richness of sound, qualities 

that figure into the interconnection between music and ethnic identity. This intersection of liturgy, 

modality and identity stands at the centre of this thesis. 

The music of the liturgy acts as a medium for Assyrians to express their frustration and fear 

of extinction, assert their ethnic identity and make their voice heard to the outside world. As my 
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Assyrian informants made it clear during my fieldwork, ethnicity and language are the two most 

precious legacies from their forefathers. When ISIS invaded Mosul and its surrounding villages 

driving away indigenous inhabitants, Assyrians, once again, embraced discourse about obtaining an 

autonomous region where they could guarantee the safety of their people.1 Whereas the new wave of 

right-wing nationalist-populism in Europe and the US is often considered a pejorative phenomenon, 

Assyrians celebrate nationalism and patriotism. They believe that without a patriotic spirit, Assyrian 

ethnicity will not survive persecutions in the Middle East and assimilation in the diaspora. In this 

context, studying expressions of fear and sadness and the representation of identity through music is 

significant in understanding how ethnicity and nationalism convey different meanings and purposes 

for diverse groups of people. 

The 2003 US invasion of Iraq and the rise of ISIS in 2014 infused a renewed sense of ethnic 

pride amongst young Assyrians born and raised outside of the Middle East and, to a significant 

degree, disconnected from their roots.2 This shift in attitude is apparent in their musical activities. 

Diaspora musicians draw upon liturgical music as a source for their compositions to present the 

Assyrian’s plight to the global community. Such an approach in the employment of the liturgy’s 

music reveals the impacts politics and religion can have on the revival of ethnic identity, especially 

when superpowers vehemently advocate for globalization. Consequently, this research uncovers the 

Assyrians’ struggle to maintain their ethnic and cultural identities in the Middle East, where they 

face extinction due to the constant massacres and forced displacement, and in the diaspora as the 

result of assimilation.  

 

1.2.  Area and Field of Research 

As one of the early sources of written human history, Mesopotamia has provided archaeologists with 

primary sources on ancient Mesopotamian cultural activities, including music. Information about 

music theory, instruments and their tuning systems, song texts and music notations, and contexts in 

which music was used, as much as the extant sources and their physical conditions allow, are being 

studied by Assyriologists and archaeomusicologists. However, there seems to be less research 

 
1 Robert Nicholson, “The Rise of the New Assyria,” Townhall, posted October 15, 2015, accessed 
February 32, 2021, https://townhall.com/columnists/robertnicholson/2015/10/15/the-rise-of-the-new-
assyria-n2066472.  
2 My personal observation of the Assyrian community in San Jose, California, 2001-2016. First-
generation immigrants with leading positions in cultural activities amongst various Assyrian 
communities in the US often address this issue in their planning sessions and media presentations. 
This concern is also raised at private gatherings by parents, teachers, artists and even some of the 
community’s young active members. 
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conducted about Assyrian music of the late antiquity, medieval and modern eras, possibly for lack of 

original materials and socio-political restrictions. Assyrian music branched off from its larger 

Mesopotamian context after the rise of Islam in the seventh century CE and the Arabisation of 

modern Iraq. Most cultural and scientific activities in Mesopotamia were considered Arab or Islamic, 

and Assyrian music undertakings now encompassed music produced for cultural activities of a 

distinct group of people who still lived in Mesopotamia and continued speaking the Assyrian 

language. Assyrians conducted music activities in the realms of sacred and folk traditions, and oral 

transmission was the principal method of communicating these musical customs to the following 

generations.  

It was not until a change in the literacy level of the Assyrian communities during the 

nineteenth century that efforts to collect and document existing Assyrian music commenced. 

However, systematic study of contemporary Assyrian music has received little attention from 

musicological and ethnomusicological perspectives. Therefore, the study of Assyrian music is 

essential for reasons of music analysis and the investigation of its cultural implications in a 

community that continuously experiences massacres, displacements and immigrations. The study of 

the liturgy’s music is particularly significant because it reveals the use of two modal systems, various 

performance practices and music styles, all of which add to the richness of its sound. Furthermore, it 

discloses this music’s instrumental role in assisting the Assyrian community to endure violence and 

maintain its identity. Within this framework, then, this study is important in furthering discussions 

about Middle Eastern music. 

 

1.3.  Terminology  

Being known as the Church of the East since its establishment in the third century CE, this 

denomination formed and expanded under non-Christian rules and gained adherents from different 

ethnic and linguistic communities. Although today the Church has lost most of its dioceses in Asia, 

small parishes in India and China are still under its spiritual domain. However, the denomination’s 

name changed to the Assyrian Church of the East in 1976 to distinguish it from its Catholic 

counterpart in Iraq.3 In this thesis, I use the term the Church of the East when discussing the 

denomination and its liturgy as a universal church. I also employ similar terms used by the 

community members to refer to the denomination and its adherents: Church of the East, Eastern 

Church and Easterners. In instances where I consider the relationship between the Church, the 

 
3 Wilhelm Baum and Dietmar W. Winkler, The Church of the East: A Concise History (London: 
Taylor & Francis Group, 2003), 4. 
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performance of the liturgy by Assyrians and Assyrian identity, I also incorporate terms such as 

Assyrian liturgy and Assyrian Church to distinguish between the Assyrian congregations and non-

Assyrian parishes in India and China. 

The Church of the East is linguistically related to two other neighbouring liturgies, the multi-

ethnic Syriac Orthodox Church, with its ethnically Assyrian adherents traditionally from the plains of 

southeast Turkey and Iraq, and the Assyrian Catholic Church, with parishes in Iran and Iraq. 

The Syriac Orthodox Church, also called the Suryani Church, differs from the Church of the East 

theologically, liturgically and musically. The Assyrian Catholic Church, as an offspring of the 

Church of the East, shares the same liturgy and music except for later additions of Catholic liturgical 

components from the Maronite Church.4 In Chapter Five, I explain the events following the major 

split in the sixteenth century in more detail, resulting in the establishment of the Roman Catholic 

branch amongst Assyrians of the Middle East. The new unit adopted two different titles in Iraq and 

Iran, the Catholic Chaldean Church and the Catholic Assyrian Church. I use the latter title when 

referring to this denomination for clarity in discourses about religious denominations, ethnicity and 

language and to clearly distinguish these categories from each other. 

The discourse on mode and modality in music studies today considers their various features 

such as classification, tonal structure, melodic type and motivic properties. In this research, 

especially in Chapters Three and Four, I focus on the scalar aspect of mode as a model for 

composition and improvisation. Nevertheless, modality in the Church of the East music is not limited 

to its classificatory function. As a Christian people, Assyrians have coexisted with various ethnic 

groups in Mesopotamia throughout their millennia-long history and, thus, musical exchange has been 

inevitable. Therefore, other modal systems, such as the Middle Eastern maqams emphasising mode 

as a melodic model, have also influenced the Church’s music and the local discussions about 

modality in the liturgical music.5 For instance, my informants usually use the term maqam when 

speaking about mode as both a scale and a melodic property.6 If my informants have a degree of 

 
4 The Maronite Church is a branch of the Syro-Antiochean denomination established in the fifth 
century CE in northern Syria. It has been a Lebanon-based church since the seventh century CE. The 
Maronite Church came into union with the Roman Catholic Church in the thirteenth century. For 
more information, see Guilnard Moufarrej, “Music, Tradition, and Cultural Adaptation among the 
Maronites of Lebanon: The Reform of the Funeral Liturgy,” Al-Masāq 21, no. 2 (August 2009): 137-
39, doi: 10.1080/09503110902875459. 
5 See Harold S. Powers, Frans Wiering, James Porter, James Cowdery, Richard Widdess, Ruth 
Davis, Marc Perlman, Stephen Jones, and Allan Marett, “Mode,” in Grove Music 
Online (2001), accessed April 17, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.43718. 
6 For instance, Waleed Zaya in Chapter Six refers to maqam as a scale and Dr Aziz Al-Zebari and 
Father Sa’ad Saliba in Chapter Three refer to maqam as a melodic and motivic model. 
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training in both the Western and Eastern music traditions, they tend to use the word maqam to refer 

to both a scale and a motivic framework indicating a particular tonal structure. If their musical 

training is predominantly in the eastern tradition, their use of the term maqam signifies its melodic 

property.  

Likewise, discussion about melody in liturgical studies may concern issues such as 

terminology and the conception of music in various belief systems, as well as the relationship 

between music and text in sung liturgies. In this thesis, I base my definition of melody according to 

its description as a sequence of pitches forming an aesthetically pleasing unit.7 Based on my 

ethnographic findings, the Assyrian clerics also share the same definition when speaking about 

melody in their discussion of liturgical music. In our conversations, which were conducted in 

Assyrian, the clerics used the Assyrian liturgical term k̭ala (pl, k̭ale) when referring to chant melody. 

For instance, Rev. Addai Daniel of Urmia defined k̭ala as “the music of a chant”. He continued, “The 

correct word in our language is k̭enta, which is the same as [Persian] ava.”8 In this conversation, 

Rev. Addai used the English term “music” to communicate the definition of the word “melody”. The 

definition of both Assyrian k̭enta (pl, k̭inate) and Persian ava is a combination of musical notes that 

create a pleasing sound.9 Throughout this thesis, I adhere to the use of the English translation, 

melody. 

 

1.4.  Focus 

In my thesis, I study the performance by the Assyrian Church of the East liturgy in the Middle East 

with a particular focus on Iraq, as well as by diasporic communities in London and the United States. 

In analysing the performance of the liturgy, I draw attention to the overall modal and intonational 

characteristics of its music, and their relationship with the performance practices of clerics from 

 
7 Google’s English Dictionary, s.v. “melody;” David Trippett, “Melody,” in The Oxford Handbook 
of Critical Concepts in Music Theory, eds. Alexander Rehding and Steven Rings (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2019): 397, doi: 10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190454746.013.24. See also Alexander L. 
Ringer, “Melody,” in Grove Music Online (2001), accessed December 9, 2020, doi: 
10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.18357. 
8 Rev. Addai Daniel (priest at St Mary Church in Urmia, Iran) in discussion with the author, August 
29, 2018, Urmia, Iran. 
9 Sureth Dictionary, s.v. “ !"#$% ” and “ !& ,” 
http://www.assyrianlanguages.org/sureth/dosearch.php?searchkey=12751&language=id, 
http://www.assyrianlanguages.org/sureth/dosearch.php?searchkey=12788&language=id; Dehkhoda 
Dictionary, s.v. “ اوآ ” and “ زاوآ ,” 
https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/fa/dictionary/2738/%D8%A2%D9%88%D8%A7, 
https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/fa/dictionary/2752/%D8%A2%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%B2.  
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different regions. I base this analysis on the performance of vespers and lauds. I then discuss the 

correlation between the musical characteristics and emotional memory of the modes as I concentrate 

on the text and music of a hymn genre called the martyrs’ antiphones, unyate’d sahde, in Syriac. 

Next, I examine how the music and language of the liturgy conjoin to preserve Assyrian identity and 

represent Assyrian socio-political adversity in post-2003 Iraq to the international community.  

I have conceptualised the abovementioned theoretical questions within the Assyrian socio-

political historical framework partly as a response to the community’s emphasis on its history as well 

as the way it defines its various cultural aspects based on the events occurring in its ancient and 

modern pasts alike. These cultural aspects usually entail economy, religious politics, literature and 

the arts, especially poetry, painting and music. This approach also provides the means to study 

Assyrian music in its broader cultural context, a culture that is embraced by a historically situated 

collective. It further allows for the study of the ways Assyrians, as historically-informed individuals, 

evaluate their musical performances. In this project, therefore, I draw on methods used in historical 

ethnomusicology in contextualising the liturgy of the Church of the East in its homeland of Iraq and 

the analysis of the music of the liturgy and its contemporary performances.  

Historical ethnomusicologists have used historiography to understand the intricate nuances in 

contemporary musical performance. They investigate historical events that have shaped the musical 

perception, value and practices of the communities they study by examining oral and written 

accounts as both primary and secondary sources. For instance, through her comparative study of 

Ethiopian Jewish and Christian liturgical music, Kay Kaufman Shelemay draws attention to 

historical events that gave rise to the formation of the Jewish community in Ethiopia.10 Shelemay’s 

ethnomusicological research reveals the primacy of music as a cultural component in the study of the 

history of Jewish Ethiopians in particular and Ethiopian history in general. Through ethnography, 

musical analysis and the examination of historical sources, Shelemay reveals music’s tight link with 

other Ethiopian cultural aspects such as ethnoreligious identity and history.  

Another influential work in historical ethnomusicology is Philip Bohlman’s Jewish Music 

and Modernity where he investigates the impact of eighteenth-century Enlightenment in Europe, the 

Holocaust and the interplay of the Jewish community with their neighbouring peoples, particularly 

outside of urban centres. Bohlman examines how the everyday life of Jews, such as their listening 

habits and commercial activities, in the period between the eighteenth century and mid-twentieth 

 
10 See especially Kay Kaufman Shelemay’s Music, Ritual, and Falasha History (East Lansing, MI: 
Michigan State University Press, 1986) and A Song of Longing: An Ethiopian Journey (Urbana, IL: 
University of Illinois Press, 1991). 
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century gave rise to new forms and styles of music performed by Jewish musicians which have 

become known today as Jewish music, alongside traditional forms of music, played in the sacred and 

secular spheres. In this work, I also show how historical events of early and late medieval periods, as 

well as the late modern era, have affected Assyrian self-perception in relation to their Assyrian 

community and wider Iraqi and Iranian societies which has, in turn, culminated in the adaptation of 

musical systems and styles that are, today, considered “authentically” Assyrian. I have elaborated on 

the techniques I employed in my historical approach in the Research Methodology section. 

Little has been written on the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East in the 

geographies I examine here, although existing scholarship on Assyrian music of the modern era 

offers a useful point of departure. These studies include Assyrian Catholic Church music theory, 

musical activities of the Suryani community and the Syriac Orthodox and Church of the East liturgy 

performances in India. Other works related to Assyrian music involve a few audio recordings of 

Assyrian liturgical chants, folk and dance music and a catalogue of published Assyrian music 

recordings since the early twentieth century. 

Heinrich Husmann’s study of keys and modes of the Assyrian Liturgy is based on his 

recordings of chants sung by Assyrian Catholic bishop Ephrem Bede (1916-1984).11 In his analysis, 

Husmann speculates that intonations of modes, which the bishop identified as Arab maqams, are 

diatonic primarily in northern Iraq compared to their counterparts, for example, in Arabia, where 

they include microtones. He then infers that diatonic modes in the music of the Assyrian Catholic 

Church may signify the existence of the ancient Syriac Orthodox Church modal system. Although 

Husmann’s work is based on the performance of only one clergyman from a single geographical 

location, it is one of the very few studies that have been conducted on the music of Assyrian Catholic 

liturgy in its Middle Eastern context. To gain a deeper insight into the modal characteristics of the 

Assyrian liturgy, I expanded my scope of fieldwork and, while focusing on the musical practices of 

mainly Iraqi Assyrians, I collected examples from clerics with different training backgrounds. I also 

recorded live performances of vespers and lauds where clerics sang chants in a choral setting, as 

instructed by the canon law. 

A larger body of work exists on the music analysis of the Syriac Orthodox Church liturgical 

music based on its performances in the Middle East and India. Like the Assyrian liturgy, the Syriac 

 
11 Heinrich Husmann, “Syrian Church Music,” ed. Peter Jeffery, in Grove Music 
Online, (2001), accessed May 11, 2020, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/; Heinrich Husmann, 
“Die Tonarten der chaldäischen Breviergesänge,” Orientalia Christiana Periodica 35 (1969): 215-
48. 
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Orthodox music also presents significant influences from Arab music. In addition to its musical 

content, the Assyrian liturgy also varies from Syriac Orthodox liturgy with regard to the 

organisational system of chant melodies. Whereas the Syriac Orthodox chants of canonical hours 

follow an eightfold melodic scheme, the Assyrian Divine liturgy adheres to a two-week textual and 

melodic cycle without any official organisational order. Other than musical analysis, studies on the 

modal quality of Syriac Orthodox music and its function in the church community provide useful 

groundwork for the study of modality and its role in the Assyrian communities of Iraq and Iran.  

The interrelationship of mode and affect appears to be a converging discussion within Middle 

Eastern music’s broader framework. Recent scholarship also relevant to my research includes Denise 

Gill’s Melancholic Modalities: Affect, Islam, and Turkish Classical Musicians and Tala Jarjour’s 

Sense and Sadness: Syriac Chant in Aleppo.12 Denise Gill studies Turkish musicians’ cultivation of 

different types of melancholy or hüzün in their performance of Turkish classical music. Gill argues 

that modality is a space where melancholy is practised. Based on the musician’s multiple definitions 

of hüzün, Gill discusses how Turkish musicians practice different melancholies, which are 

pleasurable, reparative and which seek out the experience of suffering. Consequently, these 

musicians develop group identity through conversing about and performing melancholy. Gill 

maintains that musicians’ musicking melancholy is a conscious act of articulating feelings learned 

through the teacher and student relationship. Therefore, a music student learns about the meanings 

of hüzün, the proper ways of feeling melancholy and conveying it through music. What is essential in 

Gill’s arguments about modes of melancholy is that most of its definitions and intended affects are 

based on Islamic and Mevlevi Sufi ideologies that are clearly described in Rumi’s poems. 

In a more relevant study, Jarjour develops the concept of the emotional economy of 

aesthetics. She examines the relationships between emotion and aesthetics as they are produced and 

consumed in the musical context of Syriac Orthodox chants. She explores the values of emotions as 

they are fostered and conveyed through music by engaging the community’s understanding and 

interpretation of their chants. To do so, she puts the Syriac community in its historical and current 

political contexts, first because the community defines itself through history and then to show why 

Syriac chants have still preserved their significance and relevance. Then, by concentrating on chants 

of the Passion Week, she studies the interaction between music and emotion and the ways their 

interplay creates meaning and beauty according to the community’s definitions of value. In this 

 
12 Denise Gill, Melancholic Modalities: Affect, Islam, and Turkish Classical Musicians (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2017); Tala Jarjour, Sense and Sadness: Syriac Chant in Aleppo (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2018). 
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endeavour, Jarjour focuses on musical modes and their association with sadness or ḥasho/ḥuzn and 

investigates how the Suryani community qualifies and quantifies the value it ascribes to emotion 

derived from Passion Week chants. In this respect, she defines mode as both a phenomenon and a 

concept, a definition that provides a more comprehensive context for her study of mode, emotion and 

aesthetics. In her book, therefore, Jarjour considers mode as a concept that can be measured through 

the study of emotion and described in aesthetic terms.  

Drawing on these studies, I show that Assyrians practise resistance through modality, which 

helps release distress and receive encouragement as strategies to cope with trauma and maintain 

mental and emotional resilience. Building on the abovementioned studies about mode and affect, I 

further demonstrate how modes provide room for cultivating sentiments, eliciting moods and 

expressing emotions during the performance of the liturgy by analysing their general sound qualities. 

By sentiment here, I mean a general feeling that can result in an emotional experience, a felt physical 

change a participant experiences when hearing particular sound qualities. By mood, I allude to a 

mental state that denotes an emotional experience as a whole and not one directed at a specific thing 

or event.13  

Affect in the music of the liturgy utilises individuals’ comprehension of music and its 

associated emotional responses acquired through socialising at home and in society. Accordingly, 

major-sounding modalities and fast tempi for Assyrians signify happiness or xaduta, and minor 

sounding melodies and slow tempi translate into sorrow or xašša. Building on my field observations 

supplemented by the clerics’ commentaries, I show how the liturgical music’s sonic qualities and its 

textual content evoke these affects in participants.  

Similar to how Rumi’s poems and Islamic ideology define notions of hüzün and its merit in 

Gill’s narrative, the Church of the East’s liturgical text expresses a specific view on sorrow, albeit in 

relation to happiness. For instance, the Church appreciates a type of sorrow that brings a sinner to 

repentance, salvation and eternal joy. In other words, the liturgy reveres a temporary kind of sorrow 

that leads to lasting happiness. In Chapter Four, I examine the relationship between text, mode and 

emotion by concentrating on a group of chants called the martyrs’ hymns and investigating 

how xaduta is evaluated and prompted in the liturgy. Although the genre’s title suggests an 

 
13 Jenefer Robinson, “Emotional Responses to Music: What Are They? How Do They Work? And 
Are They Relevant to Aesthetic Appreciation?” in The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and 
Emotion, ed. Peter Goldie (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009): 659-663; Neel Burton, 
“What’s the Difference Between a Feeling and an Emotion? Pain is a Feeling but not an Emotion,” 
Psychology Today, December 19, 2014, https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/hide-and-
seek/201412/whats-the-difference-between-feeling-and-emotion. 
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unpleasant concept that usually stimulates negative emotions, its text and music indicate positive 

sentiments: hope, tranquillity and resistance.  

Martyrs’ hymns are one example of how the liturgy’s music aims to provide means for the 

worshippers to physically experience through music those emotions advocated in the text of the 

music. This general objective is based on the Aristotelian approach the Church of the East takes in its 

interpretation of the scripture and divine matters, which I explain in more detail in Chapter Two. 

Therefore, the music of canonical texts, such as psalmody, homilies and certain hymn genres, is used 

as a technique to make their message perceptible through the senses and physical changes they incite. 

Consequently, I argue that provoking emotions is one of the primary functions of the music of the 

Assyrian liturgy. By considering the modality of the chants, I investigate how music conveys the 

Church of the East’s core theological values of courage, hope and perseverance.  

While I examine the emotional function of modality in Assyrian liturgy, I also show how 

modes and their intonational property distinguish this music from the music of the dominant cultures 

surrounding it, despite being affected by them. The liturgy’s intonational and modal peculiarities, in 

turn, become instrumental in representing an Assyrian identity, a question that I address in Chapters 

Three and Five. Through this examination, this study seeks to give Assyrians a greater voice in 

presenting to a global audience their hopes and concerns for the future of their people and culture. 

Accordingly, I engage local understanding of modality concerning emotional experience in addition 

to music analysis, which I base on common Western concepts of sound qualities and their associated 

feelings, as well as Middle Eastern notions of mode and emotional expression. In this respect, 

Jarjour’s approach to studying the modes of Suryani chants in their Middle Eastern context is 

appreciably beneficial. 

In situating the Suryani chants within a broader Middle Eastern music context, Jarjour 

observes the community’s understanding of Suryani chant music theory together with the written 

sources on the subject.14 She explains that both sources use the Arabic modal analytical language 

when speaking about the Suryani chant modality. She acknowledges that while existing musical-

analytical language and principles help analyse chant modes, this music has other aspects in need of 

further representation.15 Jarjour indicates that the theoretical framework for studying modes in 

almost all Middle Eastern musics endorse the maqam framework to various degrees. Through 

ethnography and music analysis, she reveals that other frameworks seem to be cooperating with the 

maqam system in governing the overall modal nature of the Suryani chant. Likewise, two modal 

 
14 Jarjour, “Eight Old Syriac Modes,” in Sense and Sadness.  
15 Jarjour, “Chants as Local Knowledge,” in Sense and Sadness. 
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systems appear to exist in the Church of the East liturgy, in its various chant clusters and hymn 

genres, and work side by side during services such as the mass, where different chant groups join to 

constitute a musical unit. 

The sonic peculiarity of the Assyrian liturgy presented through intonation and modality is 

preserved through the liturgical language of Aramaic. Syriac as Aramaic’s literary construct and 

Assyrian as its colloquial form determine, to a large extent, both the size of microtones and the 

addition of new musical content. Whereas the Syriac and Assyrian phonetics act as tuning 

mechanisms when the clergy shape intervals while uttering the chant, the totality of language 

determines the inclusion of those microtones that differ significantly from those expected in the 

liturgy’s performance in Iraq and Iran. By not incorporating languages other than Aramaic, the 

Church of the East oversees the inclusion of new hymns from different musical traditions. However, 

this process becomes more complicated when purely musical factors play a central role in 

incorporating new microtones. Examples of such factors include harmonising chants and using 

workstation keyboards that produce microtones, which I unpack in Chapter Six. Nevertheless, 

language is actively involved in generating and sustaining the liturgy’s sonic peculiarity. 

Through its distinctive language and music, the liturgy further communicates to Assyrians 

information such as historical events that keep recurring throughout Assyrian history and the desired 

reaction to those events. In such a manner, chants and their music further the culture’s cohesion and 

continuity.16 The recounting of historical events proceeds through the text of sung chants where 

language and music provide means for the collective rendering of past events. Through collective 

recalling of past events, the community associates its current situation with those of its ancestors. In 

this way, music and language foster historical coherence, community consensus and group identity. 

The hymn genre, the martyrs’ antiphones, is one example of the correlation between 

modality, emotion and memory in the Assyrian liturgy which helps the community cope with 

constant discrimination and cyclical violence. Modality affords a space for expressing sorrow and 

receiving courage. It also presents how a sense of the collective generates through collective 

emotional memory. These overlapping functions of modality in the liturgical context enhance a sense 

of group identity defined by history, religion, language and music. Likewise, the reiteration of the 

sung liturgy contributes to the stability and durability of the culture and two of its fundamental 

components: language and music.  

The union of music and language in a sung tradition and its position in creating group identity 

 
16 Alan Merriam, The Anthropology of Music (Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1964), 223-
25. 
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and augmenting a sense of belonging has been studied from an ethnomusicological perspective. 

Shelemay explains that oral history acts as the transmission of the historical narratives through 

remembering, and collectively remembering shared experiences and knowledge is manifested 

through mediums such as language, music and performance.17 Moreover, as in any sung tradition, 

language plays a significant role in shaping the music and the melodic lines. Jonathan Shull discusses 

the question of linguistics and music in reviving past performance traditions. He mentions that a 

musical performance gains access to a culture’s foundations and its linguistic heritage through 

language.18 

Caroline Bithell considers the question of liturgy as a national and cultural emblem.19 In her 

article, she demonstrates how Latin performance and polyphonic texture of the mass have developed 

a sense of national identity amongst Corsican people. Recollections of days when the mass was 

performed in Latin have also encouraged the revival of its polyphonic performance. The music could 

not be adequately recalled. Nevertheless, the restoration of the Latin mass opened room for 

adaptations and developments. Bithell mentions that the dynamic nature of reviving the Latin mass 

attracted the younger generation’s attention. Performing the mass excited their sense of national 

identity because its language and musical style were unique to their villages.  

In Chapter Five, I show that we can trace the same patterns in the performance and 

transmission of the Assyrian Church of the East’s liturgy. The text of the liturgy tells the story of 

salvation from Genesis to Pentecost, as well as the narrative of Assyrians as one of the first people 

who adopted the Christian faith, and their struggle to stay Christian under foreign rule. Thus, the 

liturgy’s text provides a historical narrative for Assyrians, which links each generation to their 

ancestors. These narratives are told through the liturgy’s performance during the mass, canonical 

hours, and other religious feast days throughout the Church calendar. Consequently, the community 

values the sung rendition of the liturgy in Assyrian because both the music and language connect the 

Assyrian people to their ancient history. The Assyrian language and liturgical music are the legacies 

of a golden past when Assyrians lived freely and prosperously in Mesopotamia, advancing in 

business, science, literature and the arts.  

Furthermore, the liturgy’s language and its textual content, as Shull and Shelemay 

 
17 Kay Kaufman Shelemay, “Music, Memory and History,” Ethnomusicology Forum 15, no. 1 
(2006): 17-37. 
18 Jonathan Shull, “Locating the Past in the Present: Living Tradition and the Performance of Early 
Music,” Ethnomusicology Forum 15, no. 1 (2006): 87-111. 
19 Caroline Bithell, “Musical Archaeologists: The Revival and Reconstruction of Polyphonic Settings 
of the Latin Mass in Corsica,” Ethnomusicology Forum 15, no. 1 (2006): 113-145. 
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demonstrate, are significant for the community because they make the liturgy of the Assyrian Church 

of the East unique, linguistically. Therefore, this unique way of performing has established the 

liturgy as an Assyrian national symbol. The rise of interest in the Assyrian Church of the East’s 

liturgical music amongst the community’s younger members was triggered by the fear of extinction 

when gruesome videos of ISIS beheading people were published on social media in 2014. When 

images of ISIS marking Assyrians’ homes in Mosul and kidnapping them in Syria went viral on the 

internet and social media, they initiated a sense of ethnic solidarity amongst the younger generation 

in the diaspora.20 To express their frustration through music, young Assyrian musicians turned to the 

Assyrian Church of the East’s liturgy as a musical source because this repertoire has a unique 

significance for them: both the liturgy and its language are ancient and unique to this denomination. 

So, its music must be, too, as young Assyrian musicians in the diaspora believed. Thus, the liturgical 

music traversed religious boundaries and became representative of Assyrian identity for young 

musicians outside of the Middle East. 

 

1.5.  Theoretical Framework 

In the context of the Assyrian Church of the East liturgy, I engage in discussions about musical 

modes and intervals, emotional expression and inspiration, memory, language and Assyrian identity. 

Therefore, my first approach to the study of Assyrian liturgical music will include analysing its 

music. Gabriel Solis argues that music theory is a valuable tool in answering questions about music 

“as a social practice” and it contributes to the study of ethnomusicology at large. He concludes that 

music theory is “of central importance in practice and in principle to both”.21 He clarifies that 

analysing music is significant because it helps researchers focus on essential details that make music 

an element of the social world.22 Therefore, we first need to learn about the music itself to study its 

functionality in a culture. Likewise, it is crucial to study the sound structure and performance of 

Assyrian Church liturgical music to gain a deeper understanding of why it is important for Assyrians. 

As I mentioned earlier, Assyrian music has received very little scholarly attention. Nevertheless, as a 

form of Middle Eastern music, its study benefits immensely from research on its neighbouring 

 
20 See Kaitlyn Landgraf, “Torn from Their Homeland, Bay Area Assyrians Yearn for Persecution to 
End,” KQED, December 17, 2015, https://www.kqed.org/; Susan Abram, “Assyrians in California to 
Pray for Those Kidnapped, Threatened By ISIS,” Los Angeles Daily News, published February 26, 
2017, updated August 28, 2017, https://www.dailynews.com/. 
21 Gabriel Solis, “Thoughts on an Interdiscipline: Music Theory, Analysis, and Social Theory in 
Ethnomusicology,” Ethnomusicology 56, no. 3 (Fall 2012): 533. 
22 Solis, “Thoughts on an Interdiscipline,” 549. 
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musics, such as Arab and Iranian art and pop music, together with Jewish, Syriac Orthodox and 

Byzantine sacred traditions.23 

The study of how Assyrian liturgical music encourages certain emotions and allows for the 

expression of others shows its importance in the cultural lives of Assyrians. William James explains 

that when a situation is logically accessed, then our body reacts physically. This reaction is a change 

in our body’s physical state, and when we feel these changes, we experience the emotion. Jenefer 

Robinson argues that function of emotions is to show how much something is essential to a person. 

In applying her argument to Assyrians as a community, the study of a collective emotional response 

to liturgical music shows how much the liturgy, its music, and content are important to the 

community.24  

My second approach to the study of the Assyrian Church of the East’s liturgical music will 

include contextualising the music by situating this repertoire within a broader historical, social and 

political framework to gain a better understanding of what it means to Assyrians. I argue that the 

liturgical music acts as an Assyrian cultural emblem and expresses Assyrian identity. Therefore, I 

focus my argument on the research question: what is the role of the Church’s liturgical music in the 

musical representation of an Assyrian identity? To answer this question, I draw upon theoretical 

discourses of language, tradition and memory, all of which play an essential role in sustaining ethnic 

identity. In his discussion of identity from an essentialist stance, Timothy Rice maintains that 

through musical performance, groups and individuals express their permanent qualities of the self, 

such as race and language, and assert their bonds with their group members and their past.25 Gayatri 

Spivak indicates that groups sometimes tactically use positivist essentialism for political interests.26 

 
23 For instance, see Owen Wright, Christian Poché, and Amnon Shiloah, “Arab Music: Art Music,” 
in Grove Music Online (Oxford University Press, 2007-2014), accessed May 16, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.01139; Scott Marcus, “Modulation in Arab 
Music: Documenting Oral Concepts, Performance Rules and Strategies,” Ethnomusicology 36, no. 2 
(Spring-Summer 1992): 171-195; Abraham Idelsohn, Jewish Liturgy and Its Development (New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1932); Egon Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music and 
Hymnography, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961). 
24 Robinson, “Emotional Response to Music,” 652. See also in the same volume John Deigh, 
“Concepts of Emotions in Modern Philosophy and Psychology;” Aaron Ben-Ze’ev, “The Thing 
Called Emotion;” Derek Matravers, “Expression in the Arts;” Susan L. Feagin, “Affects in 
Appreciation;” and Jeanette Bicknell, “Explaining Strong Emotional Responses to Music: Sociality 
and Intimacy,” Journal of Consciousness Studies 14, no. 12 (2007): 5-23. 
25 Timothy Rice, “Reflections on Music and Identity in Ethnomusicology,” Muzikologija (Journal of 
the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts) 7 (2007): 21-24. 
26 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography,” in Selected 
Subaltern Studies, ed. Ranajit Guha and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1988): 13. 
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Thomas Turino, in turn, defines strategic essentialism as a conscious emphasis on certain aspects of 

identity for, usually, imperative “political and social unity”.27 Turino continues that identity politics 

employ expressive cultural traditions such as music because, as Rice mentions, music gives a 

symbolic shape to pre-existing identities and power to subaltern identities.28  

In Chapter Five, I demonstrate how language plays a significant role in preserving Assyrian 

identity and how obtaining literacy skills promoted a notion of an Assyrian nation in the late 

nineteenth century. Likewise, dismissing the language and its application in the liturgy in Iraqi urban 

centres, together with other political and economic factors, has facilitated the construction of a new 

identity, under the term Chaldean, amongst the Iraqi Assyrians. The new identity has a different way 

of negotiating its historical and modern characteristics, and it contrasts with the way the Assyrian-

speaking people consider their Assyrian identity. Therefore, questions of language, nation and the 

ultimate goal of national sovereignty have fragmented today’s Iraqi Assyrian community, which 

needs cohesion today more than ever in the face of extreme social and political pressures of post-

2003 Iraq. In this context, the linguistic and musical traditions of the Assyrian liturgy have been 

regarded as means to sustain Assyrianness in the views of most Assyrians, regardless of their church 

affiliations or religiosity.  

As Eric Hobsbawm argues, unaffected practices of a traditional society indicate continuity 

and a tie with history.29 According to Hobsbawm’s view, customs such as the Assyrian liturgy are 

alive and genuine, ones that have not missed their link with their history as they are passed down 

from generation to generation.30 Byron King Plant maintains that references to tradition frequently 

operate as both the foundation and tool for validating current claims, including rights to properties, 

territories and self-government.31 Thus, these arguments explain why Assyrians with various 

religious beliefs agree that the Assyrian liturgy carries within essential components of Assyrian 

culture transmitted to them from their forefathers.  

 
27 Thomas Turino, “Habits of Self, Identity, and Culture,” in Music as Social Life: The Politics of 
Participation (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2008), 104-5. 
28 Rice, “Reflection on Music and Identity,” 35. 
29 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition, Canto ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 1-14. 
30 Richard Handle and Jocelyn Linnekin, “Tradition, Genuine or Spurious,” The Journal of American 
Folklore 97, no. 385 (1984): 273-90. 
31 Byron King Plant, “Secret, Powerful, and the Stuff of Legends: Revisiting Theories of Invented 
Tradition,” Canadian Journal of Native Studies 28, no.1 (2008): 182. 
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Jeanette Rodriguez and Ted Fortier study the role of memory in shaping a group identity.32 

They explain that tradition involves two parts: the process and the product. The process is the act of 

remembering, and the product consists of content or “memory”. The method of remembering 

includes the questions of who remembers the content and how it is remembered. The content 

comprises that which memory evokes. People or societies do the remembering and, therefore, are the 

bearers of the traditional and cultural memories. Moreover, content is remembered when a 

community or a culture recalls it in memory, raises it in celebration, passes it on orally, records it in 

writing and designates a sacred place for it. According to James Wertsch and Henry Roediger, 

fundamental cultural means shared by group members, such as language and written symbols, make 

the process of remembering “collective”. They also make remembering unique to that group.33 

Therefore, group members and the cultural tools they use constitute essential elements of a “memory 

system”. 

Narrative through language plays a fundamental role in shaping memory. Daniel Schacter 

explains that episodic and autobiographical types of individual memory use structured arrangements, 

such as plots and narratives, to join the “perceptual”, and supplementary kinds of information, like 

semantic and contextual aspects, to recall “multiattribute” events.34 We find similar relations 

between narrative and collective memory. Jan Assmann argues that collective and national narratives 

are expected to cohesively present historical “events, characters, and motives” in the same way that 

episodic memory uses narratives to organise information in individual memory.35 Jan Assmann and 

John Czaplicka explain that the collective memory, built upon everyday conversation through 

language, forms the concept of communicative memory, which outlines oral history.36 Through 

dialogue, individual memories establish a unit based on each individual’s distinct perception of a 

shared image of their past. In other words, collective memory is formed based on the manifestation 

 
32 Jeanette Rodriguez and Ted Fortier, Cultural Memory: Resistance, Faith, Identity (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2007), 9. In numerous scholarly works on memory, terms such as 
“collective memory”, “cultural memory” and “social memory” are used interchangeably. 
33 James V. Wertsch and Henry L. Roediger III, “Collective Memory: Conceptual Foundations and 
Theoretical Approaches,” Memory 1, no.3 (2008): 319-21. 
34 Daniel L. Schacter, “Priming and Multiple Memory Systems: Perceptual Mechanisms of Implicit 
Memory,” in Memory Systems, ed. Daniel L. Schacter and Endel Tulving (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1994), quoted in Wertsch and Roediger, “Collective Memory,” 323. 
35 Jan Assmann, “Cultural Memories and National Narratives: With Some Relation to the Case of 
Georgia,” Caucasus Context 3, no. 1 (2007): 40-1, quoted in Wertsch and Roediger, “Collective 
Memory,” 323-24. 
36 Jan Assmann and John Czaplicka, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” New German 
Critique 65 (Spring-Summer,1995): 126. 
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of individual memories in everyday conversations. The crucial role of language comes to the fore as 

these conversations are manifested through a particular language.  

Even though different disciplinary backgrounds deal with various aspects and definitions of 

collective memory, they agree on the function of collective memory to address the needs of a group. 

Celia Harris, Helen Paterson and Richard Kemp explain that these needs form and sustain group 

identity, unity and coherence.37 They argue that a community’s history contains events connected to 

the community’s beliefs and goals. Therefore, their communal recollection forms a cultural identity, 

defends ethnic conflict and validates a political ideology. Assmann and Czaplicka maintain that 

cultural memory, as the knowledge of events, encourages a sense of group unity and distinctiveness. 

It reproduces group identity through collective recollection of this knowledge.38 They conclude that 

cultural heritage is carried within the cultural memory of a society, such as through reusable texts, 

images and rituals, and is specific to that society in each period. The “cultivation” of cultural 

memory stabilises society’s “self-image”, and cultural heritage represents a society to itself and 

others. 

Suzel Ana Reily studies the importance of music as part of cultural heritage in constructing 

and remembering narratives in an analysis of the Holy Week celebrations in the mining town of 

Campanha in Brazil.39 Reily argues that the consistent performance of ceremonies maintains the 

collective narrative. Body movements during these performances help internalise rituals. Repetition 

engraves these experiences in the memory of the individuals. The collective performance of these 

services accumulates information of a communal experience which creates a sense of harmony 

amongst the community members. Reily argues that social construction with defined values and 

norms emerges through shared experiences, and those involved maintain social structure and sustain 

historical coherence each time they perform these rituals. Therefore, these celebrations act as an 

emblem through which the community defines its religious and cultural identity. 

Music, as a form of representation, has been the topic of much ethnomusicological research. 

Different groups of people use music as a medium to communicate their physical presence, feelings 

and ideas. A secure connection forms between body and soul during musical performances with 

consequential impacts on the participants. This relationship and its implications highlight the critical 

 
37 Celia Harris, Helen Paterson, and Richard Kemp, “Collaborative Recall and Collective Memory: 
What Happens When We Remember Together?,” Memory 1, no.3 (2008): 213-14. 
38 Assmann and Czaplicka, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” 128. 
39 Suzel Ana Reily, “Remembering the Baroque Era: Historical Consciousness, Local Identity, and 
the Holy Week Celebrations in a Former Mining Town in Brazil,” Ethnomusicology Forum 15, no.1 
(2006): 36-62. 
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role music plays in representing and asserting ideologies and identities, unifying communities and 

mobilising support. Drawing on the theoretical framework provided by the ethnomusicological 

literature on identity, language, tradition and memory, this dissertation then aims to reveal the impact 

the performance of the liturgy has on the perpetuation of an Assyrian identity. This research also 

examines how liturgical music evokes a collective response to the current political conditions in the 

Middle East, directly affecting the fate of Assyrians in the homeland in particular and Assyrian 

identity in general. 

 

1.6.  Research Methodology 

As described previously, this project’s primary research method is ethnographical and historical, 

underpinned by transcription and music analysis. As part of my ethnographical approach, my 

projected plan included semi-structured and unstructured qualitative interviews and participant 

observation. My historical approach encompassed examining Assyrian political and social history 

during various periods of modernity, complemented by the oral history of modern Iraq’s political 

struggles. Since the discourse on the ancient liturgy of the Assyrian Church of the East acts as the 

basis for Assyrians to construct a historical narrative that connects them to the ancient Mesopotamian 

Empire, it is significant to examine how the Assyrian community perceives this music as an emblem 

of their ethnic identity. Therefore, this thesis engages with theoretical issues such as the construction 

of history and identity through memory.40 

Consequently, I conducted my ethnographic research amongst Assyrians in the homeland and 

the diaspora to understand how the wider Assyrian community values their liturgical music. As a 

participant-observer, I engaged in Mar Yosip Parish’s religious activities in San Jose, California, St 

Mary’s Assyrian Church of the East in Ealing, London, and St John the Baptist Church in Erbil, Iraq. 

Through participant observation, I reflect on the musical activities in the Assyrian communities in 

Urmia and Tehran in Iran, Erbil and Nahla in Iraq and in London. To learn about the music of the 

mass and how the clergy, choir and congregation perform it, I attended mass regularly in San Jose in 

2016 and London in 2017. I made several audio recordings of the entire mass in London to capture 

different performances by various priests who came to London to lead the mass on multiple 

occasions and compared my recordings with those I made during my trips to Iran and Iraq in 2018 

 
40 For examples of more recent work in historical and ethnomusicological writing, see Michael C. 
Heller, Loft Jazz: Improvising New York in the 1970s (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 
2017); Francesca Orsini and Katherine Butler Schofield eds., Tellings and Texts: Music, Literature 
and Performance in North India (Cambridge, UK: Open Book Publishers, 2015); Bonnie C. Wade, 
Composing Japanese Musical Modernity (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014). 
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and 2019. 

During the 2017 and 2018 summers, I travelled to Iran to record the mass in Tehran and 

Urmia, where the largest Assyrian communities in the country reside today. In 2017, I recorded the 

mass in Tehran and had a brief conversation with the parish priest. In Urmia, I recorded Sunday 

lauds sung by the parish priests and deacons, followed by the mass where a large choir accompanied 

the clergy. I also travelled to Assyrian villages in the outskirts of Urmia to visit their old churches. 

Today, most of these villages are occupied by either Azeris or Kurds. The Assyrians of Urmia Plain 

began migrating to the city in the 1950s and 60s, selling their homes and farms to Azeris and Kurds. 

Nevertheless, the community still owns village churches and graveyards and holds services during 

saints’ days and funerals. In the summer of 2018, I travelled to Urmia again to attend the 

commemoration of St Mary the Blessed Virgin and interview the parish priests. I recorded the 

morning mass in the village of Yangija and attended the feast in the evening in the village of 

Ardeshay. 

In November 2018, I travelled to Iraq for the first time and spent three weeks in the northern 

region attending and recording mass and the vespers at St John the Baptist Church in Erbil, travelling 

to other cities, visiting Assyrian villages, and meeting with the clergy and musicians. During my first 

trip, I met with the choir at St John and attended their rehearsal to commemorate the church’s tenth 

anniversary. I also met with the board members of the Assyrian Cultural Club and Syriac Literary 

Society in Erbil. They kindly invited me to join their social events and meetings, where they 

introduced me to Assyrian musicians and writers in Erbil.  

During my 2018 trip to Iraq, I also visited the ancient monastery of Rabban Hormzid in the 

ancient town of Alqosh in the northern Nineveh Plains. The Assyrian Catholic monks have 

administered the monastery since the eighteenth century. Unlike Catholic communities in the cities, 

everybody speaks Assyrian in rural areas and, therefore, all church services are conducted in Syriac. 

I spent three nights at the monastery interviewing and recording the monks, who had come from 

various regions in the country and with different musical backgrounds. I also attended lauds and 

vespers at the monastery church and the town church. I joined one of the monks for Sunday mass at 

the church in Baqopa (Bakufa) village, formerly occupied by ISIS and now liberated and reinhabited. 

During short trips to the mountainous regions of Nahla and Sapna Valley, I recorded a funeral 

mass in Nahla, a prayer ritual at the gravesite, and vespers sung by two deacons. As I visited and 

recorded clerics from various regions, I realised that the chants of the Assyrian liturgy can be divided 

into two main groups: those with and those without a fixed melody. The clergy are free to compose a 

tune for the latter group, and if they are not musically skilled, they can imitate their mentors or other 
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colleagues. Then, I noticed that the variations in the way chants are performed resulted from different 

voice techniques that the clergy incorporated. These techniques vary from one region to another and 

from one generation to the next. These varying vocal techniques and performance practices influence 

the tonal divisions and the modal landscape of each performance. Therefore, when a single priest or 

deacon performs chants, influences from neighbouring musics can be easily detected. In contrast, 

when a group of clerics sings the chants, a unanimous modal space can be heard in Iran, Iraq and San 

Jose. Therefore, I constructed my musical analysis of intonation and modality in Chapter Three 

based on a comparative study of chant performances from different regions and settings. In Chapter 

Four, I focused my study of music theory on the analysis of sound quality in mode, melody and 

metre in a group of chants called martyrs’ hymns to further investigate the relationship between text, 

mode and emotion.  

I stayed in Iraq for two months during my second trip in 2019. I travelled to the country in 

March to observe the Assyrian New Year celebrations in Duhok. The festivity begins in the morning 

with a large procession through the city centre, followed by an afternoon of outdoor music and dance 

at the Assyrian Democratic Movement’s (Zowaa) party headquarter. During April, I attended the 

Holy Week and Easter services according to the Gregorian calendar in Erbil, and the following week 

in Nahla, according to the Julian Calendar. In May, I attended the Rabban Hormzid feast in Alqosh; I 

concluded my trip by recording several services performed by different bishops, including the 

Assyrian metropolitan of New Zealand and Indian Metropolitan from Kerala, who had gathered in 

Erbil for the Church’s annual synod in 2019.  

During semi-structured and unstructured interviews with the clergy, my objective was to 

understand how they made sense of shared musical traits between various peoples living in today’s 

Iraq, and connections between this repertoire and Assyrian cultural traditions, such as language. In 

addition to the Assyrian clerics, my other interviews included music directors, choir members and 

members of the Assyrian community. In these interviews, I aimed at gaining insight into how these 

different groups of people appreciate the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East and its 

role in constructing a coherent historical narrative and a shared experience. 

In my interactions with Assyrians, I was considered an insider, an Assyrian born and raised in 

the Middle East, who speaks and reads the language fluently, and has lived as a member of an 

ethnoreligious minority group that had experienced war and its horrors. As a Protestant Assyrian, I 

was an outsider to the Church of the East community. The Church community everywhere highly 

appreciated my interest in the Church of the East music, not only because I valued their music as a 

Protestant but also because I was going to study their music systematically and draw attention to its 
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existence. As an Iranian Assyrian, I was also an outsider in Iraq. I spoke Assyrian in the Urmian 

dialect but with a Persian accent. Nonetheless, Iraqi Assyrians constantly reminded me that Iraq was 

my ancestral land and that I should feel at home. Such encouragement confirmed the community’s 

trust in me as a non-Iraqi researcher and facilitated the building of rapport. 

My experience as an Assyrian immigrant living in the US has been crucial in understanding 

the importance of language for Assyrians. It significantly helped me empathise with the clergy in 

Iraq when they shared their concerns about performing the liturgy in Assyrian, and its impact on 

music. In the West, long school and working hours for both children and parents hinder the 

transmission of cultural heritage, which requires time for socialising, whether at home or in the 

community. Working with Assyrian children and youth in the diaspora revealed the importance of 

language in creating a sense of belonging. Language is a fundamental way of communication 

between individuals. Therefore, its absence prevents the younger generation from attending small 

Assyrian gatherings and more significant cultural events, unless there are other means of 

communication.  

Assyrian youth show great enthusiasm in joining events where non-verbal forms of cultural 

expression exist, such as in dance parties, music concerts and food festivals. Although they practice 

their Assyrian identity through such events, the Assyrian youth still do not share with the first-

generation immigrants and Assyrians in the homeland the importance of contributing to the 

perpetuation of Assyrian ethnicity and culture. Here is where I understand music to have a crucial 

role because through music, interest in learning the language develops and, thus, language becomes 

more accessible. This view also conforms with the Church fathers’ opinion about the practicality of 

music in transferring knowledge and history. The Church of the East liturgy is one of the few ancient 

Assyrian traditions that is still performed today. Hence, Assyrians, regardless of their religious and 

political affiliations, recognise its music as a tradition that transcends its spiritual identity and has 

been transformed into ethnic music. It was intriguing for me to see that Assyrians in Iraq share the 

same view while negotiating their Assyrian ethnic and Iraqi national identities in an unpredictable 

political environment. 

Through the examination of historical studies, I sought to situate Assyrians, their liturgy and 

music practices in the broader political and social context to map out the foundations on which their 

contemporary music practices are constructed. To do so, I first examined the history of the Church of 

the East as well as the formation of its theological and philosophical framework as the bedrock of the 

ways the liturgy and its music were established. To theorise the contemporary Assyrians’ sacred 

music practices, I focused my contextualisation of Assyrian liturgical music practices according to 
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the history of music theory of Assyrians’ neighbouring musical traditions, both sacred and secular. 

Based on the issues highlighted by my informants during my fieldwork, I conceptualised questions 

of affect, memory and identity in various Assyrian communities according to the oral and written 

history of the early Church martyrs, Assyrian language history of the nineteenth and twentieth-

century, and Iraq’s twenty-first-century political history. 

In combining historical research methods and an ethnographic approach, I have relied on 

primary sources in the form of my informants’ eyewitness accounts of contemporary Assyrian 

history. My secondary sources include my informants’ retelling of their relatives’ stories of early 

twentieth-century events and my informants’ recounting of Assyrian ancient and medieval history as 

they have heard and perceived it from their predecessors. My secondary sources also include events 

and concepts which have left an influential impact on the present perception of Assyrians about 

themselves and their music. These incidents and conceptions are addressed in scholarly literature, 

newspapers, journal articles and social media, all of which I have employed as secondary sources in 

my historical approach. 

 

1.7.  Chapter Overview 

Chapter Two provides a general overview of the Assyrian Church of the East history, its 

Christological and anthropological viewpoints and political responsibilities as the guardian of an 

ethnoreligious minority. Some of the critical points in Assyrian history reoccur in the following 

chapters, where I give more detailed accounts of events. Chapter Two also includes a general history 

of the liturgy’s formation, general structure and its literary and musical genres. In Chapter Three, I 

study the music of the liturgy by exploring its modal and intonational characteristics. For this 

purpose, I identify two main classes of chants based on my observations and interviews with the 

clergy. An overview of how clerics perform chants during the mass versus canonical hours exposes 

fundamental differences in how these two groups’ melodies are composed. Based on a summary of 

the existing modal system in the region through history, I further investigate the intonational 

variations in these chants by comparing the clergy’s performance practices in various areas. I then 

argue that solo utterances reveal influences from Arab and Iranian maqams, and the group 

performance of canonical chants suggests the presence of a modal structure different from 

the maqam system.  

Chapter Four focuses on how the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East helps 

reconstruct a historical narrative that assists the Assyrian community in maintaining continuity into 

the future. Martyrs’ hymns as a chant genre have a central role in this process. Based on theoretical 
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discourses about emotion, memory and identity, I examine the historical narrative rendered through 

the genre’s textual content and music. I configure the chapter based on a response and perseverance 

model to study the physical and psychological reactions to emotional stimuli through the text and 

music of the hymns. Chapter Five concentrates on the intimate relationship between the liturgy as a 

cultural tradition and the Assyrian language through a comparative study of the liturgy performed in 

Arabic by Assyrian Catholics and in the Assyrian language by the Church of the East in Iraq. I argue 

that language has an influential role in protecting the peculiarities of liturgical music. I also discuss 

the recent changes in linguistic history amongst various Assyrian communities in Iraq, and their 

impact on how each group negotiates its overlapping denominational, ethnic and national identities, 

especially after the political uncertainties in Mesopotamia following the fall of the Ottoman Empire.  

Chapter Six examines the Church’s outlook into the future by showing how the Church 

provides channels for the transmission of Assyrian tradition to the younger generation. By presenting 

two case studies, I further investigate the role of young musicians in receiving these traditions and 

communicating them to the global community. During my first trip to Iraq, I met with Waleed Zaya, 

the music director at St John the Baptist Church in Erbil. My first encounter with him was at choir 

rehearsal as he was trying to grapple with the microtones his workstation keyboard produced which 

did not match those of the parish priest. Waleed has been incorporating a new musical style in the 

performance of the liturgy by using a musical instrument and harmonising chants in the Western 

music tradition. 

Rachel Sarah Thomas is an Assyrian musician born in the US. She has dedicated her musical 

activities to promoting Assyrian culture and introducing Assyrians to global society after the rise of 

ISIS. Her early encounter with Assyrian music and culture was through attending Mar Gewargis 

Church in Chicago. Through her music activity at church, she has been introduced to other Assyrian 

music genres and participated in community activities that led to an eventual trip to the homeland. 

Finally, Chapter Seven reflects on the issues discussed in the thesis and summarises the answers to 

the main questions put forward in the introduction. 
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2 Chapter Two: History of the Church of the East and the Assyrian Liturgy 
 

To better understand the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East, it is essential to 

comprehend the Church’s history, which has influenced the perception of contemporary Assyrians 

regarding their ethnic identity and its relation to liturgical music. Assyrians promote their past 

through the performance of the liturgy, where they engage in reconstructing their history as they “re-

encounter and recreate the form and legacy of the past in the present”.41 This historical construction 

leans on the accounts of previous generations. Assyrian clergy and the laity reproduce accounts that 

have been documented in writing or transmitted orally through their performance of the liturgy.42 

Like any “historically situated human subjects”, Assyrians “perceive, learn, interpret, evaluate, 

produce, and respond” to the text and music of their liturgy as a repository and legacy of Assyrian 

history.43 This chapter provides an overview of the Assyrian past that draws upon events, such as 

displacements and massacres, documented in the form of general synod reports and hymns. In this 

chapter, I visit elements from Assyrians’ distant and near past and from the perspective of the 

contemporary performers of the tradition, as well as the more recent English scholarly literature.44 

Therefore, I base this chapter on a new outlook from within a Middle Eastern community formalised 

by old and new historical examinations. This model will provide a bigger picture of the history of 

Assyrians and their sacred music tradition. 

 
41 Timothy Rice, “Toward the Remodelling of Ethnomusicology,” Ethnomusicology 31 (1987): 474. 
42 Jonathan McCollum and David G Hebert, eds., Theory and Method in Historical Ethnomusicology 
(Guilford: Lexington Books, 2014), x. 
43 Christopher Waterman, “Jùjú: History: Toward a Theory of Sociomusical Practice,” in 
Ethnomusicology and Modern Music History, eds. Stephen Blum, Philip V. Bohlman, and Daniel M. 
Neuman (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1993), 66. 
44 The absence of a broader ethnographic and interdisciplinary approach may discredit some older 
scholarly works. One such example is J. F. Coakley’s article “The Church of the East since 1914”. In 
his assessment of the Anglican Church missionary activities amongst Assyrians of Iran and Hakkari, 
he declares that mountain Assyrians’ “xenophobia” and Iranian Assyrians’ union with Orthodox 
churches resulted in the “failure” of the Anglicans and the Lutherans missions. Although Coakley 
does not explain what precisely the “failure” of the mission may entail, a comparative evaluation of 
political and social conditions of Assyrians in Iran and Hakkari, as well as the Kurds of Hakkari, 
Iraqi Muslims and Iranians, reveal that other factors negatively impacted the missionary activities in 
these regions. To name a few, the Assyrians of Hakkari were being strongly suppressed by their 
Kurdish neighbours, who narrowly limited the activities of the foreign missionaries. Also, most of 
the population in Iran and Iraq, regardless of their religious affiliation, contested the British presence 
as a colonising power that sought dominance in both territories. J. F. Coakley, “The Church of the 
East since 1914,” Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester  
78 (1996): 179-81.  
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In the first section, an overview of Mesopotamian history explains the conditions under which 

the liturgy of the Church of the East was formed. It also depicts the Church’s role in representing 

Assyrians under foreign rule and their interactions with the non-Christian dominant society. I then 

trace the Church’s history with an emphasis on the Christological schism of the fifth century CE, the 

major disunion of the sixteenth century and the invasion of Iraq by the US in 2003. My interest in the 

abovementioned events is due to, first, the attention they receive from the community and, second, 

their significant impact on Assyrians’ political relations in the Middle East to this day. Lastly, in the 

final section, I provide a brief history of the development of the liturgy and its integral parts, along 

with a concise description of its textual and musical forms.  

 

2.1.  Assyrian History Before Christianity 

Mesopotamia is amongst the earliest civilisations, having emerged in the fourth millennium BCE. 

The Greek word “Mesopotamia”, meaning “the land between two rivers”, is a translation of the 

Aramaic Bet Nahrin.45 According to Assyrian poet and linguist Nineb Lamassu, the English 

translation of Bet Nahrin is “land of rivers”.46 He argues that the Greek term “Mesopotamia” 

confines the lands occupied by Assyrians to the region between the Tigris and Euphrates, while 

disregarding other main rivers, such as the Zab, and major Assyrian cities like Erbil, which is 

situated to the East of the Tigris. Traditionally, the lands that Assyrians have occupied for more than 

six millennia is believed to encompass modern Iraq, northwest Syria and southeast Turkey. These 

geographical demarcations are based on the information provided to me by my Assyrian informants 

from Iran and Iraq. They trace their ancestors to the Assyrian inhabitants of either the highlands of 

southeast Turkey, the lowlands of southern Turkey and northern Iraq. For instance, I met with Dr 

Roben Bet-Shmuel, the director of the Syriac Museum in Erbil, during my first trip to Iraq, in 2018. 

He kindly offered to drive me to Duhok on the weekend to meet his family and to show me the city 

and its suburbs. During our two-hour drive, I asked him about his background and which Hakkari 

 
45 In Assyrian bet means “home” and nahrin denotes “rivers” (sing, nahra). 
46 Nineb Lamassu (Assyrian poet and linguist), in discussion with the author, October 2, 2021, 
Cambridge, UK. 
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tribe he belonged to. He traced his ancestry to the Assyrians of Erbil, explaining, “My family does 

not belong to any highland tribe. We come from the eastern plains in the city of Erbil.”47 

The indigenous inhabitants of Mesopotamia comprised several ethnic groups, ethnologically 

mostly of Semitic origins. Mesopotamia attracted various peoples from surrounding lands because of 

its extremely fertile soil, especially the area surrounding the Euphrates and Tigris and their 

confluence to the north of modern Basrah.48 These groups include Armenians from the north, Arabs 

from the south, numerous Aramaic-speaking people from the west and Iranian peoples such as 

Kurds, from the northeast. 

The ancient Assyrians resided in upper Mesopotamia along the Tigris and ruled the northern 

regions uninterrupted. Their kings often formed strong establishments and expanded their 

jurisdiction over southern Mesopotamia.49 Whereas the majority ethnic Assyrians occupied and ruled 

upper Mesopotamia, lower Mesopotamia hosted peoples other than its indigenous Sumerian and 

Semitic Akkadian inhabitants. Migrant communities often gained political power and established 

new dynasties, such as the Amorites, Kassites and Chaldeans. Once their rule expanded beyond the 

southern Mesopotamian borders, their kingdoms acquired the title of the Babylonian Empire, derived 

from the capital city’s name.50  

Abdishou Yadgar, an Iranian Assyrian architect, enumerated the ancient Assyrians’ 

achievements as such: 

 

 
47 Robin Bet-Shmuel (General Director of the Syriac Culture and Art in Erbil), in discussion with the 
author, November 29, 2018, Duhok, Iraq. A corpus of ancient Iranian stone inscriptions also agrees 
with the same margins. See, for instance, Dariush Akbarzadeh, رھم - ھکس - هراگن گنس( یولھپ یاھ ھبیتک - 

)ھتشبن فرظ -رھم رثا   [Pahlavi Inscriptions: Lithograph - Coin - Seal - Seal Effect - Inscribed Container] 
(Tehran: Pazineh Press, 2006), 32; “ ؟تسیچ نآ یسراف مان و تساجک اقیقد نیرھنلا نیب !” [Where is Beyn-ol 
Nahreyn?!] Islamic Azad University News Agency (ANA), published January 5, 2020, 
https://www.ana.press/news/448059. Amongst Western sources are “Ancient Mesopotamia - an 
Overview,” in Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge, accessed November 15, 2021, 
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/about-us/mesopotamia/mesopotamia-history; R. N. Frye, Dietz O 
Edzard, and Wolfram Th. von Soden, “History of Mesopotamia,” Encyclopedia Britannica, 
published December 9, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/place/Mesopotamia-historical-region-Asia 
48 Jennifer R. Pournelle, “Physical Geography,” in The Sumerian World, ed. Harriet Crawford 
(Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2013), 13-33. 
49 Pournelle, “Physical Geography,” 25. 
50 See Benjamin R. Foster and Karen Polinger Foster, Civilizations of Ancient Iraq (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2009); “Mesopotamia Timeline,” The British Museum, accessed January 
14, 2021, http://www.mesopotamia.co.uk/time/explore/main_mes.html; Anne Kilmer and Sam 
Mirelman, “Mesopotamia,” in Grove Music Online (2001), accessed May 12, 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.18485 
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We Assyrians have been a great nation. We have had great kings. We have invented things 

like the wheel. We had the largest library in the ancient times. The wonderful ancient Iranian 

architecture is in fact the continuation of Assyrian architecture. Modern pianos are modelled 

after the Assyrian dulcimore. Our language is amongst the most complex languages in the 

world. Even Jesus spoke in our language. Assyria is the cradle of civilisation. We are still a 

great nation, and Assyria will rise again.51 

 

Semitic Assyrians of the north took over Mesopotamia by 1100 BCE. They built Nineveh as 

their capital city and began expanding their kingdom beyond their traditional borders. Assyrian kings 

relocated large groups of people and settled them in Mesopotamia, such as the Semitic Arameans of 

modern Syria who came to Mesopotamia as workers and artisans.52 Soon their language of Aramaic 

became the commercial language of Mesopotamia, the official state language (752 BCE) and, finally, 

the lingua franca of the lands to the west of Mesopotamia by the eighth century BCE.53 In the 

seventh century BCE, several southern migrant tribes allied with the Iranian Medes and defeated the 

Assyrians. As a result, the Chaldean dynasty came to power in 612 BCE, with Babylon as its capital 

city. In 539 BCE, the Iranian army overthrew the Chaldeans and permanently ended the native rule 

over Mesopotamia.54 

Today, Assyrians consider the fall of their empire and their eventual conversion to 

Christianity as the two main reasons for their oppression, and yet survival, as a nation. Flora Yoash, 

an Iranian Assyrian high school teacher, explained,  

 

Assyrians were very powerful. They discovered and invented many things. They invaded 

many lands and expanded their empire beyond the Mesopotamian border. But there is nothing 

left of that enormous empire, of that great name Assyria. Others have trampled upon us. We 

are struggling today to improve our society’s state of mind and well-being after various 

traumas that we have been through. And one reason for that struggle is that we lack the 

artistic culture in our society today. A developed society has a close relationship with a 

developed artistic culture, be it painting, music, theatre or anything else. When individuals 

are involved with the arts, either directly in the form of creating it or indirectly by enjoying 

 
51 Abdishou Yadgar, in discussion with the author, December 20, 2017, San Jose, USA. 
52 Foster and Foster, “7. The Assyrian Achievement,” in Civilizations of Ancient Iraq, 114-115. 
53 Hans J. Nissen and Peter Hein, From Mesopotamia to Iraq: A Concise History, trans. Hans J. 
Nissen (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 39. 
54 Kilmer and Mirelman, “Mesopotamia.” 
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and understanding it, then you can hope for the collective progress of the entire society, 

mentally and intellectually.55  

 

Pauline Bet Oshana, the daughter of the first Assyrian representative in the first post-

revolution Iranian parliament, argued,  

 

After the fall of our empire, we were persecuted by foreign rules. We did not have political 

power anymore to protect us. If it wasn’t for our Christian faith and our Church, we would 

have dissolved into the Muslim Arabs. The Church saved our language, and our language 

saved us from extinction. Our Assyrian nation is indebted to the Church of the East for saving 

our ethnic identity.56 

 

By the end of the first century CE, Christianity was well established in Mesopotamia, making 

Mesopotamians one of the main Christian ethnic groups. Both the Roman and Iranian governments 

tried to suppress the spread of Christianity in their territories. The Romans considered Christianity 

dangerous to the state, and the Iranians deemed it an enemy to their Zoroastrian religion. Iranians 

gave the Christians the right to worship if they did not proselytise. When Christianity became the 

state religion of the Roman Empire in 306 CE, the conflicts between the Romans and Iranians took 

on a religious flavour. Mesopotamia remained under mostly Iranian rule until 627 CE when the 

Romans recaptured the lands to the west of the Euphrates and made them a Roman frontier province. 

Now, western Mesopotamia became a territory of the Roman Empire, and eastern Mesopotamia a 

state of the Iranian Kingdom.57 

 

2.2.  History of the Church of the East 

2.2.1.  Conversion to Christianity 

At an Assyrian gathering in San Jose I attended in 2017, a group of younger Assyrians had engaged 

in a heated debate about the separation of church and state, which led to a discussion of the impact of 

 
55 Flora Yoash, in discussion with the author, December 19, 2017, San Jose, USA. 
56 Sargon Bet Oshana (1927–88), Assyrian representative and member of Assembly of Experts for 
Constitution of Iran in 1979. Mrs Bet Oshana, in discussion with the author, September 12, 2016, 
San Jose, USA. 
57 Homa Katouzian, The Persians: Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Iran (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2009), 59; Beate Dignas and Engelbert Winter, Rome and Persia in Late Antiquity: 
Neighbours and Rivals (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 216-21; Mark Whittow, The 
Making of Byzantium: 600-1025 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 81. 
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the formation of multiple denominations on the unity of Assyrians as a nation.58 Eventually, a young 

deacon from the Church of the East brought the debate to an end by commenting, “We had our own 

god to worship, the god of Assur. It was Jesus’s Apostle Thomas who came to the East and brought 

the good news to us. Our forefathers then decided to convert to Christianity in those early years. And 

we have respected their decision and had kept our faith to this day.” The group broke up. Later, I 

noticed that another discussion formed around the need for one unified church instead of multiple 

denominations for the sake of the nation’s unity.  

Although there is no evidence of when and how exactly they converted, historical documents 

show that Assyrians had adopted the new faith by 150–200 CE. Two factors contributed to this 

process: the missionary journey of the faithful to the East and the Jewish communities in the 

diaspora, especially in the city of Edessa in modern Turkey.59 Several legends recount the spreading 

of the Gospel amongst Assyrians by the faithful during the first century CE, all of which lack reliable 

historical documentation but are widely recognized by Assyrians. According to the most widespread 

legend, Apostle Thomas (Doubting Thomas) carried the mission to eastern lands, which is why 

Christians of the East are often called Thomas Christians.60  

According to scholarly research, the Assyrians were amongst the first people in the region to 

accept Christianity as their new religion, which still acts as an important legacy today.61 At a small 

ladies’ gathering after the Sunday service in Tehran, several Sunday School teachers discussed the 

difference between Evangelical Christians’ worldviews in the US and Iran. One of the teachers 

argued that there are nuanced differences between the West and East in understanding Christianity in 

general. She began her reasoning by commenting, “We are called Thomas Christians because we 

converted as the result of St Thomas’s testimony. He went all the way to India to preach the Gospel. 

He (St Thomas) is something like our patron saint. That is why our church in Tehran is called St 

Thomas Assyrian Evangelical Presbyterian Church.”  

 
58 I have focused on this issue in more depth in Chapter Five. 
59 Steven K. Ross, Roman Edessa: Politics and Culture on the Eastern Fringes of the Roman 
Empire, 114-242 CE (Routledge: London, 2001), 5-29. 
60 Christopher Baumer, The Church of the East: An Illustrated History of Assyrian Christianity, New 
Edition (I.B. Tauris: London, 2016), 15. Accounts of St. Thomas’s journey to the East have 
developed into two different storylines. In one narrative, St. Thomas took the Good News to the 
Parthian Empire, of which Mesopotamia was a province. In the other account, St. Thomas is believed 
to have travelled to India and taken the Good News to King Gondophares (c. 19–50 CE), who ruled 
over southeastern Iran and Pakistan. 
61 See Lucas van Rompay, “The East (3): Syria and Mesopotamia,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Early Christian Studies, eds. Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G. Hunter (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 365-389; Ross, Roman Edessa, 117-118. 
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 Conversion to Christianity in Mesopotamia began after the Jewish diaspora became Christian. 

In describing the reasons behind some ceremonial laws of the Church of the East, Bishop Abris of 

Erbil explained, “There lived a large community of Jews here in Erbil. They were the first people 

who converted to Christianity and carried on some Jewish traditions to the newly established faith, 

such as avoiding eating meat twice a week.”62 The Christian faith reached Edessa (modern Urfa) in 

northwest Mesopotamia by the middle of the second century. Situated to the east of the Euphrates, 

Edessa was on the same road that connected the two important cities of Nisibis in the east and 

Antioch in the west, and it was a territory of the Iranian Empire. The central government and the 

society respected the Jewish community in Edessa, and their conversion to Christianity soon resulted 

in the adoption of the religion by Assyrians. Newly Jewish converts maintained the synagogal 

worship formats, which eventually formed the basis for the church liturgy, both in the East and the 

West. By the mid-third century CE, Edessa had a relatively large Christian population, and it became 

one of the leading centres for the training of Christian philosophers, scholars and clergy.63 Edessa’s 

invaluable contributions to the realm of theology and linguistics include establishing the renowned 

theological school, the School of Edessa (founded c. 200 CE) and the development of the Aramaic 

literary dialect of Syriac.64  

   

2.2.2.  Aramaic Language  

In my conversations with Assyrians from various backgrounds, it became apparent that one of the 

main reasons Assyrians value their language is that Jesus spoke it. This way, their language not only 

entails a spiritual significance, but its antiquity also provides a link between its contemporary 

speakers and the ancient Assyrians. Abdishou claimed, “Our language is a Semitic language. It is one 

of the old languages that shares roots with Hebrew and Arabic. We have preserved our language to 

this day, and the language, in turn, has preserved our existence.”  

 
62 Bishop Abris Youkhanna (Bishop of the Erbil Diocese), in discussion with the author, May 8, 
2019, Erbil, Iraq. 
63 Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music, 34; Ross, Roman Edessa, 117. 
64 Also known as the School of Persians since Edessa was under the Iranian reign when the School 
was established. Adam H. Becker, Fear of God and the Beginning of Wisdom: The School of Nisibis 
and the Development of Scholastic Culture in Late Antique Mesopotamia (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 41-76. The School of Edessa was not only a major centre for training 
theologians and clerics but also a dominant centre for promoting the Antiochene doctrine, which 
later became the basis of the Church of the East theology. 
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Aramaic is a Semitic language spoken by ancient Arameans who lived in Syria. The script 

used for written Aramaic was derived from the Phoenician alphabet.65 The Old Aramaic, and its 

written form, became the lingua franca of the entire Middle East and was used as the official 

language by the Iranian Achaemenid dynasty. In Mesopotamia, the Aramaic language ultimately 

replaced the Semitic Akkadian language when the Assyrian emperors resettled the Aramean 

merchants and artisans in Mesopotamia.66 As a result, an eastern Aramaic variant developed in 

Mesopotamia, which the locals called Surit.67 Surit had its own subgroups of different dialects in the 

south, north and northwest of Mesopotamia. Likewise, Western Aramaic included various forms 

spoken in areas covering modern Jordan to the Mediterranean coast and to Lebanon in the north.68 

Towards the end of BCE, a distinct form of written Surit developed in Edessa based on its 

spoken dialect. This written dialect is called Syriac in English.69 What is remarkable is the absence of 

an equivalent term for the written form in the original language. Local Assyrians referred to this 

literary form using several terms such as lišana atik̭a [the old language], lišana sapraye [the literary 

language] and lišana gušma [the scriptural language]. Today, native speakers mostly refer to it 

as lišana atik̭a, the scholarly language of the Surit-speaking Christians of Mesopotamia.  

When Mesopotamia was divided between the Iranian and the Roman Empires, Surit further 

divided into Eastern and Western dialects.70 Syriac script also developed separately (Fig 5-1). 

 
65 Arman Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac Studies: A Manual (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias 
Press, 2017); 
66 Sebastian P. Brock, An Introduction to Syriac Studies, 2nd ed. (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 
2006). 
67 Suryay and Suray are other variants used mainly by the Assyrians of Iran. These two variations are 
also used to mean Assyrian. In Latin, Syrian is someone who speaks Syriac and Syria is the land of 
the Syriac-speaking people. See Frederick E. Greenspahn, “Chapter 1: Introduction,” in An 
Introduction to Aramaic, 2nd ed. (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003); Geoffrey Khan, The 
Neo-Aramaic Dialect of the Assyrian Christians of Urmi (Leiden: Brill. 2016), 7-9, 23; Heleen 
Murre-van den Berg, From a Spoken to a Written Language: The Introduction and Development of 
Literary Urmia Aramaic in the Nineteenth Century (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije 
Oosten, 1999); Geoffrey Khan, “Remarks on The Historical Background of The Modern Assyrian 
Language,” Journal of Assyrian Academic Studies 21, no. 2 (2007): 4-11. 
68 Efrem Yildiz, “The Aramaic Language and Its Classification,” Journal of Assyrian Academic 
Studies 14, no. 1 (2000): 23-44. 
69 Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 179. 
70 J. B. Segal, The Diacritical Points and the Accents in Syriac (London: Oxford University Press, 
1953), 1-7; Efrem, “The Aramaic Language and Its Classification,” 39. 
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Figure 2-1. The Aramaic language and its further developments 

 

In the Western dialect, Surit is pronounced Surayt, and its written form of lišana atik̭a is called 

ctobonoyo [written]. Consequently, the church’s liturgical language in Byzantine Mesopotamia 

is ctobonoyo, and the liturgical language of the Church of the East is in lišana atik̭a. In English, both 

written and spoken dialects are called Syriac and are divided into West and East Syriac. Scholars 

have recently begun using the term “Assyrian” or “Neo-Aramaic” to refer to the colloquial form. 

Greeks and Latins of antiquity also used a single term to refer to both the written and spoken modes 

(Table 5-1).  

 

English Aramaic Colloquial Assyrian  Syriac (language) 

Assyrian Aramay Surit Lišana Atik̭a 

Persian Arami Ashuri/Asuri Soryani 

Arabic Aramia Ashuriyat Suryani 

Greek Aramaika Syriakos Syriakos 

Latin Syriace Syriace Syriace 

Table 2-1. Translations of the terms “Aramaic”, “Assyrian” and “Syriac” in different languages 
 

2.2.3.  Theological Schisms of the Early Church 

Early church history is marked by intense theological debates and controversies. The faithful had not 

yet defined concepts such as the Holy Trinity, and although conversations regarding such topics 

began very informally, they soon turned into serious debates.71 Christian intellectuals looked for 

ways to describe theological concepts based on their worldviews, which had been shaped by Greek, 

Syriac or Iranian philosophies. The early church, especially, had to treat these doctrinal issues more 

 
71 Baumer, The Church of the East, 31. 

Aramaic

West Aramaic East Aramaic

Surit (colloquial)

Surayt Surit

Syriac (literary)

Ctobonoyo East Syriac
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seriously when some thinkers began deviating from the orthodox teachings and attracting many 

followers. A corollary to these disputes, the early church was divided into three major 

denominations: the Byzantine Church, the Church of the East and the Miaphysite rites. These 

divisions stemmed from two major doctrinal arguments: the relationship between the original sin and 

human nature known as optimistic vs pessimistic anthropology, and the question of Jesus Christ’s 

nature, known as Christology. In the next section, I will provide a brief explanation of each concept 

and where the Church of the East stood when these perceptions were vigorously contested in the 

early centuries CE. 

 

Anthropology 

Before the school year began in the UK in 2021, the parish church in London had organised a family 

picnic after the mass to celebrate the final weekend of the summer vacation. The picnic was held in a 

public park within walking distance of the church. After lunch, I approached Mar Awraham, the 

newly appointed bishop of the Diocese of Western Europe, to ask about the Church’s perspective on 

asceticism and its role in forming the Church’s Divine Office. Mar Awraham began his response by 

explaining, 

 

The Church of the East does not believe in the doctrine of original sin. The Catholic Church 

holds this belief. We believe that human nature is good because God created us in His image, 

and His image is not sinful. However, because of our finite and corporal bodies, we 

constantly struggle to fulfil God’s will, and we sin. Through Jesus’s sacrifice on the cross and 

through taking part in the sacrament of Eucharist, we can purify our souls and maintain our 

relationship with God.72 

 

In early church history, neighbouring ideologies, such as Buddhism and Zoroastrianism, and 

their views on the nature of the corporeal world influenced debates over the nature of human beings. 

In this context, pessimistic anthropology believes in the wickedness of human nature, whereas 

optimistic anthropology recognizes human nature as good. Manichaeism was the leading promoter of 

pessimistic anthropology in the Middle East. It encouraged a strict asceticism where the body and its 

desires are suppressed so that the soul can unite with the divine. Manichaeism influenced Christian 

 
72 Mar Awraham Youkhanis (Bishop at St Mary’s Cathedral, Ealing, London), in discussion with the 
author, August 29, 2021, London, UK.  
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theologians such as Augustin of Hippo in Algeria (354–430 CE), who argued that the Original Sin 

was passed on from Adam to the next generations. Therefore, humans are born with a sinful nature.73  

In contrast to Manichaeism and Augustinian exegesis, adherents of optimistic anthropology, 

such as the Church of the East and Zoroastrianism, believe in a well-natured human being. 

Theologians Pelagius of Rome (c. 354–after 418) and Theodore of Mopsuestia (352–428 CE) did not 

believe in the doctrine of original sin.74 Pelagius argued that the idea of the original sin and 

predestination encourage weak-natured humans to ignore morality. Theodore of Mopsuestia argued 

that if human beings were created with a sinful nature, they sin naturally and not wilfully. Therefore, 

they should not be punished for their transgressions. Similarly, the Church of the East believes that 

although humans are created with freedom of choice, they have limitations as mortal creatures.75 

Humans tend to follow Adam in knowingly disobeying God’s commands because of their weak 

nature. They desire to do good as good-natured beings, but their weakness and limitations make it 

difficult for them to do what is right. Humans are cleansed of their sins and can fulfil God’s 

commands only by the Grace of God, His assistance and through the Church sacraments.76  

 

Christology 

The debate over Jesus Christ’s nature marked the major denominational divisions in early church 

history. The arguments concerning the nature of Jesus began as early as the second century CE. They 

continued for another three hundred years, causing slander, riots and divisions in the early church 

and various societies. An initial inquiry began with the describing of the Holy Trinity, which led to 

the more problematic question of Jesus’s nature.77 Main divisions formed based on theories that 

stressed either the human or the divine nature of Jesus and how these two natures related to each 

other if Christ was both human and divine. 

There emerged two schools of thought explaining the nature of Jesus Christ: the Alexandrian 

and the Antiochene Schools. Each school devised their dogma based on two different methods of 

 
73 Cyril Hovorun, “Ideology and Religion,” Kyiv-Mohyla Humanities Journal 3 (2016): 
27-29, doi: https://doi.org/10.18523/kmhj73933.2016-3.23-35; Baumer, The Church of the East, 107-
116.  
74 Hovorun, “Ideology and Religion,” 29. 
75 George Percy Badger, “Chapter XIII: of Original or Birth Sin,” in Nestorians and their Ritual 
(London: Joseph Masters, 1852), 94-7, https://archive.org/details/dli.granth.52647, with examples 
from liturgical books of the Church of the East; Baumer, The Church of the East, 115-17.  
76 Badger, “Chapter XV: of Free-Will,” in Nestorians and their Ritual, 98-100. With examples from 
Xudra. 
77 Rompay, “The East (3): Syria and Mesopotamia,” 377.  
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interpretation. Alexandrians adopted the metaphorical Platonic method of exposition. Their 

understanding of the Bible, therefore, was allegorical and primarily based on the Gospel of John. The 

Antiochene approach, on the other hand, was based on a strict reading of the text, resulting in a 

rational Aristotelian style of interpretation, and was centred around the first three Gospels.78 

Alexandrians began with the omnipresent God and sought to explain how God manifested Himself in 

Jesus Christ with His divine nature. They concluded that the two human and divine natures united in 

Jesus, placing the main weight on His divine nature. Antiochene theologians began with the 

historical Jesus and tried to explain how Jesus, who had a human body, could be divine at the same 

time. They inferred that two separate natures, human and divine, existed in the one person of Jesus.79  

While theological debates were developing, Christianity became the state religion of the 

Roman Empire. Hereafter, politics played a significant role in those arguments, especially when 

determining the orthodoxy or unconformity of a teacher or a doctrine. The role of politics was crucial 

because the doctrinal debates were not limited to the clergy and the royals. They were the everyday 

debates of laymen, which sometimes reflected nationalistic zealotry. When the factions became 

extraordinarily violent and when divisions in the church threatened the disintegration of the empire, 

the emperor then took the liberty to impose his vote or to pressure the pope, patriarchs or the synod 

to vote according to his will.80 

One such antagonistic dispute followed the Christological schism of the early fifth century, 

which significantly impacted the politics of the Middle East and the West in the following periods. 

Driven by personal and nationalistic motives, the disagreement sprang from attempts to further 

explain the human manifestation of the divine through two different languages, Greek and Syriac.81 

In theory, theologians reasoning in Greek, such as Cyril of Alexandria (c. 375–444 CE), recognised 

two primary natures in Jesus - usia (nature) of God and usia of a human being - and identified 

hypostasis (also nature) as the physical and existing realisation of usia.82 Alexandrian churches 

followed this pattern and argued that usia of God and usia of human beings unite in the hypostasis of 

 
78 Baumer, The Church of the East, 40. 
79 Rompay, “The East (3): Syria and Mesopotamia,” 378-9; Baumer, The Church of the East, 40-41. 
80 “History of the Nestorian Church,” in Nestorian.org, accessed June 28, 2017, 
http://www.nestorian.org/; Baumer, The Church of the East, 37-38. 
81 A concise explanation of how terminologies operated differently in Syriac and Greek is provided 
by Sebastian P. Brock in “The ‘Nestorian’ Church: a Lamentable Misnomer,” Bulletin of the John 
Rylands University Library of Manchester 78 (1996), 26-28. 
82 Dirk Evers, “Combinatory Christology,” HTS Teologiese Studies/Theological Studies 72, n. 4 
(November 2016): 3-4. 
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Jesus Christ: that is, the person (prosopon) of Jesus. Therefore, the person of Jesus contains two 

discrete complete natures: one divine and one human.  

Antiochene theologians, on the other hand, talked about the material link between hypostasis 

and its species using Syriac terms. They identified hypostasis (k̭numa) as the material realisation of 

the nature of a species (cyana) that becomes a current and tangible reality only when it takes on the 

appearance of a person (parsupa).83 Nestorius of Antioch (c. 382-451 CE) used the Syriac terms in 

his analysis and argued that, in general, the two k̭nume are united in the parsupa of Jesus. Hence, in 

Jesus there exist two complete natures realised into two hypostases and united in the person of Jesus: 

two k̭nume in the one parsupa of Jesus.84  

Even though both Cyril and Nestorius came to the same conclusion, their choice of 

terminology and how each defined the term hypostasis put them in opposition. Cyril accused 

Nestorius of denying the divinity of Jesus.85 In August of 430 CE, the pope summoned a synod 

where Nestorius was declared a heretic. The synod’s decision was not limited to Nestorius and his 

doctrine. The teachings of the Antiochene church fathers, Deodore of Tarsus and Theodore of 

Mopsuestia, were also declared unorthodox. Antiochene followers and the clergy were sought after 

and persecuted. To escape persecution, they fled to the east of the Euphrates and took refuge in the 

Iranian Empire.86 By order of Emperor Marcian (r. 450–457 CE), the Chalcedonian Creed was 

devised in 451 CE to end the ongoing Christological dispute that had fractured the empire. Ironically, 

the Chalcedonian Creed confirmed the unity of two natures in the single person of Jesus without 

mixing and without altering their kernel.87  

Despite the Emperor’s efforts to unite his empire by establishing a universal creed, two 

principal dogmas emerged from the Christological disputes during the fourth and fifth centuries CE. 

First, miaphysitism, which believed in the union of divine and human in one nature was adopted by 

the Coptic, Armenian, and Syriac Orthodox churches. Second, diaphysitism, which supported the 

unity of two natures in the single person of Jesus was adopted by Rome, the Byzantine Empire, the 

Church of the East and Protestant churches.  

 
83 Baumer, The Church of the East, 46. 
84 Daniel A. Keating, “Cyril of Alexandria (c.378–444) and Nestorius of Constantinople (c.381–
c.451),” chap. 7 in The Student’s Companion to the Theologians, ed. Ian S. Markham (Chichester: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2013), 56-58, https://doi.org/10.1002/9781118427170.ch7; Baumer, The 
Church of the East, 46. 
85 Baumer, The Church of the East, 46-47. 
86 Keating, “Cyril of Alexandria,” 47-49; Baumer, The Church of the East, 48, 53. 
87 Elizabeth A. Livingstone, ed., “Nestorius,” in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of the Christian 
Church (Oxford University Press, 2013), https://www.oxfordreference.com/. 
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The Church of the East embraced the Antiochene theology and acknowledged Theodore of 

Mopsuestia and Diodore of Tarsus as its church fathers. It established itself as an independent church 

in 424 CE, with its patriarchal seat in the capital city of Seleucia-Ctesiphon near modern Baghdad. 

This declaration also helped the Church of the East further distance itself from the Roman Empire, 

which satisfied the political pressure from the Iranian kings. When supporters of Nestorius took 

refuge in the Iranian Empire and became members of the Church of the East, the opponents of 

Nestorius called this Church the Nestorian Church and its followers Nestorian Christians, a title that 

was never officially used by the Church of the East.88 Unlike other theological discussions about the 

nature of humankind, Christology did not come up in exclusive terms in most of my conversation. 

However, there is a recent underlying narrative where Christology still matters in terms of how 

various Assyrian Church denominations self-identify and maintain boundaries with each other.  

 

2.2.4.  The Church Under Different Political Powers 

Iranians 

Under the Parthians, Hellenism and the worship of Greco-Roman deities were popular in 

Mesopotamia and Iran, which allowed for religious tolerance. This gave the Church of the East the 

opportunity to carry out missionary activities amongst people of the eastern lands and to spread 

Christianity from Mesopotamia to the borders of modern Pakistan.89 During the final stages of the 

Parthian dynasty, a nationalist movement began to form in the heartland of Iran through which the 

old Iranian religion of Zoroastrianism was revived.90 When nationalist Sasanians came into power in 

224 CE, they declared Zoroastrianism the state religion and prohibited conversion from 

Zoroastrianism to any other faith. Christianity, thus, grew in Mesopotamia and southwestern Iran, 

where few Zoroastrians lived.  

Zoroastrian priests engaged in theological debates with Christians. They believed that the 

human body and soul are good and worthy and, therefore, condemned the Christian ascetic lifestyle, 

which had become popular in Mesopotamia by the fourth century CE.91 In addition to doctrinal 

 
88 Baumer, The Church of the East, 49 and 55, Brock, “The ‘Nestorian’ Church,” 28-30. 
89 Baumer, The Church of the East, 10-11. 
90 John Sheldon, “The Ethnic and Linguistic Identity of the Parthians: A Review of the Evidence 
from Central Asia,” Asian Ethnicity 7, no. 1 (August 2006): 8; John Bowker, “Ahura Mazda,” in The 
Concise Oxford Dictionary of World Religion (Oxford University Press, 2000), 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/. 
91 See Shafiq AbouZayd, Iḥidayutha: A Study of the Life of Singleness in the Syrian Orient. From 
Ignatius of Antioch to Chalcedon 451 A.D. (Oxford: ARAM Society for Syro-Mesopotamian 
Studies, 1993). 
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disputes, hostility against the Church of the East intensified when the Roman Empire declared 

Christianity as its state religion. Iranian rulers suspected Christians to side with Christian Rome and, 

therefore, oppression of Christians and massacres of the clergy erupted whenever Sasanian kings 

engaged in wars with the Romans. Depending on the outcome of the war, persecutions would either 

continue or cease. I will elaborate more on the concepts of oppression and martyrdom under the 

Sasanians and their expressions in the Church of the East liturgy in Chapter Four.92 

 

Arabs 

Traditionally, the majority of Assyrians have generally believed that the Arabs forced their religion 

on them in the wake of Islam. They usually assert that newly converted Muslim Arabs killed 

Assyrian Christians, abducted their women and destroyed their churches.93 For instance, in my 

fieldwork in Iraq and especially in the US, my informants proclaimed that Arabs forced Islam onto 

Assyrians by the sword when they arrived in Mesopotamia. While there is ample historical and 

ethnographic research that Mongols and Ottomans committed these atrocities, the historical evidence 

does not support such a level of violence by Arab rule towards Assyrian Christians in Mesopotamia 

in the early years.  

Historical research supports that by the seventh century, Christianity and Judaism were well 

established in the Arabian Peninsula. Jews and Christians had built places of worship and 

monasteries in the Peninsula. After the rise of Islam, all ethnic Arabs in the Middle East were forced 

to convert to Islam.94 Arab Muslims did not force Islam on the majority Christian populations in 

Mesopotamia and the Near East in the same manner they did in Arabia. Muslim rulers were 

particularly flexible in their relationship with the Church of the East, mainly because the Church had 

detached itself from the Byzantine Empire. Therefore, Arabs officially recognised the Church of the 

East as the head of all Christians under their jurisdiction and granted protection to them.95  

 
92 Adam H. Becker, “Martyrdom, Religious Difference, and “Fear” as a Category of Piety in the 
Sasanian Empire: The Case of the Martyrdom of Gregory and the Martyrdom of Yazdpaneh,” 
Journal of Late Antiquity 2, no. 2 (Fall 2009): 300-1. 
93 Informal conversations between the author and Assyrians of the US and Iraq between 2016 and 
2019. 
94 Baumer, The Church of the East, 146.  
95See Suha Rassam, “The Seventh to the Sixteenth Centuries,” in Christianity in Iraq: Its Origins 
and Development to the Present Day (Leominster, UK: Gracewing Publishing, 2005),76-
98; Baumer, The Church of the East, 148; Badger, “Chapter II: Writings of the Nestorians,” in 
Nestorians and their Rituals, 7-15. 
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The patriarchal seat now moved from Seleucia-Ctesiphon to Baghdad, the capital city of the 

Islamic Empire. However, the state banned evangelism and imposed intolerant social restrictions on 

non-Muslims, such as wearing certain outfits that distinguished them from Muslims and collecting 

extra taxes (jaziya). These social restraints became a heavy burden, especially for ordinary people, 

and it forced many to convert to Islam. Although affluent Christians enjoyed considerable freedom 

of action under tolerant kings, social discrimination intensified towards the end of the Arab rule.96 

 

Mongols 

Dr Roben declared, “When Mongols attacked, my clan fled Erbil and took refuge in Hakkari. After 

the genocide, my relatives came to Sapna Valley in northwest Iraq. After the US invasion in 2003, 

we moved to Duhok. I live in Duhok now and work in Erbil.”97 The Mongols invaded central and 

western Asia while carrying out massive destruction and massacres. Abdishuo maintained, “Mongols 

levelled all the cities they invaded in Mesopotamia. When they established their kingdoms in our 

land, they began killing Christians. Assyrians had no choice other than flee to the highlands. The 

destruction they brought with them was massive.”  

Once the Mongols established their rule in the conquered lands, they adopted a religious-

tolerant policy. They were explicitly lenient towards Christians since many of their wives and 

princes were Christian. The Mongols’ tolerance led to dissatisfaction amongst the majority of 

Muslims in Mesopotamia. With the help of the Kurds, riots rampaged. As a result, the patriarch was 

forced to either take refuge in Erbil’s citadel in the northwest of modern Iraq or flee to Iran and 

reside in the capital city of Rey, near Tehran. If a Muslim, Il-Khan, were to succeed to the throne, he 

would speed up the Islamization of Iran, and persecution of Christians would resume. To avoid 

persistent oppression, the seat of the patriarch, along with a large number of Christians of the 

northern Mesopotamian plains, retreated to the Hakkari mountains farther north and to the 

Azerbaijani highlands in Iran, where many eventually converted to Islam. The patriarchal seat moved 

between Mosul in Iraq, Urmia in Iran and Van in Turkey for security reasons.98 

 
96 See Fernando Cardinal Filoni, “2. The Church of the East: The Arab (651–1258), Mongol (1258–
1410), and Turkish (1410–1508) Ages,” in The Church in Iraq, trans. Edward Condon (Washington 
D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2015), 24-39; Rassam, “The Seventh to the 
Sixteenth Centuries.” 
97 Bet-Shmuel, November 29, 2018, Duhok, Iraq.  
98 See Ian Gillman and Hans-Joachim Klimkeit, “Christians in Central Asia,” chap. 9 in Christians in 
Asia Before 1500 (Richmond: Routledge, 1999); Baumer, The Church of the East, 216-232. 
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Tamerlane’s (1370–1405) conquest of Mesopotamia was followed by the organisational 

destruction of the Church of the East. One of the readers of the St John the Baptist Church in Erbil 

declared, “We were somewhat doing OK under Arab rule. We had sent missionaries to far lands like 

China. We had parishes along the Silk Road. However, the Mongols destroyed everything. Even 

appointing bishops and consecrating the patriarch became such a burden.”99 Tamerlane demolished 

the conquered lands, and as a Muslim leader, he persecuted and destroyed all the places of worship 

of the Buddhists, Jews and Christians in Central Asia, Iran and Baghdad. Consequently, the Church 

of the East’s domain shrank even more and was confined to northern Mesopotamia plus three other 

communities active in Kerala in India, Urmia in Iran, and in Armenia. The Church of the East had 

now become the spiritual and political guardian of a specific group of people living within a specific 

geographic area: the Assyrians of Mesopotamia and Iran.100 

 

Ottomans 

After the fall of Constantinople and the coming into power of the Iranian Safavids (1501–1732), the 

diocese of Urmia fell within the Iranian borders and Mesopotamia became an Ottoman province. 

Upon the death of its patriarch in 1551, the Church of the East faced an unfortunate divide that has 

affected Assyrians’ unity as a people ever since, further diminishing their political recognition and 

undermining their efforts for gaining security as a Christian minority in the region.101 The reader at 

St John the Baptist Church explained, “We were all Church of the East. It was one Church not only 

for all Assyrians but also for the rest of Asia to the east of us. In the sixteenth century, one of the 

priests at Rabban Hormzid Monastery refused to accept the headship of the patriarch and joined the 

Catholic Church. He was killed later, but he caused a major divide in our Church and people.” 

During a visit to Rabban Hormzid Monastery in May 2019, Recard Dryawush, a young deacon in 

Erbil, pointed at the gravestones in the hallway next to the sanctuary of the monastery’s church and 

 
99 To avoid attention during intense oppression under the Mongols, the patriarchate office became 
hereditary in the fifteenth century. Therefore, the position stayed within one family and clan where 
the patriarch had to share power with the head of the tribe together with the neighbouring Kurdish 
leader. Baumer, The Church of the East, 78, 120, 233. 
100 Mark Dickens, “Nestorian Christianity in Central Asia,” in Department of Nestorian Studies of 
the Kazakhstan Archeological Institute of the Kazakhstan Academy of Sciences (2019): 17-18, 
https://www.nestorianstudies.org; Baumer, The Church of the East, 232-5. 
101 See Baumer, “XI: The Period of Divisions and Trials,” in The Church of the East.  
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said, “These are the tombs of the Church of the East patriarchs. This monastery originally belonged 

to the Church of the East. It was one church back then, but now we are split.”102  

In the early 1550s, the bishops of Iran and Erbil asked to resume the Church’s canon in 

appointing the new patriarch to end the tribal power conflicts that hereditary succession had 

instigated. However, their quest was rejected. In protest, they chose Abbot John Sulaqa (1510–1555) 

of Rabban Hormzid Monastery in ancient Alqosh, north of Mosul, as their new patriarch. They then 

pursued support from Rome for John Sulaqa’s ordination, who then joined the Catholic Church. The 

pope titled the convert ecumene the Chaldean Catholic Church and assigned John Sulaqa VIII the 

title of the Chaldean Catholic Patriarch of Babylon.103 Nonetheless, it was not until 1830 that a large 

segment of the Church of the East came into official union with Rome. Accordingly, all Assyrians in 

Ottoman Mesopotamia and northern Urmia became Catholics, and the Assyrians of Hakkari and 

Urmia Plain remained followers of the Mother Church.104 In Chapter Five, I discuss the identity 

disputes that arose due to this division and their influence on the language and music of the liturgy. 

 

Twentieth Century 

WWI events are amongst the most remembered stories in the Assyrian community. Although most 

survivors of the Christian genocide have died, their children and grandchildren retell the stories of 

their parents and grandparents to the younger generation. Most Assyrian artists, too, still concentrate 

their arts on the events during WWI. For instance, composer Rev. Shmuil Khangaldy composed a 

short musical in 2015 depicting the flight of Assyrians in 1915, and composer Edwin Elieh 

composed a choral suit in the same year depicting Assyrian lives in the wake of the War.105 While 

the bulk of my informants recounted their parents’ and grandparents’ stories of the massacres and 

life in refugee camps in Iraq, they usually offered a very brief explanation about the reasons that led 

to the Ottoman officials and the Kurds slaughtering the Christians in Anatolia. Their commentaries 

 
102 Recard Dryawush (deacon at St John the Baptist Church, Erbil, Iraq), in discussion with the 
author, May 8, 2021, Alqosh, Iraq. 
103 Kristian Girling, “The Origins and Early Development of the Chaldean Catholic Community,” in 
The Chaldean Catholic Church: Modern History, Ecclesiology and Church-State Relations 
(Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2017). 
104 Rassam, “The Sixteenth to the Twentieth Centuries,” 109-110; Girling, “The Origins and Early 
Development;” Baumer, “XI: The Period of Divisions and Trials.”  
105 The Tragedy of Badri, music by Shmuil Khangaldi, lyrics by John Alkhas, dir. John Kendall 
Bailey, The Mesopotamian Night Project, California Theatre, San Jose, CA, August 1, 2015; 
Assyrian Genocide Suite, music by Edwin Elieh, lyrics by Yosep Bet Yosep, dir. John Kendall 
Bailey, chor. Rashel Pakbaz, The Mesopotamian Night Project, Performing Arts Education Centre, 
Calabasas, CA, May 20, 2015.  
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mostly comprised the desire of Muslim Ottomans and Kurds to confiscate the Christian lands and 

cleanse their territories of unclean Christians, as well as the British betrayal of their patriarchs and 

military leaders during the war. Therefore, in this short section, I centre my overview of Assyrian 

history on the scholarly literature that has tried to provide commentaries on the reasons behind the 

genocide. In Chapter Four, I focus more on the Assyrian history of the mid- and late twentieth 

century, where I explore how Assyrians remember recent events in performance of the liturgy, and in 

Chapter Five, I contextualise the intersection of Assyrian, Iraqi and Iranian national identities. 

Before the outbreak of WWI, the weakened Ottoman Empire sought strategies to unify its 

multi-ethnic Islamic territories. Revolts in Egypt and Syria had set a model for other ethnic groups to 

seek independence from the central imperial government. In the eastern regions, semi-autonomous 

Kurds had already become aggravating, and the likelihood of an Armenian uprising compelled the 

Ottomans to take action. Emperor Abdul Hamid II (1842–1918) believed that unifying his multi-

ethnic empire was only feasible through the shared religion of Islam. Later, the imperial government 

adopted the same strategy in Turkifying the empire.  

Ottoman leaders believed that it was easier for the Muslim subjects to abandon their ethnic 

language and replace it with Turkish than for non-Muslims to forsake both their religion and 

language. Moreover, the empire suspected the Christian inhabitants of Anatolia of siding with the 

Western Christian powers should a war erupt. Therefore, the central government decided to cleanse 

the empire of its non-Muslim populations. To subjugate the Muslim Kurds, the Ottomans persuaded 

them to carry on their ethnoreligious cleansing plans in eastern Anatolia. The Ottomans carried on 

this scheme across the Iranian border and into the north-western provinces, too. As a result, by order 

of the Ottoman Imperial Government and in the hands of the Kurds, 1,500,000 Armenians and 

750,000 Assyrians were slaughtered, and innumerable Christian women were taken as war booty and 

sold in slave markets. In western Anatolia, the same policies resulted in the killing of 250,000 

Greeks.106  

Those Assyrians who survived the ethnoreligious cleansing took refuge on the plains of 

Mesopotamia. The patriarch of the Church of the East, Mar Eshai Shimun (1908–1975), entered into 

correspondence with the British and the League of Nations to secure an autonomous region in 

northern Iraq for Assyrians to live securely and freely as a Christian people. The League of Nations 

 
106 See David Gaunt, Naures Atto and Soner O. Barthoma, eds., “What Were the Causes” in 
“Introduction: Contextualizing the Sayfo in the First World War,” in Let Them Not Return: Sayfo - 
The Genocide Against the Assyrian, Syriac, and Chaldean Christians in the Ottoman Empire (New 
York: Berghahn Books, 2017), 11-17; Rassam, Christianity in Iraq; Filoni, The Church in Iraq. 
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rejected his request and asked the Hakkari Assyrians to accept their ethnoreligious minority status 

and become Iraqi citizens. Assyrians opposed this plan and were subsequently suppressed by the 

Iraqi army during the Simele massacre in 1933. The patriarch was deported from Iraq, and after 

dwelling in Cyprus, he resided in Chicago in 1940. The seat of the patriarch remained in the US until 

it was reinstalled in Iraq in 2015.107 

After the assassination of Mar Eshai Shimun, the Church council elected Mar Dinkha IV 

(1935–2015), according to the Church’s mandate, terminating the family succession. During his 

period in office, Mar Dinkha met with Pope John Paul II, which resulted in both leaders signing the 

Joint Declaration of Christology, ending the millennia-long dispute over misunderstandings of 

Christological terminologies. The employment of terms such as Nestorian Church and Nestorian 

Christians ceased, and the Church of the East has been officially titled the Assyrian Church of the 

East since. Mar Dinkha’s other legacies include promoting unity between the Catholic Church and 

the Assyrian Church of the East, manifested in the Pastoral Guidelines for Admission to Eucharist 

between Assyrian Catholics and the Church of the East in 2001, and the Common Statement on 

Sacramental Life with the Roman Catholic Church in 2002.108 

 

 2003 US Invasion 

Following the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire in the early twentieth century and the formation 

of Iraq and Syria as independent political states, the Assyrian Church of the East enjoyed a relatively 

peaceful period until the invasion of Iraq by the US in 2003. The Assyrians of Iraq experienced a 

period of social and economic growth, especially after the nationalist and socialist Ba’ath Party came 

to power in Iraq in the late sixties. Although the Ba’ath Party aggressively promoted Arab national 

identity and suppressed non-Arab ethnic expression, its economic and social programmes 

substantially improved the living standards of Assyrians.109  

In my conversations with Iraqi Assyrians in London and Iraq from 2017 to 2019, nearly all of 

my informants agreed that despite the political strangulation, Assyrians benefited from excellent 

protection as Christian citizens, and were offered great possibilities for educational and economic 
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advancements as individuals. Many of the London Assyrians left Iraq in the eighties following the 

Kurdish rebellion. Others left in the nineties due to the US intrusions during the Persian Gulf War. 

London Assyrians still recall Iraq as a basemta [pleasant] country. In Iraq, too, I observed Assyrians 

criticising Saddam Hussein’s government in the same manner. While recounting his political 

authoritarianism, they appreciated his plans to improve Iraq’s social, economic and military 

programmes. For instance, my Assyrian informants valued the security that the multi-ethnic and 

multi-religious Iraqi society enjoyed under a secular Ba’ath regime. They also appreciated the social 

and political opportunities that women received. Another example included comments about the 

country’s road system. Assyrians constantly travel between cities and villages in northern Iraq to call 

on relatives and visit the shrines of Christian saints and martyrs, as well as old monasteries. On each 

road trip to Duhok or Alqosh, my middle-aged fellow travellers, who remembered the construction 

of the highways back in the days, pointed at the roads and said, “Saddam made these” or commented, 

“This highway didn’t exist here before. Saddam made it.” 

Accordingly, my ethnographic data refute the claims that accuse the Iraqi regime of the 

sixties, seventies and eighties of persecuting Assyrians as an ethnic and religious group. For instance, 

Western scholar Anthony O’Mahony declares in his 2006 article in The Cambridge History of 

Christianity that following Saddam Hussein’s Arabisation plans, Christians of northern Iraq were 

“violently expelled”, and that in 1988, “as part of his policy of repression, Saddam Hussein had 

many Christian villages, churches and monasteries in northern Iraq destroyed”.110 During my visits 

to rural regions in northern Iraq in March 2019, I noticed that houses in Assyrian villages were 

relatively newer than those in Iran. It seemed that these houses were built in the fifties or sixties. In 

Iran, however, excluding the villas built in the last decade as summer vacation homes, clay houses of 

the nineteenth century and brick houses from the early twentieth century still stand tall in Assyrian 

villages. So do their small ancient stone chapels and large brick churches of the early twentieth 

century.  

When I asked the rural Assyrians of northern Iraq about the age of their properties, they 

clarified that their houses had been demolished several times since the sixties and that they rebuilt 

them each time, once every ten years and three times in total.111 The same is true about village 

churches. The villagers further explained that the Kurdish population suddenly grew in numbers in 

 
110 Anthony O’Mahony, “Syriac Christianity in the Modern Middle East,” in The Cambridge History 
of Christianity, ed. Michael Angold (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 5:525.  
111 Personal communication between the author and the Assyrian villagers in northern Iraq, March 
2019.  
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the highlands of the Iraqi and Turkish borders in the sixties. They gradually migrated to the lowlands 

in northern Iraq and began destabilising Iraq through armed riots, aided by the pre- and post-

revolution Iranian regimes and the CIA. As a result, the Iraqi army had tried to suppress the rampage 

each time through airstrikes. My informants described how, unintentionally, Assyrian villages, which 

were abundantly spread over large districts in the north, fell victim to these airstrikes. It is important 

to note that my informants emphasised that each time they had to flee to large cities, and when the 

airstrikes ceased, they returned and rebuilt their houses, confirming the fact that they had the 

complete freedom to return to their villages in the north and that they had not been “expelled”. As 

Sitt Layla, an Assyrian teacher from northern Iraq, put it, “Such a thing never happened” when I 

asked her if the Ba’ath regime had ever driven them out of their homes in the north or persecuted 

them for being Christian or Assyrian.112 

According to my Assyrian informants in Iraq, overthrowing Saddam Hussein’s regime in 

2003 brought about lawlessness in the country and gave rise to Islamist groups who drove out 

Christians from their homes in Baghdad and Mosul.113 Many migrated to Europe, Canada and 

Australia. The rest took refuge in northern Iraq, where the Kurdish Regional Government, as a 

protector of the US military base in the north, provided relative security for various religious 

minorities in Iraq. In other parts of the country, civilians continued to suffer from the US bombing. 

Soon after the occupation by the US forces, sectarian conflicts between Sunni and Shia Muslims in 

the country increased, which resulted in the destruction of Iraqi civil society as an integrated unit. In 

the absence of a strong central government, armed Islamist groups engaged in jihadist terrorist 

attacks in large cities where large Assyrian communities resided, such as Basrah, Baghdad, Mosul 

and Kirkuk. Assyrians of the southern urban centres, mostly professionals and business owners, 

migrated to northern cities. Although Assyrians in Baghdad resisted the threats and remained in their 

neighbourhood of Dora, the constant bombing of the district, the kidnapping of their men, and threats 

of abducting their women forced them to evacuate their homes, which mobsters then occupied. The 

sectarian struggle and jihadist insurgencies soon arrived in Mosul, housing the largest Christian 

community in the country. Waves of migration to northern Iraq and abroad then followed. 
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 ISIS  

The violence and political instability of post-2003 Iraq had already exhausted the urban Assyrian 

population by the time ISIS declared an Islamic State in Iraq. The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria was 

a local branch of al-Qaeda in Iraq that had become active after the 2003 US invasion. As 

a jihadi Salafist group, ISIS follows a strict reading of the Qur’an and engages in armed combat 

against “traitor” Middle Eastern governments and civilians. Under the leadership of Abu Musab al-

Zarqawi, ISIS branched off from al-Qaeda in 2004 and has gradually emerged as a forceful 

instrument in producing instability and violence in Iraq and Syria since 2011.114  

ISIS militants entered Mosul in June 2014 and offered Christians the option of converting to 

Islam or being killed. Christians were given three days to decide. Assyrians chose to flee the city, 

leaving behind their properties and possessions. As ISIS advanced from Mosul towards northern 

Iraq, the rural population, mostly Yazidis and Assyrians, abandoned their villages and took refuge in 

Duhok, Erbil, Nahla and other neighbouring towns. ISIS occupied the villages, looted the properties, 

destroyed churches and bombed ancient monasteries on the outskirts of Mosul. Assyrians regarded 

the destruction of ancient historical and religious sites in the Nineveh Plains as a continuation of the 

demolition of Assyrian history and cultural heritage that had begun with the bombing and looting of 

the National Museum-Baghdad after the US occupation in 2003.115  

ISIS’s next target was the ancient town of Alqosh in the north of the Nineveh Plains. 

According to Abbot Samer Soreshow, the Alqosh residents prepared for evacuation as Assyrian 

villages on both sides of the road from Mosul to Alqosh fell to ISIS one after another.116 The women 

and children were sent to Duhok, and men took to a trench in the mountains where the ancient 

Rabban Hormzid Monastery is situated. Abbot Samer reported that the advance of ISIS was so fast 

that the monks did not manage to take with them the Syriac manuscript collection held in the 

monastery. The collection included invaluable religious and historical manuscripts from the late 

antiquity and medieval period since the monastery had been the Church of the East’s patriarchal seat 

for centuries until it was moved to Mosul in 1830. Early in the morning, on the day following the 

evacuation, the monks received a phone call from Alqosh informing them that ISIS had not reached 
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the town yet. Two monks drove to Alqosh at seven o’clock in the morning and collected the codices. 

The collection is currently kept in a small monastery in Erbil. Alqosh did not fall after all. ISIS 

vehicles changed direction, and instead aimed for Erbil in the east. 

While there exists a considerable body of scholarly literature on ISIS and the role of political 

Islam in the modern history of the Middle East, I am interested in conveying an ethnographic 

perspective about ISIS in Iraq.117 Since the early stages of ISIS formation, the diaspora community 

made every effort to raise awareness about the plight of the Iraqi Assyrians. They signed petitions 

demanding the United Nations intervene, organised demonstrations and lobbied their parliaments. 

They intensified their efforts after ISIS pirated western Iraq with considerable power. Assyrians in 

the US strived to be heard by the US politicians in Washington and the mainstream media. 

According to my Assyrian informants in California and Chicago, Washington and the UN 

deliberately kept silent as ISIS-occupied Assyrian villages in the Nineveh Plains one after another. 

They believed that the UN was silent because it had received orders from the US to stay neutral, and 

the US did not show any reaction because ISIS’s operations were in line with the US policies in the 

region.  

Assyrians were especially furious when the UN finally released a statement condemning the 

genocide of the Yazidis and other minorities after days of killings, beheadings and a mass exodus 

that was being carried out. Assyrians believed that the UN should have ordered the US and its allies 

to eradicate ISIS because they considered the US military strong enough to defeat it in short order 

and prevent its progress. Therefore, upon seeing no action being taken by the UN and the US, they 

inferred that the US did not oppose ISIS’s activities in Iraq. Assyrians in Europe held the same 

opinion. They conducted many of their political and humanitarian activities through cyberspace and 

shared the proceedings on their social media pages.118 A survey of comments posted on social 

website accounts of Assyrian non- profit organisations in Europe reveals that in the summer and 

autumn of 2014, young Assyrians blamed the US for the advance of ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Many of 

these remarks trusted that Putin would be the person to save the Christians in Iraq and Syria from 

falling into the hands of ISIS.  
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Assyrians in Iraq also accused the US of ISIS’s development. An Assyrian teacher in Iraq 

gave a concise history of the fall of Mosul and a perspective on the US’s role in Iraq, which was 

shared by a large segment of the Iraqi Assyrian community. A resident of Ain Sifni, a town near 

Duhok, the teacher was driving three European academics and me to mountain villages on the 

outskirts of Duhok in the spring of 2019. We stopped at a restaurant on the way to have lunch. As we 

were waiting for our orders to arrive, the academics asked the teacher about why the Iraqi army 

could not defend an important city like Mosul against ISIS. He replied that the main reason was the 

US’s intrusion. He was then accused of believing in a conspiracy theory. In response, the teacher 

explained that the root cause of Mosul’s occupation lay in the events that led to the US forces leaving 

Iraq in 2011.  

The Assyrian teacher explained that under immense pressure from the Iraqi people, the Iraqi 

government convinced the US in 2008 to withdraw its troops from Iraq. The US had eventually been 

able to overthrow the Iraqi regime and occupy the country after two major attempts. Regardless, to 

continue its presence in Iraq in the form of a colonising power, the US needed to legitimise it for 

their own and Iraqi societies as well as the global community. According to the Assyrian teacher, 

when leaving Iraq, the US had told the Iraqi prime minister that Iraq’s government would soon 

request their return to the country, suggesting that they already had planned a scheme to justify this.  

In June 2014, the ISIS militants crossed over the border in north-eastern Syria into the 

Nineveh Governorate in Iraq. They marched towards Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city. With around 

thirty to forty thousand soldiers, the Iraqi army and the Kurdish Regional Government forces were 

stationed in and around Mosul to defend the city. The Iraqi government had asked the international 

community for assistance. The US offered a consultation. Quoting several high-ranking military 

officials in Mosul, the teacher explained that the Iraqi army received orders from Baghdad to retreat 

from Mosul when the ISIS militants, who numbered less than five hundred, approached the vicinity 

of Mosul. The Kurdish forces were ordered to do the same. Therefore, ISIS were able to swiftly enter 

the city and begin their advance on Baghdad. The Iraqi government asked the US for its air force 

assistance to bomb ISIS, but the US did not take any action. By the beginning of August, ISIS had 

seized several districts surrounding Mosul, including the mostly-Yazidi districts of Sinjar and Zumar 

and the Assyrian districts of Bakhdida and Tal Kaif. The US carried out airstrikes against ISIS only 

when ISIS began moving towards Erbil, the Kurdish Regional Government capital city. Erbil is an 

important centre for the US because it provides easy and low-cost access to oil reserves in northern 

Iraq. Therefore, they had to prevent ISIS from occupying it. The Assyrian teacher further explained 
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that the airstrikes were not to demolish ISIS forces but to control and guide them in the direction the 

US wished.  

 In July 2017, the Iraqi army liberated Mosul. However, only a few Assyrian families dared 

to return to the city. The Assyrian rural population returned to their villages in the Nineveh Plains 

except for the residents of Batnaya, where the scale of physical damage was too extensive to 

rehabilitate. Like the Assyrian teacher, Rabban Hormzid monks in Alqosh considered the US 

responsible for ISIS’s success and progress. They believed that until a people-oriented government 

was established in Iraq, the US could play a similar “game” on them again. Farther north, under the 

Kurdish Regional Government, the Assyrians also faced an uncertain future. The Regional 

Government followed the Ba’ath regime model by imposing a Kurdish national identity on the 

Assyrian cultural heritage sites and enforcing ownership and employment policies that discriminated 

against the indigenous Assyrians. Today, the once-thriving Assyrian community of Iraq has 

dwindled in numbers from over 1.5 million to 250,000 people due to the violence and social injustice 

that erupted in post-2003 Iraq.119  

 

2.3.  Liturgy of the Church of the East 

During my stay in Alqosh monastery, Abbot Samer arranged for me to attend the Sunday vespers at 

the town church with one of the monks. St George is situated in the heart of the old part of the town. 

To arrive at the church, we had to drive through very narrow streets with tall stone buildings on 

either side, all of which attested to the antiquity of the town. The church building and the tall arcade 

surrounding its courtyard were also made of stone. After the prayer hour, I met with Father Aram, 

the Batnaya village priest, in the courtyard. After being introduced to him, he took me back inside 

the church and enthusiastically explained, “Our church is almost one thousand nine hundred years 

old. We’ve been here since the first century. We began creating our melodies then. . . . The music has 

never been documented. It’s an oral tradition.” He continued, “Our forefathers in the monastery had 

prayers. Hundreds of years back, the Church of the East had a system of worship. To understand that 

system, you have to read the books of the liturgy.”120 

The Church of the East leaders composed the text of the liturgy intending to proclaim and 

teach their doctrine in a simple language. Most importantly, however, is the confession of the 
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Church’s dyaphysite Christology through its liturgical text, especially after the fifth-century schism. 

Susan Ashbrook Harvey explains, “Late antiquity was a time of fierce religious competition. 

Christianity competed with other religions, and different Christian groups competed with one 

another. Telling Biblical stories was also a polemical act. It claimed particular stories for one’s own 

community. . . .”121 Church leaders structured the services of worship in the form of liturgy to 

convey the fundamental Christian teachings in the absence of printing facilities and, thus, the 

unavailability of the Bible and the doctrinal literature. Likewise, the liturgy is a combination of sung 

text and symbolic gestures, such as the sign of the Cross, the kiss of peace, and representative 

movements of the clergy at the altar to help the worshippers embody the spiritual teachings. One 

historical document from the sixth century shows the importance of music and poetry in transmitting 

the Bible’s teachings in the Church of the East thus, 

 

Seeing that all the people were attracted to singing and that human nature was drawn to it, 

blessed Ephrem (the Syriac theologian) … assembled and organized the Daughters of the 

Covenant and taught them hymns and songs and antiphones and intercessions in rhythmic 

measures and transmitted his wisdom to all the learned and wise women. And he mixed 

hymns and chants, sweet melodies which were pleasing and delightful to their hearts. He put 

in the hymn words of subtle meaning and spiritual knowledge.122 

 

As we see from this quote, the Church of the East considers music an essential pillar of the liturgy, 

next to its text.  

As a tradition born out of the Jewish synagogal heritage, various musical practices were 

transferred to Christian worship, such as different forms of alternating psalmody. For instance, 

Father Aram declared, “We have psalm and response.” He elaborated, “We have psalms for daily 

prayers like Marya k̭retha, laxya težbuxta. There are psalms with different melodies for bedenxe 

[Epiphany] and byalde [Birth].”123 There were, however, other reasons why early Church leaders 

promoted the use of music in their liturgy. Various religious and social events, such as theatre 

productions made up the musical scenes in the cities, including the urban centres in northern 
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Mesopotamia when the Roman Empire had not abandoned religions other than Christianity. 

Therefore, the church fathers decided that “songs of the theatre are responses which are not true; 

troublesome and confused sounds; melodies which attract children; ordered and cherished songs; 

skilful chants, lying canticles … [In the theatre] your ear is captivated by song”.124 As a musical 

polemic, Mar Ephrem’s hymn asserts, “Let the chief pastor weave together his homilies like flowers, 

let the priests make a garland of their ministry, the deacons of their reading, strong young men of 

their jubilant shouts, children of their psalms, chaste women of their songs, chief citizens of their 

benefactions, ordinary folk of their manner of life.”125 As a result, a choir of unmarried women was 

formed, and Syriac theologians and clergy wrote madraše [teachings] and different types of homilies 

for this choir. As Father Aram put it, “the Bible, theology and liturgy at the same time”.  

The Church conveyed the Biblical teachings and church doctrine to ordinary people through 

singing. Through congregational participation, the community identified its unique beliefs and ways 

of life in a society where different ideologies were practised. Throughout history, this specific 

identity has manifested itself in the text and music of the liturgy as empires have been formed and 

abolished. When the Church of the East grew very small in numbers and became limited to a 

particular group of people, the music and language of the liturgy now represented the ethnic identity 

of these people. 

Amongst the most celebrated composers of the liturgy is Mar Ephrem the Syrian (d. 373), 

who is known to be the founder of choral singing tradition and who also composed numerous 

homilies and hymns. According to Father Aram, “Mar Eprem has written a lot of songs. He would 

take secular melodies and would sanctify them to be used in church.” According to the Syriac Life of 

Ephrem manuscript, 

 

Every day the Daughters of the Covenant would gather in the churches on the feast of the 

Lord and on Sundays and for the commemoration of the martyrs. And [Ephrem], like a father, 

would stand among them (as) a harpist of the spirit, arranging various songs for them and 

demonstrating and teaching and alternating melodies until the entire city gathered around 

him.126 

 
124 Cyril Moss, trans., “On the Spectacles,” homily 3 in “Jacob of Serugh’s Homilies on the 
Spectacles of the Theatre,” in Le Muséon 48 (1935): 105. 
125 Sebastian P. Brock and George A. Kiraz, trans., “Hymns on Resurrection” no. 2.9 in “Joy at the 
Resurrection (res. 2), in Ephrem the Syrian: Select Poems (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University 
Press, 2006), 176-7. 
126 Amar, The Syriac vita Tradition of Ephrem, 79-80. 
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As we can see, the Eastern Church regarded music as a fundamental component of the liturgy 

through which chant melodies expressed the denominational identity of the Church. The liturgical 

music assumed the responsibility of denoting the Church’s cultural heritage and, later, Assyrian 

ethnic identity when the Church became the political representative of Assyrians in the Middle East. 

 

2.3.1.  Formation of the Divine Liturgy 

According to Deacon Youkhana Youala of Erbil, the text of the liturgy was compiled over time. In 

the beginning, the written text included the scriptures only. The faithful would gather and begin their 

service of worship by singing the Težbuxta [praise]; that is, the opening verse of the Greater Gloria in 

Latin liturgy. They would then read the scriptures in the same manner as the Jewish tradition of 

worship in the temple. Deacon Youkhana explained, “After some time, they added the prayer Laxu 

Mara [Thee, Lord of All], and after a while, K̭adiša Alaha [Trisagion], and so on. So, at first, there 

were various scattered sections. Then, they put them all together, and it (the mass) took the form it 

has today.”127  

The Divine Liturgy was divided into two main sections: the Liturgy of the Word and the 

Liturgy of the Eucharist. Deacon Youkhana mentioned that the Liturgy of the Word consisted of 

singing hymns and reading the scripture. The readings were from the ancient Aramaic translations of 

the Bible called Pešitta and mainly from the Old Testament.128 Patriarch Isho Yahab III (d. 659) 

standardised the lectionaries to include two Old Testament readings from the laws and prophets and 

two New Testament readings from the Epistles and Gospels. The Church of the East has been using 

this model in its liturgy since the seventh century CE.129  

Biblical lessons and homilies were in the form of sung poetry. Amongst the most prominent 

poets whose poetry and prose had influenced the doctrine and liturgy of the Church of the East are 

Ephrem the Syrian, Narsai of Nisibis (d. 502), and Jacob of Serugh (d. 512). Their poems 

encompassed various metrical forms which resemble those of the Assyrian dialect of Edessa. The 

 
127 Youkhana Youala (deacon at St John the Baptist Church), in discussion with the author, 
November 23, 2018, Erbil, Iraq. 
128 The Old Testament of Pešitta included an ancient Aramaic translation common amongst the 
Jewish community in Mesopotamia. As for the New Testament, several other versions were in use 
before the Pešitta version became widely accepted, such as the Aramaic Gospel of the Hebrews, 
Tatian’s Diatessaron and the Vetus Syra. For more information, see Sebastian P. Brock, The Bible in 
the Syriac Tradition (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2006), 8.  
129 F.E. Brightman, ed., “Introduction,” in Liturgies Eastern and Western, vol. 1, Eastern Liturgies 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1896), lxxvii-lxxxi. The section on “The Persian Rite” in the 
“Introduction” chapter also contains a list of Syriac manuscripts from antiquity and their published 
English translations. 
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early Church of the East used one of the oldest surviving anaphoras for the Liturgy of the Eucharist, 

Mari and Adai. This anaphora is in Syriac and has been in use since the early third century CE.130 

Although various local traditions existed in Mesopotamia, the overall characteristics of the 

Divine Liturgy of the Church of the East resemble the Jewish worship conventions and Edessene 

theology. Praise and thanksgiving, along with prayers invoking the presence of the Holy Spirit, were 

the main foci of liturgical texts. In the synod of 401 CE, church leaders voted for the unification of 

the numerous practices of the Divine Liturgy and to model them after those practised in major cities 

like Seleucid-Ctesiphon. Following the Christological schism in the fifth century CE and the division 

of the Christian ecumene into two rival camps, the Church of the East endorsed a more structured 

form of the liturgy. At this time, Patriarch Mar Aba I (served 540–552 CE) introduced new liturgical 

segments from the Byzantine rite after he returned to Mesopotamia from his travels in the Roman 

Empire. Amongst those components were the Trisagion, the Kanon and two anaphoras: of Theodore 

of Mopsuestia and Nestorius. Father Aram indicated, “There are three types of mass: first is Addai 

and Mari, second is Mar Theodores and the third one is Mar Nestorius. Each has its own melody, 

which is different from the other ones.”  

Patriarch Isho Yahab III finalised the structure of the entire liturgy in the seventh century. His 

improvements included the canonisation of three anaphoras (Addai and Mari, Theodor of Mopsuestia 

and Nestorius) the organisation of the entire sequence of the liturgy, and the inclusion of silent 

priestly prayers, such as the cušapeh [invocations], in the mass.131 He also revised the primary prayer 

book, the Xudra [cycle], which, at that time, contained the proper text for the mass, and the Divine 

Office for Sundays, feast days and major saints’ days. The contents of the Xudra followed the 

tradition of the Upper Monastery of Mar Abraham and Mar Gabriel near Mosul, Iraq.132 Today, the 

mass lasts about one hour and fifteen minutes, excluding the time it takes for the congregation to 

 
130 Joseph Alencherry, “East Syriac Liturgical Poetry of the St Thomas Christians,” in Christian 
Musicological Society of India, accessed July 23, 2020, http://www.thecmsindia.org/. 
131 The three orders have been compiled in a printed edition according to the most common 
manuscripts in circulation until the early twentieth century by Rev. Yosip Qalletha’s printing house 
in Mosul: Joseph E. Y. de Keleita, The Liturgy of the Church of the East (Mosul, Iraq: The Assyrian 
School and Press, 1928). 
132 Also called the Upper Monastery. For more information about the Monastery see Richard E. 
McCarron, “East Syrian Liturgy,” in New Catholic Encyclopedia, eds. Thomas Carson and Joann 
Cerrito, vol. 5, 2nd ed (Detroit: Gale, 2003), 3-5; Alencherry, “East Syriac Liturgical Poetry;” 
Badger, Nestorians and their Rituals, 17n*. 
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receive the Eucharist, which depends on the number of attendants, and includes the following 

sections.133 

 

The Proclamation of the Church includes the Introductory Rite and the Liturgy of the Word for the 

baptised and non-baptised 

A- Introduction 

- begins with hymn Laxu Mara [Thee, Lord of All], 

- followed by the hymn K̭adiša Alaha [Holy God] 

B- Liturgy of the Word, including prayers and hymns before each reading: 

- Lections from the Old Testament or the Acts 

- Epistle  

- Gospel 

- Credo 

The Order (rite) of the Hallowing which is the Liturgy of the Eucharist and is for the baptised only: 

- The Kiss of Peace 

- Prayer of Incense 

- Lord’s Prayer 

- Sanctus 

- Order of Absolution 

- Communion 

- Benediction 

 

2.3.2.  The Divine Office 

During my visit to the Alqosh monastery, Father Dinhha explained, “And why did our forefathers 

establish this order? [They did so] based on the Gospel where it says ‘pray at all times and don’t stop 

so that you won’t be tempted.’”134 He was, of course, referring to Matthew 26:41. The early church in 

Middle Eastern lands followed a prayer structure mapped out in Christian treatises dealing with 

 
133 The English translations of the entire liturgy are available through various translations and 
editions by Western scholars as well as the Church of the East publications, such as The Order of the 
Holy Qurbana According to the Liturgy of Mar Addai and Mar Mari, The Blessed Apostles, for the 
Use of the Faithful, compiled by Rev. Fr. Lawrance Namato, rev. ed. (Modesto, CA: Edessa 
Publications, 2009). 
134 Father Denhha Hanna Tumaa, (abbot at Monastery of the Virgin Mary in Alqosh), in discussion 
with the author, November 17, 2018, Alqosh, Iraq.  
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rituals and orders from the third century CE, such as Didascalia.135 In this document, we read that the 

faithful are invited to pray eight times during the day, “in the morning and at the third hour, and at 

the sixth hour, and at the ninth hour, and in the evening, and when you go to sleep, and at compline, 

and at the cock crow”.136 These specific times were chosen according to the events that happened on 

the day Jesus was crucified:  

 

Perform prayer in the morning namely, thanking God who has given us life, …; at the third 

hour because at it our Lord received the judgement from Pilate. In that of the sixth hour 

because in it Christ was crucified … ; in that of the ninth hour because when our Lord was 

crucified, the sun was darkened in the midst of the noon; in that of the evening, however, 

thanking God who gave us the night for the rest from the toils of the day; but in that at 

compline, while you now slumber the sleep of rest from work … ; and at Crock Crow, 

because that is the hour which announces to us the coming of the day, and for the service of 

the works of light.137 

 

In the early East Christian eremitism, praying was the sole responsibility of a hermit. 

Therefore, hermits followed the same pattern to cover the entire day with prayer. According to Father 

Denhha, a “Monks’ job is to pray. Pray all day. That is why we gather in a monastery. We pray 

together and pray individually. That is our occupation.” Monasteries adopted the same praying 

schedule as they formed in Syria and Mesopotamia in the fourth and fifth centuries CE. From scant 

written sources from the early days of eremitism and monastic life, we can infer that these prayer 

hours assumed various forms in different churches and monasteries in the East.138 However, what is 

evident is that communal praying in the morning and evening was shared amongst most churches 

and later adopted by monasteries. The laity and the clergy gathered to sing psalms that were 

appropriately chosen for those hours. Later, hymns and litanies that church teachers wrote were 

included in the Divine Office, such as Mar Ephrem’s, Mar Narsai’s and Jacob of Serugh’s. In the 

Church of the East tradition, monks intone the entire Psalter in a fortnight, starting with the evening 

 
135 S. Stewart-Sykes, “Didascalia Apostolorum,” in Encyclopedia of Ancient Christianity, ed. Angelo 
Di Berardino (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2014), 1:709. 
136 The English translation from: Arthur Vööbus, The Didascalia Apostolorum in Syriac: Chapters I-
X. I, Volume 402 (Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, 1979), 36. 
137 Vööbus, The Didascalia Apostolorum, 36. 
138 AbouZayd, Iḥidayutha, 216-217. 
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service, when the liturgical day begins after sunset. The following is the order of the Divine Office as 

practised by the monks at Assyrian monasteries.  

 

1- Ramša [evening] – vespers at 6 pm  

2- Sutara or Suba’a [secure] – compline at 8 pm  

3- Lilya [night] – matins at 12 am  

4- Mxošca [dark] – vigil at 3 am 

5- K̭edamta [dawn] – lauds 

6- Sapra [morning] – prime at 6 am 

7- Dathlath d-Thša’eyn or K̭uta’a [third hour] – terce at 9 am 

8- Šeth d-Thša’eyn or Edana [sixth hour] – sext at midday 

9- Datša’ d-Thša’eyn [ninth hour] –nones at 3 pm 

 

Of these services of worship, only the vespers and lauds are held in monasteries today. As I observed 

in Iraq in 2018 and 2019, vespers are celebrated every evening and lauds only on Sunday mornings 

before the mass in town churches.139 

Alexander the Sleepless in the fifth century established the tradition of choral singing of 

psalms during the day and night, which influenced the performance of the Divine Office in the 

East.140 In addition to adding a prayer hour at midnight, he divided the monks in his monastery into 

eight choirs and assigned them to sing at one of the hours. He intended to offer praises continuously 

over twenty-four hours.141 Christian communities in Syria and Mesopotamia integrated this practice 

in singing various sections of the Divine Office in various formats. In the Church of the East 

tradition, two choirs of clergy sing the psalms and anthems antiphonally during the evening and 

morning prayers.  

 
139 According to an ethnography by Rev. Badger in Iraq in the mid-nineteenth century, daily prayer 
services had already reduced from eight to two. In a quotation from Mar Abdisho Bar Brikha of Soba 
(d. 1318), Rev. Badger shows that by the twelfth century, the prayer hours had already decreased in 
numbers for the laity. Badger, “Chapter III: Of the Hours of Prayer and of the Rituals and Liturgies 
of the Nestorians,” in Nestorians and their Rituals, 17. 
140 J. Gribomont, “Acoemetae or Akoimetoi (Sleepless Ones),” in Encyclopedia of Ancient 
Christianity, ed. Angelo Di Berardino (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2014), 1:29, 
https://search.ebscohost.com/. 
141 Paul F. Bradshaw, “The Monastic Office in the East,” in Daily Prayer in the Early Church: A 
Study of the Origin and Early Development of the Divine Office (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock 
Publishers, 2008); AbouZayd, Iḥidayutha, 214. 
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According to Father Denhha, in the Church of the East tradition, psalms and anthems of other 

hours are recited and not sung. He explained that monks come to the chapel for a short prayer 

together during these hours, and they resume their daily personal meditation, reading and manual 

work shortly thereafter. That is why they do not engage in singing. The evening and morning hours, 

however, are revered differently. The singing component is an indicator of the peculiar 

characteristics of vespers and lauds.142 Vespers and lauds in the Church of the East tradition confirm 

the importance of music since most of their text is set to music. Also, the presence of music signifies 

the prominence of these hours. Additionally, setting their entire text to music on Sunday further 

stresses the position of these two offices on this holy day. Rev. Eilosh Azizyan of Urmia church in 

Iran explained, 

 

Music is for aesthetic reasons. Albeit, I think it has come from David’s psalm where he has 

always sung to the Lord with songs, to praise Him with beautiful melodies and voice. It’s 

come from there. . . . There is this discourse about aesthetics in religions. Each religion has 

this aesthetic aspect to it. In such discussions, they consider music, costumes, buildings and 

equipment. For instance, all the things that we use in the church are for aesthetic purposes. In 

other words, they are trying to show that what is being done is beautiful. They want to offer 

the best. And to do so, they choose the best: they use beautiful costumes, beautiful buildings 

and beautiful voices to show that that act is a beautiful and exciting thing. It isn’t because 

they want to show off and say that their plates and costumes are beautiful. They, in fact, want 

to communicate that what they do is beautiful and that they want to offer a beautiful thing.143 

 

In the eastern tradition, singing the scripture has various functions. It is a means by which 

worshippers become detached from the material world and enter the realm of the spirit, where they 

join the heavenly choirs of angels in praising the Lord. Singing also provides the celebrant with a 

tool to appropriate the text to one’s needs, according to one’s state of mind. The prayer now does not 

belong to the original writer but the celebrants’ through their individual musical iteration. Moreover, 

singing the psalms and incorporating hymns and prayers by other teachers provide a variety by 

 
142 On the importance of vespers and lauds, see the English translation in Badger, “Chapter III: Of 
the Hours of Prayer,” 17-20. 
143 Rev. Eilosh Azizyan (priest at St Mary Church), in discussion with the author, August 29, 2018, 
Urmia, Iran. 
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which idleness of thought and the subsequent distraction of mind are prevented.144 Rev. Eilosh 

commented further,  

 

In the Psalms of David, he, in fact, praises God and sings to God with a beautiful voice. He 

wants to offer something good to God. Like a lover and a beloved who want to sing for each 

other. It’s also true about carnal love. When someone loves a person, he sings to her. He can 

also tell her how he feels but wants to communicate his passion at another level when he 

sings to her. It’s the same in mysticism, not just Christian mysticism. It also exists in the 

mysticism of other religions, like Zoroastrianism, Islam and Judaism. There exists this 

tradition of singing through which the love relationship becomes a beautiful one. In fact, it is 

a love relationship which in mysticism shows its beauty through singing. . . . It’s also 

influential when people sing together. When everyone is present there, and they all sing the 

liturgy, the music fills the temporal void. So, people find themselves active participants, who 

have a role in it [liturgy]. So, that helps to prevent boredom. It is influential for sure. After 

all, humans like to hear pleasant sounds and music, which is why music is included in the 

church. 

 

2.3.3.  Liturgical Books 

Text of the liturgy is fixed and is mainly comprised of the scripture, lessons, prayers and hymns 

ascribed to and written by the Church fathers with an interest in literature and poetry. Clerics devise 

new properties in the liturgy, but they do not improvise any new text during the service. If the clergy 

has enough musical talent, he composes a new melody for his text. Otherwise, he uses an old tune or 

asks a musician to write a new piece. 

The scripture readings are from books of K̭eryane, Šlikhe wa Evangaliyun [the Old 

Testament, Epistles and Gospel] and Dawida [Psalter]. The Xudra is the main prayer book, which 

contains the text of the Hours, the mass and the feast days. For ease of use, the text of the Hours is 

collected in the book of Dak̭dam wa d-Bathar [Before and After]. Other notable books include Ṱaxsa 

[order, rite], comprising of the text of the anaphoras, and sacraments such as marriage, burial and 

 
144 Bradshaw, “The Monastic Office in the East,” 90-101. 
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baptism,145 Turgama [speech, article] containing teaching order for Sundays and Hugaya, which is a 

summary of the Church teachings and commentaries of the forefathers.146  

 

2.3.4.  Literary Genres 

Just like any other literary tradition, prose and poetry in the liturgy of the Assyrian Church of the 

East have different genres. Prosaic works include some priestly prayers and homilies, which are 

called memre [speeches]. Poetical compositions, on the other hand, are more elaborate and can be 

divided into several groups. They are either incorporated between verses of psalms and canticles or 

are independent hymns. The former group has two main genres, these being antiphons or k̭anune 

[formulae] and anthems or unyate [responses]; these are elaborated antiphons that gradually 

developed into independent literary pieces. Therefore, they are treated like hymns in response to 

Biblical verses.147  

Generally, the liturgy’s poetic form is syllabic, and couplets and stanzas make up its verse 

form. Couplets or memre are isosyllabic instructive verses where the number of syllables is constant 

in all the lines. Conventional metres include 5+5 attributed to Mar Balai of Qenneshrin (fl early fifth 

century), 7+7 ascribed to Mar Ephrem and 12+12 accredited to Mar Yaqoub. Strophic works or 

educative madraše [teachings], on the other hand, may contain a different number of syllables for 

each line of their stanzas, but the metric pattern stays the same for the following ones. Independent 

hymns include poetic genres such as madraša with strophe and refrain as the form, sogita [ode, 

refrain], containing the same textual formula but written as a conversation between two characters 

like a liturgical drama, ba’uta [supplication], mimra [speech] and težbuxta [praise].148  

 

2.3.5.  Musical Genres 

Musical genres of the liturgy follow its prosaic and poetic forms for the most part. Father Aram 

noted, “Mar Eprem wrote in triple metre and Mar Yaquob in four. Mar Eprem’s poems, therefore, are 

 
145 A recent publication of this book is Rev. Joseph de Keleita’s The Liturgy of the Church of the 
East (Mosul, Iraq: The Assyrian School and Press, 1928). 
146 Father Aram, November 17, 2018; Heinrich Husmann, “Liturgy and Liturgical Books” in “Syrian 
Church Music” ed. Peter Jeffery, in Grove Music Online, (2001), accessed May 11, 2020, 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/; Badger, Nestorians and their Rituals, 19-25. 
147 Barrington Bates, “Songs and Prayers Like Incense: The Hymns of Ephrem the Syrian,” Anglican 
and Episcopal History 69, no. 2 (2000): 183, accessed August 4, 2020. 
www.jstor.org/stable/42612097; Alencherry, “East Syriac Liturgical Poetry.”  
148 See Sebastian P. Brock, “Poetry and Hymnography (3): Syriac,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Early Christian Studies, eds. Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G. Hunter (Oxford University 
Press, 2008), doi: 10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199271566.003.0033.  
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easily sung. One can easily put a line of music to them.” Sung prose, such as psalms and prayers, are 

usually performed in a recitative manner. Several words are sung at the same pitch with the ending of 

textual sentences marked with cadential motives, such as falling to a fifth interval below. Such texts 

can also be sung using common melodic motives. Depending on the tradition in which a clergyman 

received his musical training, he combines these melodic figures and composes free-metre melodies 

for the prosaic text he chants.149 In my observation of recitative singing of the clergy in Iran, Iraq, 

London and San Jose, the latter practice appeared to be more common. Most core melodies were the 

same, suggesting a common source from whom a couple of generations received their training. 

The musical form of poetic compositions in the liturgy is, for the most part, strophic. 

Antiphonal psalmody is in the form of stanza and refrain. Short k̭anune play the role of a musical 

refrain, and longer unyate are, in essence, stanzas with the recurring melody in AB form, with Psalm 

verses as their refrain. Independent hymns come in strophic form too, but they may or may not 

contain a refrain. Madraše are strophic songs with a refrain. Each stanza generally has an AB form, 

and the refrain contains one musical section. Mar Ephrem’s madraše are amongst the most 

sung hymns. Sogita has the same textual form as madraša, but musically the same melody is used for 

strophe and refrain. A similar musical format applies to ba’uta and sung memra. 

Most poetic compositions have fixed melodies, which are repeated across several chants. In 

such cases, the opening words of the source hymn are written at the top of a chant text informing the 

clergyman which hymn melody he should reuse. This indicator is called riš k̭ala [head melody]. Riš 

k̭ala also specifies the syllabic metre of the source hymn. Therefore, when clerics of a parish decide 

to switch to a different melody for a mass chant, they search amongst the riš k̭ale (pl) that point to a 

hymn with the same syllabic metre. They then adopt the melody of that hymn as a new replacement 

for the tune of the mass chant. To demonstrate what a riš k̭ala is, Father Aram opened his Xudra and 

said,  

 

You open it, and you read, ‘k̭ala k̭admaya, šuxlapa [first melody, variation].’ This format 

repeats for other twenty-seven melodies. (He then sings the chant). Each melody has a title. 

Wherever you see that title, you use that melody for that text. (Sings another chant with the 

same melody). They didn’t have notes back then, so they would give them names as a system 

to disperse them [throughout the liturgy]. 

 
149 See Husmann, “Musical Form and Style,” in “Syrian Church Music;” Brock, “Poetry and 
Hymnography (3): Syriac.” 
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While rhythm in the liturgy’s music follows its poetic metre, modality and intonation allude to 

when the liturgy was in its formational stage or when cantors from different regions were 

influenced by their musical environment. Father Aram concluded, 

 

But many of these melodies didn’t survive because we don’t have any notation system to 

preserve them. We never had someone to write them down. The Latin Church, of course, 

preserved their melodies. In our case, many melodies were lost during persecutions. All we 

cared about was to flee or not to flee. We have simple prayers, but the melodies are not as 

simple. For example, we had a gathering in the summer of 2009. The Assyrian musician 

Ra’ed George came from the US. He sang one of these hymns and said that the chant was 

musically challenging. So, this shows that our forefathers knew music very well. They just 

didn’t notate their melodies. 

 

2.3.6.  Group Singing 

Ecclesiastic order in the Church of the East comprises three offices: deaconship, priesthood and 

bishopric. Each of these ranks includes three appointments. There is no restriction on how many 

people can hold each position except for the patriarchate, where only one person can be ordained at a 

time. All clerics begin their liturgical training as readers, standing next to their seniors during the 

church services and imitating their ways of chanting. During the mass, readers and sub-deacons serve 

in front of the nave. The deacons are in the sanctuary and are divided between two choirs, left and 

right. Therefore, the entire mass turns into a trialogue between the priest, altar deacons and the 

congregation, including the choir. 

During the canonical hours when the Psalter and hymns are sung, the clergy form two choirs. 

Father Dinhha explained, “The bishop or the internal head [of the monastery, priest] would stand on 

the right of the sanctuary. It is the left-hand side to us who are standing. So, they [the priest and the 

clergy standing on his side] are k̭admaye, and the other side is called daxraye, first and last.”150 Other 

terms for these two choirs are guda ellaya/alleta [high chorus] and guda xtaya/taxteta [low choir]. 

When reciting the Psalter, each choir takes its turn in reading a verse or two, including the antiphon, 

and when singing certain hymns, two choirs alternate singing the stanzas. Moreover, the two-choral 

division determines which side begins the service in any given liturgical week.  

 
150 Father Denhha Hanna Tumaa, November 17, 2018.  
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Although Assyrians never ruled over their land after the fall of their empire in 539 BCE, they 

have maintained their language and culture to this day. The liturgy played a vital role in this process 

as the Church became the political guardian of the Assyrian culture and people under the religiously 

competent superpowers governing the region. As I showed previously, liturgy and music are two 

inseparable phenomena in the Assyrian Church of the East. They are joined in unity to create a 

spiritual soundscape in which Assyrians worship and assert their religious and ethnic identities. The 

old and borrowed musical elements of the repertoire, in addition to the tradition’s flexible attitude 

towards musical development, make this liturgical music an aural emblem of Assyrians’ unique 

ethnoreligious identity. In the following chapter, I examine modality and how it has given rise to the 

exclusivity of the musical sound of this liturgy. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-2. Rabban Hormzid, Alqosh, Iraq, November 2018 
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Figure 2-3. Old Syriac manuscript from Alqosh collection currently in Ankawa, Erbil, Iraq, 

November 2018 

 

 
Figure 2-4. Post ISIS St Quryaqous Church in Batnaya, Iraq, November 2018 
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3 Chapter Three: Modality in The Assyrian Church of The East Music 
 

Assyrians define the Church of the East liturgical music as representing Assyrian ethnic identity 

through sound. William Daniel, the first Assyrian nationalist composer, said in the introduction to his 

book of short songs, “I realised that if I was to look for the ingredients of [our] artistic culture, [and] 

if I was to find those sound waves that gave the original characteristics of our ancient music, I 

needed to look into the sea of the Assyrian Church of the East.”151 Contemporary Assyrian musicians 

and pop singers also share this view. The American-born Assyrian singer Rachel Sarah Thomas said, 

“Church of the East music was really special for me because it was tonally so weird. I wouldn’t hear 

it anywhere else.”152 In this chapter, I demonstrate how the music modality of the Assyrian chants 

makes this repertoire sound like, according to Thomas, “its own thing”. In doing so, I draw on the 

works of Egon Wellesz, Tala Jarjour and Heinrich Husmann in their attempt to conceptualise 

modality in closely related genres.  

In her book, Jarjour argues that the Suryani Church music modality falls somewhere between 

the Arab and Byzantine modal systems. She further states that the well-known eightfold grouping of 

the chant repertoire in Suryani Church music is, in fact, used as an organisational tool to group 

chants according to their function in the liturgical calendar.153 Based on her fieldwork with the clergy 

of the Suryani Church in Turkey and Syria, she concludes that no musical relationship exists between 

chants of any given group in terms of modes. She adds, “Each qodmoyo [first mode] piece is an 

independent mode, and they are as many as the Beth Gazo contains.”154 As Jarjour also mentions, 

numerous Western and Suryani musicologists have studied the modal system of this Church since the 

colonial era.155 Nevertheless, their speculations do not explain the presence of microtones in the 

 
151 William Daniel, preface to William Daniel’s Creations (Chicago: Alpha Graphic Printing and 
Lithograph, 1978), 93. 
152 Rachel Sarah Thomas, in discussion with the author, December 15, 2017, Chicago, USA.  
153 Jarjour, Sense and Sadness, 86-87. 
154 Beth Gazo is the book of chants of the Suryani Church. Jarjour, Sound and Sadness, 86-87. 
155 Well-known studies of music of the Near and Middle East during later colonial era include works 
of Raphael Georg Kiesewetter, Dom Jean Parisot, Abraham Zvi Idelsohn and Heinrich Husmann. 
See for example Raphael Georg Kiesewetter, Über die Musik der neueren Griechen nebst freien 
Gedanken über altaegyptische und altgriechische Musik (Leipzig, 1838); Philip V. Bohlman, “R. G. 
Kiesewetter’s ‘Die Musik der Araber’: A Pioneering Ethnomusicological Study of Arabic Writings 
on Music,” Asian Music 18, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter, 1986): 164-96; Jean Parisot, “Rapport sur une 
mission scientifique en Turquie d’Asie,” Nouvelles archives des missions scientifiques el littéraires 9 
(1899): 265–511; Jean Parisot, “Les huit modes du chant syrien,” Tribune de Saint-Gervais 7 (1901): 
258–62; Abraham z. Idelsohn, “Der Kirchengesang der Jakobiten,” AMw 4 (1922): 364-89; 
Idelsohn, Jewish Liturgy and Its Development; Heinrich Husmann, “Echos und Makam: nach der 
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Suryani chant repertoire as we know them in Arab, Turkish and Iranian art music or the melodic 

structure of those chants which do not abide by the melodic formulae of the maqam system. Yet, 

they acknowledge the presence of an old modal system different from the Middle Eastern maqam 

order.156 

Likewise, my investigation of modality in chants of the Church of the East shows that this 

music may contain two different modal systems, a diatonic format and a Middle Eastern model. It is 

important to note that this music does not follow a recognised organisational scheme similar to that 

of the Byzantine oktoechos or the Suryani eightfold systems. However, I propose that modality in the 

Church of the East music can be analysed according to the presence of two distinct chant groups: 

chants with and those without fixed melodies. Based on tonal divisions and melodic characteristics, I 

suggest that the former chant group may be analysed based on a diatonic system of modes akin to the 

Byzantine and early Western church systems. I also propose that the latter category conforms with 

the contemporary Iraqi Arab art music theory of maqams and regional folk traditions, where 

dichotomies such as urban-rural centres and old-new generations play an influential role. 

To examine these hypotheses, I first inquire into my field data about, interviews with and 

musical examples given by the clergy in Iraq, Iran and London to see what types of chant melodies 

exist in the Church of the East music and what kinds of microtones materialise in their execution. I 

demonstrate that the solo performance of chants with fixed melodies gives rise to microtones, which 

are generally absent when the same chants are performed by a group of clerics. I further illustrate 

that microtones in chants with fixed melodies are the result of conventions of ornamentation and 

embellishment, and that the regional performance practices and vocal techniques determine the size 

of these microtones. As for chants without fixed melodies, I explain that the musical environment 

from which a cleric comes contributes to incorporating a specific modal system when composing or 

embellishing a melody. Since chants without fixed melodies are freely composed and are usually 

performed solo, the musically talented clerics either compose their own melodies or embellish 

melodies they have learned from other clerics. Depending on their musical background, which is 

 
Handschrift Leningrad, Öffentliche Bibliothek, Gr.127,” AMw 36 (1979): 237-53; Heinrich 
Husmann, “Madraše und Seblata: Repertoireuntersuchungen zu den Hymnen Ephraems des 
Syrers,” AcM 48 (1976): 113-50; Heinrich Husmann, “Die oktomodalen Stichera und die 
Entwicklung des byzantinischen Oktoëchos,” AMw 27 (1970): 304-25; Heinrich Husmann, ed., Die 
Melodien des chaldäischen Breviers Commune (Roma: Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 
1967). 
156 Although Jarjour provides an interesting discussion on tonal division and microtones in the 
Suryani Church chants, she focuses her exploration of modality on emotion and value within the 
Urfali community. 
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usually that of urban centres in Iraq, they mainly incorporate the Arab maqam system in their new 

compositions. Likewise, when the clergy embellish a precomposed melody during their solo 

utterance, they again apply embellishing techniques of the Arab maqams or folk music traditions of 

their respective regions, which produce microtones of various sizes. I discuss these issues more in 

detail in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2. 

Subsequently, I discuss previous studies on the development of Arab and Iranian art music 

theories as well as theses on church modal systems to see which model best explains the modal and 

intonational characteristics of Assyrian liturgical music. It is essential to understand how current 

modal and intonational systems developed when the Church of the East liturgy emerged and endured 

the Church’s turbulent history. Juxtaposing these histories may offer a model to explain diverse 

claims about the modality of the liturgical music and its relation to Assyrian identity. In his 

investigations into the history of Byzantine liturgy, Wellesz discusses how the characteristics of 

Byzantine civilisation influenced the musical features of its liturgy. He demonstrates that Byzantine 

civilisation developed as an amalgam of Semitic, Iranian and Hellenistic cultures with influences 

from the West. Likewise, the Christian culture that spread to the East and West encompassed the 

culture of the first converts in Syria, which included members of various ethnic groups, such as 

Arameans, Greeks, Armenians and Jews. The intellectual activities of these various ethnicities 

influenced the culture of the new religion in Syria, including music and poetry. These diverse 

influences augmented or diminished as Christianity travelled from Syria to the East and West.157 

Wellesz’s helpful strategies in his study of Byzantine chants include examining borrowed musical 

properties from Jewish singing traditions, and exploring ancient Greek music philosophy and 

comparing it to theses on music and religion written by early Christian thinkers.158 Although Wellesz 

does not study the modality of Byzantine chants in detail, his work provides valuable guidelines for 

studying modality in Assyrian Church music. Similar to how Wellesz conceptualises the Byzantine 

chant historically and culturally in the wake of Christianity, I situate Assyrian chant melodies in the 

music history context of the Church’s birthplace in northern Mesopotamia in the early stages of the 

liturgy’s formation.  

Finally, I describe the local view about the liturgy’s modality and how Assyrians negotiate 

Arab maqams in their liturgical music and their Assyrian identity, which is deeply rooted in the 

history of Mesopotamia. I show how the presence of two modal systems – diatonic and Middle 

Eastern – together with intonational varieties depicts the Assyrian ethnic narrative in their liturgical 

 
157 Wellesz, “The Origins of Byzantine Music,” in A History of Byzantine Music, 29-46.  
158 Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music, 31-32. 
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music. I then demonstrate how the question of interaction and influence contributes to the multi-

layered musical aspects of the liturgy which, in turn, contributes to the historical and cultural 

representation of Assyrians as indigenous inhabitants of present-day Iraq.159 

  

3.1.  Chants of the Assyrian Church of the East 

I first began noticing a two-part modal system when I started attending the Assyrian Church of the 

East mass services in January 2016. The congregation in Mar Yosip Parish in San Jose, California, 

consists of primarily Iranian Assyrian members and Iraqi Assyrian clerics. As a Protestant and 

Iranian Assyrian, I first found the music of the Divine Liturgy sounded very Arab, and the singing of 

the clerics akin to that of Qur’anic chanting. I perceived the overall mass modalscape as that of Arab 

art music and the clerics’ performance practices as that of reciters of the Qur’an. Two factors 

contributed to this inference: Middle Eastern microtones and ornamental figures. I also noticed that 

in contrast to the chants sung by the clerics during the mass, the congregational chants had different 

properties: they did not include the same microtones, ornaments and melodic structure. They also 

seemed to contain a different modal property, which could be due to following a particular melodic 

model, scalar motion or both. 

A month later, in February, the priest announced that the parish would hold vespers during 

the Fast of Nineveh.160 What I heard musically during those services was remarkably different from 

what I had heard on the previous Sundays. Although containing occasional microtones, vespers 

music did not resemble the Arab traditional music, nor did it echo the Qur’anic recitation. Instead, its 

melodic language sounded more like the congregational chant of the mass; that is, the modal space 

was diatonic and similar to medieval Western and Byzantine chants. To investigate why and how the 

music of these two services differed, I travelled to Iran and Iraq to attend various church services, 

speak to clerics from different backgrounds and record them chanting. In doing so, I observed that 

first, the clergymen used the term maqam when speaking about the modality of chant melodies, and 

 
159 For more on multi-layered as a musical trait in the Middle East, see Scott Marcus, “Creating a 
Community, Negotiating Among Communities: Performing Middle Eastern Music for a Diverse 
Middle Eastern and American Public,” in Performing Ethnomusicology: Teaching and 
Representation in World Music Ensembles, ed. Ted Solis (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 2004). Within the context of teaching and performing Middle Eastern music with a university 
ensemble, Marcus examines the multi-layeredness of Middle Eastern cultures, which is also echoed 
in their musical practices. Middle Eastern communities, including the Assyrian, receive influence 
from each other’s music while maintaining their unique modality and rhythms, all of which represent 
how they negotiate with their neighbours, culturally. 
160 The Fast of Nineveh [baute-d Ninvaye] is a three-day fast commemorating biblical prophet 
Jonah’s mission to Assyria and his spending three days in the belly of a whale. 
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second, that they considered a chant melody to be either atik̭ta [ancient] or composed by a cleric they 

knew. Although the clergy and church musicians tried to explain the theory of liturgical music within 

the Iraqi maqam framework, their grouping of chant melodies into ancient and non-ancient suggested 

the presence of two modal systems in the music of the liturgy. Arguably, this implication explains 

why the music of the Divine Liturgy varies from the music of the Divine Office. 

 

3.1.1.  First Observation: Local Discourse on Modality  

Although this repertoire does not entirely conform to the Iraqi maqam system, as I later show in my 

music analysis of various chant melodies, Iraqi Assyrians explain the modality of their liturgical 

music using Arabic music terminology, and they base their explanations on Arab music theory. 

However, in many instances, they struggle to determine the maqam of the Divine Office melodies. 

One such occasion happened during my visit to Alqosh. Two monks and I went to Rabban Hormizd 

church in the ancient monastery on the slopes of the Bayhidhra mountains to record vespers 

chants.161 I asked them to specify the maqam of each unita before they sang it. They identified the 

first couple of chants’ maqam as bayat. In a few cases, they associated the mode with maqam hejaz, 

but this discernment of the maqams proved to be a laborious task as we continued. After exchanging 

ideas, the monks would hesitantly associate a particular chant’s mode to a certain maqam or one of 

its derivatives. In general, they distinguished three maqams, bayat, hejaz, and dashti, before we 

abandoned identifying the modes altogether. 

Furthermore, the dominant narrative amongst most Assyrian clerics and church musicians 

emphasises the presence of the Iraqi maqam system in the liturgy, even before the Arabization of 

Mesopotamia in the seventh century. This claim springs from the underlying primordial discourse of 

antiquity. However, I encountered two opposing claims by Assyrians regarding Iraqi art music and 

the maqam system. On the one hand, Assyrians draw a strict distinction between the Mesopotamians 

before Islam and those who adopted an Arab identity after Islam, and they consider the former group 

to be Assyrian and the latter to be Arab. Therefore, Assyrians do not accept Iraqi art music as 

Assyrian because it is performed by the Arab Iraqis, even though the existing Iranian-Arab music 

theory was developed in Mesopotamia and is historically rooted in that geographical vicinity.  

On the other hand, Assyrians argue that the Church of the East music existed before the Arabization 

of Mesopotamia and is still standing. Likewise, they claim that what we call Iraqi traditional music 

today existed in Mesopotamia before the Arabization of the country. Accordingly, they argue that 

 
161 “Rabban” means “Our Teacher” in the original language and is a title given to monks. In this 
case, the title also indicates the prominence of the abbot.  
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the maqams of the Arab music tradition, which we hear in the liturgy today, must belong to the 

Church of the East’s liturgical music. For instance, one of the most common responses to my 

question of “Are Iraqi maqams present in the music of the Church?” has been: “Arabs took 

their maqams from us. Our Church music existed first, and we gave them these maqams”. There are, 

however, two exceptions in this respect. The first instance is Daniel’s claim as an Assyrian 

musicologist and composer of the early twentieth century, whereby he insists that the music of the 

Church of the East contains no Arab, Iranian, Turkish, Kurdish, Armenian or Georgian traits.162 He 

affirms that the chant melodies of the Church of the East contain the “authentic Assyrian timbre”.163 

The second case is an Assyrian musician’s presentation of tuning of the maqams. Delawar Markus is 

a Catholic Assyrian oud player from Ankawa.164 In my interview with him in the spring of 2019, he 

reasoned that the Church of the East’s music is different from Arab music because the tuning of its 

maqams differs. Therefore, Delawar bases his reasoning regarding the particular “Syriac” sound, as 

he calls it, on the difference between microtonal sizes in various musical traditions and disregards a 

possibly distinct style of melodic structure dissimilar to melodic formulae that characterises various 

maqams. While demonstrating on his oud, Delawar explained, 

 

Take, for instance, maqam bayat. This maqam has a quarter tone. I can do variations on this 

quarter tone by readjusting my finger on the cord. There are commas within quarter tones. So, 

commas differentiate between the different styles of Arab, Turkish, Iranian and Syriac eastern 

music, which has been developed in church by people like Mar Narsai and Mar Ephrem. On a 

live instrument, I can show you how, for example, Turks play around with commas. You can 

explore with commas on string instruments like the oud, kamancheh, mandolin, banjo, and 

tambura, but not the guitar because they have frets. Now, if I move my finger a little bit on 

this note, this bayat scale becomes an Irani bayat (demonstrating on the oud), and if I move 

my finger this way, it becomes an Iraqi bayat (demonstrating on the oud). Obviously, we 

don’t know the origins of bayat, but we know where it is being played geographically: in 

Iraq, Iran, Turkey, the Gulf States, Egypt, Africa, Syria and Lebanon. Basically, within the 

territories of the ancient Assyrian Empire. Bayat exists in these (types of) music together with 

other maqams. So, we have the same maqams in our church music, but with the different 

 
162 Daniel, preface to William Daniel’s Creations, 93-95. 
163 Daniel, preface to William Daniel’s Creations, 93-94. 
164 Ankawa is the Christian neighbourhood in Erbil, Iraq. Until the 1950s, Ankawa was an ancient 
Assyrian village on the outskirts of Erbil. Gradually and as Erbil expanded, the village was 
incorporated into the city.  
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tuning of quarter tones. Therefore, our church music sounds different from the Arab music, 

and so it has its own unique sound.165 

 

To explain the disparity between various claims about the presence of maqams in the Church 

of the East liturgy, I engage an integrated study of Middle Eastern music history and an analysis of 

my filed data to argue that a modal theory different from that of the Iraqi system governs at least a 

part of the liturgical music. Additionally, the ethnography of rendering this music in various 

geographies evidences the presence of various microtones in the repertoire, and their faithful 

correlation with diverse performance practices in the region. To determine which part of the 

liturgical music falls within the maqam domain and which part does not, I place chant tunes in two 

main groups of canonical and priestly melodies.166 Scholars of neighbouring liturgical music have 

taken similar approaches to better understand the musical characteristics of chant melodies. For 

instance, Rev. Louis Hage divided the Maronite liturgical music into five groups: Syro-Maronite 

Chant, Syro-Maronite-Arabic Chant, Improvised Melodies, Personal or Original Melodies and 

Foreign Melodies. Hage based his categorisation on melodies distinctness in “origin, nature, and 

significance” and this encompassed ancient chants in Syriac, translated chants from and to Arabic, as 

well as improvisational technics, including the incorporation of old melodic formulae. The Church of 

the East liturgy is performed only in Syriac in all its parishes around the world and, therefore, there 

are few chances of melodies being imported from the outside. Because, in this thesis, I only focus on 

chants with fixed text from Xudra, I base my classification predominantly on the compositional 

source. 

As I show later in the chapter, I further divide the chant melodies into two different modal 

groups, diatonic and maqam-like, regardless of the use of optional microtonal embellishments and 

regional intonation. An example of modal categorisation of chants in related repertoires is that of 

Suryani and Byzantine chants that follow an eightfold modal system. As also mentioned beforehand, 

according to Jarjur, the Suryani’s modal grouping appears to be for organizational purposes rather 

than musical, and modes and scales in the Suryani chants support the existence of both diatonic and 

Middle Eastern modes. An important point to consider is Husmann’s interview with an Assyrian 

 
165 Delawar Markus, in discussion with the author, April 8, 2019, Erbil, Iraq. 
166 For more information, see Guilnard Moufarrej, “Maronite Music: History, Transmission, and 
Performance Practice,” Review of Middle East Studies 44, no. 2 (2010): 198, 
doi:10.1017/S2151348100001518; Louis Hage, “Maronite Music,” in “The Middle East,” in Garland 
Encyclopedia of World Music, 6, eds. Virginia Danielson, Scott Marcus, and Dwight Reynolds (New 
York: Routledge, 2002), 209. 
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Catholic cleric, Mar Ephrem Bede, from Alqosh, in the sixties. According to Mar Ephrem, many 

Arab maqams are tuned diatonically in northern Iraq compared to their equivalents in the Arabian 

Peninsula. Some examples include maqams rast, nawa, nahawand and segah, which are also used in 

the liturgy of the Church of the East.167 Although Husmann or Mar Ephrem Bede did not musically 

classify chant melodies, Husmann’s observation offers an important factor to consider when 

examining the modality in the music of the liturgy. 

 

3.1.2.  Second Observation: Musical Categorisation of Chants 

Inspired by how the Assyrian clergy implicitly categorise chant melodies into ancient and those 

composed by a modern cleric, I propose that the Church of the East liturgical music can be divided 

into two main domains: the music of the mass and that of the canonical hours. These two groups are 

modally and intonationally different, based on the ways their melodies are composed and performed. 

According to the Church of the East clergy, chants sung by priests and deacons during the mass do 

not have fixed melodies, but those of the canonical hours and congregation do. Congregation chants 

are sung during the mass and usually share the same melodies with the chants of the canonical hours. 

 

 

Priestly Melodies 

Rev. Martin Nabil in Erbil explained that clergymen have the freedom to change and compose new 

melodies for priestly chants. He explained, “Melodies for priestly prayers during vespers or mass … 

change. For example, the mass done by the patriarch is different from the one done by the bishop, 

 
167 Husmann, “Modal System,” in “Syrian Church Music.” 

Chant Melodies

Priestly
improvised

mass
priest + deacon
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congregation
choir + congregation

Figure 3-1. Church of the East chants divided into two main groups 
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and the bishop’s is different from mine, and mine is different from that of Rev. Eskhaq.”168 Father 

Sa’ad from the monastery in Alqosh said, “Nothing is official. I do as I wish.”169 

Although priests and altar deacons have the liberty to create new melodies, they still must 

observe the overall modal structure, and compose melodies that appropriately fit the mode of the 

previous and the following chant. Clerics are free to ornament chants and modulate to distant modes 

depending on their musical ability. Dr Aziz Al-Zebari, a deacon at the Assyrian Catholic Church, 

explained, “We have a text, and we sing the same text with different melodies in different maqams: 

segah, bayat, everything. Each deacon has his style, but he must stay in bayat when he uses bayat. If 

the last chant has been in segah, he must compose something in segah when it’s his turn. So, that’s 

why he must maintain the text and change the melody.”170 

The musical competency of the clerics determines how complex their improvisations can 

become. If they have adequate musical skills, then they compose new tunes. Otherwise, they use 

someone else’s melodies and, based on their capabilities, they slightly embellish the melody line or 

perform it as they have learned it. All the priests and deacons I interviewed in Iran and Iraq declared 

that they learned priestly melodies from older clergy. The majority indicated that they did not 

compose their melodies but merely embellished them when they could. Rev. Martine described, 

 

It depends on how well one knows music or has a passion for it to match his tempo with the 

choir or use maqams correctly. I sometimes can do it and sometimes can’t. If the deacon sings 

in hejaz, I go with it because I don’t want it to sound ugly for the congregation by using two 

different maqams. Whatever he does, I take it from there and continue. Some priests have 

learned to sing a melody in a certain way and cannot change. 

 

Priestly chant melodies are remarkably similar in California, London, Iran and Iraq, 

confirming Rev. Martin’s comments. In my interviews with clergymen, I traced the origin of 

contemporary priestly chants as far back as the Christian genocide during WWI in Anatolia. In the 

early 1920s, Rev. Yosip Qalletha opened a seminary in Mosul where numerous theology and Syriac 

 
168 Rev. Martin Nabil (priest at St John the Baptist Church), in discussion with the author, November 
23, 2018, Erbil, Iraq. 
169 Father Saad Saliba (monk at Monastery of Our Lady of the Seeds), in discussion with the author, 
November 16, 2018, Alqosh, Iraq. 
170 Aziz Emmanuel Al-Zebari (head of the English Department at the Catholic University in Erbil), 
in discussion with the author, April 11, 2019, Erbil, Iraq.  
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language teachers trained a new generation of deacons and priests.171 Deacon Yokhana Ishaya of 

Nahla said, “There were teachers in that school that became priests in these [Iraqi] churches. Rev. 

Qalletha taught [his students] in Mar Giwargiz Church.” Rev. Qalletha also established the first 

modern Assyrian publishing house at his school. Deacon Yokhana continued, 

 

All of us have studied at Rev. Yosip Qalletha’s school. That was the first Assyrian school in 

Iraq, in Mosul. It had a printing house, everything. Our church was doing really well from the 

1920s until the fifties and sixties. The school remained open until Rev. Yosip passed away. 

Then the Ba’ath regime shut it down.172 

 

Rev. Qalletha’s nephew, Mar Narsai, was a deacon at Mar Giwargiz Church. Later, when his 

uncle passed away, Mar Narsai became the bishop of Kirkuk and began training the next generation 

of Assyrian clergy in Iraq. According to Deacon Yokhana, “Both sides [Rev. Qallethat’s and Mar 

Narsai’s generation] were teachers at the same school. So, all the melodies are the same.” There is, 

however, one exception to this line of chant melodies, that of the Sapna Valley near the city of 

Duhok in north-western Iraq. Two generations back, all clergymen in Sapna Valley learned the 

music of the liturgy from their village priests, who had received their training from an older priest, 

Rev. Jamu, from the Hakkari region. According to Deacon Yokhana, Sapna melodies are amongst 

the oldest surviving tunes. Additionally, Sapna singing techniques produce distinct timbre and 

intonation that enforce a unique modal space during the service of worship. I discuss Sapna’s modal 

qualities later in the chapter.  

As we can see in the above quotes, clerics and church musicians always refer to Arab 

maqams when talking about priestly melodies. Arab microtones and modes are dominant during the 

performance of the mass, and the mass music sounds genuinely Arab in California, London and Iraq. 

Although clerics receive basic music theory training in the seminary, most I talked to have gathered 

some music knowledge and have learned about the Arab maqams out of their interest. The rest use 

the same melodies they have learned from their mentors. In this regard, Father Sa’ad said, 

 

 
171 My spelling of Rev. Yosip corresponds to the way my informants pronounce the name in 
Assyrian. The spelling of his name in his English publications appears as Joseph E. Y. de Kelaita. 
The full title of the school is The Assyrian School and Press in Mosul. 
172 Yokhana Ishaya, (deacon at St Giwargis Ancient Church of the East), in discussion with the 
author, April 26, 2019, Nahla, Iraq.  
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To learn the music systematically, I go to YouTube and search to see who sings the maqams 

amongst Arabs. I found Ahsen Azami. . . . He has some written works, so I read and read 

until I understood what was going on and how the maqam world works. They call it 

Iraqi maqam. We have many maqams. 

 

He then spent the rest of the interview explaining how the clergy drew a maqam plan for the mass 

every Sunday. Mar Abris, bishop of Erbil, also explained, 

 

I was introduced to maqams in Baghdad when I was still a deacon. We had a priest there, 

Rev. Ogen, who knew music. So, he would dig into maqams. He would teach us 

about maqams, and then we’d sing. He would casually talk during our informal conversations 

and not in a class setting. We would just listen to stuff on YouTube.173 

 

I received different answers when I asked the clergy if the microtones they used for priestly 

chants were the same as the Arab microtones. Some said they were the same, and others said they 

were similar. Father Sa’ad told me, “I think they are the same. I’m not an academic and can’t tell you 

for sure, but I think they are the same because the Church belongs here, and it has taken music from 

here and has given music to here. So, you might hear songs that are very close to the melodies of the 

liturgy.” As we can see, the clergy and church musicians confidently analyse the overall mass 

modality based on the maqam system. 

 

Canonical Melodies 

The canonical hours are not held in California, London and Iran, but they are held daily in Iraq. 

Thus, I had a chance to record a colourful collection of vespers chants at churches in villages and 

major cities in northern Iraq. My analysis of these recordings shows that chants of the canonical 

hours have fixed melodies and are sung in groups. In format, canonical chants are strophic songs. 

They have dynamic rhythms and are not necessarily slow: !!  is the most common metre. Other 

recurrent metres include "!	, 
#
	!  and %! . These chants have a normal range. The melody lines may 

contain long phrases and occasional intervallic leaps like other church music traditions. Nevertheless, 

their melodic and rhythmic motives, strophic structure and local performance practices are 

reminiscent of Assyrian folk songs. 

 
173 Bishop Abris Youkhanna, May 8, 2019, Erbil, Iraq. 
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Canonical chants are modal. Their modal system is similar to those of the Byzantine and 

Latin Churches. That is, their modal scales are diatonic. They do not contain microtones as much, 

and if they do, the microtones do not sound like those of any specific art music tradition. However, 

microtonal sizes might vary according to the folk music tradition prevalent in the region where the 

congregation lived before the genocide. Clergy from different geographical areas use different vocal 

techniques, which enforce specific intonational characteristics. One generation of clerics passes 

down these chants to another and, therefore, I have not been able to trace canonical chants to a 

particular person or church. Still, their modal system and intonation as they are performed today may 

provide more insight.  

 

3.2.  The Living Tradition 

The contemporary performance of the Assyrian Church of the East music suggests the existence of 

two modal systems: the Iraqi maqam tradition and a, presumably, ancient system. To investigate the 

presence of these two structures, I have examined microtonality in the performance of the clergy. I 

have observed that Iraqi maqam microtones present themselves in priestly melodies and that 

microtones of various sizes occur during solo performances. Accordingly, I have studied core 

melodic lines of both groups and inferred that in canonical chants, microtones result from occasional 

embellishing techniques that are, in turn, guided by the local performance practices. Likewise, 

although primarily based on the Iraqi maqam system, priestly melodies reveal influences from other 

modal traditions through regional ornamenting conventions. This section examines the singing of 

canonical and priestly melodies by the clergy in Iraq, Iran, San Jose and London. 

One significant difference became apparent in the clergy’s performance throughout my first 

trip to Iraq: a folk-like singing style against a singing practice that sounded similar to Iraqi traditional 

music. Thus, during my second trip to the country, I divided my field studies into several regions to 

investigate geographical variances in the way chants are performed. These divisions were in the form 

of contrasting pairs: rural vs urban, mountain vs plain, monastery vs town church. I then extended 

the scheme to include two more combinations, Iran vs Iraq and homeland vs diaspora. After 

analysing my various recordings of clerics from each of these localities, I concluded that the study of 

the Church of the East’s contemporary chant performance depends on the rural-urban dichotomy, 

into which the other dualities dissolve. Accordingly, differences between clerics’ performance styles 

are related to the employment of ornaments, such as appoggiaturas, acciaccaturas and slides, and 

vocal techniques, such as voice crackling. The choice of ornament depends on personal preference 

influenced by the dominant musical tradition. Thus, embellishments and vocal techniques affect the 
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overall timbre of a service of worship and suggest a rural vs urban and Iraqi vs Iranian tone colour. 

They make a particular melody sound either folkish, Arab or Iranian. The following examples 

evidence the fundamental role the mentioned polarities play in explaining the Church of the East’s 

musical modality and the presence of microtones in its performance. 

 

3.2.1.  Microtonality through Ornamenting and Composing 

Ornamenting 

My informants at the Alqosh monastery, Nahla region and Erbil were raised in large cities, such as 

Baghdad, Erbil, Mosul and Kirkuk. Most of them were either students of Rev. Qalleta of Mosul and 

Mar Narsai of Kirkuk or studied with their pupils. However, Deacon Youil, middle-aged and from 

Sapna Valley in north-western Iraq, studied with Rev. Odishu in his village of Sersink.174 Rev. 

Odishu was an Assyrian refugee from the Hakkari region who took refuge in northern Iraq after the 

genocide of 1914-18. Example 3-1 is my transcription of the first unita of ramša [vespers] service 

for Monday of the first week by Deacon Youil.175 

 
Example 3-1. Sunday evening for Monday, first unita, Deacon Youil, Sersink, Iraq (barlines indicate 
melodic ideas) 

 
 
In this hymn, Deacon Youil used occasional ornaments compatible with the folk intonational 

system prominent in his region. Regardless, the general melody line does not contain any shades of a 

quarter or third tones as we know them in Arab, Iranian and Turkish music. Example 3-2 is another 

transcription of the same unita sung by Deacon Yokhana Ishaya.  

 
174 Sersink is an Assyrian village in the district of Amedia in the province of Duhok in the northwest 
of Iraq. The village is located  northwest of the province’s capital city of Duhok. 
175 The canonical hours in the Church of the East follow a twofold system, the week of the Before 
(former) and the week of the After (latter). 
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Example 3-2. Sunday evening for Monday, first week, first unita, Deacon Yokhana Ishaya, Nahla, 
Iraq 

 
 

Deacon Yokhana was from the Nahla region, a mountainous district north of Akra, where 

eight Assyrian villages were established in 1924 by Hakkari refugees. Deacon Yokhana, also middle-

aged, studied with Mar Narsai of Kirkuk and Metropolitan Toma of Mosul. Slight melodic variations 

exist in Deacon Yokhana’s performance of the unita. However, like Deacon Youil’s example, 

this unita does not contain any microtones in its main melodic line except for subtle intonational 

differences. 

Both deacons used vocal techniques representative of their respective regions, such as the use 

of chest voice, voice crackling and vibrato. In the first example, Deacon Youil sang with a chest 

voice, and voice crackling was his most unique vocal technique, which appeared in very short 

instances and on accented words at cadences. His ornaments included slides, appoggiaturas, turns, 

lower mordents and short trills at the end of phrases. He also accentuated intervals smaller than a 

tone or semitone in his embellishments. Therefore, while the melody remained diatonic, microtones 

materialised during ornamentation. In the second example, Deacon Yokhana also sang with his chest 

voice and used mild and short vibratos on long notes. His ornamentations were limited to occasional 

upper mordants and turns at cadences.  

Example 3-3 is a transcription of the same chant performed by two monks from the 

monastery in Alqosh situated on the northern Nineveh Plains. Father Denha Tumaa was raised in 

Alqosh and learned the liturgy from the resident monks in the monastery who had come from large 

cities such as Mosul and Zakho. Father Saad Saliba from Mosul had learned the liturgy as a young 

deacon. 
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In Example 3-3, the melody line is diatonic. Both monks sang the hymn in a comfortable 

range using their chest voices. No specific vocal technique was used in the utterance of the chant 

except for extremely mild vibrato on long notes at the end of melodic phrases. The outstanding 

ornaments in the performance of this chant included mordents and an inverted turn at the final 

cadence. Because of standard ornaments without microtonal divisions and any specific vocal 

technique, this presentation did not call on any folk performance practices used in the region.  

The following set of examples belongs to the second week of the liturgical calendar. They 

depict the first unita of Monday vespers. Deacon Youil sang the entire repertoire of vespers anthems 

for me without being accompanied. Therefore, as we moved from one chant to the next, he took the 

liberty to increase embellishing the ending of phrases, especially cadences. As a result, microtones of 

various sizes filled the spaces between ornamental figures (Ex. 3-4).  

Example 3-4. Monday vespers, first unita, second week, sung by Deacon Youil, Sersink, Iraq 

 
 

Moreover, Deacon Youil’s vocal technique’s intrinsic qualities became more precise as he 

amplified the embellishments of the cadences, all of which gave the chant a thicker, folk-like timbre. 

Deacon Youil sang the chants unaccompanied and uttered the latter chants with an intensified vocal 

technique and increased ornamentation; hence, I decided to compare my recordings with those of the 

live vespers service at the town church in Dereluk, a town forty kilometres to the west of Sersink. 

Needless to say, when the clergy chant these untyate as a choir, ornaments are kept to a minimum. In 

Example 3-3. Sunday evening for Monday, first week, first unita, Fathers Denha Tumaa and Saad 
Saliba, Alqosh, Iraq 
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Dereluk, choirs of mostly female deacons sang the anthems without any special vocal techniques or 

added ornamentation. The performance, as I expected, was diatonic.  

I have provided more examples of the same chant below. These examples belong to the chant 

performed by Deacon Yokhana of Nahla and the clergy at St John the Baptist Church in Erbil.  

 

 
a. Deacon Yokhana, Nahla, Iraq 

 
b. St John the Baptists Church, Erbil, Iraq 

 
 

As we see, other than slight changes in the melody line, the core melody contains diatonic 

intervals without any microtones present. Previous examples show that vocal techniques in highland 

Nahla and lowland Aloqsh are the same. The same can be said about the city of Erbil in the eastern 

plains. Rev. Martin from the church in Erbil was born and raised in Baghdad, Iraq, and received his 

academic degree from Babel College for Philosophy and Theology in Erbil. Growing up in a large 

city with a diverse music scene, Rev. Martin became interested in Iraqi Arab maqams. He said, “I 

myself love to listen to music, and I can identify maqams.” Even though Rev. Martin has a good ear 

for music, a clear voice for singing and some knowledge of the Iraqi art music tradition, he does not 

use any ornaments or specific vocal techniques associated with a particular musical tradition. Neither 

do the rest of the deacons and deaconesses at St John Church in Erbil. Therefore, a diatonic modality 

fills the church’s large and spacious interior when choirs of the clergy sing vespers anthems or when 

the church choir sings Sunday hymns. 

Examining the clergy’s musical background, I conclude that a significant difference between 

various performance practices exists between clerics who studied in larger cities vs those who 

studied in rural areas. Clerics of the former group are exposed to different musical genres like Iraqi 

Example 3-5. Monday vespers, first unita, second week 
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traditional music. Also, they learn the liturgy and its music from musically competent superiors, such 

as Mar Narsai of Kirkuk or Rev. Qalleta School graduates. Kirkuk and Mosul, the capitals of Kirkuk 

and Nineveh provinces, are amongst Iraq’s largest metropolises, Mosul being the second and Kirkuk 

the fourth most populated city.176 Both cities are amongst the leading economic centres due to their 

abundant oil reserves. Consequently, they host residents from various ethnic and religious 

backgrounds, such as Arabs, Assyrians, Armenians, Turkmen and Kurds. Because of this, these 

cosmopolitan environments have provided cultural exchange opportunities where Assyrians, 

including the clergy, could engage in various educational and artistic activities that helped them 

shape their musical understanding of different traditions. This influence is especially apparent when 

they perform the liturgy. When singing in a group, they refrain from incorporating distinct vocal 

techniques and adding ornamentations. When chanting solo, especially during the mass, they reveal 

their unique singing qualities by integrating their regional vocal techniques and their skill in 

embellishing chant melodies. Under these circumstances, not only microtones of various sizes enter 

the picture, but also the modal system and performance practice of various traditions surface.  

One such example is Deacon Yokhana of Nahla. As I mentioned above, Deacon Yokhana 

studied with the musically competent Mar Narsai in Kirkuk. Yet, his occasional vibratos and use of 

mordents are reminiscent of Nahla’s folk song genre of raweh. In response to my question of 

whether all clerics sing the same melodies, Deacon Yokhana said, “Yes, we all sing the same 

melody. There are some personal skills that each person can apply. Like, I have my own abilities 

which I can use to manipulate the melody.” Deacon Yokhana further explained how he learned 

melodies from priests with whom he studied and how he delivered them differently, “I would hear a 

melody and learn it. Next, I interpret it, translate it, and then deliver it.”177 He then sang a phrase of a 

hymn twice, showing how he embellished its melody line. The first attempt sounded similar to what I 

now call a standard canonical-hour melody. That is, diatonic intervals succeed according to certain 

melodic formulae common to the chants with fixed melodies.  

Although Deacon Yokhana used slight raweh style trills, the performance sounded the same 

as the Erbil and Alqosh presentations. However, the second utterance sounded distinctively different 

because of the ornamental figures he used in embellishing the melody. These ornaments were 

representative of Arab art music and its performance practice. Deacon Yokhana’s chanting’s modal 

 
176 “The World Factbook: Iraq,” in Central Intelligence Agency, last updated August 20, 2020, 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/iz.html.  
177 By “translation”, Deacon Youkhana meant the musical interpretation he employed when uttering 
the melody. Ishaya, November 27, 2018, Nahla, Iraq.  
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space changes from folk-like raweh to Iraqi art music depending on his ornamental and intonational 

choices and vocal techniques. The same principles govern how modal and intonational systems of 

vespers anthems with fixed diatonic melodies alternate between the solo and group singing of clergy 

from Alqosh monastery, Daraluk town church and Erbil cathedral. 

In comparison, Deacon Youil’s singing is representative of rural tradition. Rev. Odishu, 

Deacon Youil’s mentor in the village of Sersink, studied with Rev. Jammo from Tyari district in 

Hakkari, Turkey. Tyari is also one of the largest Assyrian tribes, having lived in Hakkari since the 

migration of Assyrians in the thirteenth century due to Muslim Mongol hostility towards Christians 

in Mesopotamia. Since then, the main objective of the Assyrians of the mountains had been merely 

survival, and they had isolated themselves in the steep highlands. These people’s musical practices 

shadow their harsh living conditions mainly through vocal practices, such as an abrupt use of falsetto 

in their voice crackling techniques and suggestive reverberation through prolonged trills at cadences. 

After the genocide, many Tyari people settled in Sapna Valley in north-western Iraq and in villages 

such as Sersink, where Deacon Youil received his liturgical training as a young deacon.  

As we saw earlier, Deacon Youil’s utterance of the first vespers unita did not involve any 

ornamentation or microtone. Nevertheless, microtones emerged as he employed precise vocal 

techniques and ornaments in the latter unyate (pl). These details changed the modal and intonational 

space of the repertoire comprehensively. Therefore, I conclude that chants with fixed melodies, 

generally sung by a choir of the clergy or the congregation, are inherently diatonic and founded on an 

old modal scheme akin to the Suryani, Byzantine and Latin systems. It is only during their solo 

renditions that regional microtones and melodic motives surface through ornamentation. 

Three different styles of priestly chant performance and the role of ornamentation and vocal 

technique in determining their modal system have been examined in this section. The clergy always 

perform these chants unaccompanied due to their liturgical function of prayer or homily. Many of 

these chants belong to the mass and feast services. Therefore, I was able to extend the geographical 

scope and include performances by the clergy in Iran. Churches in Iran do not hold the canonical 

hours due to a complex urban lifestyle. After WWI ended and, on their way back to Iran, many 

Assyrians who had taken refuge in Iraq settled in western Iranian cities such as Kermanshah and 

Hamedan. The majority of the rest returned to Urmia. Most Assyrians in the Urmia Plain moved 

from the surrounding villages to the city during the fifties and sixties. From Urmia, many migrated 

to other larger cities, such as Ahvaz and Abadan in the south, to work in the oil industry in 

Khuzestan Province. From there, they relocated and settled in Tehran when the Iran-Iraq war 

erupted in 1980. The socio-economic status of Assyrians improved significantly in cities, and they 
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gradually moved to wealthier neighbourhoods, usually far from the town church. Moreover, young 

Assyrians began attending universities and finding professional occupations in the government and 

the private sector. They also began engaging in social and cultural activities that cities provided 

and, as a result, church attendance declined. Participation in Sunday mass is exceptionally low in 

urban centres due to Sunday being a working day in Islamic states. 

After the Islamic revolution in 1979, church attendance increased again since many 

recreational activities were declared either Western or profane and, hence, proscribed. The Islamic 

revolution in 1979 and Iran’s engagement in war with Iraq the following year compelled many 

Assyrians to leave the Middle East altogether and apply for asylum in the Western countries as 

religious refugees, where they could live safely as Christians. Church participation dropped again, 

this time because of two rounds of migration to the West. The first wave took place in the early 

nineties and the second in the early two-thousands when the US government allowed religious 

minorities of Iran to apply for refugee visas.  

The major exodus during the early 2000s culminated in an irreparable diminution of the once-

flourishing Assyrian community of Iran. Today, only three out of a hundred and fifteen documented 

Assyrian villages in Urmia are exclusively occupied by Assyrians, and where most landowners spend 

their summer vacation. Therefore, village churches are not active and only hold mass once or twice a 

year on feast days. In Urmia and Tehran, where the largest Assyrian communities live today, Sunday 

lauds are held before mass begins. Vespers services are limited to special feasts, such as the Fast of 

Nineveh. During my visits to Iran in 2017 and 2018, I attended the mass at a village church on St 

Mary’s Day and then on Sunday in Urmia and Tehran. 

As young deacons, Iranian priests learn priestly chants from the previous generation of clerics 

who studied with those Iraqi clergy appointed to serve in Iran. Today, after diplomatic relations 

between Iran and Iraq have improved over the past three decades, younger Iranian Assyrian priests 

receive at least part of their ecclesiastical education in Iraq. They study at Iraqi theological colleges 

under the supervision of Iraqi clerics before their ordination as priests. Thus, the new generation of 

Iranian Assyrian clergy learns the priestly chant melodies of the schools of Mar Narsai and Rev. 

Qalleta, which follow the modal conventions of Iraqi art music tradition as well as Iraqi methods of 

embellishment and microtones.  

Like Rev. Martin in Erbil, young Rev. Addai Daniel of Urmia has a good ear for music. He 

delivers priestly melodies well, with careful treatment of the Iraqi microtones belonging to the main 

melody line. Rev. Addai uses a relatively high range, and by making use of both chest and head 

voice, he augments his vocal power, which is particularly noticeable on long notes in the middle of a 
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melodic phrase and at cadences. What makes Rev. Addai’s utterance of priestly melodies different 

from Iraqi priests is the size of microtones he uses when embellishing chants. Rev. Addai produces 

microtones representing Iranian art music, Azari folk traditions, and their respective melodic figures 

when he ornaments chant melodies.  

A more elaborate example is Rev. Addai’s principal mentor, Rev. Eilosh Azizyan of Urmia. 

He utilises his full vocal range, and his substantial vocal power allows for embellishment techniques 

similar to prominent Iranian Qur’an chanters and Iranian art music soloists. For instance, Rev. Eilosh 

skilfully elongates final notes of textual phrases, which conclude with either a slow-paced trill or 

descending slide to the next pitch. Likewise, he uses appoggiaturas frequently but at a leisurely pace. 

Nevertheless, the difference in modality between a particular priestly chant performed in Iran and 

Iraq does not lie in a specific vocal technique per se. It is the microtones produced by these 

techniques that make modal spaces sound different.  

As a further example, I examined Bishop Abris’s singing techniques. A native of Erbil, he 

received his undergraduate degrees in Political Science and Theology from the University of 

Baghdad and Babylon Pontifical College of Philosophy and Theology in Baghdad, respectively. He 

obtained his graduate and postgraduate degrees from the Accademia Alfonsiana in Rome, Italy. As 

mentioned earlier, Mar Abris was introduced to the Iraqi maqams by musically trained Rev. Ogen in 

Baghdad. Mar Abris’s vocal delivery was the most precise amongst those clerics I recorded in Iraq. 

He executed each tone thoroughly and with considerable attention to musical articulation in his 

interpretation of the chant melody.  

Like Rev. Eilosh, Mar Abris has a powerful voice and a broad vocal range. He is musically 

talented and has been singing the repertoire from a very young age. He, however, does not feel as 

confident to embellish or compose new melodies, mainly because he is aware that he does not have a 

formal education in music. Nonetheless, based on textual content and cadences, he stretches the 

melodies by prolonging particular notes. He explained, “Of course, one can hear [a melody], but 

depending on the vocal skills one has, he might be able to add and delete things.” I then asked him 

how he embellished melodies. He responded, “Not me, though. Some of them (embellishments), I 

learned. . . . The mass I sing now is like the same one I did the first time.” I asked if he played 

around with melodies at all. He answered, 

 

No. Recently a little bit after Waleed (the church music director) came. He plays with the 

instrument, and so I try to play along with him a bit. . . . I never studied music or maqams. 

I’ve learned everything by ear. I’m good at listening. I also fall short of breath. I can’t stretch 
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melodies. Anyway, we haven’t studied [music]. We’ve heard what we’ve heard from other 

priests singing these prayers. . . . All priests use these melodies, and it depends on each 

person’s vocal abilities. And everywhere, I think, Church of the East priests’ musicality 

depends on their musical skills. It could only be more or less. 

  

Mar Abris does not ornament the music the way Deacon Yokhana, Deacon Youil or Rev. Eilosh do. 

Therefore, even though his priestly chants contain Iraqi microtonal intervals in the main melodic 

line, his overall performance generates a modal atmosphere during the mass, similar to that of 

vespers: straightforward and diatonic. 

In the diaspora, most bishops and priests are first-generation immigrants from Iraq. However, 

diaspora clerics can be divided into two main groups, an older generation of immigrants and a 

younger generation who came to the West as children or were born in the diaspora. Like the Iranian 

Assyrian clerics, young and talented deacons in San Jose and London articulate the microtones of the 

main melody line accurately, but their embellishing techniques, such as using melodic motives 

characteristic of Iraqi music tradition and yodelling, do not thrive. I propose that this outcome results 

from the deacon’s inability to precisely deliver the Iraqi and Iranian regional microtones.  

Since deacons and readers need to be competent in the language, they usually come from 

families where they only speak Assyrian at home. This fact confirms the family’s dedication to 

preserving the Assyrian culture in the diaspora and passing it to their children. As a result, children 

speak the language fluently and are well-acquainted with Assyrian popular music and dances. They 

take part in Assyrian events and are active members of their church community, as well as with the 

broader Assyrian public in their towns. Therefore, these young deacons and readers are conversant 

with the ways Assyrians in the homeland embellish melodies. However, their immersion in Middle 

Eastern music is not at the same level as the generation born and raised in the Middle East. 

Therefore, I suggest that the environment where the diaspora clerics received their upbringing is one 

of the main reasons for their inability to imitate their superiors musically. This inadequacy 

predominantly materialises when vibrating the voice or pulsating a tone.  

As a compromise, some young deacons in the diaspora choose to simplify their 

embellishments by including a smaller number of pitches in the melodic motives they incorporate. 

Thus, the melismatic sections contain fewer microtones, as in the Iranian Assyrian embellishing 

practices. Example 3-6 depicts the final phrase of a mass chant sung by clerics in Iraq, Iran and 

London (Ex. 3-6). 
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Example 3-6. Nawde from The Kiss of Peace section in The Order of the Hallowing 

a. Deacon Ricard, Erbil, Iraq 

 

b. Rev. Addai, Urmia, Iran 

 

c. London, UK 

 
 

Composing 

In contrast to the canonical unyate, priestly chants do not have fixed melodies. The instructions in the 

Xudra guide the clergy in how to deliver this group of chants. Sometimes, they are instructed to 

recite the text. At times, title melodies or riš k̭ala [head melody] are given, and they are asked to sing 

the text to the specified tune. On some occasions, the clerics are required to sing the text in a 

recitative style. In other instances, they are free to compose a melody for the text of priestly prayers 

and homilies. Except for when a riš k̭ala is mentioned, clerics have the freedom to compose and 

improvise. This autonomy prepares the ground for musical development where innovations and 

integration advance. As musically knowledgeable and skilled clerics compose their own melodies for 

priestly chants, one may recognise Iraqi, Iranian, Kurdish and Turkish melodic motives, microtones 

and maqams in priestly melodies.  

Several clerics declared that vocal skills encourage new musical creations, stylistic 

innovations and excessive embellishment to the extent that musically competent clergy begin to treat 

priestly chants like art songs. As I have shown through my ethnographic data, the source of most 

priestly melodies we hear in various parishes today can be chiefly traced back to Mar Narsai’s 

compositions from the early twentieth century. As I have also indicated, Mar Narsai’s upbringing 

and service in large urban centres such as Mosul and Kirkuk, and his musical competency allowed 

him to compose priestly melodies according to the maqam system which were then adopted by the 

following generations of clerics. The lack of musical examples from earlier periods, whether in 

written or oral form, prevents me from hypothesising the melodic and modal traits of earlier 

compositions at this point. Therefore, I suggest that today, the presence of the Arab maqams in the 
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liturgy of the Church of the East can safely be ascribed to clerics throughout the twentieth and 

twenty-first centuries, especially from the urban centres of the homeland. 

Upon review of the musical examples and the clerics’ claims, I conclude that canonical 

melodies contain very few to no microtones in their core melodic line. The microtones that we may 

encounter appear, for the most part, as the result of embellishments during the solo utterance of these 

chants. These melodies are predominantly assigned to those prayers and hymns that are instructed by 

the Xudra to be performed by a group of singers, whether they be the clergy or the laity. After 

considering these facts, I argue that the canonical melodies most likely follow a diatonic modal 

system. While additional research is needed to determine these melodies’ conventional melodic 

progression and the essential characteristics of the intervallic organisation in the modes of this 

system, the presence of microtones in ornaments based on regional practices during solo 

performances attest to the system’s diatonic quality. Moreover, based on the information the clerics 

provided about the freely composed nature of the priestly melodies, and according to the 

compositional source of contemporary performances, as well as the presence of maqam melodic 

patterns and microtones in their core melody, I conclude that the Arab maqams provide the modal 

bedrock for most of the priestly melodies.  

  Based on what is known so far, the modality of liturgical music seems to follow two 

systems and cannot be limited to a specific tradition. However, this inference still does not clarify if 

the music of the Church of the East acts as the origin of Middle Eastern maqams. Neither does my 

above speculation explain contradictory claims by Assyrian clerics and nationalists on the one hand 

nor national composers, such as William Daniel, on the other. As a solution, I shall refer to research 

conducted by music scholars on the history of music theory in the Middle East and neighbouring 

liturgical traditions. An overview of medieval treatises and maqam developments may provide some 

tools to evaluate, at least to some preliminary extent, the relationship between maqam and liturgical 

music as they have developed in the region, and especially in Mesopotamia. This may lead us to 

some conclusions, even if imprecise at this stage, about the nature of various modal systems that we 

hear today in the music of the Church of the East.  

  

3.3.  History of Music Theory in Mesopotamia 

Western and Eastern music scholars have substantially studied the Middle Eastern maqam system 

and its development in the modern era.178 Scholarly literature on the music history in ancient Iraq 

 
178 For example, see A. Al-Azzawi, al-Mūsīqā al-‘Arabiyya fī ‘Ahd al-Mughūl wa al-Turkumān 
1258–1534 [Iraqi music under the Mongols and the Turkomans 1258–1534] (Baghdad, 1951); 
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reports that ancient Mesopotamians documented their musical modes, tuning systems, song texts and 

a few chant melodies on cuneiform clay tablets. Archaeomusicologists studied translations of these 

records mainly during the 1970s and the 80s. These works give an insight into the ancient 

Mesopotamian modal system based on seven heptatonic diatonic scales similar to the ancient Greek 

modes (Table 3-1). Instructions on tuning stringed instruments suggest that each mode had its tuning 

based on a cyclic pattern and, hence, a type of temperament.179 

    

Aramaic English Translation Greek  

Ishartu “Normal” Dorian 
 

Kitmu “Closed” Hypodorian 
 

Embūbu “Reed Pipe” Phrygian 
 

Pitu “Open” Hypophrygian 
 

Nid Qabli “Fall of the Middle” Lydian 
 

Nish tuhri “Rise of the Heel” Hypolydian 
 

Qablitū “Middle” Mixolydian 
 

 

Table 3-1. Ancient Mesopotamian modes 

 

Following the fall of the Assyrian Empire until the rise of Islam, Mesopotamia was 

considered a province under Iranian rule. Like the Iranian and Arab music of this era, we do not have 

 
Hormoz Farhat, The Traditional Art Music of Iran (Tehran: High Council of Culture and Art, Centre 
for Research and Cultural Co-ordination, 1973); Y. Qotchman, al-Mūsīqā al-Faniyya fil ‘Irāq [The 
contemporary art music of Iraq] (London, 1978); Owen Wright, The Modal System of Arab and 
Persian Music, A.D. 1250–1300 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978); S.Q. Hassan, Dirāsat fīl 
Mūsīqā al-‘Arabiyya: al-Mūsīqā-l ‘Iraqiyya [Studies in Arabic music] (Beirut, 1981); Hashem al-
Rijab, al-Maqām al-‘Irāqī [The Iraqi maqam] (Baghdad, 1983); Scott Marcus, “The Interface 
between Theory and Practice: Intonation in Arab Music,” Asian Music 24, no. 2 (Spring-Summer 
1993): 39-58; Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World: The Culture and Artistry of Ṭarab 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).  
179 Kilmer and Mirelman, “Mesopotamia.”  
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much information about the music performed and theory produced in Mesopotamia.180 Meanwhile, 

Greek music theory was developing in the Mediterranean region based on treatises that dealt with 

music as a mathematical relationship of produced sound rather than an analysis of music produced 

by actual musicians. Regardless, the ancient Greek literature on music significantly impacted the 

later writings of other musical traditions, such as the Byzantine and Arab.181 For instance, Pythagoras 

(570–495 BCE) and Aristoxenus (c.370–? BCE) established two significant traditions within the old 

Western musical thought.182 Pythagoreans calculated the primary intervals of fourths, fifths and 

octaves and engaged with computing intervals smaller than a tone. Contemporary Iranian and Iraqi 

traditional music also use these tonal divisions.  

Moreover, Pythagorean theorists recognised three primary genres of tetrachords according to 

the progression of tones and semitones: diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic. An enharmonic 

tetrachord contains an interval called a dieses with an approximate magnitude of a quarter tone.183 

Like Pythagoreans, Aristoxenians recognised different types of tetrachords. It is essential to mention 

that Aristoxenus believed that intervals smaller than a tone have approximate magnitudes. Their size 

oscillates over a narrow region: for example, when a tetrachord ascends or descends. He also 

believed that there was no strict model of ordering the intervals. Instead, intervals progressed 

naturally and conventionally.184 Pythagoras’s and Aristoxenus’s theories can be observed in the 

living Middle Eastern tradition of maqam music, where maqams shadow the melodic progressions in 

 
180 However, we know the titles of rhythmic and melodic modes mentioned by a ninth-century Arab 
historian, Abu al-Faraj Isfahani (897–967). Eckhard Neubauer, “Iṣfahānī, al-,” in Grove Music 
Online (2001), accessed May 10, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.00575. 
Evidence of ancient Iranian and Arab music practices is scarce. The main indications come from 
relics and then textual literature from Iran and the Arabian Peninsula, mostly depicting musical 
instruments and poems. The names of some Iranian modes have occurred in Iranian literature of late 
antiquity, which indicates that ancient Iranian music theory consisted of seven modes. We, however, 
do not know all the old Persian names, and neither do we have any information about the tuning of 
these modes nor their technical properties. There is even less extant evidence of ancient Arab music. 
Only textual indications from after the sixth century CE provide information about varying song 
genres, “singing slave girls” as court entertainers and the names of instruments they played. See, for 
instance, Wright, “Arab Music.” 
181 Although most extant documents belong to late antiquity and early medieval periods, they contain 
wide-ranging references to and descriptions of ancient music discourses. 
182 Thomas J. Mathiesen, “II. Ancient,” in Greece, in Grove Music Online (March 28, 
2019), accessed May 4, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1093/omo/9781561592630.013.3000000167. 
183 André Barbera, “Pythagoras,” in Grove Music Online (2001), accessed August 1, 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.22603; Mathiesen, “II. Ancient.” 
184 Annie Bélis, “Aristoxenus,” in Grove Music Online (2001), accessed June 25, 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.01248; Mathiesen, “II. Ancient;” Bélis, 
“Aristoxenus.” 
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a tetrachord and where intervals smaller than a tone vary in size from one region to another and from 

one performer to the next. During the Seleucid reign and the Hellenization of the Middle East, these 

treatises found their way into Mesopotamia and beyond. After the rise of Islam in the seventh 

century, Mesopotamians translated Greek scholars’ writings from Syriac into Arabic, and new 

experiments with sound organisation commenced under the Arab rule in Iran and Mesopotamia. 

After the rise of Islam and the Arab invasion of the Iranian Plateau and Mesopotamia, Iran 

became a state under broader Arab rule. New political changes in the region brought along more 

direct contact and cultural exchange between peoples. Knowledge exchange resulted in innovations 

and developments in science and philosophy, and Arab and Iranian scholars produced an essential 

corpus of literature on music theory. The Abbasid (750–1258 CE) kings moved the empire’s capital 

from Damascus to Baghdad in Mesopotamia. This geographical move followed the translation of 

scientific and philosophical literature from Syriac to Arabic, the development of sciences, including 

music based on a synthesis of Greek and regional knowledge, and the emergence of treatises on 

Iranian-Arab music theory.185 Although music treatises of this period focused on theoretical 

endeavours rather than customary performance practice, performers began experimenting with new 

tonal possibilities suggested by these theorists. 

The emerging Iranian-Arab music system was modelled after the Pythagorean tonal division. 

Iranian-Arab scholars, however, used the oud for their experiments which allowed them to become 

more creative with their computing techniques and explore another possible system of intonational 

measurement. As they experimented with measuring intervals using both mathematical and empirical 

approaches, more variations of semitones emerged and, thus, new tetrachords and octave scales were 

developed. Of course, the newly suggested semitones were still considered different shades of the 

diatonic version before obtaining their own identity as independent intervals.  

Safi al-Din Ormavi (1216-1294), the thirteenth-century Iranian theorist, established a more 

sophisticated theoretical model called the Systematist and found the basis for later theories written 

between the thirteenth and the fifteenth centuries in the eastern territories.186 Ormavi originated a 

theory that a tetrachord of two tones and one semitone could contain seven potential pitches.187 This 

 
185 Hormoz Farhat, “II. Classical Traditions,” in “Iran” in Grove Music Online (January 20, 
2001), accessed May 5, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.13895; Wright, 
“Arab Music.” 
186 From Mesopotamia to Afghanistan and Central Asia. 
187 Ruth Davis, “2. Middle East and Central Asia: ‘Maqām’ and ‘Makom’,” in “Mode,” in Grove 
Music Online (2001), accessed May 10, 2020, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.43718; Wright, “Arab Music.”  
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model theorised an octave division of seventeen pitches and incorporated practised consonant 

intervals in constructing tetrachords. Furthermore, modes in this tradition established their identity 

based on their “melodic movement”.188 By the end of the medieval period, more modes were 

constructed and, therefore, a more complex system evolved.189 Although the size of intervals 

underwent many changes in the following centuries, Wright and Kiesewetter conclude that the 

division of a tone into three parts and the emergence of new microtones were due to Iranian-Arab 

mathematical formulations. Therefore, although aware of the typical applications, the new modal 

scale system did not necessarily represent the performance practices of the time.190 

 A final assessment of the review of historical studies of maqams reveals that the maqam 

system did not fully develop into a foundational model for the contemporary maqam structure until 

the thirteenth century. Considering that the Church of the East liturgy has been performed in its 

current form since the seventh century, it is unlikely that Arab and Iranian maqams originated in the 

music of the liturgy. To explain the question of diatonicism and microtonality in the music of the 

liturgy, I will now briefly look at some medieval treatises.  

Several Western medieval and modern theorists have discussed diatonic versus chromatic 

intervals in Eastern Church music. Christian Middle Eastern musicologists have also investigated 

this subject to explain the modal system of eastern liturgies and defend their music’s historical 

authenticity. Amongst theorists of the latter group, Gabriel Ass-ad is a prominent Suryani 

musicologist. Jarjour has provided a more detailed explanation of his views.191 Still, in summary, he 

argues that the current Suryani chants are musically in a direct relationship with the ancient 

Mesopotamian modal system, despite their conforming to Arab maqams.192 

Amongst Western musicologists interested in Middle Eastern music theory are Kiesewetter, 

Wellesz and Wright. On diatonicism, Kiesewetter argues that diatonic intervals of seconds, fourths, 

fifths and octaves are natural intervals for any ear, regardless of race or geography. Therefore, music 

practised in Mesopotamia before the formation of the Iranian-Arab school of music theory was 

primarily diatonic. He maintains,  

 

 
188 Wright, “Arab Music.”  
189 Wright, “Arab Music;” Farhat, “II. Classical Traditions;” Davis, “2. Middle East and Central 
Asia.” 
190 Bohlman, “R. G. Kiesewetter’s ‘Die Musik der Araber’,” 184-5. 
191 Jarjour, Sound and Sadness, 72-3. 
192 Jarjour, Sound and Sadness, 72-3; Gabriel Ass-ad, خیراتلا ربع ةیروسلا يقیسوملا  [Syriac Music Across 
History] (N.p.:  .(November 1990 ,[Arabic publishing and printing]  ةعابطلا و رشنلل یبرعلا
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The scale of the Arabs, in its simplest diatonic form, is the same as that on which all civilized 

people have built the system of their music: it must be based on the eternal laws of nature, for 

it rises just as well from the sense of hearing as from the most comprehensible numerical 

relationship.193  

 

The same argument occurs in the writings of early Western music scholars. Fourth-century music 

theorist Aristides Quintilianus explains, 

 

Of these [tetrachords] the diatonic is more natural since it can be performed by everyone, 

even the wholly untutored: the chromatic is more technically sophisticated, being performed 

only by those who have been trained: and the enharmonic demands stricter precision, being 

accepted only by the most outstanding musicians, while for most people it is impossible.194 

  

Moreover, in his study of modal theory in the early medieval West, Charles Atkinson 

suggests that early Western theoreticians adopted the diatonic species from amongst the three ancient 

Greek tetrachords to explain and organise their chant repertoire. They did so because the diatonic 

tetrachord’s “division of tonal space was perceived to be closest to that of the chant repertoire to 

which it was eventually applied”.195 We see the same rationale behind medieval Latin music 

theory.196  

Wellesz argued that music in Byzantium and Syria was diatonic before the Ottomans invaded 

Asia Minor and that microtonality was introduced into the Byzantine liturgical music later. Wellesz 

relied on documented testimonies of Turk travellers as evidence. These travellers mentioned the 

presence of an organ in Byzantine churches. After the invasion, the Ottoman musicians could not use 

the instrument to play their music as it could not produce intervals smaller than a semitone.197 

Another example is Husmann’s interview with an Assyrian bishop Mar Ephrem Bede. As mentioned 

previously, according to Mar Ephrem, several Arab maqams used in the Assyrian liturgical music 

 
193 Bohlman, “R. G. Kiesewetter’s ‘Die Musik der Araber’,” 184. 
194 “Aristides Quintilianus,” chap. 12 in Greek Musical Writings, ed. Andrew Barker, 392-535, 
Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 2: 
418.  
195 Charles M. Atkinson, The Critical Nexus: Tone-System, Mode, and Notation in Early Medieval 
Music (New York: Oxford University Press: 2019), 11.  
196 See Atkinson, The Critical Nexus. 
197 Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music, 366. 
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use diatonic tuning in northern Mesopotamia.198 Based on an examination of some of 

these maqam titles and their scalar content, Husmann inferred that the diatonic modality of the 

Church in Iraq may represent an “ancient” modal system.199 

According to the evidence presented by my ethnographic and historical studies, I suggest that 

a similar modal system still exists in the contemporary performance of the Church of the East 

liturgical music. I base this proposal on the analysis of chant performances I recorded in Iraq, Iran, 

London and San Jose. The incorporation of the studies of Iranian-Arab music theory development in 

the early medieval period, music theory development in Byzantine, and its adaptation by the Latin 

Church further support my proposition. As I have shown, an old modal system is especially apparent 

in chants with fixed melodies, sung by the choirs of clerics during the Office or by the congregation 

during the mass. Furthermore, I have investigated the conventions microtonality follows in the 

performances of these chants where their solo utterance explains the existence of microtones within 

the framework of various regional intonational systems. Moreover, historical studies of music theory 

in the Middle East and medieval church music reveal that musicians only adopted the maqam scales 

and intervals smaller than a tone in their art music performances several centuries after the rise of 

Islam. These studies further demonstrate that while intervals smaller than semitones also had a slim 

representation in medieval church music, liturgies leaned towards adopting a more accessible 

modality of diatonicism to accommodate the participation of various groups of people in the 

communal singing. 

 

3.4.  Authentic Assyrian Sound 

Based on the evidence I have presented, I propose that Assyrians’ claims about the origins of 

Iraqi maqams do not agree with the previous historical and recent ethnographic studies. However, we 

can only understand their aim to prove their ethnic, linguistic and cultural continuity through the 

Church’s music by a historical survey of the evolution of an Assyrian national identity in the late 

eighteenth century. I explore this proposal extensively in Chapter Five but, suffice it to say, the 

Assyrian nationalist statement originated from the claim first put forward by Assyrian nationalist 

music composers, such as William Daniel.  

William Daniel and his colleagues, such as Paulus Khofri (1923–2000) and Nebu Issabey 

(1933–2014), had received their higher education in Europe in the early decades of the twentieth 

century. Affected by nineteenth-century nationalist ideologies, they searched for musical 

 
198 Chapter One, p 7 and Chapter Three, p 70-71. 
199 Husmann, “Syrian Church Music.” 
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representations of a genuine Assyrian culture. Therefore, they declared the Assyrian folk songs and 

dances, as well as the Church of the East liturgical music, old enough to contain original Assyrian 

sounds without needing further explanation. I argue that Assyrian nationalist discourses today 

endorse the same claims made by certain Assyrian nationalist composers of the early twentieth 

century without considering the various compositional conventions the Church tradition upholds. 

Furthermore, because more people today only attend those church services defined through 

the performance of mass, they conclude that the music of the mass with its microtones and Arab 

melodic formulae epitomises the entire liturgical music. Whereas many Assyrian intellectuals argue 

that the Arab maqams and microtones used in the mass have come down to us from sometime before 

the invasion of the Arabs, the majority of the clergy focus their attention on canonical melodies as a 

musical tradition that has been passed on from the Church’s forefathers. For instance, Rev. Shmuil, 

the retired priest in Erbil, called the canonical melodies “old”, Father Aram described them as 

“ancient”, and Mar Abris recognised them as the Church’s “identity”. Therefore, I propose that 

musicians such as William Daniel alluded to canonical and congregational chants and not the priestly 

tunes when they claimed that the liturgy carried an Assyrian timbre. 

 To conduct a comparative study between the Church of the East music theory and 

Iraqi maqams, modes of the liturgy, as a combination of certain melodic formulae, need to be 

thoroughly studied. Nonetheless, and based on the examples I have presented, I suggest that we study 

the Church of the East’s modal system by paying careful attention to ornamentation and regional 

intonational systems. Examining contemporary performance practices and studies of the region’s 

musical history shows that canonical chants and their fixed melodies have proved to be especially 

important in this approach. Historical studies about the development of music theory in the Middle 

East, Byzantium and the West explain why this chant group may be following an old modal system. 

These inquiries reveal that the modal theory in ancient Greece and the medieval Middle East 

emerged not as an explanation of the practised music of the time but rather as a derivative of 

mathematics to explain the divine order in Greece and explore sonic possibilities in the Middle East. 

The chromatic and enharmonic tetrachords of the Greeks and microtonal pitch scales of the Iranians 

and Arabs were the corollaries of such endeavours.  

In contrast, Byzantine and early Latin theorists developed music treatises to describe the 

conventions by which practised music was governed. These treatises helped mentors and 

practitioners organise and transmit their sacred music repertoire. An essential point that the 

Byzantine and Latin theses emphasise is the employment of a modal and intonational system that 

everyone in the religious community can quickly apprehend – monks, clerics, the educated, the 
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illiterate, the old and the young. After all, music and poetry were an ideal medium for 

communicating the teachings of the church doctrine and the scripture in an era when books were 

scarce. Therefore, that which was musically “natural” effectively served the purpose of the liturgy.  

I also argue that modes with diatonic intervals facilitate group singing of chants since 

participants with different musical skills can engage in the ritual. Also, because more than two 

persons sing these chants at a given time, ornamentation and regional vocal techniques are 

discouraged in favour of maintaining the rhythm and flow of the music. Consequently, canonical 

chants allowed less room for change and have had a higher chance of preserving their musical 

characteristics. For these reasons, I propose that canonical chants still carry within their melodies an 

old modal system with diatonic intervals as its signature, together with their possibly old melodic 

motives. In other words, they contain what William Daniel identified as an essence of old Assyrian 

music and what Mar Abris acknowledged as the Church’s “identity”. 

Historical studies of music theory development in Iraq and ethnographic examinations of 

modality in the Church of the East’s music seem to question the narrative of the liturgy being the 

origin of the Arab maqams. Nevertheless, the Church’s music recounts the Assyrian existential 

persistence through a suggested old modal system in the liturgy. Although the music was never 

documented and was always transmitted orally, canonical melodies and their modality as an aspect 

of Assyrian music have endured centuries of foreign musical influence. Likewise, the incorporation 

of the maqam system demonstrates the various aspects of Assyrian coexistence with their non-

Assyrian Muslim neighbours, as well as their deep feelings of belonging to their homeland and the 

wider Middle Eastern community. All these factors encourage Assyrians to consider their liturgical 

music to represent their Assyrian identity and act as an affirmation of their continued presence in 

Iraq as indigenous people. For Assyrians, the liturgical music fulfils these roles by encouraging a 

shared emotional expression through collective memorialisation of events in the Assyrian language 

and by a musical performance that constantly renovates itself to address the changing needs of its 

members as a means to preserve their language, history and, hence, their Assyrian identity.  
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Figure 3-2. Rev. Shemshun (right) and Deacon Youil (left), Sarsink, Iraq, December 2018 

 
 

 
Figure 3-3. Breaking the fast after the St Mary’s Day mass, Yangija village, Urmia, Iran, August 2018 
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4 Chapter Four: Modes of Resistance in Martyrs’ Hymns 
 

Two days after I arrived in Iraq for the first time, I met with the bishop of Erbil in his office in St 

John the Baptist Church. Previously, I had only talked to Mar Abris on the phone, explaining my 

plan to visit Iraq and my project. While sitting in a neatly furnished guest room next to his office, he 

asked me to describe to him what I would investigate musically, so I explained. Mar Abris pointed 

out the martyrs’ hymn of Friday vespers during our conversation about the relationship between 

liturgical music and Assyrian identity. He explained, with light laughter, “There is an interesting fact 

[about] Friday martyrs’ hymns. You’d think they’re xegga (dance music)! You’d be surprised. 

They’re for [commemorating] martyrs, and yet you’re dancing.”  

Martyrs’ hymns or unyate-d sahde in Assyrian, was a term I kept hearing each time I asked 

the clergy to sing me a chant. At first, I thought these were a few hymns in praise of Christian 

martyrs, something similar to the martyrs’ hymns one finds in various Western Christian Church 

hymnals. It was not surprising to see that martyrs’ hymns are popular in the liturgy of the Assyrian 

Church of the East, considering the long history of religious persecution of the Church, in particular, 

and the Assyrian people, in general. Martyrs’ hymns, however, have a more prominent role in the 

liturgy of this Church. They are, in fact, a hymn genre in the liturgy of the Eastern Church with an 

assigned role and specific position.  

In 2019, I travelled to northern Iraq again to record Assyrian Church music. I began regularly 

attending church services in cities and villages, mainly the Sunday mass and vespers. I interviewed 

the clergy and asked them to sing something from the vespers, and they usually chose to sing a 

martyrs’ hymn for me. Although my main goal was to collect regular chants, it seemed like I could 

not escape hearing and recording martyrs’ melodies, either in casual or formal settings. When I 

began to systematically document the clergy by focusing on the order and title of chants performed 

during the Office, I realised that martyrs’ hymns are one of the main constituent sections of vespers 

and lauds, hence their popularity. However, it seemed like there were more reasons why they were 

admired to such a great extent.  

Clerics associate the content of what they sing with the reality of their lives in today’s Iraq. 

This connection is based on a series of historical events that shaped both the Church and Assyrians’ 

historical narrative as a Christian nation or umta mšixeta. The most prevalent of these events in the 

distant history of the Church is the Great Persecution of the fourth century CE, which acts as the 

basis for the formation of martyrs’ hymns as a genre. Uninterrupted hostility towards Assyrians after 

their conversion to Christianity and the Mongols’ invasion in the thirteenth century further fostered 
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the relevance of these hymns. Modern equivalents to such atrocities are the Christian genocide of 

1914–18, in which tens of thousands of Assyrians were systematically massacred by Ottoman 

officials and Kurdish forces, and, more recently, the massacres following the 2003 US invasion of 

Iraq and the rise of ISIS in 2014. The presence of these hymns in daily prayer hours attest to the 

constant hardships experienced by the Church community in its immediate territories of 

Mesopotamia and Iran.  

Accordingly, I demonstrate in this chapter that the martyrs’ hymns express a combination of 

affective states through both their text and music simultaneously. While these hymns convey feelings 

of sorrow and lament, they release emotions of disappointment and frustration and further stimulate 

emotions of hopefulness and resistance. Such effective complexity is achieved by setting a text with 

sad themes to modalities that sound joyful and express contentment. In making these claims, I draw 

on Patrick N. Juslin’s study of two main processes that involve emotion and music.200 Juslin 

demonstrates that the perception and arousal of emotions are two distinct processes that operate 

differently, while they may overlap as a musical event occurs. Emotional expression entails the 

recognition of the emotion that music communicates through cultural sonic codes, which the listener 

has learned to decipher through socialisation. That is, certain musical traits contain specific 

emotional meanings in a particular cultural setting. Emotional arousal involves “detecting” musical 

information that generates certain emotions in the listener. This emotion may or may not be different 

from the emotion the music expresses. When different, such musical information usually triggers in 

the participant the recollection of a memory that involves the aroused emotion.201 I argue that 

through such musical links with the community’s collective memories and the performance of 

martyrs’ hymns, Assyrians establish connections between that which they sing and the reality of the 

life they experience as an ethnoreligious minority in the Middle East, especially in Iraq and Syria. In 

this chapter, I will employ various samples from the ethnographic materials that I collected during 

my fieldwork in Iraq in 2018 and 2019 to show how the historical notion of martyrdom finds 

contemporary relevance for Assyrians in the Middle East and the diaspora. 

To theorise this uninterrupted tradition, I use the model of response and perseverance as an 

effective form for capturing the relationship between the textual and musical content on the one hand 

and the participants’ physical and intellectual perception of the tradition on the other. In this model, I 

suggest that the text and modality in the martyrs’ hymns emerged as a response to the calamities of 

the conversion of Assyrians to Christianity in the early centuries of the Common Era. Through 

 
200 Patrick N. Juslin, Musical Emotions Explained (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), 56-58.  
201 See especially Juslin, “Blast from the Past,” chap 22 in Musical Emotions Explained. 
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singing these hymns, the oppressed receive comfort and they communicate the message of 

persistence to the enemy. I also propose that Assyrians today identify with their ancestors by 

performing martyrs’ hymns, where they respond to a devastating past, such as events following the 

Christian genocide of 1914–18 and the emergence of ISIS in 2014, and still find hope in the future. 

That is, as indigenous people of Iraq, modern Assyrians share their ancestors’ fears and sorrows 

when they sing the text of these hymns and receive the same encouragement for perseverance. For 

this purpose, I first observe the genre’s history, the historical contexts in which the hymns are 

performed, including the Great Persecution (3390–379 CE) and the 2003 US invasion of Iraq, and 

their role in furthering the relevance of this genre to this day. Subsequently, I examine the textual 

and musical content of the hymns, followed by an investigation of the genre’s functionality in the 

contemporary Assyrian community.  

To conceptualise the music of the genre, I analyse its content and the local understanding of 

the musical material, followed by an examination of the participants’ physical response to the music. 

In this analysis, I am particularly interested in why and how the music of martyrs’ hymns evokes a 

sense of happiness or sadness and the ways these hymns play with that expectation. To explore the 

musical function of martyrs’ hymns through utilising the response-perseverance scheme, I discuss 

how the genre expresses sorrow and lament, encourages feelings of hope and resilience, advances 

Assyrian historical coherence, and represents Assyrian ethnic identity. In the final section of this 

chapter, I briefly observe the functionally-related genre of madraše, teaching songs in a strophic 

format, as a pointer to the next chapter, where I study the musical tradition of the Assyrian Church of 

the East as a single entity.  

 

4.1.  History of the Genre 

The Xudra attributes the composition of martyrs’ hymns to Mar Marutha (d. 420 CE). Mar Marutha 

was the bishop of the city of Maypherqat in the Roman border province of Sophene.202 He is also 

ascribed to have compiled a collection of narratives about persecuted Christians under the Sasanian 

King, Shapur II (309–379 CE). However, the compilation seems to contain contributions from other 

individuals as well. Written in Syriac, the entire collection is known as the Acts of the Persian 

Martyrs, and it provides detailed accounts of Christian martyrs in Mesopotamia and Iran from the 

 
202 Maypherqat is the Arabic/Aramaic name for modern Silvan in southeast Turkey. The town is 
called Martyropolis in Greek. Khudra (Thrissur, India: Mar Narsai Press, 1960-2), 1:420.  
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fourth to the seventh centuries.203 According to the patriarch Mar Awa, commemorating martyrs and 

saints has been a tradition practised since the early history of the Church. Honouring those who lost 

their lives for their faith began with remembering the persecution of Christians by the Iranian kings 

within Iranian borders, especially in Mesopotamia and western Iran, and Roman rulers in Roman 

territories during the third century. The most critical of these episodes occurred under Julian the 

Apostate (331–363 CE) in 361 CE and Shapur II from 339 to 379 CE, best known as the forty-year 

long Great Persecution.204  

Historical evidence explaining how the Great Persecution took place is presently scarce. 

However, several interpretations about why the event occurred exist amongst Assyrians. Assyrians 

today commemorate the Sunday following Easter as xošiba smuk̭a [Red Sunday] regardless of their 

denominational affinities.205 In Protestant churches in Iran, people remind each other of the occasion 

at the end of the Sunday service. When I asked several people from different age groups what the 

occasion was, they usually answered that the word “red” referred to “blood” and that on this day, a 

mass execution of Christians happened. In recent years, several Assyrian nationalist groups in the 

US have presented the idea of Iranians massacring Assyrians during the Sasanian Empire on 

Assyrian TV channels.206 They were referring to the Great Persecution. Such conversations 

constantly occur in informal conversations amongst Assyrians, too. Dr Youshia, an Assyrian from 

Tehran, possesses a library of history books about ancient Mesopotamia and Iran that have been 

published in Iran. He explained to me that Assyrian massacres were not a part of the Great 

Persecution and that the Iranian king slew only those Persians who had converted to Christianity.207 

Whether historically correct or not, such debates reveal how ethnicity and religion are inseparable 

factors in defining an Assyrian identity, which engages historical events to maintain a coherent 

history that connects Assyrians of today to their past. One of the ways religious rituals encourage the 

 
203 See Mar Awa David Royel, “Singing Hymns to the Martyrs: The ‘Antiphons of The Sāhdē’ In the 
Assyrian Church of The East,” Journal of the Canadian Society for Syriac Studies 12 (2012); 
Sebastian P. Brock, “Marutha of Maypherqaṭ,” in Gorgias Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Syriac 
Heritage: Electronic Edition, eds. Sebastian P. Brock, Aaron M. Butts, George A. Kiraz, and Lucas 
Van Rompay, published 2018, https://gedsh.bethmardutho.org/Marutha-of-Maypherqat. 
204 See William Wigram, Introduction to the History of the Assyrian Church or the Church of the 
Sassanid Persian Empire, 100-640 A.D. (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2004, first published by 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1910), 64ff. Cf; David Wilmshurst, The Martyred 
Church: A History of the Church of the East (London: East & West Publishing, 2011); Royel, 
“Singing Hymns to the Martyrs.” 
205 Red Sunday is also highly revered in the Armenian Church calendar, and it is celebrated on the 
third Sunday following Easter. 
206 These views were publicised during the early 2000s. 
207 Dr Youshia Yoash, in discussion with the author, September 5, 2018, Tehran, Iran. 
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achievement of this goal is through providing a stage for a communal recollection of past and recent 

events and an expression of shared feelings that such memories provoke. Martyrs’ hymns play a 

significant role in this endeavour by intertwining the present and the past.  

Apart from various hagiographies, some of which date back to as early as the sixth century, 

several Mesopotamian chronicles and Iranian annals have recorded the relationship between Shapur 

II and his Christian subjects.208 According to these sources, not long after Constantine (c. 272–337 

CE) had declared Christianity as the state religion, Shapur II began to arrange his first campaign 

against the Romans in 338 CE. In preparation, he ordered the patriarch Mar Shemmun bar Sabba’e 

(s. 329–341 CE) to collect a double tax from the already impoverished Christian Assyrians of 

Mesopotamia.209 Mar Shemmun refused. The king accused Christians of siding with Rome, and 

Zoroastrian religious leaders fuelled the king’s aggression towards them. Hence, the suppression of 

the clergy began. 

In addition to indicting Christians for their alliance with Rome due to their religious affinity, 

conversion from Zoroastrianism to Christianity furthered the Christian torment under Shapur II and, 

later, Yazdgerd II (r. 439–57 CE). Zoroastrians were strictly forbidden to leave their religion.210 

Conversion, especially to the rival religion of Christianity, was followed by the death penalty. The 

Church of the East had many Iranian clerics, some of whom attained high positions in the Church 

and whom Zoroastrian priests targeted in their allegations. On my trip to northern Iraq, I noticed that 

the majority of saints revered by Iraqi Christians are, in fact, Persians. We find numerous shrines in 

northern Iraq that belong to members of the Iranian ruling family and clerics who have also been 

mentioned in the Acts of the Persian Martyrs.211 These saints are usually referred to by their first 

names followed by “the Persian”. In several instances, my informants suggested that I visit the burial 

site of a particular saint because he or she was a Persian and “from your country”. 

While the Iranian monarch sentenced the converts to the Church to death, the Church 

venerated them by designating them with the most honourable title of “martyr”. The counterpart of 

 
208 For instance: Life of Abraham from the fifth century, The Chronicle of Arbela [Erbil] from the 
sixth century and The Chronicle of Seert from the ninth and eleventh centuries. 
209 Joel Thomas Walker, The Legend of Mar Qardagh: Narrative and Christian Heroism in Late 
Antique Iraq (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 11. Also, see Sebastian P. Brock, 
“Christians in the Sasanian Empire: A Case of Divided Loyalties,” Studies in Church History 18 
(1982): 1-19. doi:10.1017/S0424208400016004; Timothy David Barnes, “Constantine and the 
Christians of Persia,” The Journal of Roman Studies 75 (1985): 126-36. 
210 Samuel H. Moffett, A History of Christianity in Asia: Volume I: Beginnings to 1500 (Maryknoll, 
NY: Orbis Books, 1998), 161. 
211 Gorgias Press has published the work in a series titled Persian Martyr Acts in Syriac: Text And 
Translation. 
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the term martyr in Syriac is the word sahda, which corresponds to martur in Greek, meaning 

“witness”. According to Mar Awa, the Church teachings regard a martyr’s blood as evidence of the 

integrity of one’s love and faith. Hence, a martyr’s blood is perceived as the equivalent of a witness’s 

words, a legal act. Following the Bible’s teaching, the Church of the East also believes that the 

greatest gesture of love is to lay down one’s life for one’s friends, encompassing one’s Church 

community and nation.212  

Martyrs’ hymns are an integral part of vespers and lauds except during services on feast days 

and Sundays. According to the doctrine of Church of the East, the Church has dedicated Sundays and 

feast days to celebrating Jesus, His life and His victory over death. Therefore, these services do not 

include any martyrs’ hymns.213 However, what is certain is that these hymns in their sung form 

became part of the liturgy sometime before the ninth century CE. In a ninth-century Syriac 

manuscript from Erbil, Commentary on the Liturgical Rites, we read, 

 

But the holy fathers sought that we might be confirmed in our faith, they desired that at all 

times the triumphs of the forbearers—the prophets, apostles and martyrs— might be 

proclaimed in our hearing. And all of these, or the majority, died by being killed. . . . And 

when they (the holy fathers) saw that it was not fitting that they be remembered in the middle 

of the liturgy … they desired that their remembrances be made after the liturgy.214 

 

Therefore, by explaining why the martyr’s hymns are not sung on Sunday and during Lent, the 

document reveals that the hymns in their sung form have been a fully integrated part of the ninth-

century liturgy. 

During the early periods, the clergy would proceed to the martyrium north of the diaconicon 

at the end of the Office service while singing martyrs’ hymns. They would continue singing the 

hymns in the martyrium while pausing in front of each saint’s shrine and offering incense. In modern 

times, clerics sing a martyrs’ hymn towards the end of the prayer service and before the credo and 

the Lord’s Prayer. Martyrs’ hymns are also sung during other church services where death and 

martyrdom are central themes, such as the commemoration of martyrs on the Friday after Easter and 

the Commemoration of All the Faithful Departed on the Friday before Lent. 

 

 
212 “Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends,” John 15:13. 
213 Royel, “Singing Hymns to the Martyrs,” 7. 
214 Royel, “Singing Hymns to the Martyrs,” 6-7. 
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4.2.  Textual Content  

The texts of martyrs’ hymns have an optimistic view on the concept of martyrdom, and numerous 

examples demonstrate this perspective. Based on several passages from the Bible, these poems stress 

that those who die for the sake of Christ are never considered dead but alive.215 I suggest that such a 

hopeful position encourages a spirit of perseverance by which the faithful are invited to maintain 

their stance against adversaries that threaten their spiritual and physical existence. This positive 

impression is created by sparking the participant’s imagination.216 Martyrs’ hymns describe the high 

status that martyrs attain in the eyes of God and the Church community by calling martyrdom a 

crown that God bestows on those who faithfully lay down their lives for the sake of Christ and 

others. We read in the vespers hymn of the first Wednesday,  

 

Offer to him sacrifices of praise, propitiatory censors and pure. Offerings were ye, o blessed 

ones, in whom the Father rejoiced; whom the Son accepted, and the Holy Ghost crowned. . . . 

And more to be desired are they than gold and than precious stones. Crowns better than gold, 

and sardonyx stones, and pearls Christ placeth on your heads. And giveth you joy in his 

bridechamber.217 

 

With an emphasis on celebrating life after martyrdom, the lyrics of these hymns explain how 

martyrs reunite with their Lord and other believers in heaven, where they join the angels in 

glorifying God. They demonstrate the ultimate victory of Christ and all the martyrs over evil and 

death. According to Mar Awa, the lyrics of martyrs’ hymns carry within two other topics that depict 

the Church of the East’s notion about saints’ and martyrs’ relics. In these hymns, the remains of 

martyrs and saints are considered the source of blessing, a tangible reminder of their faithfulness, 

steadfastness and love. The constant remembrance of their acts portrays martyrs as “physicians who 

cure spiritual ills of humanity”.218 For instance, in the vespers hymn from the first Wednesday, we 

 
215 For example, Luke 20:34-38 and 1 Thessalonians 4:13-14. 
216 Aaron Ben-Ze’ev, “The Thing Called Emotion,” 43. Ben-Ze’ev attributes the emergence of 
emotion not to an “emotion-eliciting” event but to what the person remembers or imagines. 
217 English translation of martyrs’ hymn, first Wednesday vespers, verses 8 and 10. The English 
translations are from Arthur John Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (London: Rivington, 1894; 
repr., Charleston SC: BiblioLife, 2009), 32-33. 
218 Royel, “Singing Hymns to the Martyrs,” 9.  
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read, “Seek the Lord and be strong. O martyrs, beg mercy for the world, which taketh refuge in your 

bones. That by your request and prayers, we may find mercy in the day of judgement.”219 

Furthermore, the hymns’ text administers a connection between physical and spiritual realms 

through which the deceased saints are linked to the survivors as the saints’ heirs. This attachment 

stresses the doctrine of the immortality of those who sleep in Christ. Such a concept inspires and 

rejuvenates the congregation’s minds and souls, encouraging them to press on in their fight against 

spiritual and physical elimination. Finally, martyrs’ hymns allude to several saints, such as St George 

of Lydda and St Mary. Other martyrs include St Cyriacus of Tarsus and his mother Julitta, Mart 

Shmuni the Maccabean and her seven sons, the Roman martyrs St Sergius and St Bacchus, Rabban 

Hormzid the Persian and Rabban Pethion the Persian.220 

 

4.3.  Historical Context 

As mentioned earlier, the context in which the martyrs’ hymns emerged as a genre was that of war 

and hostility towards Christians under Sasanian rule. Although Mesopotamia has been under various 

sovereignties since the fall of the Sasanians, continuous animosity towards Christian Assyrians has 

compelled the genre’s performance to remain relevant to this day. As reported by church history 

scholars, Assyrians of Mesopotamia began converting to Christianity during the Iranian Empire, 

hence the official establishment of the Church of the East by the fourth century (c. 310s–320s CE).221 

From this time onwards, and until the Mongols rose in the thirteenth century CE, the Church of the 

East gradually expanded eastward, drawing people from the eastern lands, such as Iranians, Indians 

and Chinese. However, its largest communities were in Mesopotamia and Iran and, therefore, the 

leaders of the Church became involved in the politics of the Iranian and Roman empires. Although 

Iranian kings were relatively tolerant towards their Christian subjects, there were instances when 

these rulers severely suppressed the Church and its communities.  

 
219 English translation of the martyrs’ hymn, first Wednesday vespers, verse 3; Maclean, East Syrian 
Daily Offices, 32. 
220 For instance, in the vespers hymn for the first Wednesday, we read, “Thou hast set a glorious 
crown upon his head. A beautiful and honourable crown, did the Lord of glory place, on the 
illustrious St. Cyriac, who bore sufferings for the truth.” Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices, 33. 
221 Baumer, The Church of the East, 67 (see chap. 1, n. 4). See also Li Tang and Dietmar W. 
Winkler, eds., Winds of Jingjiao: Studies on Syriac Christianity in China and Central Asia (Vienna: 
LIT Verlag, 2016); Wilmshurst, The Martyred Church; Christine Chaillot, The Assyrian Church of 
the East: History and Geography, new edition (Oxford: Peter Lang International Academic 
Publishers, 2021). 
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Historical research also shows that after the invasion of the Mongols, the Church shrank in 

size. Except for small communities in China and India, Assyrians remained the primary adherents of 

the Church, many of whom took refuge in the Hakkari mountains in southeast Turkey, while the rest 

remained in the Nineveh Plains. Both communities faced continuous persecution in their modern 

history, such as the destruction of their social integrity by the Mongols in the thirteenth century, by 

the neighbouring Kurds in the Hakkari region in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, by the 

Ottomans and Kurds during the Christian genocide in eastern Anatolia in the early twentieth century 

and, finally, by the US invasion of Iraq and by ISIS in the twenty-first century.222 The Hakkari 

community, which had developed a branch community in Urmia Plain by the nineteenth century, 

became a victim of the Christian genocide of 1914–1918. As a result, the Assyrian communities of 

Hakkari and Urmia lost two-thirds of their entire population. This was followed by the Assyrians’ 

first great exodus from their ancestral land in the Middle East to the “Christian” West in North 

America, Europe and Australia.223  

Less than a hundred years later, the 2003 US invasion of Iraq marked the second-largest 

persecution of Assyrians in their immediate history. After the fall of Saddam Hussain in 2003, 

Islamic groups in Iraq gained power and, subsequently, the threatening of Christians and bombing of 

churches began in Baghdad. According to my Iraqi Assyrian informants in London and Iraq, after the 

rise of ISIS in 2014, Assyrians faced another major threat. The majority fled their homes, except for 

a few elderly people. According to Father Denhha, those who did not take ISIS seriously and stayed 

were slain. Based on field observations in Iraq, Assyrians took refuge in northern Iraq after the fall of 

the city of Mosul, which until then had the largest Christian population nationwide. They now lived 

under the Kurdish Regional Government. Many of these displaced Assyrians made their way to 

Turkey and Jordan and are still awaiting their refugee status visas to Western countries. When the 

Iraqi army liberated the villages in the Nineveh Plains, most Assyrians who had not left the country 

 
222 See Iskandar Bcheiry, An Early Christian Reaction to Islam: Išū'yahb III and the Muslim Arabs 
(Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2019); Philip Wood, The Chronicle of Seert: Christianity Historical 
Imagination in Late Antique Iraq (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013); Thomas A. Carlson, 
Christianity in Fifteenth-century Iraq (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018); Rassam, 
Christianity in Iraq. 
223 See Donabed, Reforging a Forgotten History; Philippe Buc, Holy War, Martyrdom, and Terror: 
Christianity, Violence and the West, A. 70 C.E. to the Iraq War (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2015); Saad Sirop Hanna and Edward S. Aris, Abducted in Iraq: A Priest in 
Baghdad (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2017). 
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returned to their homes. Still, many once-residents of Mosul and Tel-Kepeh have permanently settled 

in northern cities, mainly in Erbil and Duhok.224  

For Assyrians, recent disruption in the Middle East and its impacts are considered a 

continuance of the genocide and the furtherance of Christian Assyrian persecution in the region. My 

interviews and informal conversations with Assyrians in the homeland and the diaspora revealed that 

the memories of the genocide are still very present in the psyche of the Assyrian community. The 

current generations, who experienced the events following the 2003 invasion of Iraq, are children 

and grandchildren of victims of the genocide in 1914–18. As children, they grew up listening to their 

grandparents recounting disturbing stories of pursuit and escape, mass killings and life in refugee 

camps. As adults, they experienced the same calamities this time as Iraqi Christian citizens. 

Accordingly, the study of Assyrian modern history uncovers the importance of the performance of 

martyrs’ hymns as an outlet for both individuals and the community to express their emotions of 

frustration and sadness and experience the sensations of hopefulness and emotional resilience that 

facilitate their perseverance. 

 

4.4.  General Musical Traits 

Whereas the texts of martyrs’ hymns are ascribed to Mar Marutha, the musical content has not been 

assigned to a specific source. Stylistically, the melodies of these hymns correspond to the canonical 

chants. Also, some melodies are shared between unyate’d ramša and unyate’d sahde. In format, 

martyrs’ hymns are antiphones in response to various Psalm verses. Despite what their title might 

suggest, their rhythms and tempi are not necessarily slow, and they may have significant modalities. 

Generally, these hymns have moderate to fast speeds and dynamic rhythms. !!	 is the most common 

metre, and other metres include "! , 
#
!  and %!	, with %!	 occurring in vespers, only. Modally, vespers 

martyr’s hymns can be classified as mostly major and lauds hymns as mainly minor. These hymns 

are members of the group of canonical chants and, thus, melodically, they have fixed melodies. 

Therefore, they are composed based on the Church of the East’s unique modal system. Example 4-1 

is my transcription of the Friday vespers martyrs’ hymn.  

 

 

 

 
224 Also known as Tel-Kaif, which means a “hill of stone” in Aramaic. Cathy Otten, “Last 
Remaining Christians Flee Iraq’s Mosul,” Aljazeera, July 22, 2014, https://www.aljazeera.com/. 
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Example 4-1. Friday vespers martyrs’ hymn by Deacon Youkhana, Nahla, Iraq, 2019 

 

 

Psalm verses at the beginning of each strophe are melodically sung in a recitative manner. 

Melody lines in martyrs’ hymns may contain long phrases and occasional intervallic leaps similar to 

other chant traditions. Like other vespers unyate, clerics from different geographical regions use 

different vocal techniques and performance practices when they sing these hymns unaccompanied. 

Officially, two choirs of clerics sing martyrs’ hymns antiphonally during vespers and lauds. 

Consequently, there are very few to no microtones in the main tunes of these hymns. Therefore, I 

argue that their melodies have stayed intact, to a great degree.  

 

4.5.  Local Understandings of Mode 

It is essential to comprehend Assyrians’ understanding of major and minor sound qualities when 

studying modality and its function in the Assyrian liturgy. According to Jeanette Bicknell, each 

group of people’s musical responses are based on their unique musical cultures.225 As reported in the 

studies of the philosophy of emotion by Jon Deigh, Aran Ben-Ze’ev and Jenefer Robinson, these 

musical cultures are, in turn, based on the distinct customs specified by the group’s traditions.226 

Such customs and behaviours associated with them act as a reference for a musical response in 

society which, according to Juslin, may be in the form of expressing a shared emotion or provoking a 

thought or an emotion.227 Therefore, understanding music sound concepts in Assyrian culture helps 

us study music’s functionality and its social implication for the community. In the following 

paragraphs, I draw on three examples from my ethnographic data to show how Assyrians apprehend 

sadness and happiness in music. Do they also attribute sadness to minor and happiness to major 

modalities, or do they assign different meanings to these modes? In my first example, I shall return 

to Mar Abris’s remark about martyr’s hymns on Friday. He explained the relationship between the 

text of the hymn and its music as such: 

 
225 Bicknell, “Explaining Strong Emotional Responses to Music,” 10-11. 
226 Goldie, The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Emotion. 
227 Juslin, Musical Emotions Explained, 54-55 and 56-58. 

All these things become upon us, and we have not wandered from thee. Christ the Saviour of the world. The great King of glory did the martyrs love and have 
faith in. So, they confounded the devil, and with the angels rejoice in high, and stand before God. And the Enemy and his host have they subdued under their feet. 
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There is an exciting fact [about] martyrs’ hymns on Friday. You’d think they’re xegga. You’d 

be surprised. They’re for [commemorating] martyrs, and yet you’re dancing. That’s how 

they’re connecting the two facts: although it’s about martyrdom and death, there is the joy of 

resurrection. Therefore, martyrs seem to be dancing. They went to be martyred one after 

another because they wanted to. And, therefore, they rejoiced in it. That’s why it’s something 

happy even though it’s a hymn about martyrs . . . . You know, every Friday is a mourning 

Friday in the Church tradition. We commemorate the deceased. But the martyrs’ hymns on 

Friday are dance-like. 

 

He then sang a line from the vespers hymn. It, indeed, sounded xdita and joyful according to the 

Western understanding of a happy melody. That is, the Friday vespers hymn includes melodic 

phrases in major modality, a quadruple metre, short beats and dotted rhythms at cadences. The 

Friday lauds hymn also contains a major-sounding folk-type melody and a lively rhythm. 

My second example is from the Easter weekend in Nahla. During my second visit to Iraq, I 

spent my second Easter weekend with Deacon Yokhana and his family in Nahla. Churches in Nahla 

celebrated Easter according to the Julian Calendar, and they celebrated the feast of the Resurrection 

one week later than the cathedral in Erbil, which follows the Gregorian calendar. During the Easter 

weekend, Deacon Yokhana and I recorded all the vespers and lauds unyate and martyrs’ hymns. We 

talked about services of worship, liturgical texts, and various performance styles throughout our 

recording sessions. Deacon Yokhana also directed my attention to chants that contained two different 

melodies, old and new. Then we talked about the characteristics of each and issues that might arise 

when performing them.  

After having lunch on Easter Sunday, Deacon Yokhana and I sat down in the living room of 

his small village house to have tea and record the final set of chants. The house was quiet since his 

family was resting before the villagers came to wish the deacon a Happy Easter. Therefore, we 

enjoyed a peaceful environment for audio recording. When we finished the lauds, Deacon Yokhana 

sang several Lent hymns, one of which belonged to the mass service. The hymn is called unita’d 

Baben Adam d’soma [Lent hymn of our ancestor Adam]. He sang both old and new melodies and 

then asked if I noticed the differences. I explained how I found the rhythm, tempo and melody 

different between the two. I then concluded that one was xdita and the other one xaššanta. What I 

meant by xdita and xaššanta was the Western sensibility of happy and sad music. Deacon Yokhana 

immediately commented,  
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Well done. I was going to tell you the same thing. People back then sang it this way. But 

they ignored the lyrics, which describe Adam’s state of mind after being thrown out of the 

Garden of Eden. It is sad. Therefore, the music should fit the mood of the text, sad. . . . I 

learned the new melody from Deacon Shabatava. He went to Sweden from Baghdad. He 

was originally from Nahla. He passed away. [He had] a very, very pleasant voice.228 

 

The old melody comprises two short phrases with an ascending fourth interval in the opening 

theme. The remaining themes include stepwise movements and, together with a fast tempo in a duple 

metre, this old melody depicts a march and further evokes some form of bodily movement. 

Suggestively, the old melody portrays the walking out of Adam from the Garden of Eden in musical 

sounds. The other tune, however, is unmetered and has a slower tempo. Its melody line contains 

various descending passages, including three-note patterns as a melodic figure representing xašša. 

Additionally, the composition is more extended because of its melismatic word settings to emphasise 

the music’s sorrowful effect by imitating weeping and moaning sounds. 

On the last day of my stay in Iraq, I went to Rev. Shmuil’s house to record him singing the 

vespers and lauds. Rev. Shmuil is seventy years old and is now retired. He lives in a large two-story 

house on Ankawa’s main boulevard along with his wife and his son’s family. We sat in his spacious 

living room and were occasionally interrupted by Rev.’s daughter-in-law, who served us with coffee 

and chocolate and later with tea and homemade cake. Although in poor health, Rev. Shmuil had a 

lively character and welcomed every chance for a burst of hearty laughter. We began recording the 

martyrs’ hymns and then moved to vespers unyate. We had to pause the recording at several 

instances because he either started to cough or laugh at his forgetting a melody.  

One such example happened as he began singing a chant when he suddenly raised his arm, 

moved his hand in a circular motion as if he was holding a scarf, and said, “Eeeeeh, eh, eh, eh.”229 

He, then, burst into laughter. I was caught by surprise at first, but after seeing his hand gesture, I 

realised what had happened and, therefore, I laughed, too. He playfully said, “This is šeixani,” 

referring to a popular Assyrian folkloric dance. Example 4-2 shows the unita that reminded Rev. 

Shmuil of the šeixani dance.  

 

 

 

 
228 Deacon Yokhana, April 28, 2019. 
229 A type of noise that people make when line-dancing as a sign of excitement and approval. 
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Example 4-2. Tuesday vespers, second week, first unita, Rev. Shmuil, Erbil, Iraq, 2019  

 
 

  
This hymn’s overall melodic movement is based on the Dorian tetrachord on D. The fixed 

choral melody, which commences after the double bar in example 4-2, begins on C and creates a 

major-sounding modal space for the first melodic phrase. The major modality lasts until the cadence 

of the second phrase, which firmly positions the melody in a minor modality. Melodic figures, except 

for the cadence, move upward. The chant is in a simple duple metre and has a lively rhythm, hence 

Rev. Shmuil’s’ šeixani dance expression. As we can see, the music here comes across as happy to 

Rev. Shmuil because of its melodic contour, fixed metre and tempo.230 

The technical elements of canonical chants demonstrate that chants with fixed melodies, 

especially martyrs’ hymns that likely predate the Christian genocide of the early twentieth century, 

have major modalities representing happiness from the clerics’ perspective. I now provide some 

examples that show how modalities symbolise concepts of xašša and xaduta for the congregation and 

if they have the same understanding of sorrowfulness and happiness. It is important to note that my 

informants were choir members at various parishes and those parishioners who usually attended both 

the Sunday mass and Saturday vespers. In addition to congregational chants, choirs sing hymns 

during the Eucharist’s distribution that falls under the different poetic and musical genre of težbuxta 

[praise]. These illustrations primarily allude to priestly chants with no fixed melodies. As I 

demonstrated in the previous chapter, clerics have the liberty to compose their own melody for these 

chants. Based on my ethnographic data and my comparison of melodies from Iraq, Iran and the 

diaspora, I suggest that most priestly melodies belonged to the Rev. Qalleta’s school of the mid-

twentieth century or have been composed by younger clerics. 

On a warm spring evening in Erbil and after the vespers service, I joined St John the Baptist’s 

young adults in the bishop’s study. Three out of five people in the study were choristers, two sisters 

and a young reader getting ready to be ordained as a deacon in the summer of the same year. That 

evening, these young people had gathered to catalogue the bishop’s book collection. They had put 

 
230 The question of music becoming a means to associate an emotion to a past event has been 
discussed in Robinson, “Emotional Response to Music,” 654-7. 

Show the light of thy countenance, and we shall be saved. O Compassionate one and full of mercies, 
relax not thy watch upon us. And send us from thy treasury compassion and mercies and salvation. 
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some books in the middle on a large conference table around which we were sitting. The reader was 

entering information about the books in an excel sheet in Arabic while one of the sisters read the title 

information aloud to him. Others were busy with entering some other information on sheets of paper. 

Harmless jokes and tricks were being thrown in from every corner.  

Briefly, after I had arrived, the bishop came and sat with us, contributing to the inspiring 

environment with his clever comments. Soon, the bishop and I engaged in a conversation about the 

relationship between the history of certain Church customs and denominational identity construction. 

As our conversation was directed towards the expressive aspect of the Assyrian Church of the East 

liturgy, Mar Abris, once again, explained how most clerics imitate their mentors in performing 

chants. He then described priestly melodies as such, “We call them k̭ale šxime [ordinary melodies] 

meaning they don’t have a specific tune. So, all priests sing the prayers in this way, depending on 

each person’s vocal abilities. And wherever you go, I think, Church of the East … melodies are 

realistic, and that is, they are sad melodies, [Middle] Eastern.” He continued by telling us a story 

from his university days in Italy: 

 

In Rome, once, an Egyptian Coptic priest said, ‘Sing us a praise from [your] Easter 

collection.’ I sang an Easter hymn. The melody sounds like this (singing). I was singing 

cheerfully. It was an Easter praise, you know. He looked at me and said, ‘Are you sad that 

Jesus has risen?’ I said, ‘Why?’ He said, ‘What is this melody?!’ I said, ‘What do you mean?! 

This is very nice.’ He said, ‘Give me a break. What do you mean this is nice?!’ 

 

At this point, everybody in the room began laughing and playfully commented on the music 

and the incident. The melody of the song the bishop sang was comprised entirely of descending 

phrases that ended on a minor interval. The conversation continued about the music of the mass. I 

asked Mar Abris about the melody of two chants in the mass which did not sound sorrowful. The 

opening words of one of these chants are Innana laxma, which means “I am the bread”. It is sung at 

the curtain’s opening when the breaking and signation of the consecrated bread and wine are 

complete. According to Mar Abris, the chant previously had a different melody which was xaššanta. 

When I asked why they changed it to a xdita tune, he explained that the old melody was too slow. 

Therefore, they replaced it with a faster melody of a vespers chant from the Xudra. He sang the old 

sad tune. The old melody is shared between several other mass chants. It is sung slowly, and its 

melody includes descending melisma and minor intervals, hence the xaššanta designation. The 
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replaced melody from the Xudra, on the other hand, is rhythmic and quick, and it contains an 

ascending-descending melodic contour and a major-sounding modality.  

The other mass chant is the final hymn after Benediction. The melody of this hymn is from 

the Xudra as well. That is, the melody is one of the old tunes that has come down to us from the 

remote past. As shown in Example 3-1 in the previous chapter, the hymn has major sound quality 

and is metered. Mar Abris confirmed, “Except for these, everything else is sad.” Although several 

other congregational chants fall under the xdita category, the mass’s overall modal space, as Mar 

Abris was trying to convey, sounds xaššanta. I argue that the mass’s minor sound quality is due to 

the priestly chants with unfixed melodies, which comprise most mass music.  

As I explained in the previous chapter, a small number of younger clerics, whose musical 

knowledge is chiefly of the Iraqi maqam system, composed most of the melodies of priestly chants. 

As a result, these melodies not only sound Arab, but they also sound mournful. The primary 

compositional and performance practices that establish such musical expression are recurring 

melismatic figures, minor tonalities, slow tempi and nasal voice techniques. Therefore, the dominant 

emotional manifestation during the mass is that of what Western ears might perceive as sadness. One 

of the chorister sisters, Marlin, asserted, “We keep liking sad things.” “Liking sad things” is how I 

characterised the music of the Assyrian Church of the East when I first began attending the mass in 

San Jose in 2016. As we can see, the parishioners also regard music with minor sound qualities, slow 

tempi and unfixed metres as sad; the same way the Assyrian clerics do. 

Priestly chants and choir hymns during the distribution of the Eucharist are indeed sad. 

However, a month later, what caught my attention was not the sorrowful nature of the music I kept 

hearing during the mass or its Arab properties. What struck me musically when I heard the vespers 

chants during the Nineveh Fast were the opposing modalities that the music embodied, those of 

happiness and gratification. Calling on theories of music functions through expressing values framed 

by Alan Merriam, I argue that canonical chants communicate a thought rather than an emotion 

through their sound qualities. Furthermore, I suggest that their primary function is to encourage an 

optimistic and futuristic outlook to life in the minds of the worshippers.231 The martyrs’ hymns, as a 

genre, fulfil this responsibility by encouraging the participants to imagine the triumphant entrance of 

martyrs into heaven.232  

 
231 Particularly the functions of emotional expression, physical response and validation of religious 
concepts and rituals. Merriam, The Anthropology of Music, 218-25. 
232 The texts of martyrs’ hymns focus on the martyrs’ life after death and the celebration of their 
entering into heaven. 
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Conversely, priestly chants allow the participants to express their collective feelings of 

agony, grief and despair through musical traits borrowed from the Arab maqam system and melodies 

composed by clerics who express their personal feelings of distress. These chants are particularly 

significant as their current music lineage is ascribable, and their musical heritage is attributed to the 

Assyrian School of Mosul established in the 1920s. Close temporal proximity between the school’s 

establishment and the occurrence of the Christian genocide supports the claim that the sorrowful 

character of priestly chants is an expression of the Assyrian community’s agony and a portrayal of 

their emotional state of mind since WWI. 

 

4.6.  Physical Response 

As I explained earlier, the melodies of martyrs’ hymns include, for the most part, major modalities. 

The text of these hymns, too, provokes a positive approach towards martyrdom. The Assyrian 

community receives its vigour to resist extermination and persevere as a people and culture through 

these words and music. Musically, major modalities, lively rhythms and dance metres make melodies 

of martyrs’ hymns effective emotionally. They evoke a physical and mental change of mood in 

participants, singers and listeners alike. To reflect on Merriam’s argument on including physical 

reaction as a musical function, I suggest that such changes through music reflect participants’ 

behaviour in several ways.233  

During my stay in Erbil in November 2018, I regularly attended vespers in the evenings. On 

weekdays, five to six deacons and one deaconess participated in the service with an insignificant 

number of church members, usually four to six men and none to four women. Of six deacons, two or 

three were typically teenage readers receiving their deaconship training.234 Deacons would form two 

choirs on each side of the church. One of these choirs usually sounded less homogenised and the 

voices seldom blended. As the choirs recited and sang the alternating Psalm verses and chant 

strophes, the less integrated ensemble sometimes struggled at entrances. However, when singing the 

martyrs’ hymns, the volume and tempo of the less uniform chorus rose, and the performance 

sounded more consistent.  

The second example is from the vigil service on Maundy Thursday. All the clergy at St John 

the Baptist Church of Erbil gathered to observe the vigil service at eight o’clock in the evening. The 

 
233 “However, the fact that music elicits physical response is clearly counted upon in its use in human 
society, though the responses may be shaped by cultural conventions.” Merriam, Anthropology of 
Music, 224. 
234 They were all ordained as deacons in August 2019.  
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church was half-full when the service began. The clergy formed two choirs on two sides of the 

church. Mar Abris took his seat on the front pew on the left-hand side, and Rev. Martin led the choir 

on the right-hand side. Deacons and young readers occupied the rest of each pew. Since both Mar 

Abris and Rev. Martin had strong singing voices and an excellent command of the liturgical text and 

melodies, their vocal leadership helped both choirs to sound compelling.  

Besides elevated vocal energy, the physical interaction between the clerics was also 

augmented when singing chants with major tonalities. They looked at each other more often to nod 

and smile. These occasional glances extended to the members of the congregation, professing a state 

of contentment. Although in some cases, lyrics of vigil chants and vespers unyate might differ from 

those of martyrs’ hymns, the sameness of the music attests to the appointment of a relatively positive 

emotional state and hopeful mood. Such a promising and optimistic frame of mind supports the 

community on a broader level; that is, in their insistence on existing and preserving their ethnic and 

cultural heritage, including language, religion and customs.235 

 

4.7.  Music Analysis 

For most of their history, Assyrians have turned to the Church for emotional support when hostilities 

towards their Christian faith take on a violent form. They release feelings of sorrow and hopelessness 

through performing the liturgy and receive compassion and encouragement. This form of support is 

communicated through verbal and musical expressions within a worship setting. In this endeavour, 

martyrs’ hymns take on the counselling responsibility for the tyrannised. Participants receive words 

of encouragement in the texts of martyrs’ hymns, where martyrdom is valued as an honourable act 

and martyrs are esteemed for their selflessness. Through the music, they experience emotions of 

comfort, hope and, eventually, contentment. These feelings are encouraged mainly through sound 

characteristics of intervals, the shape of melody lines and the rhythmic qualities of the hymns’ music.  

The melodies of martyrs’ hymns are generally consonant using major intervals that build 

major-sounding modalities. The melody line often ascends or descends in a stepwise manner. The 

largest intervals in these melodies reach the sixth. A fifth interval is a common trait in the 

introductory phrase where it either begins or ends on a fifth below. The overall shape of the melodic 

phrases is wavelike, always going up and then down relative to the starting note. Nonetheless, 

several hymns have ascending melodic lines. The cadential figure often comprises a stepwise 

descending motion from the third above the final note, elaborated in the final phrase (Ex. 4-3). 

 
235 Merriam, Anthropology of Music, 225. 
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Example 4-3. Martyrs’ hymn, Friday lauds, Deacon Penkhis, Nahla, Iraq, 2019 

 
 

Previously, we saw that canonical chants with prosaic text have free rhythms, but most chants 

with poetic text are rhythmic. The martyrs’ hymns also have metric rhythms, with simple duple 

being the dominant metre for lauds hymns and quadruple for vespers. It is worth noting that a metric 

unit may infrequently stretch or shrink from one verse to another due to an occasional extra syllable 

that the cleric tries to fit in. Cases of this kind occur when clerics habitually treat the hymn’s music 

in the same manner that they handle chants with prosaic text and in a recitative style. 

Although the Assyrian Church of the East music has not been studied systematically, a quick 

analysis of modality in martyrs’ hymns reveals remarkable information about the role of music in the 

genre’s functionality in the community. Out of a total of fourteen martyrs’ hymns, only three have 

minor sounding modalities. Both minor- and major-sounding hymns functionally conform to the 

tonal analysis of Western art music. I was able to quickly determine the key of each hymn using 

Western music theory conventions. Table 4-1 shows the raw data from the music analysis of vespers 

martyrs’ hymns.  

 

Weekday Monday  Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Tonality D♯ natural minor E major D major F major E major 
G natural 

minor 

 Metre duple quadruple 
compound 

duple 
duple duple 

compound 

duple 

Tempo moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate 

  Table 4-1. Vespers martyrs’ hymns, basic music analysis 
 

According to Table 4-1, minor modalities are based on a natural minor scale with a less 

sorrowful effect due to the presence of a natural seventh scale degree. Also, minor hymns have lively 

rhythms, making the music sound even less sombre. Likewise, the major-sounding hymns easily fit 

into the Western major scale model. Some hymns from this group have faster tempi, which, together 
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with major-sounding modalities, make the hymn’s overall mood very jubilant. Other hymns have 

moderate tempi, resulting in composed and unflappable effects.  

The other factor contributing to these rhythms’ light-hearted feel is their residing on a short-

short-long rhythmic unit or the šeixani rhythm. There are occasions where one hymn contains two to 

three various rhythmic shapes, of which one is a dotted pattern. One example is the Tuesday vespers 

sahde. Its rhythmic pattern has an AB structure where the A section includes a simple combination 

of short and long beats, and the B section comprises dotted notes. It is also possible that when the 

clergyman sings a sahde individually, he takes the liberty to ornament the melody line and alter the 

rhythm by using dotted notes in his embellishments. 

I have demonstrated that all the martyrs’ hymns have a clear metrical feel and, apart from the 

Tuesday lauds hymn, they have moderately quick tempi. Although the Tuesday lauds hymn has a 

slow tempo, its rhythm belongs to the Assyrian folk dance of šeixani (Example 4-4).  

 

Example 4-4. Martyrs’ hymn, Tuesday lauds by Deacon Yokhana, Nahla, Iraq 2019 

 
The šeixani is the most famous Assyrian dance. Certain folk dances are unique to a specific 

group of Assyrians and, unless there is a significant number of a particular group present in an urban 

centre, these dances are not known to the rest of the community. The šeixani, however, is danced by 

all Assyrians regardless of their geographical origin. Therefore, it is considered an Assyrian ethnic 

icon for these people, next to the Assyrian flag. The šeixani’s simple duple metre and moderate 

tempo make the dance suitable for line dancing [xegga], where people from different age groups can 

dance together. The tempo in Example 4-4 is relatively slow, but it is quick enough for the listener to 

notice the dance rhythm.  

The melody line in Example 4-4 is also reminiscent of Assyrian folk songs common amongst 

Assyrians from Urmia villages in Iran. One hears these types of melodies at small Assyrian 

gatherings, such as weekend outings at the ancient Mar Sargis Church on the outskirts of Urmia. 

Older men who grew up in villages are usually the primary repositories of such folk songs. The next 
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generation, who grew up in urban centres hearing these melodies at community gatherings, now 

generally perform them in a Western pop setting. These songs are especially suitable for such 

adaptations by the younger generation because of their diatonic modal traits.  

The practice of setting new compositions to the šeixani rhythm became especially popular 

amongst the Assyrian nationalist musicians and pop singers in the Middle East and later when they 

migrated to the West. Assyrian musicians produced their most successful pop music albums in the 

West from the sixties to the mid-eighties. Next to the Western march rhythm, most patriotic songs 

are also set to the šeixani rhythm. Assyrians dance the šeixani to these patriotic songs at New Year 

celebrations, religious festivals, national parades and private parties. It is unknown to us which is 

older, the folk or the liturgical music, but what is certain is that there is an apparent musical 

connection between the songs of both groups. The rhythm and mode in sahde of Tuesday lauds attest 

to this musical relationship.236 

 

4.8.  Martyrs’ Hymns as a Response  

Sitt Layla’s house is in the Christian neighbourhood of Ankawa in northwest Erbil.237 Ankawa was 

an Assyrian village in the outskirts of the ancient city of Arba-Eilu [four gods]. According to the 

manager of the hotel where I stayed during my visits to Iraq, Ankawa was still an independent 

village in the fifties. Over fifty years, the village turned into the largest Christian neighbourhood in 

the city, accommodating numerous hotels, social clubs and event venues, as well as the US and 

several European consulates. The neighbourhood has innumerable churches that belong to different 

denominations and ethnicities, including Armenian and Protestant churches. The historical village 

with its narrow alleys and old houses is situated in the heart of the neighbourhood. New two-story 

residences stretch to the north and south of the village, connecting it to the ever-growing city of 

Erbil. Sitt Layla’s house is in the newer section of Ankawa and within walking distance of two large 

churches with modern architecture, the Um Al Maauna Catholic Church and St. Joseph the Baptist 

Assyrian Church of the East.  

Every morning at around ten o’clock, Sitt Layla began to cook lunch, and I had a chance to 

watch her prepare a colourful variety of vegan dishes during Lent. Her large kitchen looked into the 

front yard. Like most houses in that neighbourhood, its door was considered the main entrance to the 

 
236 For further information about the šeixani, see Nadia Younan, “Stateless Rhythms, Transnational 
Steps: Embodying the Assyrian Nation through Sheikhani Song and Dance,” European Journal of 
International Migration 35, n 3 and 4 (2019): 41-62. 
237 Sitt [ تیس ] in Iraqi Arabic is equivalent to Ms or Madam in English. 
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house. All houses in Ankawa have their main front door open in the guest sitting room, seldom used 

except for formal gatherings. Every morning after breakfast, I had tea with Sitt Layla and chatted 

while she cooked. I asked questions about different Assyrian tribes, villages, towns, neighbours and 

churches in Hakkari and Iraq. Sitt Layla had been to Hakkari to see her grandparents’ home village 

of Nochie in Şemdinli, Turkey’s south-eastern-most province. She also had been to Urmia during the 

Iraq-Iran war and visited numerous Iraqi cities in the centre and the south of the country.   

Sitt Layla’s responses always led to her telling me stories about her college life, teaching 

years, colleagues, students, relatives and her past and current circle of Christian and Muslim friends. 

Her stories took place within several historical contexts: the Iraqi civil war with the Kurds from the 

sixties until the mid-nineties, the Iran-Iraq war during the eighties, and post-2003 Iraq. Stories of 

relatives, friends, colleagues and students were always accompanied by information about a brother, 

a son or a husband killed or displaced in one of these conflicts. Sitt Layla’s narratives and my 

informants’ testimonies suggest that each Assyrian family in Iraq has a relative and knows a friend or 

a neighbour who has a close relative who was killed in some way in the past. All the deceased are 

called sahde by their respective communities, whether Christian or non-Christian. 

As a eulogy, the texts of martyrs’ hymns assigned a highly positive value to martyrs. By 

doing so, they established martyrdom as a praised act and disarmed it of its terrifying and fearsome 

connotations. The musical characteristics of this genre also reflect the same goals. The message 

conveyed through the text and music of the genre promoted hopefulness in the survivors of such 

hostilities. It did so by assuring peace and rapture for the deceased and blessing and healing for the 

living. The genre was soon established as the final section of the vespers and lauds, not knowing that 

recurring massacres of Assyrians in the homeland would keep the relevance of the genre fresh for 

generations to come. The genre was also formed to treat the ongoing trauma and distress experienced 

by Assyrian society. 238 For the same reason, the genre’s music found its way into cultural events, 

such as funerals, as a therapeutic tool. 

Today, the performance of martyrs’ hymns plays the same responsive role for Assyrians. 

Although the text and, arguably, the music was composed to respond to the aggressive events early 

in the Church’s history, Assyrians sing the same text to celebrate their grandparents martyred during 

the Christian genocide of the early twentieth century. They also honour immediate family members 

who lost their lives in Iraq and Syria after the US invasion in 2003 and the rise of ISIS in 2014. 

Therefore, I propose that while the formation of the genre acted as a response to the political and 

 
238 Merriam, Anthropology of Music, 220-222. 
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religious repression of Christians in the distant past, the performance of this genre is a response to 

the same sufferings happening in recent times.  

 

4.8.1.  Modern Iraq and Iraqi Assyrians  

Following the discovery of oil in the Middle East, the Western imperial powers, such as Great 

Britain and France, undertook endeavours to dominate these lands to pursue guaranteed access to oil. 

Studies in the political economy of the Middle East explain that Western powers were particularly 

interested in Iraq since its oil reserve was easy to extract, like that of the Arabian Peninsula, 

especially in the south and the north of the country.239 According to the literature on Iraq’s modern 

history, Iraqi society hoped for independence and self-governance of their people, land and 

resources.240 They soon realised that liberation from Ottoman rule did not result in national 

sovereignty. As a result, anti-imperial sentiments took on momentum in the country. After decades 

of struggle to replace the British and, subsequently, the US vassal regimes with an independent 

government, they succeeded in taking control of their state in 1958. Although the newly established 

government took measures to develop the oil industry in areas not controlled by the British and the 

US, the British and the US hindered the process by lowering oil production and sales and hence 

Iraq’s income. Since all industrial and social service developments were based on the country’s 

income from oil, Iraqi society pressed for their leaders to seek ways to release themselves from any 

ties that would prevent them from further oil production advancements. 

Ultimately, the entire oil industry in Iraq was nationalised in 1972 by the Ba’ath Party, which 

had come into power four years earlier. Soon after the nationalisation, the Iraqi government turned to 

the Soviet Union to develop its oil industry. An increase in oil production was followed by a rise in 

the state’s income, which elevated the government’s planning and investment in social services and 

industrialisation. Despite a closed political environment, the socio-economic strategies that the Iraqi 

 
239 See, for instance, Stephen C. Pelletiere, Iraq and the International Oil System: Why America 
Went to War in the Gulf (Westport, CT: Greenwood Publishing Group, 2001); Cramer and Thrall, 
Why Did the United States Invade Iraq?; Jean P. Manning, ed., Iraq: Government, U.S. Forces and 
Oil (New York: NOVA Science Publishers, 2005). 
240 See, for instance, Peter Sluglett, Britain in Iraq: Contriving King and Country, 1914-1932 (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2007); Stacy E. Holden, A Documentary History of Modern Iraq 
(Tallahassee, FL: University Press of Florida, 2012); R. Zeidel, A. Baram and Achim Rohde, Iraq 
Between Occupations: Perspectives from 1920 to the Present (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2010); Johan Franzén, Pride and Power: A Modern History of Iraq (London: Oxford 
University Press, 2021). 
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Ba’ath government implemented improved Iraqi citizens’ lives, including the Assyrian population, to 

a considerable degree during the seventies and the eighties.241 

The United States implemented various strategies to regain direct access to Iraq’s abundant 

and shallow oil reservoir. These policies included applying internal and external forces to weaken the 

government economically. Consequently, the US orchestrated the eight-year-long Iran-Iraq war in 

the 1980s and several rounds of the civil war by sponsoring opposition groups, such as the Kurds in 

the oil-rich northern regions.242 My informal interviews with Assyrians in London and Iraq confirm 

that many Assyrian men were killed, captured or went missing as soldiers of the Iraqi army during 

the Iran-Iraq war. Many more had their villages destroyed during each episode of the Kurdish revolt. 

As a result, many Assyrians migrated to the West during the sixties, seventies and eighties. Those 

who remained eventually returned to their villages and rebuilt their homes, only to be bombed again 

following Iraqi-Kurdish confrontation.243 

By the second week of my stay in Iraq, it became costumery for me to receive remarks such 

as, “Your accent is like Evan Agassi’s. Are you from Iran?”244 Then, people would either tell me 

about the time they spent in Iran as an Iran-Iraq war prisoner or about a relative who was killed 

during the war. It was noteworthy for me to realise that there were more Assyrian veterans, war 

prisoners and war casualties in Iraq than in Iran. For example, the bishop of Erbil’s father was in the 

Iraqi army and went missing a year before the war ended. A far paternal relative of his was a war 

prisoner for several years. Deacon Yokhana of Nahla was in the army along with his brother. His 

brother was killed during the same war. So was the abbot’s father of the Alqosh monastery.  

Literature on the political economy of Iraq in the second half of the twentieth century 

describes how by the end of the Iran-Iraq war in 1988, the Iraqi government had accumulated large 

 
241 The above summary is derived from: The Research Unit for Political Economy, Behind the 
Invasion of Iraq (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2003). For more information, see Markus 
Nikolas Heinrich, “One War, Many Reasons: The US Invasion of Iraq,” E-International Relations, 
March 9, 2015, https://www.e-ir.info/2015/03/09/one-war-many-reasons-the-us-invasion-of-iraq/. 
242 Trita Parsi, Treacherous Alliance: The Secret Dealings of Israwl, Iran, and the U.S. (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2007); Hedayat Soltanzadeh, “  نییعت قح ینعمب قارع ناتسدرک رد مودنارفر ایآ

؟تسا تشونرس  [Does the referendum in Iraqi Kurdistan mean the right to self-determination?” Akhbar-
Ruz, September 25, 2017, http://www.iran-chabar.de/; Mahmud Tulu’i, ھنایمرواخ ٔ هدنیآ و سراف جیلخ گنج  
[The Persian Gulf War and the Future of the Middle East] (Tehran: Tehran Publication, 1991), 160-
89; Pierre Razoux, The Iran-Iraq War, trans., Nicholas Elliot (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press, 
2015). 
243 Personal communication between the author and the Assyrian villagers in Duhok Governorate, 
March 2019.  
244 Evan Agassi is a prominent Assyrian pop singer originally from the Assyrian community of Iran 
and is highly admired by Assyrians of Iraq.  
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sums of debt to the neighbouring Arab states and the US for acquiring weaponry.245 Meanwhile, 

Iraqi tension in its relationship with neighbouring Kuwait escalated due to oil price and mining 

disputes on their borders. Iraq eventually launched an attack on Kuwait in 1990. After the dissolution 

of the Soviet Union in the late eighties, the US found the Iraqi conflict with Kuwait an opportunity to 

overturn pro-USSR governments. Early in 1991, the US conducted a massive crackdown on the Iraqi 

army, followed by more than a month of bombing of Iraq’s civilian infrastructure, attacking targets 

such as water sanitation, electricity generation and communication. The scale of the damage was 

overwhelming. During my stay in Iraq, I observed that still today, power outages last for twelve to 

sixteen hours daily, depending on the region. Some wealthy households have installed private 

generators. In areas like Nahla, the Assyrian villagers have placed a central generator that provides 

electricity for the villages when the main electric supply is unavailable. Even then, not all household 

appliances can be used, as those with high power consumption will cause an outage.246 

According to my fieldwork data, the destruction of oil and civilian infrastructure topped with 

stringent sanctions failed to make the Iraqi government and the public surrender. However, these 

strategies weakened the country’s economy and its military power, leading to complete defeat and 

the overturning of the Iraqi regime in 2003. Soon after the US invasion, sectarian violence erupted in 

Baghdad and other regions. Although these conflicts broke out between two major sects within 

Islam, the Sunni and Shia, non-Muslims were a prime target as they were considered unclean and 

infidels. Before the 2003 invasion, Christians constituted the largest minority group within the Iraqi 

population and, thus, became the largest population to suffer from political instability after the fall of 

the government. In the years leading to the emergence of ISIS, the Assyrian community of Baghdad 

was practically entirely uprooted due to suicide bombings in their neighbourhoods and churches 

 
245 See Majid Khadduri and Edmund Ghareeb, War in the Gulf, 1990-91: The Iraq-Kuwait Conflict 
and Its Implications, reprint edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); William Thomas 
Allison, The Gulf War, 1990-91 (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012); The Research Unit 
for Political Economy, Behind the Invasion of Iraq. 
246 Personal observations, spring 2019; Behind the Invasion of Iraq, 34-47; Human Rights Watch, 
ed., “Reports of Attacks on Food, Agricultural and Water-Treatment Facilities,” in Needless Deaths 
In The Gulf War: Civilian Casualties During the Air Campaign and Violations of the Laws of War 
(New York: Human Rights Watch, 1991), 
https://www.hrw.org/reports/1991/gulfwar/index.htm#TopOfPage.  
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during services of worship, the abduction of their women, and the assassination of their men, as well 

as receiving constant death threats in the form of written notes left in their homes.247  

As my conversations with relatives of Iran-Iraq war soldiers progressed, I learned about 

recent conflicts in the country and the resulting displacements. Deacon Yokhana’s older sister lost 

one of her two sons in a bomb attack in Mosul after the US overthrew the Iraqi government in 2003. 

Rev. Martin fled Baghdad after the US invasion in 2003. The choir sisters’ family fled Mosul after 

the US invasion. They lived in Duhok for two years before settling in Erbil in 2007. The youngest 

member of the event committee at the Erbil cathedral left Mosul and took refuge in Erbil after the 

rise of ISIS in 2014, where she now makes a living for her young son and herself by cleaning the 

church. After the US invasion, the music director at the Erbil cathedral migrated from Tel-Kepeh, a 

city to the north of Mosul.  

The main goal of martyrs’ hymns is to celebrate the carnal and spiritual lives of those who 

were killed for their Christian faith. Nevertheless, the continuing narrative of Assyrians dying in 

wars unrelated to the Assyrian ethnic or religious cause makes martyrs’ hymns still relevant to 

Assyrians’ current situation. For Assyrians, the Iran-Iraq war and the Kurdish problem were 

struggles between two Muslim groups in which Assyrians were unwillingly made to participate. 

Their perception of the rise of Islamist groups such as ISIS is conveyed through comments such as “a 

dirty game the US played on us”, which came from my Assyrian informants from different cities and 

villages in Iraq.  

Assyrians compare their contemporary history with the early history of the Church of the 

East. They make an analogy between the Christian genocide of the early twentieth century and 

events of post-2003 on the one hand and the Great Persecution of the fourth century on the other. 

Assyrians in Iraq perceive any form of political calamities that result in violence towards them as a 

continuation of a series of persecutions that followed their conversion to Christianity, which 

positioned them as a minority despite living on their ancestral soil. In addition, Assyrians deem 

periodic social and economic discriminations under dominant Muslim rule merely as precursors of 

lethal episodes. The majority of such discrimination is currently present in northern Iraq, imposed by 

the Kurdish Regional Government.  

 
247 Haward Adelman, “Ethnic Cleansing in Iraq: Internal and External Displacement,” in The Legacy 
of Iraq: From the 2003 War to the “Islamic State,” ed. Benjamin Isakhan (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2015), 167-180; personal observation and informal conversations between the 
author and Assyrians of Iraq in London and Iraq between 2017 and 2019. 
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A few days before the Nowruz celebration, a three-day-long linguistic workshop was held in 

Duhok to train young Assyrians in collecting and documenting various Assyrian dialects in their 

cities and villages. After the morning session, attendees gathered for lunch in a large restaurant on a 

hilltop south of the city. The majority of the participants were Assyrian male undergraduates of 

Syriac Studies at the Salahaddin University-Erbil. The restaurant had two large sections, one for 

families and large groups, where they served gourmet regional cuisine, and another with casual 

wooden decorations and a bar that served Western dishes. A large table was prepared for our group 

in the centre of the main hall. I sat in the middle of the table. The university students took their seats 

on my left, and instructors and organisers sat on my right. 

After we each ordered our food, we engaged in conversations about life in Iraq post-2003. 

One European instructor asked the young students questions regarding the job market and the 

occupational opportunities related to their field of study. Once several responses and comments were 

exchanged, one of the students from Duhok explained that job availability was not always the main 

issue. He described that positions and business opportunities become available regularly, but the 

essential question was if they were available for Assyrians. That is to say, if Assyrians had an equal 

chance to access employment the same way Kurds did. He further gave an example of an Assyrian 

friend who bought a coffee shop that had been in business for nineteen years.  

The coffee shop was situated in a quiet neighbourhood in Duhok. Several months after taking 

over the management, the new owner received a letter from the City’s Executive Office regarding 

neighbours’ complaints about noise. Subsequently, the owner was asked to shut down the shop. After 

months of following up with the city officials, the new owner sold the coffee shop to a Kurdish 

customer, who continued the business without further problems. According to the young student, the 

Kurdish Regional Government uses a nonviolent tactic to force Assyrians to leave the region, hoping 

to claim the northern Iraqi lands as the sole inhabitants. He identified this strategy as “silent 

genocide”. Later, I heard other Assyrians using the same term when discussing how the Kurdish 

Regional Government treats Assyrians. 

The other issue involves the question of farmland in rural areas. Many farms surrounding 

villages in northern Iraq do not have legal documents and, therefore, do not have official owners. 

Farmers cultivate a piece of land for years without having to worry about losing the right to use it. 

On a visit to north-western Iraq in March 2019, I visited a village in the outskirts of Zakho, an 

ancient city in the northwest of Iraq and within driving distance from the Iraq-Turkey border. The 

village of Naf-Kandala is situated on an elevated mound overlooking picturesque terrain. An 

Assyrian farmer took me to the hilltop behind his farmhouse to show me his land and flocks. We 
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could see the main road connecting several villages in the far distance. There existed an oil mining 

site on the opposite side of the road. The farmer told me that the field belonged to Western oil 

companies who had recently begun mining oil in that area.  

I asked him about the harvest. He explained, “We had a heavy rain season this year.” I 

wondered whether that was a positive thing. He continued, “Not for this year’s crop. There was too 

much water. But our underground water supplies had drained because of the drought. Now they are 

filled up, which is good.” He then pointed to the farms to the right of his land and said, “These were 

our villagers’ farms. Kurds have taken them over, gradually. They grow in number, and then they 

come to make villages here. They take our lands, and we cannot say anything. The government is on 

their side.”  

As I observed during my fieldwork, agriculture in northern Iraq is mainly in the form of local 

farming rather than large-scale cultivation. Farmers generally grow rice and sesame and hold flocks 

of cattle, sheep and goats. When the harvest is bountiful, farmers enjoy a decent income. In regions 

where land is registered, such as villages in the north of Mosul, some Assyrian owners rent out their 

lands to Kurds or Arab Iraqis and receive a percentage of the product sale at the end of the harvest 

season. For many Assyrians in northern Iraq, farming is a source of reasonable income. Therefore, 

Assyrians interpret confiscating their farmlands and expelling them from their homes by Kurds and 

Islamist groups respectively in the form of a “smooth genocide”, something they have been 

continuously experiencing over the past two decades. Consequently, the clergy’s choice of a martyrs’ 

hymn or a funeral madrašta containing a kind of text that venerates death and resurrection in Christ 

conforms to the narrative of Assyrians as victims of endless ethnoreligious tyranny and injustice. 

 

4.9.  From Response to Perseverance 

In the following paragraphs, I explain how the textual and musical content of martyrs’ hymns elicits 

resistance and perseverance from Assyrians in modern days. I employ Merriam’s definition of the 

overlapping music functions of emotional release and religious ritual validation.248 By providing 

means to release feelings resulting from living in a hostile environment, martyrs’ hymns prepare 

participants to welcome constructive conceptions to restore a favourable state of mind in the 

community’s psychology. The community is equipped to sustain itself and maintain its stability 

through this process.  

 
248 Merriam, Anthropology of Music, 222 and 224. 
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The core message of martyrs’ hymns includes courage and persistence. By promising a life 

empty of pain and sorrow but filled with comfort and joy, they alleviate the horror and pain of being 

slain. They do so by associating martyrdom with bravery and love, two highly praised phenomena by 

which any member of the society acquires social respect and status. Therefore, by ensuring a blessed 

life in heaven and portraying martyrdom as a virtuous act, martyrs’ hymns inspire the believers’ 

courage despite the physical pain and fear they face. For these same reasons, the genre advocates 

persistence. Martyr’s hymns guarantee the spiritual descendants of a celebrated life that martyrs have 

in the presence of God and the blessings that they bestow upon the survivors, which supports the 

faithful in their perseverance. In a like manner, love of one’s faith and congregation, which is 

accomplished in the ultimate sacrifice of martyrdom, grows into the love of one’s nation in a society 

where religion and ethnicity interweave in such an intimate manner.  

Of the indigenous Mesopotamians, those who remained Christian after the rise of Islam never 

ceased speaking Assyrian. Therefore, today, Assyrians in the Middle East consider one Assyrian if 

one is Christian and speaks the Assyrian language. Likewise, if an Assyrian is killed for their 

Christian faith, the victim is regarded as the Church’s and the nation’s martyr. This point is further 

confirmed in Assyrian modern history from the late 1800s to the 2017 liberation of Mosul. We see 

massacres usually triggered when Christian Assyrians have either refused to convert or have sought 

political and economic protection for their people as a separate ethnicity.249 

Performing martyr’s hymns reminds Assyrians of their millennia-long struggle to survive as a 

people. In the fourth century CE, they were the subject of persistent persecution as their faith raised 

suspicion of siding with the enemy. The same reason contributed to the genocide of the early 

twentieth century, the memories of which are still very present through surviving grandparents in any 

Assyrian household. Before there was a chance for the living memories of the genocide to unite with 

a distant history, the rise of Islamist groups in 2003 took the lives of thriving Assyrians of Baghdad 

and Assyrian college students of villages in the Nineveh Plains.250 These killings culminated in 

Assyrians’ abandoning of their homes and businesses. Before they enjoyed their newly established 

lives in northern cities, the Islamic State declared authority over Iraq, terrorising its Christian citizens 

yet again. Nevertheless, the Assyrians’ message to their persecutors is that of perseverance, and 

 
249 David McDowall, “Ottoman Kurdistan, 1800-1850,” in A Modern History of the Kurds, new 
edition (London: I.B. Taurus, 2007), 45-47. 
250 Saif Tawfiq, “Bus Bombings Show Plight of Christians in Iraq,” Reuters, May 13, 2010, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSLDE64C13V. 
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martyrs’ hymns are the means to communicate this idea. In a way, the genre’s message addresses the 

enemy and transmits the same idea to the oppressed.  

 Through the performance of martyrs’ hymns, Assyrians retell the story of the early martyrs. 

In the process, hymns are appropriated to Assyrian everyday life within Iraq. They are also 

significant for the community outside of Iraq, which stays connected to those members who are 

direct victims of religious persecution in the Middle East through humanitarian donations. 

Consequently, Assyrians find the martyrs’ hymns to have continued relevance to their situation as a 

religious minority in the Middle East and an ethnic minority group in the diaspora. Whereas 

Assyrians experience atrocities in the Middle East because of their religion, they fear extinction in 

the diaspora as the younger generation no longer speaks the language. In the West, assimilation is 

facilitated by the sameness of the religion. Therefore, the performance of the martyrs’ hymns 

reminds Assyrians in the diaspora of why they left their homeland and now they live in a place where 

they face new forms of threats to their ethnic identity. Hence, the genre connects Assyrians of the 

diaspora to those community members under immediate physical threat that might materialise as the 

political agenda of superpowers and ruling governments unfolds. 

 Assyrians retell their forefathers’ history and relive their contemporary history by performing 

martyrs’ hymns. Respectively, the genre develops a coherent narrative of Assyrian identity for the 

singers and listeners during vespers and lauds. This identity is delineated by religion and language 

and is characterised by continuous persecution and perseverance. For the same reason, this genre has 

the most relevance amongst other hymns in the liturgy. It unites the reality of Assyrians’ carnal life 

with their spiritual one and the lives of their ancestors. These performances, hence, infuse a spirit of 

encouragement.  

A common metaphor amongst various Middle Eastern communities explains the importance 

of martyrdom in encouraging the survivors to persevere. The most common is “The martyrs’ blood 

waters the tree of persistence, resistance and justice”. For Assyrians, the same concept functions as 

they think, speak and sing about Assyrian martyrs. Martyrs’ blood waters the tree of resistance in the 

face of injustice and its ultimate goal of eliminating Assyrian presence in Mesopotamia. Therefore, 

these hymns convey the fundamental message of encouragement, hope, and persistence to Assyrians 

and their persecutors. Despite the horrors of a painful death and the misery of losing a relative or a 

community member, the martyrs’ sacrifice has been an essential factor in Assyrian survival to this 

day. 

The process of providing mental and spiritual support for the Assyrian community through 

the performance of the liturgical genre of martyrs’ hymns can be studied from two directions: the 
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clergy’s role and that of the laity. While the clergy’s responsibility is fulfilled mainly through the 

performance of the liturgy, the laity’s role can be studied through their response to the liturgy, such 

as the Assyrian artists’ reading of this musical repertoire, an issue that I consider in the final chapter. 

The Church’s forefathers contributed to the process of providing emotional support to the 

community by building martyriums, gathering biographies, writing homilies and hymns in the forms 

of madraše and unyate’d sahde and sanctifying them by including them in the official services of 

worship.  

The importance of martyrdom is highlighted in the liturgy by ending the Office as 

participants walk to the martyrium while singing martyrs’ hymns. Once inside the chamber, they 

walk from one shrine to the next, singing and offering incense in the martyrs’ honour.251 Although 

today, martyriums exist only in old monasteries and very few monastic communities practice the 

walk to the martyry, the significance of martyrs’ commemoration has been institutionalised in the 

religious and spiritual life of the Church by including one unita’d sahde in each of the primary 

Office services. Moreover, clerics expand the genre’s functional realm to include cultural events, 

such as funerals, religious festivals and informal occasions, where they sing an unita’d sahde or a 

madrašta whenever they find a chance.  

 

4.10.  Madraše 

Besides the burial rite and commemoration services for martyrs, the funeral sacrament in the Church 

of the East contains two other orders: those killed in a war and those who die due to natural causes. 

Although the latter groups’ liturgies are different from the martyrs’ rite, some lines of the texts of 

martyrs’ hymns appear in these services.252 However, melodies of martyrs’ hymns appear in other 

memorial services more frequently. These tunes are shared between martyrs’ hymns, vespers unyate 

and burial chants. In other words, a good number of melodies of a funeral service contain sound 

characteristics of melodies that are considered happy, content or xedye. There are also madraše in a 

regular funeral service, which are chanted solo by the clergy. Musically, these madraše contain 

sound qualities similar to a minor scale.  

A minor sounding melody is comprehended as a happy melody when performed quickly and 

perceived as xaššanta when played at a slow tempo. Therefore, funeral madraše are performed 

 
251 This practice is still observed in the ancient Mar Mattai Monastery in the Nineveh Plains under 
the supervision of the Suryani Church. I attended the vespers during my visit to the Monastery. At 
the end of the service, we walked to the martyrium, following the priest while singing the hymns. 
252 Allen Youssefi (deacon at Mar Yosip Parish in San Jose, California), in a text-message 
conversation with the author, October 23, 2020.  
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slowly. As a unit, funeral madraše suggest feelings of sadness and grief, which are reinforced by an 

excessive elaboration of the melody line. As expected, improvisatory melisma and ornaments are 

usually supplemented by a musically talented cleric, due to which madraše become most effective 

emotionally. However, interpretations of a madrašta’s mood might slightly vary when performed 

quickly.  

Some of the standard features of embellishing techniques that evoke sorrow, or xašša, in 

funeral madraše involve an upward motion of short melodic figures concluding with slow trills on a 

minor second interval, an established melodic figure representing melancholy, and descending slides. 

The melodic motif signifying sorrow is comprised of descending three-note patterns, as shown in 

Example 4-5. 

 

Example 4-5. Madrašta for the deceased for late Deacon Yokhana, Rev. Andrius, Nahla, Iraq, 2020 

 
 

Whereas most of the melodic motives imply a crying sound or moaning noise, the voice 

technique used to perform this type of embellishment is also significant as it intensifies weeping 

implications. The use of the nasal voice is customary in chanting the funeral madraše, especially 

while performing higher register notes. This technique also includes ascending melodic figures that 

depict the singer’s desperate effort to reach that which is flying away, in this case, the deceased’s 

soul. In this technique, the nasal voice represents both eagerness and restraint in achieving a higher 

sonic position, symbolic of a higher level of existence, but failing to do so due to the limitation of the 

singer’s carnal reality. This failure leads to disappointment and helplessness, which, in turn, manifest 

themselves in sobs of despair. Musically, sobs and despair are portrayed through semi-tonal final 

trills. The nasal voice also intensifies the effectiveness of descending figures where the singer’s 

sighs, shown in melodic gestures, are accompanied by his declaration of anguish, illustrated by his 

nasal voice.  

A study of modality in funeral madraše reveals the abundance of minor intervals, such as 

minor seconds and thirds, providing minor modalities. Consequently, minor intervals, phrases and 

modes, together with certain melodic motives and vocal techniques, represent xašša and melancholy 

in the Assyrian Church of the East’s liturgical music. The texts of the funeral madraše, too, attest to 

the mournful mood of these types of hymns. The lyrics of these hymns describe the situation after the 
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departure of the deceased - for instance, the reaction of family members and friends - as well as aural 

and spatial changes at the deceased’s home, church, neighbourhood and village. The words of funeral 

madraše are descriptive and expressive of sad emotions, unlike the texts of martyrs’ hymns, through 

which the community is persuaded to think, feel and act according to an established goal.  

As an old musical genre, the martyrs’ hymns functionality can be viewed as evoking 

hopefulness, encouragement and resistance in the mentally and emotionally depleted Assyrians, both 

as individuals and as a community. Singing a text and listening to music first produced in distant 

history but under similar circumstances help Assyrians connect to their past. These hymns also 

provide them with a solid force to maintain their unique denominational and ethnic identity. On the 

other hand, the newer musical compositions, such as funeral madraše, provide a channel for 

Assyrians to release pent up feelings of helplessness and sorrow. Therefore, as a unit, I conclude that 

the liturgy embraces a therapeutic function of expressing repressed emotions and stimulating 

constructive feelings with more emphasis on the positive. This function is especially apparent by 

situating the martyrs’ hymns with their encouraging text and major sounding modalities at the core 

of the liturgy, where they are regularly performed. 

 

 
Figure 4-1. Celebrating Easter, picnic on Easter Monday, Nahla, Iraq, April 2019  
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Figure 4-2. Old Ankawa, Erbil, Iraq, November 2018 

 

 
Figure 4-3. New Ankawa, Erbil, Iraq, November 2018 
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5 Chapter Five: Language and Identity: Where the Sacred and Secular Meet 
 

During my stay in Urmia in 2018, I met with Revs Eilosh Azizyan and Addai Daniel to discuss the 

Church of the East liturgy and its relation to music and language. We convened in the office of St 

Mary Church, the main town church in Urmia located in the city centre. The church building, church 

hall, school and offices are built around an ancient church structure by the same name. There is a 

passage next to the old building leading to the church school. Across from the school is the building 

where the church offices are situated. I waited in the large parking space in front of the main church 

building for the priests to arrive because I could not find my way around such a big place. While 

waiting for them, I decided to tour the ancient church building, which is open to visitors during 

working hours on weekdays.  

The history board, installed at the church entrance by the Cultural Heritage Organization of 

Iran, reads, “The church has a square plan and a solid foundation. It is built of stone and mortar. The 

form of its dome and arches that cover the church confirms the style to belong to the Sassanid 

period.” The ancient church is three steps below the ground level, and its interior comprises two 

corridors that lead to the nave, the sanctuary and the chamber behind the altar. Walking through the 

corridors on the stone floor, I could hear my feet echoing in the space half-buried in the ground. The 

long and narrow nave, with its stone floor, walls and ceiling, seemed to provide the most suitable 

acoustics for singing voices. I took a sneak peek at the chamber behind the altar before I walked back 

through the corridors of the millennia-old building to meet my hosts.253  

Bookshelves covered the office walls, and during our conversation, Rev. Eilosh repeatedly 

pulled a book from one of the shelves to show or sing me examples from the liturgy. There was also 

a long shelf dedicated to CDs and DVDs of church choir concerts, church events and recorded 

chants. As our conversation progressed from the music of the liturgy to its performance and the 

congregation’s role in singing the mass, the question of language surfaced. In explaining the 

relationship between liturgy, language and Assyrianness, Rev. Addai compared three church 

communities in the Middle East by looking at the connection between liturgy, language and society. 

He chose communities where some form of Aramaic constituted their colloquial and liturgical 

languages, respectively. These three communities were the Maronite Church of Lebanon, the 

Assyrian Catholic Church of Baghdad and the Assyrian Church of the East. Rev. Addai argued, 

 

 
253 The chamber behind the altar is only accessible to the clergy if the church building is still used for 
worship. 
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In Lebanon, we have Maronites who used our language, Aramaic. But after a few years, they 

thought that learning that language might be difficult for their people. They changed. They 

said, ‘Let’s not change the people. We change our ways.’ So, they changed all the liturgy to 

Arabic because people studied Arabic at school. This became a reason for significant failure 

for that Church because today, the congregation and the clergy do not learn this language. 

Today, Maronites have forgotten their original language. Everything now is in Arabic. 

 

Rev. Addai continued, “Chaldeans, whom we call Catholics, for example, have unfortunately done 

the same. If you go to Baghdad in Iraq, people will come up to you and say they are Chaldeans, but 

they can’t speak our language. They only speak Arabic. Today, we speak the Assyrian language in 

Urmia because the Church didn’t change the language of its liturgy, and it has kept it in the original 

language.” 

This chapter will now investigate the relationship between language, music and ethnic 

identity amongst Assyrians. Although nowadays, Assyrians are mainly divided between two large 

groups of those who live in the homeland and those in the diaspora, it seems that the majority share 

the same point of view regarding the relationship between the use of Assyrian language in music on 

the one hand and Assyrian identity on the other. As I have mentioned in previous chapters, 

Assyrianness for most Assyrians means being born to an Assyrian couple and speaking the Assyrian 

language. Religion also plays a significant role in identifying ones’ Assyrianness. In this chapter, I 

show that the part played by religion in signifying an Assyrian identity, in fact, springs from the 

close relationship between the church’s spiritual and temporal roles. This relationship was 

historically formed due to the responsibility the dominant political powers put upon the Church of 

the East to represent Assyrians as a Christian people under their rule. Therefore, if we are to examine 

the definitions of Assyrian identity from the community’s perspective, we must place this identity in 

a religious context. 

Assyrians today perceive the Church of the East and its leaders as the guardians of Assyrian 

language and ethnicity. This perception has gained more popularity after the conversion of the 

Nineveh Plains parishes to Catholicism in 1830, and the formation of Iraq as a state following the 

demise of the Ottoman Empire. This was reinforced when Western nationalist ideas were introduced 

to rural Assyrians in the late 1800s following their acquisition of literacy skills. Moreover, eighteenth 

and nineteenth-century nationalism, emphasising ethnicity and language, promoted ideas of an 
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Assyrian nation amongst the Assyrians of Iran and Hakkari.254 According to the definitions of 

nationalism outlined by Anthony Smith, the idea of an Assyrian nation that emerged at this point 

corresponds with the meaning of nationalism as a socio-political movement engaging cultural 

components such as language and art, encompassing poetry and music mediated through the 

Assyrian language.255 The knowledge of nationalist ideologies, together with the two-thousand-year-

old narrative of an Assyrian ethnic identity preserved through the Christian faith and the Church’s 

liturgy, facilitated the birth of an Assyrian national identity emphasising ethnicity, language and 

religion. Even though the focus now shifted from a Christian people to an Assyrian speaking 

populace, all Assyrians officially recognised the role of religion and the Church in preserving 

Assyrian identity through centuries of oppression and persecution. 

In Chapter Three, I showed that the Assyrian nationalist composers of the twentieth century 

and Church of the East clerics consider the canonical melodies in the liturgy to be the oldest 

surviving tunes. I also showed that their intonational and modal peculiarities distinguish these 

melodies from those following the maqam conventions. Although the modal and melodic properties 

of canonical tunes have yet to be studied systematically to identify their distinctive characteristics, 

there is a consensus amongst the clerics and composers that these melodies are bearers of the 

Church’s unique musical sound. Here, I also show how Assyrians believe that the use of the Assyrian 

language in the liturgy has protected this unique sound to this day and, thus, has elevated the music 

to be representative of an Assyrian sound for the community. 

In this chapter, I primarily engage with the subject of language as part of the larger sonic 

domain leading to liturgy and music, where I examine the interplay and self-reinforcement of 

language and music in the performance of the liturgy. It is noteworthy that drawing a precise line 

between these topics is difficult. In their works, scholars Aaron Fox and Steven Feld examine the 

blurring between language and music in performance.256 For instance, Fox shows that these 

boundaries are extremely permeable, especially when working with a sung tradition.257 He illustrates 

 
254 See Robert DeKelaita “On the Road to Nineveh: Brief History of Assyrian Nationalism, 1892-
1990,” Journal of the Assyrian Academic Society 8, no. 1 (1994): 6-30; Peter Betbasoo, “Assyrian 
Nationalism: A Mechanism for Survival,” Assyrian International News Agency, accessed February 3, 
2021, http://www.aina.org/aol/peter/survival.htm.  
255 Anthony D. Smith, Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010), 5-6. 
256 See Steven Feld and Aaron A. Fox, “Music and Language,” Annual Review of Anthropology 23 
(1994): 25-53; Steven Feld, Sound and Sentiment: Birds, Weeping, Poetics, and Song in Kaluli 
Expression, 3rd ed. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012).  
257 Aaron A. Fox, Real Country: Music and Language in Working-Class Culture (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2004). 
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the complexity of delineating speech and song when a performer simultaneously sings and talks to 

the crowd during a country music concert. Similarly, disentangling language from liturgy and liturgy 

from music becomes a challenging task. It also distorts the history of how speech and music 

unfolded in the millennia-long Assyrian liturgical tradition, where they are interconnected. 

In the final section, I attend to the relationship between language and the Assyrian sound in 

the liturgy. I demonstrate how protecting one requires maintenance of the other if the survival of the 

sacred tradition and Assyrian ethnic identity is to be achieved. Consequently, I conclude the chapter 

by assessing the Church’s role in teaching the Assyrian language in contemporary times. In many 

respects, this work has certain resonances with the work of Guilnard Moufarrej on Maronite 

liturgy.258 However, in the case of the Church of the East, one of the driving sentiments amongst the 

Assyrian communities in which I worked was an insistence that the Assyrian language is central and 

singular within any liturgical context. That insistence seems to drive numerous identity politics 

discourses and some of the musical choices in Iraq, Iran and their respective diasporic communities. 

I draw on my field observations and the comparative method encouraged by the clerics who 

repeatedly compared the performance of the liturgy in the Church of the East and the Catholic 

parishes, where the use of Arabic had become a common practice. In my examination, I further my 

comparative method to include Catholic parishes in rural and urban centres and the relationship 

between the liturgical language and preservation of Assyrian identity. 

 
5.1.   Assyrian Identity: Beliefs, Terminology, Schism 

Most Assyrians believe that language preserves the Assyrian identity of liturgical music. The 

Assyrian language preserves the music’s identity by safeguarding musical traits, such as modal and 

intonational qualities, through the peculiarity of its linguistic components, such as phonology and 

prosody. The Assyrian language also protects the Assyrian identity of the liturgy’s music in 

particular and the liturgy in general because the language, with its linguistic distinctiveness, is a 

component of Assyrian identity and, thus, representative of this individuality. Before I engage with 

details about Assyrian perspectives on the liturgical language, I examine first the community’s 

perception of Assyrian identity, and, second, the terms they use to articulate their ethnic identity. The 

latter is particularly important because the discrepancy between terminologies used by Westerners 

 
258 For more information about language in Maronite liturgy, see Guilnard Moufarrej, “Ancient 
Sounds in the New World: Syro-Maronite Chant in Lebanese Maronite Communities in the United 
States,” Yearbook for Traditional Music 51 (2019): 103-138; Guilnard Moufarrej, “Maronite Music: 
History, Transmission, and Performance Practice.” 
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and locals have stirred controversy about Assyrian identity in the Assyrian community in Iraq and 

later in Iran with its aftermath in the diaspora in recent years.  

To examine the community’s perception of Assyrian identity, I circulated in 2020 a question 

amongst Assyrians in the homeland and first-generation immigrants asking about their personal 

views on who they consider an Assyrian. Most responses included both genes and language as 

identifiers of Assyrian identity. For example, a young mother who migrated to the US in the 2000s 

said, “An Assyrian is someone who takes pride in being an Assyrian from the inside. As for outer 

manifestation, he should be able to speak and write in Assyrian and understand what he hears in 

Assyrian. He must have an Assyrian background, be knowledgeable about his Assyrian history and 

culture and pass them on to future generations. An Assyrian born who nurtures Assyrian children.”259 

Assyrians enjoy engaging in debates about politics, religion, and Assyrian ethnonational 

identity in their casual conversations. In other words, these two topics are usually the main subjects 

of their discussions in their gatherings. I have observed the same happening in small gatherings in 

San Jose, London, Iraq and Iran, such as during breakfast after the Sunday mass at a friends’ house 

in Tehran, a dinner get-together of relatives in San Jose, and drinking tea with some friends at an 

Ascension Day picnic in London. In the US, these topics are accompanied by the question of 

Assyrian language and continuity of Assyrian ethnicity. Such discussions usually begin with 

exchanges about the politics of the country leading to the global policies and end with the politics of 

Assyrians in the homeland, particularly Iraq. At this point, religion and church leaders become the 

main characters in shaping the dynamics of Assyrian politics in these debates. Current Assyrian 

politics is strongly influenced by the identity crisis that the community is facing, especially after the 

2003 US invasion. In most discussions, the question of Chaldean, Assyrian and Suryani (Syriac) is 

tightly linked with the relationship of the Assyrian churches on the one hand and Iraqi and global 

politics on the other. The following examples demonstrate Assyrians’ perception of their ethnic 

identity while alluding to their views about the church’s role in Assyrian politics.  

Today’s Assyrian politics involves one central issue: the continuity of Assyrian ethnicity. 

This theme originates from Assyrians’ fear of losing the Assyrian genes and language, the two main 

integral components in defining Assyrian identity, when they witness the migration of homeland 

Assyrians to and the assimilation of younger generations in the West. My observations of numerous 

 
259 I passed on the question through a WhatsApp message, where roughly 90% of those who received 
the message responded. Of these respondents, 40% believed that both blood and language 
determined who an Assyrian was, 20% believed that only blood was a determiner, 30% claimed that 
only language was a factor and 20% thought that blood and religion or language and religion defined 
an Assyrian. 
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conversations in Assyrian circles and Assyrian TV channels in San Jose reveal that in the US, 

Assyrians are mainly concerned with the problem of losing the language as a first step towards the 

extinction of Assyrian ethnicity. In fall 2017, I visited a family friend in San Jose. A middle-aged 

Assyrian builder had come over to discuss the reconstruction of the kitchen roof with the house 

owner. The builder had sat down with us, and as he was sipping a cup of tea, he commented, “Our 

children here grow up speaking English instead of Assyrian. They then marry an American because 

they can communicate with them better than with Assyrians in Surit. When our great-grandchildren 

grow up, there won’t be any Assyrian left in this country. We can’t count on Iran or Iraq either 

because everyone is leaving and coming here.” An Assyrian teacher also had the same perspective. 

She told me once, “American-born Assyrians don’t speak the language, and they don’t marry 

Assyrians. In fifty years, there will be no Assyrian left.” In a gathering of relatives in San Jose in 

2016, a middle-aged truck driver declared, “America is our last stop. We will end here. Our young 

generation here doesn’t speak Assyrian which means that it’s unlikely that they will marry 

Assyrians. And that will be the end of us.”  

As I mentioned in Chapter One, language is an integral part of an essentialist view of identity. 

In Rice’s words, language and race are permanent components of self.260 Through such integral parts 

of self, Assyrians connect to each other. Through Surit, Assyrians communicate their thoughts, 

emotions and knowledge in everyday conversations and more elaborate settings such as TV, radio, 

literature and songs. Whether at a personal level or including a larger segment of the community, 

these conversations contain conscious or unconscious references to past memories.261 Recollecting 

these memories through language forms a collective process of remembering, either between two 

individuals as they speak or amongst a larger group through listening to a TV programme or singing 

a hymn in church. The collective remembering instigates a historical narrative that links individuals 

and, thus, the community to its past. In this endeavour, language acts as the agent of historical 

narrative, which maintains social cohesion.262 Referring to the Assyrian builder’s comment, I 

propose that in the Assyrian point of view, speaking Assyrian generates bonding, mutual 

understanding and shared memories, all of which encourage Assyrians to marry Assyrians, which, in 

turn, helps perpetuate the Assyrian gene.  

 
260 Rice, “Reflections on Music and Identity,” 21-24. 
261 Schacter, “Priming and Multiple Memory Systems,” 323; Assmann and Czaplicka, “Collective 
Memory and Cultural Identity,” 126. 
262 Rice, “Reflections on Music and Identity,” 21-24; Wertsch and Roediger, “Collective Memory,” 
319-21. 
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For most Assyrians, language and religion have a very close relationship in forming the basis 

of an Assyrian identity. William Safran explains that religion and language play roles of equal 

importance in developing ethnonationalism, the form of nationalist ideology that the Hakkari 

Assyrians pursued in post-Ottoman Iraq.263 According to Safran, language and religion have 

fundamental and equal roles in expressing an ethnic identity because both have firm roots in culture. 

Individuals are born into one or both, referring to the primordialist point of view in explaining 

nationalism. Therefore, with political nationalism in mind, Hakkari and Urmia Assyrians understood 

ethnic continuity as the basis of a national identity perpetuated by preserving language and religion. 

Drawing on my experience as an insider, marrying a non-Christian is taboo in Christian 

communities of the Middle East. Consequently, Assyrians in Iran and Iraq primarily marry 

Assyrians, and a small number marry Armenians, who are the other Christian group with a 

considerable population in both countries. As I have observed in the US, Assyrians transmit the same 

perspective to their children in the diaspora. They explain to them that they migrated to the West to 

live as free people in the Christian West. Therefore, their children do not find marrying a non-

Assyrian problematic if the partner has a Christian background. Also, as the Assyrian builder said, 

fluency in English and incompetency in Surit encourages young Assyrians to marry native English 

speakers more than native Assyrian speakers.264 The same people I mentioned above further reasoned 

that the difference in religion had saved the Assyrian language and ethnicity in the Middle East. 

Here, I shall remind us of Pauline’s comment in Chapter Two, “If it weren’t for our Christian faith 

and our Church, we would have dissolved into the Muslim Arabs. The Church saved our language, 

and our language saved us from extinction.”265 

Through a recollection by Rev. Martin, we can better understand the relationship between 

Christian faith on the one hand and language as a manifestation of Assyrian ethnicity on the other 

amongst homeland Assyrians. In an interview in 2018, Rev. Martin told me a story about when he 

had moved from the majority-Arab city of Baghdad to the majority-Kurdish city of Erbil. The bulk 

of Erbil’s Assyrian residents is either from the old village of Ankawa or from villages in the eastern 

highlands of Erbil province, which Hakkari Assyrians built in the 1920s. Hence, the Erbil Assyrian 

 
263 William Safran, “Language, Ethnicity and Religion: A Complex and Persistent Linkage,” Nations 
and Nationalism 14, no. 1 (2008): 171; Smith, Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History, 11. 
264 According to my sixteen-year observation of the US Assyrian community, children of first-
generation immigrants are more inclined to marry American-born Assyrians who do not speak the 
language but are ethnically Assyrian. However, their children do not show any particular preference 
and mostly marry non-Assyrian Christians. 
265 Chapter 2, 28. 
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community is comprised of primarily first or second-generation rural Assyrians who have less 

Arabic knowledge than Assyrians of Baghdad. Rev. Martin explained, 

 

I lived in Baghdad before I came to Erbil in 2008. I am originally Bohtanaya which has its 

unique dialect.266 Still, there are some words that I don’t know in the Assyrian language, and I 

use their Arabic equivalents. So, I came one day, and there was a table with a stain on it. I 

didn’t know the word “lakka” [stain]. I said, ‘Oh there is a tolga’a there.’ Tolga’a is Arabic. 

Someone told me, ‘Tolga’a! Why, are you Muslim?’ 

 

It is noteworthy that such remarks are mostly shared amongst the older generations, whether in 

Iran or Iraq. Younger generations have a different view regarding language and religion. They tend 

to perceive them as two separate categories except for young superpatriots who still consider Persian, 

Arabic or Kurdish Islamic languages. Nevertheless, statements such as the one addressed to Rev. 

Martin allude to the close relationship between religion, language and ethnicity in Assyrians’ point 

of view.  

 
5.1.1.  Terminology 

In this section, I present the ways Assyrians articulate their ethnic and religious identities as an 

introduction to my discussion of the Assyrian political schism in the homeland, which has sprung 

from constructing a new ethnic identity based on church affiliations. I argue that the Assyrian 

ethnoreligious identity is a concept constructed and accepted by Assyrians, Iranians and Arabs since 

the arrival of Christianity to Mesopotamia, if not earlier. I base my argument on a brief comparative 

examination of Persian, Syriac and Arabic sources, which I call the insider’s view, and Western 

references, which I refer to as the outsider’s position, as well as my ethnographic data from Iran and 

Iraq. 

Shimshoun is an Assyrian artist from Iran who migrated to the US with his young family 

soon after the Iran-Iraq war erupted in the early 80s. He is a painter and a musician, and he composes 

Assyrian music for solo piano and writes lyrics for his collection of Assyrian devotional songs. In a 

casual meeting with him in San Jose in 2019, he mentioned that a new term to signify Assyrian 

identity was gaining momentum, especially in Iraq: Ašuraye [Assyrians]. He asked me if I had 

encountered this term in Iraq and knew who this new movement’s supporters were. My first 

encounter with the word as an expression of Assyrian ethnicity was in early 2018 in Cambridge 

 
266 Bohtan was an Assyrian village in the Hakkari region. 
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when I had just begun preparing for my fieldwork. I had asked Nineb to help me with contacting 

church people in Iraq. As he wrote down a list of names and phone numbers, he pointed to the name 

of a cleric and said, “He is not only a devout Christian, but he also is a loyal Assyrian. He is one of 

those people who calls himself Ašuraya [sing.] for the sake of unity between different Assyrian 

groups.” At the time, I did not fully grasp Nineb’s comment until I arrived in Iraq and gained a first-

hand experience of the ongoing identity crisis amongst the Iraqi Assyrians. 

In Syriac historical documents of the early centuries of the Common Era, we can find terms 

that show how Christian inhabitants of northern Mesopotamia referred to themselves.267 In 

manuscripts written by the clergy, teachers and philosophers of the Aramaic-speaking churches in 

the Byzantine and Iranian Empires, the ethnicity of upper Mesopotamian inhabitants is identified as 

Aturaye [Assyrians].268 In these manuscripts, we also see the use of Asuryaya, meaning someone 

who speaks a dialect of Surit, which refers to the indigenous Christian inhabitants of upper 

Mesopotamia (Table 5-1).  

 

English Assyria Assyrian Syria Syrian 

Assyrian Atur/Athur Aturaya/Suraya Suria Suriyaya 

Persian Asurestan Asuri/Ashuri Surestan/Suriyeh Suriyayi 

Arabic Jazira/Ashur Asuri/Ashuri Suriyah Suri 

Greek Assyria Assyrios Syria Syros 

Latin Assur Assur Suria Syrus 

   

 Table 5-1. Translation of “Assyria”, “Assyrian”, “Syria” and “Syrian” into different languages 

 
267 These terms also exist in earlier Iranian inscriptions from the period after the last Assyrian Empire 
was demolished and the short-lived Babylonian/Chaldean Empire came to power. See “  – نوتسیب هراوید

لوا شویراد ” [Behistan Inscription: Darius I], مالسا ات ادتبا زا ناریا خیرات سلطا  [Atlas of Iranian History 
from the Beginning to Islam], accessed December 21, 2020, 
https://iranatlas.info/parseh/pe_behistun.htm; Darius I, The Behistan Inscription of King Darius: 
Translation and Critical Notes to The Persian Text with Special Reference to Recent Re-
Examinations of The Rock, trans. and ed. Herbert Cushing Tolman (Nashville: Vanderbilt University, 
1908). 
268 Mark Gewargis, “Assyrians in History,” AINA News, November 8, 2019, 
http://www.aina.org/news/20191108150140.htm. In various Aramaic dialects, the sound “t” is 
pronounced “th”, “s” or “sh”. Consequently, Atur is articulated as Athur and Ashur. Such variations 
are also found in ordinary words like beta [home]. When the consonant “t” alters from one dialect to 
another, it is pronounced as batha, besa or basha. In spoken dialects of today, I have observed that 
the consonants “t” and “s” are used mostly by Assyrians in Iran. As I moved further west in Iraq, the 
sound “t” in Atur and beta gradually changed to “th” and “sh.”  
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Based on my observations, in their conversational language, Assyrians also use the 

word Suryaya, without the initial “A” in its written form, to define their Asuryay/Athuraya 

[Assyrian] ethnic origin.269 Suyraya has been used both in literary manuscripts and spoken dialects 

representing those who speak Surit.270 Today, Aturaya and its variants are commonly used in formal 

conversations and Suryaya in casual talk.271 As I mentioned earlier, it is important to note that most 

contemporary Assyrians express their ethnicity and religion through their Assyrian identity. One is 

Assyrian if one is born to an Assyrian couple, speaks the Assyrian language and is Christian. We 

also see that the same concept of Assyrianness is used in Iranian literature that deals with terms 

concerning identifying Assyrian people, as well as in vernacular Persian. 

Although Mesopotamia had geographic and demographic independence from the Iranian 

plateau, Iranians made Mesopotamia an Iranian province when they conquered it in 549 BCE. They 

made the ancient city of Seleucid-Ctesiphon, near modern Baghdad, their capital city (41–632 CE), 

and labelled Mesopotamia Del-e Iran-shahr [the heart of Iran] to highlight its geopolitical 

importance in the empire.272 Iranians referred to Mesopotamia as Asurestan, meaning “Assyrians’ 

land”, underscoring the land’s political history and demographic.273 They indicated the language of 

Asurestan as Soryani [Syriac] and recognised Assyrians religiously and denominationally as 

Masihiy-e Nasturi [Nestorian Christian].274 Likewise, they called the ethnic Assyrians Asuri or 

Ashuri (Table 5-1).275  

 
269 Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect, 1n. Suryaya also takes other forms such as Sura, Suray and 
Suryay [pl], depending on the dialect spoken in a specific region. 
270 For the past two centuries, scholars who deny the contemporary Assyrians of ethnic coherence 
have suggested that the term Suryaya has no connection to the word Atur. They base their argument 
on the absence of the initial vowel “A” and conclude that the word Suryaya does not designate an 
ethnicity but is a signifier of a religious community. According to studies done by linguists of 
Semitic languages, Suryaya is a derivative of the term Atur, where its initial “A” has been dropped as 
the language has developed and been modified over time. Gewargis, “Assyrians in History;” 
Mohamad Dashti, “ ھلجد روحم :لوا شخب( نیرھنلا نیب یاھبآ ھکبش یخیرات یایفارغج )” [Historical Geography of 
the Mesopotamian Waters Network: Part One: The Axis of the Tigris], ناھوژپ خیرات   [Historians] 1 
(2006), http://ensani.ir/fa/article/46502/;” Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect, 1n. 
271 Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 166. 
272 See Tourja Daryaee, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Iranian History (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011). 
273 Dashti, “ یخیرات یایفارغج .” 
274 Arash Rayisi-Nejad, “ نارھت ات نوفسیت زا ،نیمز ناریا هاگینارگ ” [Iran’s Centre of Gravity: From 
Ctesiphon to Tehran], August 20, http://www.irdiplomacy.ir/fa/news/1994296. 
275 In the Persian language, the “s” and “sh” sounds are used interchangeably due to language 
evolution. Language evolutions occur when sounds transform to a closely related tone or when initial 
and final letters disappear or emerge. The same is also observed in various Aramaic and Arabic 
dialects, where certain sounds form a continuum: t → th → s → sh. Dashti, “ یخیرات یایفارغج .”. 
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After the rise of Islam, Iranians adopted the Arabic term “Iraq” in place of Asurestan. The 

rest of the words have remained in use until today. My observations show that Iranians strictly 

distinguish ethnicity from religion and religion from denomination. Therefore, they call the 

indigenous Christian Mesopotamians Mesihiy-e Asuri/Ashuri regardless of their church 

denominations. Likewise, they refer to Assyrians of various denominations as Catholic Assyrians, 

Evangelical Assyrians and Pentecostal Assyrians. Following the same model, contemporary 

Assyrians with different national identities are called Iranian Assyrians, Iraqi Assyrians and Syrian 

Assyrians. Today, Assyrians of Iran also apply the same terminologies to identify themselves as a 

distinct ethnic group, with various national and denominational identities. 

In the Arabic language, Atur is pronounced as Asur and Assyrian as either Asuri or Ashuri. 

“Christian” in Arabic translates to both Nosrani and Masihi, the former traditionally used for 

Mesopotamian Christians and the latter for non-Mesopotamian Christians, such as the Greeks. 

Today, Masihi refers to all Christians regardless of their ethnic origins.276 Western historical 

documents from the late antiquity and medieval period differentiate Assyria from Syria as two 

separate geographical regions.277 Territories to the east of the Euphrates River are termed “Assyria” 

and lands to the west of the Euphrates are labelled “Syria”.278 Accordingly, Assyria’s inhabitants are 

called “Assyrians”, and the various ethnic groups living in the western territories are generally 

termed “Syrians”, who are further identified by their ethnic names. Assyria, on the other hand, was 

populated by peoples such as Assyrians, Arabs and Iranians.279 Asur is the Latin translation of both 

Assyria and Assyrian in these documents (Table 5-2).  

As I showed above, historical Persian, Arabic and Greek/Roman manuscripts used the same 

or similar terminologies to refer to Assyrians as a distinct ethnic group with Christianity as its 

religion. However, there seems to be another term to have been used in the West, at least during the 

 
276 In medieval Arabic sources, southern Mesopotamia is usually cited as Iraq, probably taken from 
the name of the ancient Sumerian city of Uruk on the south-eastern banks of the Euphrates. These 
documents use the term Jazira [island] specifically for upper Mesopotamia. In the old Arabic 
language, Jazira refers to any land surrounded partially or entirely by water, river or sea. John Alan 
Halloran, Sumerian Lexicon: A Dictionary Guide to The Ancient Sumerian Language (Los Angeles: 
Logogram, 2006); Dashti, “ یخیرات یایفارغج .” 
277 Western sources of late antiquity and the Middle Ages include Latin and Greek documents 
written by Assyrians, Syrians, Greeks and Romans who lived under the Byzantine Empire. 
278 For instance, in these documents, we read that Arameans, Nabateans, Jews and Assyrians as 
Semitic people lived in Syria along with Palestinians and Lebanese. See Nathanael Andrade, 
“Assyrians, Syrians and the Greek Language in the late Hellenistic and Roman Imperial Periods,” 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 73, no. 2 (October 2014): 299-317; Akopian “The Spread of 
Christianity in Osrhoene,” in Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 161-168.  
279 Gewargis, “Assyrians in History;” Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 32.  
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Middle Ages, to point to ethnic Assyrians, and that is the contested term “Chaldean”. Although the 

pope used the word “Chaldean” to indicate those Assyrians who had joined the Catholic Church, the 

term soon took on a different meaning by Assyrians of Iraq. They first used the word to show their 

ethnic difference. Then, they used it to signify their denominational distinction. Finally, they adopted 

it to represent their ethnonational-religious individuality. 

 

5.1.2.  Schism 

Sargon is an Iranian Assyrian immigrant who lives in San Jose. Sargon’s family are Catholic 

Assyrians from Urmia, Iran. His extended family had begun migrating to the US in the 1990s. 

Today, most family members reside in northern California, where most of the Assyrian community 

comprises Iranian Assyrians. In a casual conversation, he explained to me that in a family gathering 

in 2018, his eldest cousin proclaimed that they all should call themselves Chaldeans. Sargon 

continued, “I told her that we are not Chaldeans. We are Assyrians no matter what. I also told her 

that we are Catholics. There is no such thing as Chaldeans, neither as a church nor as a nation. This 

is a made-up term by the British to divide us.” I asked Sargon why his cousin had concluded that she 

should call herself a Chaldean as a Catholic. He replied, “She had been listening to the recent speech 

by the Catholic bishop in San Diego, and I told her that she must think for herself and not merely 

follow what other people say, even religious leaders. Chaldeanism is a Western political agenda, and 

it has nothing to do with the Christian faith. Our people need to pay more careful attention to politics 

than they currently do.” 

To investigate who Chaldeans are, I asked several Assyrian intellectuals about who 

historically Chaldeans were and if Chaldeans today consider themselves descendants of ancient 

Chaldeans. The responses of Iranian Assyrians differed from those in Iraq. Assyrians in Iran 

considered Chaldeans a different ethnic group and related to the ancient Chaldean tribe, who spoke 

an old language. It should be noted that these claims came from Assyrian intellectuals who based 

their arguments on Assyrian history books. Iraqi Assyrians considered Chaldeans Catholic Christians 

who spoke a dialect of Surit.  

In everyday conversations, terms such as Aturaya, Suryaya, and Chaldaya have different 

meanings for the Iraqi Assyrians. Here, I first attend to the question of “Who were Chaldeans?” 

According to scholarly literature, ancient Chaldeans were West Aramaic-speaking people who, in the 

eighth century BCE, migrated to the most south-eastern region of Mesopotamia from the lands east 
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of the Mediterranean Sea.280 Their tribe leaders gradually achieved political power. They joined 

forces with the Babylonian monarchs of southern Mesopotamia and the Iranian Medians to 

overthrow the Neo-Assyrian Empire in 612 BCE. They then established the last Mesopotamian 

dynasty of the Neo-Babylonians, also called the Chaldean dynasty. Modern Western scholars use the 

former term while the latter has been used in official and literary documents since antiquity. 

Although called the Chaldean dynasty, the kings on the throne in Babylon were from different ethnic 

backgrounds, from indigenous residents of Babylon to Assyrians of the north. Babylon was 

Mesopotamia’s capital until the Iranian Persians entered the city in 539 BCE and ended 

Mesopotamian rule. 

The language of the ancient Chaldeans is categorised as a dialect of West Aramaic. In 

Mesopotamia, the Chaldean tribes adopted East Aramaic as their colloquial language, which had 

already penetrated the entire Mesopotamian territory by the eighth century BCE.281 It seems that, 

after the fall of the Neo-Babylonian/Chaldean Empire, historians of the western lands, such as the 

Jews and the Greeks, occasionally used the Mesopotamian political establishment’s title to refer to 

the East Aramaic language spoken in Mesopotamia. Consequently, “Chaldean” was used 

synonymously for Surit and Syriac, the language of the land ruled by the Chaldeans. As I have 

briefly mentioned in previous sections, the term Chaldean today has a more multifaceted meaning 

amongst both Assyrians and non-Assyrians. We find language playing the central function at the 

heart of this complexity. Investigating its function is significant because, as I have mentioned before, 

language is an essential part of the sonic scape of the performance of the liturgy and is an integral 

part of Assyrian identity. 

In Iran, Assyrian Catholics speak Surit and consider themselves ethnically Assyrian 

[Aturaya] to this day. They strictly avoid using the term Chaldean when referring to their 

denominational identity. Although my conversations with both Catholics and Easterners in Iraq were 

in Surit, I soon realised that identifying myself as Atureta [f.] when asked about my ethnic 

background translated into my being a member of the Church of the East. If I casually called 

myself Sureta [f.], it only told them that I was Christian. As an Iranian Assyrian, finding the correct 

term to answer questions about my ethnicity was not a straightforward task. The only channel 

through which I was able to communicate my ethnic identity with Assyrians in Iraq was through my 

 
280 Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 32-37. See also Angelika Berlejung and Michael 
P. Streck, eds., Arameans, Chaldeans, and Arabs in Babylonia and Palestine in the First Millennium 
B.C. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2013). 
281 Andrade, “Assyrians, Syrians and the Greek Language;” Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and 
Syriac, 32. 
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dialect of Surit, which belongs to the Assyrians of Urmia and is known to Iraqi Assyrians as 

Urmižnay [Urmian]. Through my Urmian dialect, they recognised me as someone who speaks their 

language and must have the same Assyrian blood running in her veins. As I spent more time in Iraq 

talking to Assyrians from different social backgrounds, regions and denominations, I realised that in 

many instances, the Iraqi Assyrians themselves find choosing the correct term from such a plethora 

of terminologies perplexing. Therefore, some religious and political leaders have attempted to 

conceive new, all-inclusive terms, all of which have failed to be accepted by wider Assyrian 

society.282 

In the following sections, I show that the link between language and numerous identity 

signifiers that we encounter in Iraq today is rooted in Arabic and Assyrian literacy. Learning literacy 

skills has been encouraged by the religious affiliations between Assyrians and two different Western 

mission activities in Iraq and Iran in the last two hundred years. This linguistic development has 

influenced the adoption of one language as a new native tongue and the perpetuation of the other, 

which has further influenced both the sonic and music scenes in various parishes in rural and urban 

Iraq.  

Dr Aziz was born in Gerbish, a twenty-minute drive north of the city of Akra. He explained, 

“It’s a relatively new village. We built it around 1935. Originally, we are from the village of Geppa 

… in Nahla. Nahla has two sections. In the east are the Chaldean villages, and on the other side are 

situated villages like Kashkava . . . . Those are our Assyrian brothers.” To clarify the distinction 

between the terms he used to explain Nahla’s demographic, I asked if by “Assyrian” he meant the 

Church of the East. He replied, “They’re all Church of the East, but some converted to Catholicism. 

The liturgy remained the same in both churches.”  

The question of nomenclature remained a complicated matter through both medieval and 

modern periods. As I demonstrated, there are instances in old Western sources where either 

Mesopotamia or its Aramaic dialect are labelled after the title of its final empire: Babylonian or 

Chaldean.283 The most significant example is the late medieval period when the first group of 

adherents of the Church of the East in Cyprus officially came into union with the Roman Catholic 

Church in 1445. Pope Eugene IV called the new Uniate church the Chaldean Catholic Church upon 

 
282 Terms such as Chaldo-Assyrians, Assyro-Chaldeans and Chaldean-Syriac-Assyrian. 
283 The fourth-century historian Jerome of Stridon uses the term Chaldean for the Aramaic language 
and the thirteenth-century historian Jacques de Vitry uses the term Chaldean for the Syriac language 
in his Historia Orientalis; Baum and Winkler, The Church of the East, 82-3; Edmon Louis 
Gallagher, Hebrew Scripture in Patristic Biblical Theory: Canon, Language, Text (Leiden: Brill, 
2012), 139. 
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their conversion. He stated, “Nobody shall, in future, dare to call [...] Chaldeans, Nestorians,” and 

then attempted to Latinise their Syriac liturgy.284 According to John Meyendorff, the use of 

vernacular in religious rituals contributes to the inclusion of faith in the form of a religious rite as a 

national identification next to other aspects, such as ethnicity, language and land.285 Consequently, 

Latinising the eastern liturgies upon their conversion to Catholicism did not progress as successfully 

as expected because their congregations resisted Rome’s attempt to do away with an essential aspect 

of their culture and identity. Therefore, many of these unions failed to remain with the Roman 

Church and retained their previous denominational affiliations.  

Subsequently, when the 1552 schism resulted in an eventual split in the Church of the East 

and, later, the official establishment of a Roman Catholic Church amongst Assyrians in 1830, the 

liturgy of the new rite remained in the same language and format.286 As much as preservation of 

liturgical language correlated highly with ethnicity and nationalism, the formation of a new church 

order ignited a new ethnic identity in northern Iraq. This new ethnic identity began forming not 

based on geographical territory, language, history or ethnicity. All these factors were identical 

between Assyrian Catholics and the Eastern Church. What triggered the formation of a new ethnic 

identity was the title of the new rite. According to F. Kristian Girling, Catholic Assyrians highlighted 

the term Chaldean in the title assigned to them by the pope to assert their independence from Rome 

in ecclesiastical matters, covertly.287 

 
5.2.  Language and Liturgy in the Catholic Nineveh Plains 

Three days after my first arrival in Iraq, Mar Abris arranged for me to visit the Catholic monastery in 

the ancient town of Alqosh. Alqosh is a ninety-minute drive to the northwest of Erbil. The abbot and 

one of the monks picked me up from my hotel in the centre of Ankawa on a rainy Friday afternoon in 

 
284 “Ecumenical Council of Florence (1438-1445),” EWTN Global Catholic Network, accessed 
January 13, 2021, https://www.ewtn.com/catholicism/library/ecumenical-council-of-florence-1438-
1445-1461; Baum and Winkler, The Church of the East, 12; Baumer, “XI: The Period of Divisions 
and Trials.” 
285 John Meyendorff, “The Orthodox Church and Mission: Past and Present Perspectives,” chap. 9 in 
Christ in Eastern Christian Thought (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1987), 149-
166. 
286 By the early nineteenth century, parishes in the Nineveh Plains, in the Erbil governate, the 
province of Sulaymaniyah and the communities to the north of the Urmia Plain had officially 
converted to Catholicism. Today, these parishes make up most of the Assyrian population. However, 
communities in the Hakkari mountains and the Urmia Plain remained with the Church of the East. 
Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 310. According to Father Denhha, to Catholicise the 
liturgy, some sections from the Maronite liturgy, which were also in Syriac, were acquired. 
287 Girling, The Chaldean Catholic Church, 36. 
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November. When we passed through Erbil’s suburbs and reached a hilltop, the sun came out and 

shed light on green pastures laid out on both sides of the road. These pastures covered several hills 

before we encountered a full panorama of the Nineveh Plains.  

Alqosh is home to the ancient Rabban Hormzid Monastery. The town is situated at the 

foothills of the Bayhidhra mountains, looking southward over the fertile Nineveh plateau. The old 

Rabban Hormzid Monastery stands two miles into the mountain and is in the form of carved-out 

cells. A more recent monastery called the Monastery of Our Lady of the Seeds was built in 1858. 

This monastery is situated on the edge of Alqosh and on the way up to the ancient monastery. 

Currently, monks reside at the new abbey. Numerous Assyrian villages are located on both sides of 

the road from Alqosh southward to Mosul. Alqosh monks conduct the mass in these villages. The 

abbot had arranged for me to attend the Sunday mass with Father Denhha in the village of Baqopa 

that weekend.  

Baqopa is amongst several Assyrian villages that ISIS occupied in the summer of 2014. 

According to Father Denhha, when the military forces of the Kurdish Regional Government and the 

Iraqi army retreated from Mosul in June, Assyrians of villages to the north of Mosul fled further 

north. They took refuge in towns and villages in Duhok and Erbil provinces. After their liberation in 

2016, residents of these villages returned to their homes and resumed their everyday lives. As we 

drove on the sideroad into Baqopa, Father Denhha showed me the old school building at the village 

entrance, which ISIS troops used as a base. Nearly all the village buildings showed signs of shelling 

on their walls. We passed by one of the Catholic convents in the region and then up the village main 

road towards the village church. People were walking to the church for the mass in those early hours 

of the day. Many teenage girls with neatly braided hairstyles were going to church in groups of two 

or three. I asked Father Denhha if schools were closed on Sunday in the Assyrian villages. He 

explained that Assyrian schools are closed, but many families send their children to Arab schools in 

Mosul, which are open on Sundays.  

On the way to Baqopa, Father Denhha warned me that the villagers are tribesmen and, 

therefore, observe the old tradition of segregating women and men once inside the church. This 

tradition is not observed at the abbey church in Alqosh. As is customary in most churches in Iraq, 

women sit at the back of the church, and men occupy the front rows. In Catholic churches, women 

are not obliged to cover their hair during the service. Thus, some of the ladies sat in the church 

uncovered. In the middle of two sections were sitting the female youth. They were indirectly 

observed by an elderly nun who seemed to oversee the girls’ choir. The nun kept encouraging the 

girls to sing responsorials loudly.  
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The mass was sung in Syriac, and the sermon was delivered in Surit. Musically, the mass 

sounded very similar to the mass I had heard in San Jose and London. When the congregation 

formed a line to receive the Eucharist, women took out their scarves and veiled their hair. The youth 

choir picked up separate booklets and began singing some praise songs. The modalscape suddenly 

altered, and new microtones filled the space. I then realised that the choir was singing in Arabic. The 

hymns belonged to a different repertoire. Young girls uttered the songs confidently and 

harmoniously, more assuredly than the hymns they sang in Assyrian.  

      After the mass, one of the church elders invited Father Denhha and the deacons to his house for 

breakfast, a costumery practice when the priest conducting the mass is not resident in the village. We 

entered the front yard through the main door. There were several rooms around the yard. One of 

them was a large reception room. It was furnished with a thick red Middle Eastern rug, a red U-

shaped sofa set and a large flat-screen television. Soon, a male youth brought a tray of tea glasses 

into the room. I realised then that the women in the house had breakfast separately, in a different 

room. Later, the same boy brought freshly made yoghurt, cream, feta cheese, butter, tahini, date 

syrup, homemade jam and a large plate filled with sausage and scrambled eggs. During breakfast, the 

men discussed politics and relations between the US, ISIS and the Kurdish Regional Government. 

They held their conversations in Assyrian, and although their dialect was different from mine, I was 

able to understand them fully after about ten minutes. 

Three days after returning to Erbil from Alqosh, I met with two young Assyrian men, Elyamo 

and Jack. In 2018, they were both undergraduate students at the Salahaddin University-Erbil. Jack 

was a student of Syriac language, and Elyamo majored in music. I met with them at a coffee shop on 

Ankawa Boulevard. The coffee shop had a very young ambience with modern brown decoration. It 

was a cold autumn evening, but it was bustling and noisy inside. Most of the customers were male. 

Nevertheless, I saw some women in the coffee shop, too. We sat outside on the porch. Our waiter 

was a cheerful young Kurdish man who was a friend of Jack and Elyamo. Drinks came in very nice, 

fancy cups. The atmosphere was reminiscent of an American café on downtown Main Street. The 

coffee shop and the neighbourhood had a good atmosphere. The large trees and tall streetlights on 

the boulevard, two-storey houses in white, the fresh smell of coffee and the orange leaves on the 

trees combined with young adults’ voices coming from inside the coffee shop talking in Kurdish and 

Arabic created a cosmopolitan feel. 

Elyamo was born and raised in Erbil and is a third generation of the Hakkari Assyrians who 

settled in Nahla after the genocide. He had played the guitar in one of the Catholic churches in 

Ankawa for some time. As we talked about the spoken or sung mass in various parishes, Elyamo 
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mentioned that the creed was recited in Arabic in Catholic churches. I told him that I had heard the 

creed being sung in Syriac in the village of Baqopa and that there were only some choral hymns in 

Arabic. Elyamo then explained, “Because people know little Arabic there.” 

Following Elyamo’s comment about rural Assyrians of the plains, Jack, who is from Nahla 

and a deacon at the Church of the East, continued, “You know how it is? Nowadays, people … want 

translations because they don’t understand lišana atik̭a. So, the priest translates to Surit. He 

translates to Assyrian because people know Assyrian. But Chaldeans and Suryanis change to Arabic 

because they understand Arabic better.” Elyamo further explained, 

 

That’s how it was before. For example, in the Church of the East, the hymns and liturgy are 

in Assyrian. They don’t want to bring anything from outside, especially the Arabic language. 

It was the same in the Catholic Church, for example, in Ankawa. But after ISIS, so many 

people came [to Ankawa] from other cities [Mosul, Baghdad, Basrah]. Now, they’re from the 

same denomination [Catholics] but haven’t heard Assyrian. So, there is a hymn in Assyrian in 

the mass, and then there is a hymn in Arabic. The priest would preach once in Arabic and 

once in Assyrian. He would use once Arabic words and once Assyrian words. They’re 

Assyrians, and so is the church itself, but they have never heard Surit. So, when the priest 

speaks, he is forced to speak in Arabic because people understand Arabic, and those who 

have come (the displaced) are themselves Arabs. 

 

According to Sitt Layla, a small community of non-Iraqi Christians from other Arab-speaking 

countries, such as Palestine, have been living in large urban centres in Iraq as professionals or 

spouses of Iraqi citizens since before the US occupation. However, the Christian Arabs that Elyamo 

alluded to are the Assyrian Catholics of the large urban centres who switched to speaking Arabic 

following their conversion to Catholicism. They later adopted the Arab identity but remained 

Christians. Therefore, today, they identify themselves as Iraqi Arab Christians.288 Elyamo 

 
288 Another community of Assyrian Christians in Iraq belongs to the Syriac Orthodox Church. This 
denomination has been present in Iraq since its formation in the sixth century CE by Jacob 
Baradaeus. It is informally called Jacobite Church. It is officially called the Syriac Orthodox Church, 
as its liturgy is in Syriac. This denomination’s geographical centre has been the modern state of Syria 
and the southeast plains of modern Turkey. Since various Aramean tribes originate in Syria, the 
adherents of this Church in Syria ethnically identify themselves as Arameans. Following the 
prevalent pattern of the synthesis of religion/denomination and ethnicity in the Middle East and 
especially in Iraq, the Orthodox Assyrians of Iraq have recently begun to identify themselves as 
Arameans ethnically. Although their liturgy is in Syriac, most community members speak in Arabic. 
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distinguished between urban and rural Assyrian Catholics by saying, “We also have the nation of 

Chaldeans as well as the Catholic Church.” Here, Elyamo referred to Catholics who call their native 

language “Chaldean”. 

Based on historical documents, Mesopotamia was divided into four major provinces under 

the Ottomans.289 These provinces, from south to north, comprised Baghdad, Mosul, Van and 

Diyarbakir. My Iranian and Iraqi informants explained that the Nineveh and Urmia plains villages 

were still exclusively populated by Assyrians, except for some shared settlements with Christian 

Armenians. Assyrian was the only language the villagers knew unless they travelled to the cities for 

work, education or merchandising.290 As a whole, it seems that plain communities were in the form 

of a steady relationship with neighbouring towns and cities in one way or another, which connected 

these communities to local and, consequently, to the central governing bodies. I suggest that these 

Assyrians found their political and economic interests in direct convergence with those of the central 

government, hence the subconscious inclination to form a national loyalty and identity in a broader 

sense. The national allogeneic intensified amongst Assyrians of the Nineveh Plains following the 

Hakkari Assyrians’ resettlement in northern Iraq after the genocide. Such sentiments ignited an 

Assyro-Chaldean identity struggle that has only escalated since the US overthrew Saddam Hussein in 

2003 and formed a new constitution in Iraq.  

In Hakkari, Assyrians developed a slightly different approach towards the ruling powers. The 

District of Van included the Hakkari mountains in the south and the Armenian region of Van in the 

north. Assyrians of Hakkari and Armenians of Van lived in a Kurdish-dominated province. As a 

result, Assyrians did not consider the Ottomans their immediate enemy but did the Kurds in 

neighbouring villages, who regularly raided the Assyrian villages, abducted their flock and destroyed 

their property.291 Assyrian efforts to protect their villages from the Kurdish incursions encouraged a 

sense of autonomy in these communities. After WWI, the newly established Turkish government 

prevented Assyrian survivors from returning to their villages. Such actions only encouraged the 

mountain Assyrians’ notion of Assyrian nationalism and the right to self-governance.  

When asked to become Iraqi citizens, the Hakkari Assyrians insisted on having an 

autonomous region. These Assyrians then allied with the British forces in Iraq, hoping that the 

Christian British would assist their Christian brothers in acquiring a piece of land. In contrast, the 

 
289 Naim Kapucu and Hamit Palabiyik, Turkish Public Administration: From Tradition to the 
Modern Age (Ankara: USAK Publications, 2008).  
290Akopian, Introduction to Aramean and Syriac, 370-4. 
291 Baumer, The Church of the East, 216; Dickens, “Nestorian Christianity in Central Asia.” 
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inhabitants of Mesopotamia, whether Christian or non-Christian, had joined forces to drive out 

foreigners from their country. I suggest that differing political views between the Nineveh Plains and 

the Hakkari Assyrians fuelled their denominational schism. I argue that to distance themselves from 

Hakkari Assyrians further, the Nineveh Plains Assyrians, especially in large urban centres such as 

Baghdad and Mosul, emphasised their Chaldean identity as a religio-national identity of Christian 

Iraqis, with less emphasis on ethnicity and Surit. 

During my second trip to Iraq, I had a chance to attend an evening Sunday mass at the 

Catholic Cathedral of St Joseph in Ankawa with two Assyrian female friends. Zakhota and Kinnara 

were in their third year of the Syriac Studies undergraduate programme at the Salahaddin University-

Erbil. The large church building had been recently erected. Its exterior design was reminiscent of 

ancient Assyrian castle architecture, but its interior had a modern composition. The church was 

packed. Women sat in the back of the church with their hair uncovered, and the men sat in the front. 

A large choir of deacons occupied the sanctuary on the left, and a mixed choir and a pop music band 

were situated in the gallery. Thinking that the mass would be similar to the one in Baqopa, I prepared 

myself to join the congregation in singing the responsorials. To my surprise, the majority of short 

responses were uttered in Arabic. The priest alternated between Syriac and Arabic, and the bishop’s 

sermon was delivered in Arabic, too. Various Arab maqams were used in priestly chants by both the 

priest and the deacons and, therefore, I could not recognise any of the melodies. Finally, it was time 

to chant the Lord’s Prayer before receiving the Eucharist. The Prayer was in Syriac. I joined the 

congregation in singing. Soon, they switched back to Arabic.  

We now queued to receive the communion. To accommodate the large crowd, two clerics 

stood in front of the church to serve the men, and two others stood in the middle to serve the women. 

Suddenly, a full pop band began playing a solemn tune, and a full-voiced choir started singing. 

Although the musical introduction seemed to be in a minor diatonic mode, the choir uttered the 

melody with many slides and Arab microtones. I focused on seeing how certain vowels were voiced 

differently from the Assyrian dialects I had so far encountered in Iraq. I soon realised that the 

language was not Surit. They were singing in Arabic. The linguistic difference between Arabic and 

Assyrian gave rise to microtones of different sizes. This is usually due to different vocal techniques 

used to produce certain vowels and consonants in each language. All the rest of the choir hymns 

were also sung in Arabic. The service concluded, and everyone went to the churchyard for the social 

hour following the mass. Most of the people were communicating in Arabic, especially the children.  

Zakhota and Kinnara invited me to join them and two other classmates for dinner at a small 

restaurant nearby. Both classmates were members of the choir at St Joseph. They were originally 
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from Ankawa and spoke in the Ankawa dialect. Even though I understood their dialect of Assyrian, 

the two girls instead spoke in Arabic with me. They had Zakhota and Kinnara translate their 

comments into Assyrian when I missed some keywords. I asked them if they also spoke Arabic at 

home. They both told me that they spoke Assyrian at home but Arabic with other Assyrians who 

spoke in a dialect different than theirs. That also included me. I was puzzled by their response. I 

could still understand their dialect, so why did they think it was better for me to have Zakhota and 

Kinnara translate their comments from Arabic to Assyrian?  

Assyrians living in prominent urban centres in Iraq such as Mosul had been, as usual, able to 

establish positive and productive relationships with political and financial figures of the local 

government. According to Girling, these relations had provided the bedrock for forming an affluent 

and influential Assyrian elite. One of the critical factors in constructing such a select group was the 

knowledge of the Arabic language. 292 As the lingua franca of most of the Middle East, knowledge of 

the Arabic language was especially crucial for commercial activities.293 Girling explains that Arabic 

also accelerated the flow of knowledge from Rome to Mesopotamia through other Catholic 

communities in the Middle East whose primary colloquial and literal language was Arabic. 

Therefore, two groups benefited from knowing the Arabic language amongst Assyrians in the 

Nineveh Plains: the urban merchants and the Catholic clergy; the affluents and the intellectuals. In 

other words, knowledge of the Arabic language was a characteristic of the wider Assyrian elite. 

Likewise, being a Catholic and speaking Arabic became signifiers of economic and intellectual 

achievements, cosmopolitanism and social prestige. By the twentieth century, speaking Arabic at 

home had become a norm for Assyrians of urban centres in Iraq. Consequently, Arabic gradually 

began replacing Surit in the religious sphere. 

Development of a similar nature happened in Iran. Around the same time when a Chaldean 

identity was forming amongst Assyrians of the Nineveh Plains, the American Presbyterian mission 

was advancing amongst Assyrians of the Urmia Plain. Unlike the Armenians and Catholic Assyrians, 

the Church of the East in Urmia warmly welcomed the missionaries. The mission soon progressed 

with a different goal from its Catholic counterpart. In their report to the American Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the American missionaries acknowledged the Church of the 

East’s faith as some form “of a pure Christianity”. They also described the mission’s goal as an 

 
292 Girling, The Chaldean Catholic Church, 52-5. 
293 Ronen Zeidel, Pluralism in the Iraqi Novel After 2003: Literature and the Recovery of National 
Identity (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2020), 119-126. 
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agency by which Assyrians of the Church of the East could revive their ancient glory as great 

evangelists.294 The prime focus of this mission, then, was on literacy and public health.  

With the Easterner clergy’s help, the American missionaries converted the colloquial 

language of the Assyrians into formal writing using the Syriac script.295 Since then, the 

written Surit has become widely known as lišana sapraya [the literary language], and Syriac 

remained lišana atik̭a [the old language]. The missionaries then printed textbooks in written Surit for 

schools established in Urmia and the surrounding villages. Assyrian clerics taught Syriac, lišana 

sapraya, Persian, Turkish and English to male and female Assyrians. Many first-generation 

graduates became teachers at new schools. The missionaries also founded the first printed magazine 

in the country. This magazine was published in Surit and was called Zahrire d-Bahra [the Rays of 

Light]. This periodical included Surit translations of Western articles covering various topics, such as 

theology, health, medicine, farming, and Assyrian literary works. 296 

By the beginning of the twentieth century and in the wake of WWI, an elite class had evolved 

amongst the Assyrians of the Urmia Plain comprising Assyrian clergy and merchants. In the 

nineteenth century, knowledge of political thought circulating in Europe stimulated cultural and 

political activities outside the religious realm in small circles within the elite class. One early 

example was the establishment of a political newspaper in Surit titled Coxva [Star]. Coxva was 

founded by Rev. Baba Shabaz of Vazir-Abad village in 1906.297 The newspaper continued to be 

published during the War until the Assyrians of Urmia fled en masse in 1918. The newspaper’s 

editorial board actively engaged in cultural and artistic activities, such as the translation and 

publication of dramatic literature in Surit and the staging of plays.298 

Flora, the Assyrian teacher, shared with me her mother’s stories about living in Urmia after 

the establishment of the American mission. She said music was another context for cultural 

activities. As Assyrians were becoming literate and capable of reading the Bible in their own 

 
294 Henry Martyn Perkins, Life of Rev. Justin Perkins, D. D.: Pioneer Missionary to Persia (Chicago: 
Woman’s Presbyterian Board of Missions of the Northwest, 1887), 15. 
295 Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect, 7-9; Murre-van den Berg, From a Spoken to a Written 
Language. 
296 Heleen Murre-van den Berg, “The Missionaries’ Assistants: The Role of Assyrians in the 
Development of Written Urmia Aramaic,” Journal of the Assyrian Academic Society 10, no. 2 
(1996): 6; Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect, 8. 
297 Hannibal Gevargis, The History of Assyrian Journalism, Volume One (Hardcover, Persian 
Edition), 2017, Lulu.com, p49-56; Murre-van den Berg, “The Missionaries’ Assistants,” 6. 
298 Adam H. Becker, “New Institutions Missionary Competition and the First Generation of 
Nationalists,” in Revival and Awakening: American Evangelical Missionaries in Iran and the 
Origins of Assyrian Nationalism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015). 
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language, American missionaries held small Bible study groups and casual prayer meetings where 

the participants engaged in hymn singing. In search of new materials, many American Presbyterian 

hymns were translated from English to Surit with the help of the Assyrian clergy. Although 

translated hymns were not included in the mass and offices, they were primarily used in non-

canonical worship meetings. Through translating songs from other languages to Assyrian, new 

musical styles entered various church music traditions. Nevertheless, the community accepted newly 

translated songs because Assyrian translations used words and phrases from Assyrian culture, which 

aided the community to establish a relationship with new songs quickly. My observation of the 

community singing translated songs from the late nineteenth century show that, in most cases, the 

clergy and laity appropriated foreign songs by incorporating performance practices standard in 

Assyrian music tradition. For example, they used slides or altered microtone sizes to match the 

microtones of liturgical chants or folk songs. I was intrigued when I observed in the diaspora how 

such performance practices diminished when Assyrians sing the same songs in the original language 

of English, emphasising the role of language in encouraging particular performance techniques and 

intonational alteration. 

Before the onset of WWI, the literacy rate amongst the Assyrians of the Urmia Plain rose 

from five percent to eighty percent, enabling community members to gain access to the latest 

developments in science, technology and socio-political changes.299 The Assyrian literacy skills 

opened doors for Assyrians in Iran to improve their social and economic standing in the majority-

Muslim Iran. I suggest that although Assyrians’ interactions with their Iranian neighbours were 

enhanced through education, their understanding of their ethnic, religious and national identities 

progressed through Assyrian literacy. This is especially noticeable in the realm of music.  

Assyrian nationalist musicians, who received their primary education in the Assyrian schools 

of Urmia, composed both Assyrian nationalist songs in Assyrian and produced works in Persian for 

the Iranian people; these musicians included choral director and composer Paulus Khofri, Shura 

Mikhailian (1930-2022) and Daniel. They also incorporated foreign musical elements into their 

Assyrian compositions premeditatedly and explained why and where these borrowings occur in their 

work, clearly distinguishing the two musical traditions while bringing them together. For instance, 

Daniel provides information about source materials for his compositions in the preface to his 

songbooks. Daniel’s “Nineveh” for piano and voice is a perfect example of incorporating musical 

materials from various neighbouring traditions. In the preface to William Daniel’s Creations, he said, 

 
299 Murre-van den Berg, “The Missionaries’ Assistants,” 8. 
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“I had three already-composed songs when the radio show launched in 1943: . . . and ‘Nineveh’ was 

composed by 1939, which had mixed melodic timbre, so I was looking for originality.”300 

As new political borders were drawn after the fall of the Ottoman Empire, nationalist 

sentiments gained momentum in the Middle East. These thoughts defined a nation by focusing on a 

land confined within certain political borders that constituted a shared home for people from various 

ethnicities and religious sects.301 Although religion had been an inseparable element of identification 

for Middle Eastern people, new nationalist ideals took on a slightly different flavour. I have shown 

that through education achieved by literacy, Assyrians of both the Nineveh Plains and Urmia had 

already elevated their social and economic status. They had established relations with their 

neighbours and local administrations. After WWI, the Assyrians of Ottoman Mosul Province were 

now considered Iraqi citizens alongside their Muslim Arab and Kurdish neighbours.302 Likewise, the 

Assyrians of Urmia, who had returned to their villages in Iran, were regarded as Iranian citizens. 

According to the prominent definition of nationalism, these groups accepted their Iraqi and Iranian 

citizenships and pursued the sovereignty of their respective states together with the rest of the 

population. Examples of Iranian national identity amongst Assyrians are stories by older members of 

the community who either took part in the political movements supporting the nationalisation of the 

Iranian oil industry in 1951 or the overthrow of the monarchy during the Iranian revolution in the 

70s.  

As I mentioned before, Iranians officially recognised Surit-speaking Christians of Iran 

as Assuri/Ashuri and their sects of Christianity as Katolik [Catholic] and Nasturani [Nestorian].303 

Following this stream of thought, further denominational divide in Iran did not interfere with the 

perception of an Assyrian ethnic identity. My field observations in Iran reveal that although a 

reformed church, the Assyrian Presbyterian Church still observed the mother church’s core cultural 

traditions, such as the ritual held at the deceased’s gravesite on the third day after the funeral, as well 

as the engagement sacrament. Moreover, Assyrian Presbyterians formally acknowledge the Church 

of the East patriarch’s temporal and political leadership through which they stress their Assyrian 

 
300 Daniel, preface to William Daniel’s Creations, 93. 
301 The concept of civic nationalism analysed by Anthony Smith: “‘Ethnic’ and ‘Civic’ 
Nationalism,” in Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010). 
302 See Rassam, “The Twentieth Century - The Modern State of Iraq,” chap. 6, in Christianity in 
Iraq; Mordechai Nisan, Minorities in the Middle East: A History of Struggle and Self-Expression, 
2nd ed. (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2015); Girling, “Re-discovering the Chaldean Narrative in 
Modern Iraq (1918-2003) in The Chaldean Catholic Church.  
303 There exist no adherents to the Syriac Orthodox Church amongst the Assyrians of Iran. 
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ethnicity. Catholic Assyrians in Iran also consider themselves Assyrians and not Chaldeans. They 

have officially registered their church as the Assyrian Catholic Church of Iran.304  

As we can see, the Assyrians of Iran understood their Iranian national identity and their 

Assyrian ethnic identity as functioning at two different levels, yet in communion. While they 

recognised their Iranian national identity, they also envisaged the revival of an Assyrian nation and 

the resurrection of Assyria as a nation-state in Bet Nahrin [Mesopotamia].305 However, for the 

Assyrians of the Nineveh Plains, the denominational identity encouraged the construction of a new 

ethnic identity under the term “Chaldean”.306 The Catholic denominational identity positioned itself 

in opposition to an Assyrian identity so closely related to the Assyrian language and a national 

historical narrative that the Church of the East had safeguarded. Language being at the heart of this 

dichotomy pushed to the background the ethnic identity of the Nineveh Plains Assyrians, especially 

the urban elites, and brought their Iraqi national identity to the fore. Accordingly, for Easterners, the 

importance of preserving the liturgical language as a sacred tradition now included the expression of 

the Assyrian ethnicity that has endured animosities. The Church of the East has had a crucial part in 

this process. The Church continued using Syriac, actively reproducing Surit in writing, teaching 

literacy skills to the laity and providing pastoral support for the cultural activities of the newly 

emerged intellectual elite. That is how denominational identities developed differently in Iran. 

Upon reviewing Assyrians’ perspectives on language and the ways literacy skills influenced 

their stance concerning their social environment, I have presented how language as a means of 

communication and a system of representation contributes to the formation and sustenance of 

identities. I have also demonstrated that its role in representing an ethnicity and nationality is 

fundamental. Through conversations in a particular language, memories are shared, emotions are 

 
304 After forming a migrant community of Iraqi Catholic Assyrians in southern provinces during the 
1940s, the Assyrian Catholic Church has been registered as the Assyrian and Chaldean Catholic 
Church as the Iraqi migrants insisted on being Chaldeans and not Assyrians.  
305 Since the mid-nineteenth century, the conception of nationalism for the Assyrians of Urmia and 
Hakkari emerged from its social front during the presence of American missionaries in their villages. 
Their notion of nationalism represented a definition that stressed “objective factors” such as history, 
language, religion and homeland.  
306 The urban Catholics accentuated their Iraqi civic national identity, which included components of 
a classic liberal definition of nationalism that Smith describes as “a rational association of citizens 
bound by common law and a shared territory”. According to Smith, this understanding of national 
identity entails speaking the language, learning the history, observing the costumes and recognising 
the political symbols of the dominant group. Assyrian Catholics in Iraq still retain their particularity 
based on religious differentiation between them and wider Iraqi society. Yet, their religion is 
mediated now through the language of the majority. Smith, Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History, 
42-44. 
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expressed, and, thus, social harmony and historical narratives are shaped. Language in recurring 

cultural events, rituals and even everyday conversations participates in the formation of traditions 

which, in turn, furthers collective remembering and emotional expression.  

In sung traditions, such as the performance of the Assyrian liturgy, a close affiliation between 

language and music generates an integrated tradition where prolongation of one is supported by the 

perpetuation of the other. In the next section, I argue that language strengthens the impact of sung 

traditions because first, it provides another shared means of expression next to the melodies of the 

sung repertoire, and second, because it safeguards the modal and intonational scenes of the musical 

tradition. In addition to its sonic peculiarity through its linguistic components, language provides a 

sense of collective by being shared by the members of that collective. Through a shared mediator, 

individuals participate in joint recollection of events and expression of thoughts.  

 
5.3.  Language as a Shared Means of Expression 

Amongst those aspects that differentiate the Assyrian language from other languages are proverbs 

and expressions which signify a particular meaning or message. Such expressions are usually based 

on causal episodes of old village life, a well-known historical event or a past social setting. In 

Assyrian, words and names, such as “village”, “vineyard” and “Nineveh”, usually allude to a piece of 

common knowledge about an event, place, person or characteristic when used in an expression. 

These places or persons may no longer be in existence. Regardless, such references in common 

expressions attach individuals to their ancestors’ everyday life. I propose that individuals establish a 

form of bonding facilitated by oral tradition through the medium of language by recognising such 

references. Allusions of this sort also find their way into lyrics of songs and hymns. Therefore, a 

sung repertoire bears the means to simultaneously enact a collective memory, historical narrative and 

community bonding.  

Melodies that accompany these lyrics are an integral part of nationalist songs and sung 

chants, such as a madrašta and unita. In previous chapters, I showed how Assyrians consider 

canonical melodies in their liturgy an oral tradition with roots in ancient Assyrian history. Likewise, 

I have shown in this chapter that the language of the liturgy gains the same standing and receives the 

status of a continuous tradition with its origins in ancient Mesopotamia. The liturgical language uses 

expressions deeply rooted in Assyrian culture and history, many of which were also used by the 

Church fathers when composing the text of the liturgy. Concerning the language of the liturgy being 

shared between modern speakers and historical characters, the ultimate example mentioned by 

Assyrian clerics and even non-religious Assyrians is the person of Jesus. In addition to providing a 
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religious and historical coherence, the fact that Jesus spoke in Aramaic sanctifies the language of the 

liturgy. For the non-religious, this fact still carries a historical value confirming the continuity of the 

language from ancient times until today and, hence, Assyrian ethnic coherence.  

Assyrian clerics’ perception of the liturgical language can be studied from two perspectives. 

The first standpoint engages with the sanctity of the language and the second involves their standing 

in relation to Assyrian identity. As stated by different clerics from various parishes, the Assyrian 

clergy hold the Assyrian language in high regard mainly because it is the language Jesus spoke. In 

addition, they revere the Assyrian language because the liturgy is in this language. That is, the 

teachings of the scripture and the doctrine of the Church of the East have been transmitted through 

Assyrian. Consequently, language, as the medium of communicating the holy message, acquires the 

same value as the content of the message. In response to my question of why the Church of the East 

persists in keeping the original language in its liturgy, Rev. Addai said, 

 
The main reason is that Jesus has spoken in this language. For instance, we take pride in 

saying, ‘Avon d’Bešmaya; net K̭adeš [our Father in heaven; hallowed be Your name].’ We 

say it in the same way Jesus did two thousand years ago. That’s why it’s very important. If 

we don’t speak this language at Church today, this language will be lost. It will die 

altogether. The reason why Assyrians speak the Assyrian language today is that we still have 

our prayers and liturgy in Assyrian. But go to Syria, Lebanon and Baghdad, and you’ll see 

that after they changed the language, especially the Chaldean Church, and performed the 

mass in Arabic and Kurdish, their congregations stopped speaking Assyrian. They don’t 

know Chaldean anymore. But we preserve both our faith and our language this way. Hitting 

two birds with one stone! 

 

Rev. Addai further explained, “All the Church of the East’s activities and teachings point to the mass 

we perform on Sundays. We use our own language in this mass, so people must understand what we 

say. It’s like a two-way relationship. The fact that we perform the mass in Assyrian or Aramaic 

(Syriac) has been the reason why our people learn and preserve our language to this day.” 

Although the bulk of the liturgy is in the literary dialect of Syriac, understanding the language 

is an effortless task for someone who speaks any of the colloquial dialects and knows the Assyrian 

script shared between Syriac and lišana sapraya. The musical utterance of the liturgical text may 

obscure the pronunciation of words and their meanings. Still, repetition and memorisation of the text 

as well as reading it from the liturgical books facilitate an understanding of Syriac. Rev. Tony, the 
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parish priest in London, maintains, “It is one thing to listen and speak a language, but quite another 

to read and write. Through literacy, a deeper understanding of Surit is gained, which, in turn, 

facilitates preserving the Assyrian language. Also, the ability to read and write in Surit assists 

understanding of Syriac to a large extent. Once people understand Syriac, they will appreciate the 

liturgy, and the tradition it perpetuates.”307 In recent years, numerous clerics have begun translating 

the chants from Syriac to Surit while performing them during the mass. I will attend to this practice 

in the next chapter. Regardless, I propose that preserving the Assyrian language in the liturgy, in any 

of its formats, is an expression of Assyrian identity and the community’s loyalty to protecting that 

identity. 

The Church of the East has preserved language as a sacred tradition by continuing to perform 

the liturgy in Assyrian. By doing so, it has also contributed to the conservation and transmission of 

music as an important Assyrian tradition. As shown in previous examples, Assyrians assert their 

ethnic identity through speaking the Assyrian language.308 Likewise, the preservation of the Church 

of the East’s liturgical language as a sacred tradition contributes to preserving music with its 

significant role in enhancing the expression and representation of Assyrianness. While the Church of 

the East has musical innovation as one of its fundamental concepts and welcomes new material in its 

musical repertoire, its core musical canon acts as an emblem of Assyrianness.309 The Church 

maintains the peculiar sound of its musical canon by preserving the language of its sung tradition. In 

the next set of examples from my ethnographic research in Iraq, I demonstrate how maintaining the 

Assyrian language safeguards the peculiarity of the liturgical sound. 

Elyamo compared the performance of the liturgy in Ankawa and Nahla to show how a 

change of language can influence the music. 

 

The liturgy has changed a lot. I’ve seen the liturgy before 2014 and then when ISIS came, 

and it has changed a lot. The priest had never used Arabic words before. The displaced 

Christians don’t have church buildings [in Erbil]. They do have one, but it’s tiny like a 

caravan, and there were too many of them here. So, they had to come to our churches. At 

first, they were like [our] guests. And our people got used to [the use of Arabic]. People here 

 
307 Rev. Fr Tony Malham (priest at St Mary’s Cathedral, London), in discussion with the author, May 
19, 2018, London, UK. 
308 Augusto Carli, Cristina Guardiano, Majda Kaucˇicˇ-Basˇa, Emidio Sussi, Mariselda Tessarolo and 
Marina Ussai, “Asserting Ethnic Identity and Power Through Language,” Journal of Ethnic and 
Migration Studies 29, no. 5 (2003):865-883, doi: 10.1080/1369183032000149613. 
309 I explore this topic in more detail in Chapter Six. 
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didn’t say, ‘We don’t want this because they are not patriotic and don’t value their language.’ 

Anyhow, you will see the authentic liturgy and tradition when you go to Nahla. Music is not 

harmonised, there’s no equal temperament, and they don’t play instruments. But you’ll hear 

pure and authentic melodies because they have been passed down from father to son. 

Everything, however, changed here. 

  

According to Dr Aziz, Syriac Orthodox and Chaldean Churches use Arab maqams in their 

liturgies. He said, “Only maqam bayat has survived in the Assyrian Church of the East. I haven’t 

heard the other [maqams]. When the deacon gets on the sanctuary and sings, it’s all in bayat. There 

isn’t anything else.” I asked if other maqams are used in the Catholic Church. He replied, “All of 

them. When I perform a mass, I can use all eight maqams. It’s unfortunate that they have been lost in 

the Assyrian Church of the East and that they don’t use them anymore.” In previous chapters, I 

showed that the Arab maqams are not often used in the chanting of the liturgy because those parishes 

that remained with the Church of the East were situated in isolated mountainous regions. These 

parishes were less affected by their neighbours’ music or the diverse music scene of urban centres. 

Therefore, priests and deacons at these churches composed melodies for priestly chants using the 

musical material from the Xudra, which seems to be based on a modal system different from the 

Arab maqams. Consequently, they sound different from the melodies in circulation in large cities and 

the Nineveh Plains. However, Dr Aziz’s comments show the influence of urban churches from the 

Arabic language and the Arab music scene. He continued, “We [Catholics], on the other hand, use all 

eight maqams in the mass.” Regardless, Dr Aziz expressed dissatisfaction with the use of languages 

other than Surit in Church because of the changes it brings to the musical tradition of the liturgy. He 

argued, 

 
Western churches have a different philosophy. They say that the text is more important, and 

the melody is less significant. But we in the East are not like that. Melodies have a substantial 

role in raising the people’s spirits in worship to enter heaven and into God’s presence. There 

is so much difference between when someone speaks and when someone delivers the same 

speech in singing. So, you see that influence from Rome changed our tradition. Therefore, 

you see that the Arabic language impacted these melodies when our churches began 

communicating with others like Arabs. This is especially the case with choirs, which have 

had a role in killing our tradition. They started importing songs in Arabic from Egypt and 

Lebanon, so our melodies were abandoned and destroyed by not being used. What we had, 
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which was unique, is lost, and now nothing is left of it. Today, in some churches, the choir 

sings two out of five songs in Assyrian, and the rest are in Arabic. They let our melodies be 

lost. A lot of what we had in villages is gone. 

 

Dr Aziz then compared the lingo-musical conditions in the Assyrian Catholic Church and the 

Church of the East with those of the Syriac Orthodox Church and its Catholic branch and said, “They 

have Arabic influence, too, but they say many things in Assyrian. Rome and the Arabic language 

have also influenced the Syriac Catholic [Church], but the Syriac Orthodox Church has been 

preserved. Their music is very clear and pure. It’s the same as before. They don’t change it.”310 I 

asked Dr Aziz if he thought that the liturgical music had been more preserved in the Church of the 

East than the Assyrian Catholic Church since the former does not use any language other than 

Assyrian. He replied, “I have been to the Assyrian Church of the East many times. So, you’ll see that 

there isn’t much influence of maqams there. They use a lot of bayat. I haven’t heard them using 

hejaz, rast, segah, divani or others. Maybe they use these maqams, but I haven’t heard them.” 

Based on the evidence I have presented above, I propose that through the use of the Assyrian 

language in cultural expression, Assyrians strengthen the foundations of their identity. Moreover, 

they encourage the preservation of their oral culture that has come down to them through the medium 

of the Assyrian language. Raised in the same society, the Assyrian Church of the East clergy, such as 

Revs Martin and Addai, acknowledge the importance of preserving the Assyrian language in the 

liturgy. They, too, agree that through the Assyrian language, the Church’s history, music and 

Assyrian tradition will persist— a tradition that is culturally and philosophically intimately linked 

with the Church’s ancient tradition. 

 

5.4.  Transmission of the Tradition Through Surit Literacy 

To facilitate an understanding of its sung heritage, the Church still carries the responsibility to teach 

the language to its people because it believes that comprehending the text aids continuation of the 

tradition. Although several clerics in various parishes I interviewed share the same perspective, only 

one of the parishes I visited had provided the printed text of at least the mass to the parishioners. Mar 

Yosip Parish in San Jose provides the worshippers with a printed text of the mass according to the 

liturgy of Mar Addai and Mar Mari, celebrated from Palm Sunday until the beginning of Advent. 

This work was originally compiled to assist non-Assyrian speakers in following the liturgy during 

 
310 The Syriac Catholic Church is a branch of the Suryani Church that joined the Roman Catholic 
Church in the eighteenth century. 
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the celebration of the mass. Therefore, they have provided the text in the original language, its 

transliteration into Latin script and its translation into English. With the Syriac text printed on paper, 

celebrants without a thorough knowledge of the liturgy and Syriac dialect can now read and 

understand the words sung by the clerics and join in chanting the congregational hymns. The Syriac 

transliterations and English translations provide a chance for non-Assyrian speakers to partake in the 

performance of the mass and be involved in the collective representation of identity, whether 

religious or ethnic. The mass, therefore, provides a platform where Assyrians from different 

backgrounds can take part in a collaborative enactment of social unity (Figure 5-1).  

   
Figure 5-1. The Laxumara chant from the Order of the Holy Qurbana according to the Liturgy of 
Mar Addai and Mar Marri, the Blessed Apostles, compiled by Rev’d Fr. Lawrance Namato 
(Modesto, CA: CIRED, 2009), 10. 
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San Jose’s parish is one of the few parishes, if not the only one, which has the text of the 

mass available in its church pews. In the diaspora, most parishes stress teaching literacy skills as a 

way to enable more people to participate in singing the liturgy.311 In the homeland, however, since 

the community members speak the language and church attendance is more regular than in the 

diaspora, parishioners have less difficulty understanding the literary dialect of the liturgy. 

Nevertheless, teaching literacy skills is still a responsibility that the Church of the East takes 

extremely seriously. Before the modern nation-states were established in the Middle East and central 

governments administered public education through modern teaching methods, literacy and 

knowledge were accessible primarily through religious institutions, be they Jewish, Christian or 

Muslim. Rev. Tony explained, 

  

Well, if we look back, that has always been our job: the church must teach music, philosophy, 

theology and history. The church has been in charge of establishing schools. Why? Because 

we never had a country. For instance, church is church like here in the UK, but the 

government oversees universities. We’ve always been part of minorities and never had a part 

in the running of governments. So, the Church has started schools to teach the language. If 

Assyrians have their own country one day, church will be church and will teach Christianity, 

and the government will teach music, history, language and everything else. 

 

During the final decades of the nineteenth century, the Assyrian Church of the East’s clerics 

actively taught literacy skills to Assyrian pupils at American missionary schools in Urmia. After the 

genocide, language teaching responsibilities were divided between the Church and the newly formed 

cultural and political organizations. These organizations emerged as a response to political changes 

that followed the fall of the Ottoman Empire and its impact on the future of the Church of the East’s 

adherents in Iraq. Various Assyrian political organisations that emerged in Iraq during the twentieth 

century received cultural support from the Church of the East in Iraq and the Assyrian community in 

Iran. Rev. Qaletta’s school in Mosul became a centre of Assyrian education and the first Assyrian 

printing house in Iraq. In Iran, numerous musicians engaged in nationalist music activities. For 

instance, William Daniel travelled to Iraq to collect the oral folk traditions of mountain Assyrians. 

He collected folk songs and epic performances based on which he composed musicals and a three-

volume epic poem. Paulus Khofri and Nebu Issabey wrote choral pieces based on the everyday life 

 
311 Many of these parishes usually project the English translations of the mass text onto big screens 
in the sanctuary during the performance of the mass. 
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of village Assyrians and the Church of the East’s historical characters. Shura Mikhailian composed 

nationalistic choral works with piano accompaniment. Pop singer Evin Agassi (b. 1945) recorded 

songs with a nationalist overtone that particularly addressed the Hakkari Assyrians’ struggle in Iraq. 

All these cultural products were delivered in Assyrian. 

After having eaten breakfast and before leaving Baqopa, Father Denhha went towards one of 

the front yard rooms. An old lady in traditional dress opened the kitchen door from the inside. He 

thanked the lady for breakfast and then introduced me to her. The old lady’s daughter-in-law was 

also in the kitchen and came forward to greet me. When the old lady learned that I was visiting them 

from the UK, she told me she had a son and two grandchildren in Canada. When everyone in her 

village fled to Duhok during the ISIS invasion, her son and others encouraged her to migrate to 

Canada. She had refused. She said, “I told them that my home is here. Why should I leave? My home 

is here, and I will stay here. I just miss my grandchildren, and I wish to see them. I hope they can 

come here one day.” 

In 1948, patriarch Mar Eshai Shimun XXIII (1908–1975) asked the Assyrians of Hakkari to 

acknowledge their Iraqi citizenship after two violent interactions with the state: the deportation of the 

patriarch and exodus of a group of Assyrians from Iraq. By the mid-twentieth century, the patriarch 

eventually asked the Hakkari Assyrians to embrace their Iraqi national identity. Nevertheless, they 

maintained their Assyrian national narrative by preserving the language, culture and, most 

importantly, by living in their ancestral land. Although small Assyrian communities had begun to 

form in the diaspora due to economic migration since the eighteenth century, the bulk of the 

Assyrian population remained in the Middle East. According to my Assyrian informants in the US 

and London, after the accession to power of the Ba’ath Party in 1968 and the Islamic Revolution of 

Iran in 1979, the migration of Assyrians from the Middle East to Western countries accelerated due 

to pan-Arabism, subsequent wars in Iraq, and the establishment of an Islamic government in Iran. 

My observations of the diasporic communities show that the Iraqi and Iranian national identities 

faded away in the diaspora, and the narrative of Assyrian national identity came to the fore again.  

Events following the genocide and the resettlement of the mountain Assyrians in Iraq laid the 

basis for the formation of Assyrian non-religious organisations with an emphasis on political and 

cultural developments.312 By the mid-twentieth century, the Assyrians of Hakkari had accepted their 

 
312 See Andrea Irene Laing-Marshall, “Modern Assyrian Identity and the Church of the East: An 
Exploration of Their Relationship and the Rise of Assyrian Nationalism, from the World Wars to 
1980” (master’s thesis, University of St. Michael’s College, 2001), 
http://www.collectionscanada.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk3/ftp04/mq64786.pdf. 
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Iraqi citizenship while staying loyal to their Assyrian ethnic identity. The Iraqi Assyrians engaged in 

cultural and political activities that communicated their ethnic identity in Iraq’s wider political and 

social context following the prevailing concept of the separation of church and state and through the 

formation of non-secular organisations. Nevertheless, the Church has retained the responsibility of 

effectively teaching the Assyrian language to the broader Assyrian community and promoting 

tangible and intangible Assyrian cultural heritage. Even though Assyrian non-religious organisations 

have played an influential role in the lives of various Assyrian communities in the Middle East and 

the diaspora for the past eighty years, my observations reveal that the Church’s responsibility as a 

cultural and political custodian has yet to be efficiently transferred to the Assyrian associations. For 

instance, Assyrian churches still are the main centre of teaching Assyrian literacy skills. In places 

like Iraq, where the central government allows Assyrian schools to teach the national curriculum in 

Assyrian, the Church of the East holds Syriac classes for children and adults. 

There are several reasons why this transfer has been delayed. I suggest that Assyrian society 

still acknowledges the Church as the guardian of Assyrian culture and is aware of its involvement in 

politics. Research done by Marta Wozniak on the socio-political activities of Assyrians reveals that 

out of 58% of her respondents who claimed they were practising Christians, only 34% engaged in 

non-Assyrian religious life. In comparison, their participation in non-Assyrian political and social 

activities reached as high as 76%.313 Even though this situation is gradually changing, I argue that the 

Assyrian nation requires additional time to fully comprehend such a shift. Likewise, the Assyrian 

associations suggest they need more time to increase their leadership capacity. In his evaluation of 

the current situation, Rev. Tony explained, “The Church is still trying to cover everything because 

we see shortcomings on the side of our associations. They used to [teach Assyrian]. They gradually 

grew less interested because of reasons such as not seeing each other, not having time and not 

cooperating.”  

An attempt to realise an Assyrian nation-state took momentum again following Iraq’s 

occupation by the US in 2003, which encouraged Islamic sectarianism and religious fundamentalism. 

Once again, their religious beliefs made the Assyrian community an easy target and susceptible to 

physical and cultural destruction. Even though the migration of Assyrians from various regions of 

Iraq to northern provinces after 2003 provided a haven for them as Christian people, the hostility of 

the Kurdish Regional Government against Assyrians as a non-Kurdish ethnic group still prevailed. 

After the advance of ISIS, Assyrian political organisations and advocacy groups, once again, put 

 
313 Marta Wozniak, “National and Social Identity Construction Among the Modern 
Assyrians/Syrians,” Parole de l’Orient 36 (2011): 557. 
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forward a proposal to establish an Assyrian autonomous region in northern Iraq. This time, the US 

rejected the proposition. During these critical times, the Church of the East has continued to 

encourage an optimistic overview in wider Assyrian society. The most impressive move was the 

return of the patriarchal seat to the homeland by the new patriarch, Mar Gewargis III, in 2015. 

Alongside other Assyrian organisations, the Church has tirelessly provided humanitarian aid to the 

displaced Assyrians in Iraq and Syria and advanced its cultural projects in the Middle East and the 

diaspora. 

Based on the evidence presented in this chapter, it seems that in response to ongoing ethnic 

and religious suppression in the Middle East, Assyrians express the enduring relationship between 

their religious and ethnic identities through the performance of the Church of the East liturgy. By 

doing so, they assert their Christian Assyrian identity in an unfavourable political and social 

environment while preserving their Assyrian cultural and linguistic legacies. By the mid-1800s and 

with the American missionaries’ help, new schools for Assyrian boys and girls were established in 

Hakkari, Urmia and surrounding villages. Surit literacy skills introduced Assyrians to the latest 

advancements in science and medicine alongside new ideological developments outside of their 

community. Assyrians’ health and economic conditions improved through the general knowledge 

they acquired as they became literate. They now could engage in intellectual affairs such as 

journalism, poetry, music and theatre, communicated through Surit. Assyrian musicians began 

composing music that celebrated Assyrian culture. To do so, they looked into the Assyrian folk and 

sacred music traditions for inspiration.  

An important factor that made chants and folk tunes worthy of being a source for new 

Assyrian music is that these tunes had always been sung in the original language. Preservation of the 

language had involved excessive changes in intonation, modality and performance practices as 

Assyrian music encountered other traditions throughout its history. Contemporary Assyrians hold the 

same perspective whether they are religious figures, musicians, politicians or regular community 

members. Therefore, both the Assyrian clergy and the laity cooperate in continuing to perform the 

liturgy in Assyrian. They share the same opinion that the liturgy’s music is the Church’s identity, and 

language protects this musical heritage.  

Moreover, through singing the melodies of the liturgy in Assyrian, chant melodies transcend 

their religious identity and represent Assyrian music at a cultural level. In response to my question of 

why the Church of the East does not use any language other than Assyrian, Rev. Martin speculated, 

“I think it is because of nationalism. I mean, it’s not that the church connects itself to nationalism, 

but that this is a general will, and people don’t like [to change the language].” In the next chapter, I 
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study how the Assyrian Church of the East liturgy maintains its role as a symbol of Assyrianness 

despite its contact with the outside world. 

 

 
Figure 5-2. Old St Mary Church, Urmia, Iran, August 2018  

 
Figure 5-3. Cathedral of St Joseph (Chaldean), Erbil, Iraq, November 2018 
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6 Chapter Six: Contemporary Innovations in the Church of the East Musical 

Tradition 
 

While the Assyrian Church of the East’s liturgical music has maintained its core musical repertoire 

through canonical chants, it has also enabled the clergy to express their spirituality through 

composing and elaborating priestly chant melodies. Through empowering the clergy to develop 

chant tunes, the Church’s music has embraced influences from its immediate neighbouring art 

traditions and folk practices. Examples of such impressions are the presence of microtones of various 

sizes representative of different music systems, Iraqi and Iranian maqams, and prevalent folk, pop 

and art music vocal techniques of primarily Middle Eastern cultures. In the previous chapters, I have 

shown how through the liturgy’s performance and composition of hymns, the clergy engage in 

providing means for enhancing the Assyrian community’s mental and spiritual well-being during 

periods of collective oppression. In this chapter, I focus on the laity’s role in the continuity of the 

liturgical tradition through their innovative responses to the liturgy, particularly those of the 

musicians. This investigation illustrates the liturgy’s influential role in the laity’s lives by providing 

them with favourable circumstances to voluntarily step forward and contribute to the sustenance of 

this tradition. Wolfgang Mieder states that the study of innovation and its processes portrays human 

communication.314 Accordingly, this chapter pictures how the congregation converses with the 

liturgy by helping the Church fit the traditional music expression of the liturgy to new social 

environments.315 

There are many examples where the Church of the East music has impacted Assyrian 

musicians in their musical endeavours by offering them the opportunity to contribute to the liturgy’s 

further musical development. The Church has accommodated new musical styles through which it 

meets the cultural needs of contemporary Assyrian musicians and the younger generation in the 

homeland and diaspora. Such undertakings have also served as a channel to promote Assyrian music 

and culture by offering a setting for worshippers and participants to associate themselves with the 

broader Assyrian community through group activities and social events. Therefore, I argue that the 

Church of the East negotiates the impacts of modern-day phenomena, such as globalisation and 

transnationalism, on its people through musical innovations. By doing so, the Church provides a 

platform for dispersed Assyrian musicians to connect, exchange knowledge and collaborate. Through 

 
314 Wolfgang Mieder, Tradition and Innovation in Folk Literature, Routledge Revivals ed. 
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2015), xii. 
315 Mieder, Tradition and Innovation, xii. 
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this endeavour, both the Church and the musicians contribute to the revival of a united Assyrian 

nation, which Assyrian musicians represent through their extended musical activities. Such musical 

activities then pronounce Assyrians’ plea for existence as a people at an international level.  

Church leaders have played an essential role in maintaining the Church as a dynamic 

tradition. They have supported the musicians in their innovative approaches in embellishing the 

liturgical music by their involvement in implementing unconventional changes either directly, by 

partaking in the process as an active participant, or indirectly, by encouraging and endorsing 

musicians. Adelaida Reyes Schramm demonstrates in her study of refugees’ music that traditions 

persist by communicating the unchanged content through new methods of expression.316 She states 

that the aptitude for change stems from the fact that traditions are “goal-oriented” and adjust to new 

circumstances to communicate that goal. If a tradition’s objective is to transfer its content to the 

following generations, it needs a means of communication. That is, it requires an “expression 

system” to convey the content.  

In different contexts and under various circumstances, the expression system may alter to 

maintain the circulation of the tradition’s message. The Church of the East’s doctrine as a religious 

and denominational tradition is transmitted using ecclesiastical practices and liturgy transferred 

through language and music. In the previous chapters, I was concerned with various aspects of the 

liturgy’s linguistic and musical content and demonstrated its “achieved cultural transmission”.317 In 

this chapter, I intend to illustrate how the liturgy’s expression system reforms to attune to new ways 

of transference or acculturation, an operation that Merriam calls the “cultural transmission in the 

process”.318  

New systems of expressing the same content in the Church of the East liturgy’s musical 

tradition include adopting a different linguistic form and contemporary musical styles. In this 

chapter, I employ Reyes Schramm’s concept of “expression system” to the Church of the East’s 

musical tradition and open the chapter with a brief overview of the Church’s stance on reforming 

ecclesiastical traditions. I also include examples of the clergy’s direct contribution to introducing 

such amendments in the liturgy’s language and music. Based on extensive socio-political changes, 

which inevitably affect the Assyrian public as a member of the global community, these 

modifications may include canonical laws, such as head covering, separate seating, fasting rituals 

 
316 Adelaida Reyes Schramm, “Tradition in the Guise of Innovation: Music among a Refugee 
Population,” Yearbook for Traditional Music 18 (1986): 98. 
317 Merriam observes this development course as “achieved cultural transmission” since the tradition 
has been transferred to us already. Merriam, The Anthropology of Music, 303. 
318 See Merriam, “Music and Cultural Dynamic,” in The Anthropology of Music.  
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and church architecture, together with alterations to the liturgical language and music. It is worth 

noting that the core principles of the Church remain intact through periodical reformations, principles 

that distinguish the Church of the East from other Christian denominations such as its theological 

doctrine, liturgical language and chant melodies. Suggestively, language and music are amongst the 

temporal aspects of the Church’s identity and can be negotiated in the same manner as, for instance, 

separate seating. However, the essentiality of language and melodies can only be understood in 

relation to the Church’s position as a political and cultural representative of the Assyrian community 

through its long history of subordinate status. Consequently, reformations and adaptations leave the 

kernel of what is essential to the ethnic identity untouched, such as cultural traits including language 

and music.  

Following the assessment of the clergy’s responsibility in musical innovation in the liturgy, I 

examine the laity’s role in this effort through two case studies. In the first example, I demonstrate 

how Waleed Zaya applies his formal musical training to accommodate new musical practices in the 

mass performance at St John the Baptist Church in Erbil. A keyboardist and music arranger, Waleed 

received the authorisation of the bishop and the parish priest to incorporate keyboard and synthesised 

sounds of the Western symphonic orchestra to harmonise the mass melodies.319 Several music 

projects have attempted to harmonise the entire mass music by various musicians and clergy, either 

out of personal interest or as part of the Church’s recording media schemes.320 However, Waleed’s 

case is different from previous attempts because his changes happen during the performance of the 

liturgy while the service of worship is taking place. Although piano and keyboard accompaniments 

of choir hymns and congregational chants are now common in many parishes in the Middle East and 

diaspora, the instrumental accompaniment of chants sung by clerics serving at the altar during the 

mass performance is considered unorthodox. Waleed, however, was allowed to employ an 

instrument and harmonise the clerics’ melodies as they conducted the mass in the sanctuary.  

In my second study, Assyrian singer and songwriter Rachel Sarah Thomas talks about her 

musical adventures as an Assyrian growing up in the diaspora. Through this case study, I 

 
319 Assyrians usually address their young musicians either by their full or first names. The former is 
more common when the musician’s fame surpasses their local Assyrian community. The latter is 
more customary when the musician is yet to be known by Assyrian communities in other countries. 
Therefore, both Waleed and Rachel are addressed by their first names in their respective 
communities. Imitating their communities’ customs, I also refer to both musicians using their first 
names from here onwards.  
320 One such example is Chants from the East: 3 CD Collection of Liturgical Music of the Assyrian 
Church of the East, produced by Lina Yakubova, arranged by Varham Artsruni, voices by Father 
Daryavush Azizian and Deacon Charles Catholic, produced in 2007, released in 2010, compact disc.  
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demonstrate how Rachel’s Assyrian musical identity developed through her engagements with the 

music of the Assyrian Church of the East at different stages of her life. Her musical listening habits 

altered as she grew up listening to the unaccompanied chants during the mass, learning, playing and 

harmonising hymns while coaching the church’s youth choir and, finally, learning secular Assyrian 

songs from choir members. In the narration of her musical journey, Rachel explains how her 

engagement with the church’s music-making activities led to a deeper understanding of the 

limitations Assyrians experience in their musical practices as well as her actively engaging with her 

ethnic identity. She summarised, “That’s how we got back to it: teaching the choir, ending up 

learning the secular songs, getting to be introduced to them without hearing them produced and just 

hearing them en vivo, and then yeah!”  

In this chapter, I also call attention to various purposes innovations may fulfil in different 

communities depending on whether they are in the homeland or the diaspora. Waleed’s story shows 

that a tradition deeply rooted in the homeland is open to somewhat radical stylistic change. In 

Rachel’s account, we observe that the liturgy acts as a cultural source for a second-generation 

Assyrian in the diaspora who has had less exposure to cultural socialisation. Therefore, while 

inspiring the younger generation’s desire to join the liturgy’s performance in the homeland by 

incorporating new musical styles, change in the diaspora puts the youth in contact with their musical 

heritage. Through the music of the liturgy, young Assyrians further connect with other cultural 

aspects of being an Assyrian, such as poetry, mythology and history, and share with other Assyrians 

those emotional experiences that transpire when, for instance, singing the martyrs’ hymns.  

 

6.1.  A Dynamic Tradition 

The Church of the East’s liturgy, as a ritualistic rite, has strictly preserved its ecclesiastical canons 

alongside its distinctive linguistic and musical traditions. Nevertheless, one of the main 

characteristics of this Church is the flexibility it has shown in applying its religious laws while 

maintaining its theological beliefs. As a guardian of a people, the Church of the East has sought to 

ensure its followers’ security and advancement. Examples of such characteristics can be seen in the 

Church leaders’ reaction to issues raised due to persecution, migration, and social changes. For 

instance, to prevent increasing pressure caused by religious differences between Zoroastrian and 

Christian monastic laws, the Church leaders legalised the bishops’ and the patriarchs’ marriage in 

497 CE. They later adopted the tradition of child baptism in the twelfth century and the hereditary 
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succession of the patriarch in 1450.321 In accordance with ongoing social and political changes, the 

Church retained its bishops’ and patriarch’s celibacy tradition and discarded the hereditary 

succession law. Following the prevailing practice of mixed seating services in Western countries, the 

Church has relaxed the custom of separating the congregation for its diasporic communities. For 

instance, in churches I attended in London and San Jose, men and women sat together.  

Changes are also present in the language domain. There is a great tendency amongst many 

clerics from all ranks to translate the mass from the old literary Syriac to modern colloquial Surit. I 

have encountered such translations in churches in Urmia, Erbil, London and San Jose. In addition to 

delivering sermons in Surit and translating the Bible from Syriac to formal Surit/lišana sapraya, 

this process includes instantly translating words or phrases as the priest utters the prayers.322 Rev. 

Eilosh argued that not having systematic knowledge of Syriac is the main reason why the clergy in 

Iran try to incorporate Surit in the mass. 

 

The mass has always been in the lišana atik̭a [the Old Language/Syriac]. It only has been 

during the recent centuries that we gradually began using the New Language [Surit/ lišana 

sapraya]. We tried to translate some sections and sing them in the New Language. Our 

people, the Iranian community, never understood the Old Language. They knew the New 

Language. But that’s not the case with the Iraqis. Iraqis have always studied it (Syriac) in 

school. 

 

Rev. Martin from Erbil said, “Here, the mass is delivered only in the mother tongue. Even with that, 

there are two opinions: translate or not [from Syriac to Surit]. . . . The bishop and I, we both 

translate.”  

Whereas in the Middle East learning Surit happens at home and advances further as the child 

or the youth becomes literate at school or church, communities in the diaspora usually struggle with 

their younger generation not speaking and understanding Surit fluently. The lack of language 

competency hinders understanding the Bible and the sermon during the mass. Furthermore, the lack 

of these fundamental language skills prevents the understanding of Syriac altogether, especially in its 

sung form. Since Syriac was formulated based on a spoken dialect, it contains many shared words 

 
321 Baumer, The Church of the East, 78, 120, 233. 
322 Translating the Bible from Syriac and Aramaic to formal Surit or lišana sapraya took place with 
the American missionaries’ help during the late 1800s (see chap. 5, n. 48). 
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and similar syntactic and morphological properties with Surit. Therefore, speaking and 

understanding Surit helps in comprehending Syriac, to some extent.  

Moreover, in Middle Eastern society, learning Syriac for the Church of the East’s followers is 

easier than in the diaspora due to cultural and social differences that impact the understanding of 

culture, religion and tradition. According to Revs Eilosh, Addai and Tony, some of these differences 

include the economic systems administering society and the quality of life of its members, the 

relationship between individuals and their religious identity, communities’ overall self-esteem, and 

the focus shift from church canon to Biblical education. 

Church leaders try to find ways to help sustain their eastern tradition in response to the 

changing environment of their congregation, whether in the homeland or the diaspora. The Church 

facilitates an understanding of the liturgical text for the younger generation by transforming the mass 

and incorporating spoken Assyrian. This task also requires musical assistance. For example, some 

linguistic alterations command direct musical adjustments when translating an entire praise hymn 

from Syriac to Surit. Such cases require original compositions. According to Mar Abris, composing 

new melodies for the translated hymns was inevitable. He explained, “We translated hymns from Old 

Aramaic to New and put new melodies to them. People become sensitive when we sing old songs 

with new melodies. So, what I did was I translated them, and they became something new with new 

melodies. And no one knows what’s going on.” Mar Abris added, “Ramsin, one of the men who sing 

in church, composed the melodies. He did it for two hymns that I translated for Christmas and 

graduation. They turned out to be very nice.” While Mar Abris disagrees with changing or 

dismissing canonical chant melodies in the musical domain, he supports various ways of alternating 

existing melodies or even incorporating new material when possible.  

One such example is Mar Abris’s attempt to replace the mass priestly tunes with new ones. 

When he was still a deacon in Baghdad, the parish priest, Rev. Ogen, and himself decided to arrange 

new and more cheerful melodies for priestly chants. Rev. Ogen knew music and, therefore, produced 

several tunes. Mar Abris recounted, “Rev. Ogen and I decided to make some happy melodies. So, we 

began. Actually, the mass started in the right direction. Everyone sang the same [old] melody when 

we reached Laxu Mara [Thee O Lord]. We couldn’t go back to what we had planned afterwards.” He 

laughed and then explained that the problem was with those sections where the congregation joined. 

He said, “You have to have one fixed melody for the congregation, and that makes it difficult. . . . It 

went well for the first three, four chants. But, after Laxu Mara, it changed to the old way. We tried to 

remember our new melodies, but it didn’t work.” 
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Although Rev. Ogen’s and Mar Abris’s problem relates to aural and vocal skills, their 

decision shows the Church leaders’ flexibility concerning a sacred tradition. Sanctifying material 

objects and rituals is usually one of the characteristics of orthodox denominations, like the Church of 

the East. This example, however, portrays the freedom of action that the Church of the East allows in 

its various operational domains. Music, as one of the Church’s core activities, is not an exception. 

Whereas treating the priestly chant melodies as a sacred tradition with no alteration is not too far 

from expectation, we see that the Church recognises the temporality of its ecclesiastical principles. 

Under certain conditions, it also acknowledges the need for readjustment and innovation.  

The Church also provides the clergy and the laity with freedom of expression through this 

freedom of action. As we saw in the composition of the martyrs’ hymns and Mar Narsai’s early-

twentieth-century priestly chants, the clergy express their emotional response to the events of their 

times through the music of priestly chants. In most cases, the clergy’s emotional expressions 

represent their larger community’s feelings since the clergy themselves are members of the 

community they serve. Therefore, the liberty to express their thoughts and feelings through the 

liturgy acts as a means of establishing, according to Mieder, a two-way communication system 

between the Church’s liturgical tradition and the performers, the clergy and the congregation.323 For 

both parties to understand each other, the liturgy’s welcoming musical creativity can be interpreted 

as encouraging the performers of its repertoire to engage in this commune using their current musical 

style. While canonical chants melodies personify the Church’s musical tradition, the priestly 

melodies exemplify the community. For instance, throughout the performance of the mass, the 

dialogue between the two chant categories typifies communication between the Church and the 

community, between tradition and innovation, and between old and new generations of worshippers.  

In addition to the clergy, the laity plays a central role in this musical exchange between 

tradition and innovation. Musician members of the Church community and larger Assyrian society 

are particularly the ringleaders and mediators in this endeavour. They include those musicians active 

in various domains from parish music directors and choir members to Assyrian nationalist music 

composers, musicians from other denominations, and Assyrian pop singers. All of them engage with 

the Church of the East’s liturgical music to express their emotions and ethnicity in one way or 

another. The following two sections focus on the role of Assyrian musicians in renovating the 

Church of the East’s musical tradition. 

 

 
323 Mieder, Tradition and Innovation, xii. 
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6.2.  Waleed Introducing New Changes 

I first met with Waleed in 2018 as he was rehearsing the choir for the tenth anniversary of the 

church’s consecration. I had just met with Mar Abris for the first time, and he then took me to the 

church hall to meet with Waleed and the choir. The hall was situated behind the main church 

building. Like most large Church of the East buildings in Iraq, the chairs and curtains in the gallery 

were red. There was a large kitchen to the left of the entrance and an office for informal meetings on 

the right. Another door on the left-hand side opened to a corridor leading to a smaller hall for private 

conferences. The church was active that evening, and people were coming in and out preparing for 

the event. 

The choir had gathered on the other side of the large hall to rehearse. I was surprised to see 

Waleed using the same methods to teach new melodies to his choir. First, he asked Rev. Martin to 

read the hymn’s text several times. He then played a short musical phrase on the keyboard, and the 

second time he sang the phrase. When the choir had heard him singing it once, Waleed asked them to 

join him. I was sitting behind the choir and watching when one of the ladies pulled her hand towards 

me and asked me to join her. I stood next to her and tried to sing. Everything went well until 

microtones popped up at cadences, and I was thrown off. Thankfully, Waleed called for a break. 

Waleed’s success in implementing his practised style is reminiscent of what Merriam has 

called the “acculturation process”.324 Merriam explains that the process of change in a musical 

culture through the adoption of musical traits from other traditions depends on the proximity of these 

traditions as well as the compatibility of their musical styles. In this section, I will demonstrate how 

Waleed incorporates Western classical style into the performance of the mass as an example of 

Reyes Schramm’s concept of the “expression system”. In this case, the Western classical style 

becomes Waleed’s new system of expression, which has become the expression system of the 

broader Church community in Erbil. While the diatonic aspect of the Church of the East’s liturgy 

accommodated the employment of harmony and equal-tempered instruments, such as the keyboard, 

Waleed had to compromise some Western musical principles to overcome differences in the tonal 

division between the Western and Eastern styles.  

Waleed was born and raised in Tel-Kepeh. He began learning music when he was fifteen 

years old. He started with playing on a small keyboard. He explained, “There was a teacher who 

couldn’t teach me anything except for telling me what was right and what was wrong.” In high 

school, Waleed majored in music with an emphasis on the Western tradition. He continued his 

 
324 Merriam, The Anthropology of Music, 303. 
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musical education in college and received his post-secondary diploma in music. Waleed went on, 

“So, I started from there [school]. I then played in church, and then I played at weddings and other 

events.” 

Waleed moved from Tel-Kepeh to Erbil in the wake of the events following the 2003 US 

occupation. In Tel-Kepeh, he started playing the keyboard at the church when he was seventeen 

years old. He recalled his musical activities at church in Tel-Kepeh, “I love music arrangement. I 

would use two tape recorders. I’d work with one and record on one cassette. Then, I would play the 

keyboard and record with the other recorder while the first cassette was playing. I didn’t have an 

embedded recorder [on my keyboard]. So, that’s how I arranged music.” In fact, Waleed harmonised 

the liturgical music through harmonic improvisation and documented his arrangements using tape 

recorders. He said, “Since then, I have pursued harmonising the chants because I found that harmony 

makes the melody stronger. Here, in the Middle East, monophony is more common. . . . So, I 

engaged harmony to enhance the melody. These [two] together sound very nice. Melody sounds 

empty on its own. That’s why I went after harmony.” 

For Waleed and his colleagues, introducing harmony to Middle Eastern music involves 

solving challenges related to harmonising microtonal intervals. This includes bounding intervallic as 

well as intonational variations of an oral tradition by equal-tempered instruments such as keyboard 

and guitar. Harmonising Church of the East chants may require specific techniques to accommodate 

the microtones in the repertoire’s performance. According to Waleed, microtones are in dissonance 

with the primary notes of a chord. Demonstrating on his workstation keyboard, he explained, “I use 

sus[pended] chords. I can’t hold a triad with a quarter tone. It sounds really bad, and the ear won’t 

accept it. So, we play sus.” He added, 

 

Sometimes, I do things in music to make it work. For example, the singer sings in bayat 

(playing a melodic phrase). I sometimes hold the entire chord. In my head, it sounds correct 

even though it doesn’t because this note and its adjacent quarter tone are in dissonance. My 

ear has gotten used to this sound, although it sounds terrible and ugly. If I want to make it 

sound ok, I must drop the note in the chord in dissonance with the note in the melody line. 

But I sometimes play it and let the ear work it out on its own. 

 

Waleed explained that he held a complete chord during sections when the melody was in motion. 

That is, when the dissonances resolve quickly, their unpleasant effect are ameliorated. He further 

maintained that keyboard players of Middle Eastern music usually do not hold chords and play 
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monophonically. On the other hand, the guitarists hold chords but drop the third or any note in 

dissonance with the microtone in the melody line, or play suspended chords. 

Harmonising chant melodies and the use of instruments revealed another issue for Waleed 

that had preoccupied him ever since, the question of altered melodies of an oral tradition. For him, 

the case of melodic variations became challenging when microtones were employed. If a clergyman 

incorporated microtones in his chanting, then Waleed needed to decide how to construct the chord. 

Although he was aware that change is inevitable in an oral tradition, choosing from various versions 

seemed to preoccupy him when playing the melody line on the keyboard, especially when teaching 

the melody to the choir.  

 

Some deacons have an excellent voice, although they are not musicians. Some don’t have a 

good voice. If you listen carefully, melodies are the same amongst all Church of the East 

parishes. You may encounter a difference when a deacon has a good voice and can sing a 

tune in his own style or when a deacon doesn’t have a good voice and cannot deliver what he 

has in mind. That’s when the change in the melody occurs. For example, (while singing a 

mass chant) some sing it in bayat; some a bit in bayat and a bit in nahavand. I don’t know 

what they do! ... I don’t know which one is correct. 

 

Waleed’s examples show that most melodic discrepancies happen at cadences. Accordingly, 

he must decide in which maqam he needed to devise his improvisations. Playing another mass chant, 

he argued, “Some sing it with rob’a [quartertone]. Now, no one knows which one is correct. I think 

the one with rob’a is the correct one because we use a lot of rob’a in church.” He then claimed that 

when chants are played on the keyboard, they “become correct”, a phrase that can be understood in 

two different ways. The first approach concerns the question of stabilising notes and pitches. The use 

of instruments with fixed pitches, such as the keyboard, limits the use of microtones of various sizes. 

If the keyboard in use does not contain the quartertone option, the musician has no choice other than 

to discard the use of microtones altogether.  

During the rehearsal break, Waleed tried to reproduce a rendition of the same hymn he had 

found on YouTube. He tried several times but could not duplicate the melody in the same way it had 

been recorded. He eventually said that the person on YouTube might have been out of tune because 

he could not match that person’s microtones to any microtonal divisions his keyboard contained. In 

such cases, stabilising pitches can be compared to standardising the repertoire. At the same time, it 
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does away with music’s regional characteristics and timbral variety. Nevertheless, Waleed was 

seeking a reliable source to refer to, and the oral nature of the tradition was not offering him one.  

The second perspective in defining “correcting” melodies on a keyboard involves technical 

outcomes that follow gradual changes in an oral tradition. As much as change and variation may 

enrich a musical repertoire, the corollary of modifications for musical inadequacy may sound 

undesirable. Waleed clarified his claim of making chants “correct” by playing them on the keyboard 

using the Lord’s Prayer melody as an example. 

 

They used to sing the Lord’s Prayer like this (playing the chant). The priest would end by 

singing a chant on a particular note, and then the congregation would begin the Lord’s Prayer 

on the same note. That’s how they do it in other churches now. But I made them start a third 

above the previous chant’s final note. This way, the melody could stay in the same maqam 

and not modulate to an unrelated mode. So, let’s say the priest ends in bayat G and I had 

them stay in that maqam. If I didn’t, then the melody would go into a maqam that sounded 

very bad. I couldn’t understand what happened next!  

 

This change took some time and effort before it was implemented successfully. Before 

making any adjustments, Waleed talked to the clergy and the choir, and he then rehearsed with them. 

However, his primary focus seemed to be on the choir because he believed it could musically lead all 

parties during the mass.  

 

Once, I had to leave the church. I got up and left. Rev. Shmuil didn’t listen and did his old 

thing. So, I got up and left. I said to myself, ‘They won’t learn.’ Next time, they were scared 

and followed. I told the choir, ‘Do what you have to do. Don’t listen to the congregation 

because you are the ones who are right. They will eventually follow you.’ 

 

It is noteworthy that Waleed was easily able to acquire permission from the Church because 

of the Church’s stand concerning music and musicians. The concept of music and music-making in 

the Church of the East is based on the belief that both phenomena are human productions with 
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worldly aesthetic values in the service of the spiritual.325 For instance, we read in Chapters Three and 

Four about how clerics evaluated their colleagues’ musical skills and singing voices, appreciating 

their melodic developments of priestly chants. Rev. Eilosh explains the aesthetics of art in church as 

such, 

 

All those things we use in church are for aesthetic purposes. In other words, they are trying to 

show that what is being done is beautiful and the best. They (church leaders) want to do their 

best. And to do the best, they choose the best: they use beautiful costumes, beautiful 

buildings and beautiful voices to show that this act is a beautiful and exciting thing. . . . They, 

in fact, want to tell us that what they do is beautiful and that they want to offer [God] a 

beautiful thing. 

 

Such an approach grants performers, whether the clerics or members of the congregation, more 

freedom of expression through which change is further encouraged. It also values a musician’s gift 

and contribution to the liturgy’s musical performance.  

Like many Assyrian musicians, Waleed began his public musicking in church. As I 

mentioned earlier, he believed that a single melody line sounded more appealing when harmonised. 

Accordingly, Waleed harmonised congregational chants and choir hymns at churches where he 

played music. When he moved to Ankawa, he approached the leadership of St John the Baptist 

Church with a new vision: harmonising the entire mass. According to Waleed, many churches still 

do not allow priests and altar deacons to be accompanied by an instrument, but all the clergy at St 

John accepted this.  

 

Rev. Shmuil called me and said that he wanted to retire and that Mar Abris was about to be 

ordained as a bishop. He asked me to go [talk to them]. I told them I wanted to accompany 

the priest because this has never happened in our church before, to play along with the priest. 

Both Rev. Shmuil and Mar Abris agreed. So, I made a deal with them beforehand. I said, ‘I’d 

like to play with the priests, deacons and the choir.’ Here at St John’s, they said that it would 

be difficult to do that from the beginning. I said, ‘Let’s try.’ I asked them to do a mass on 

 
325 For more on the concept of music and change in musical traditions, see Merriam, The 
Anthropology of Music, 307-308; Bruno Nettl, “Combining Tones: One the Concept of Music,” in 
The Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-Three Discussions, 3rd ed. (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 2015), 19-30. 
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Fridays, too. I said it would be a test for both the choir and the priests. They were already 

planning to have a mass on Fridays. I told them that I’d be there every Friday. The clergy 

accepted, all the clergy. Only the patriarch won’t allow it when he comes.326  

 

Like other countries with a majority-Muslim population, Friday is a day of rest in Iraq, and 

Sunday is a weekday. Therefore, the Sunday mass is less populated as the students and working 

people cannot attend church. To allow these groups to receive the communion once a week, St John 

the Baptist Church decided to celebrate the mass on Fridays, too. The Ankawa community welcomed 

the decision, and today, the Friday mass attendance level is high. The mass is celebrated at five 

o’clock in the evening. The congregation gathers in the church hall for fellowship and food following 

the mass. The attendance level on Fridays has been beneficial for Waleed. All choir members, most 

of whom are students and young professionals, join the mass on Fridays and, hence, a strong 

ensemble leads the congregation in singing. Moreover, since most people attend the Friday mass, a 

large percentage of the congregation has now adjusted to the mass with a homophonic texture. 

Although Waleed had recently joined an ensemble at a banquet hall in the evenings and could not 

attend the Friday mass, he still directed the music on Church holidays. St John the Baptist’s choir is 

now trained and capable of singing in three parts, even though most members cannot read music.  

On my second trip to Iraq in the spring of 2019, I asked Waleed for an interview. He invited 

me to go to his home. He picked me up from church early in the afternoon, and we drove to his 

home, which is situated at the heart of the Old Ankawa. He lives in a medium-sized house built, 

probably, in the fifties. His wife and his two sons were home and greeted me at the front door 

opening out onto the street. The house was spotless and modestly decorated. They had a large and 

cheerful drawing-room furnished in violet. That was also where Waleed had set up his instruments 

and computer. While I was preparing my recorder, his wife made me coffee and served it with 

chocolate. 

Waleed is an accomplished musician and enjoys improvisation. He sat behind his keyboard, 

and for most questions I asked, he responded by demonstrating something on his keyboard while 

harmonising it using jazz chord progressions. Therefore, our conversation became very dynamic and 

energetic. These qualities are part of his personality, too. He always smiles and ends his comments 

with remarks that make his listeners smile back. That evening, Waleed and three of his musician 

friends played at the annual Syriac Heritage Festival. The Syriac Heritage Museum of Ankawa holds 

 
326 Although the patriarch resided in Erbil, he conducted the mass on very few occasions due to poor 
health. 
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a half-day event in early spring to celebrate the Assyrian New Year. Various aspects of everyday life 

in an old Assyrian village are recreated at this event. The festival is usually held on the grounds 

adjacent to the Museum and across from the ancient ruins of Tel Qasra [the Castle Hill]. Visitors 

enjoy watching women and men dressed in traditional costumes baking bread, spinning, or digging 

wells while roaming through booths with handcrafted jewellery and clothing for sale (Figure 6-1).  

 

 
Figure 6-1. Syriac Heritage Festival, Erbil, Iraq, March 2019 

 

A group of young adults from St John planned to go to the festival that evening, and I joined 

them. Although a weeknight, a large crowd had occupied the grounds and the nearby streets. The 

patriarch and the bishop arrived at the same time. They were being filmed by several local television 

and radio stations. They stopped at all the booths and then left. At eight o’clock in the evening, the 

booth owners began to pack, and everyone made their way to the back of the Museum building to 

watch the concert. The music programme featured young Assyrian singers from various regions in 

the country and a folk dance-group from Ankawa. There was a clear sky, and the weather was 

pleasant. The youth gathered in one corner and recorded the concert on their mobile phones. Children 

were dancing to the music, and the rest of us were singing along. Waleed’s band came on the stage 

next, and once again, I was amazed at how skilfully he jazzified the Assyrian tunes his vocalist 

friend was singing. 

As is customary with the contemporary utterance of priestly melodies, the performance of 

new Assyrian pop tunes is usually clearly influenced by Arab music tradition. Drawing on my 
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observations, two examples of such impacts prove to be the most common practices amongst young 

Assyrian pop singers in the homeland. The first is a slow and melismatic introduction in a maqam 

closely related to the main melody. The second is the incorporation of microtones in embellishments 

and improvised sections. As I explained earlier, the introduction of instruments such as the keyboard 

to Middle Eastern music includes limitations related to microtonality, which is one of the most 

distinguishing characteristics of this musical tradition. Nevertheless, the keyboard is the most widely 

used instrument in the musical scene of the Assyrian gatherings and the Church of the East parishes 

in the homeland and the diaspora. In the following section, I investigate why the keyboard is a 

popular instrument in the performance of the liturgy.  

  

6.2.1.  Instruments in Church 

The study of musical instruments in the Church of the East includes the analysis of conceptual and 

historical changes across various Church communities, which is beyond the scope of this project. 

Below, however, I provide a brief overview of musical instruments currently used in the Assyrian 

Church of the East services of worship. Traditionally, the Church of the East allowed for the 

presence of certain types of percussion instruments. According to Rev. Eilosh, a small metal sistrum 

called a macšanita [fan] was used during the mass and other sacraments. Sistra eventually fell out of 

use, but small alter bells are still customary in most parishes, used to give signals. Whereas using 

such percussion instruments has been a long-standing practice, incorporating melodic instruments is 

a recent tradition. Even so, the inclusion of this type of instrument is limited to the presence of their 

sound using a synthesiser.  

It seems that the real presence of melodic instruments during the mass or any other official 

ceremony is currently not accepted by the Church and the congregation. It can be argued that the 

actual presence of instruments, both Western and Eastern, can be associated with irreligious events 

where carnal pleasures are accompanied by music produced by these instruments. Furthermore, the 

relationship between the performers of traditional Middle Eastern instruments and their religion 

hinders incorporating these instruments in church. For instance, Iranian Assyrians consider 

traditional Iranian instruments Islamic because mostly Muslim Iranians play them. Although many of 

these instruments may be shared between Iranians and Assyrians, the dominant belief categorises 

them as non-Christian. The older generation generally holds this view. Today, the overall perception 

of traditional Iranian music is changing.  

Concerning Hakkari Assyrians, I argue that their preference for specific regional instruments 

is a corollary to the instruments’ prevalence amongst the local populations with whom Assyrians 
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lived. For example, the sorna, dohol and kamancheh are amongst the instruments shared between 

Assyrians and Kurds. The Kamancheh is no longer in use, but Assyrians still use the sorna and dohol 

and identify them as their folk instruments. Overall, however, eastern traditional instruments are 

generally associated with non-religious events and, therefore, considered unfit to be employed in 

church. 

Today, in many Assyrian Church of the East parishes, a keyboard or an electric piano 

accompanies the choir and the congregation during the mass. The inclusion of keyboard instruments 

in the mass can be linked to this group of instruments’ presences in traditional Western and Eastern 

rites for a considerable time, such as those of the neighbouring Byzantine Church. Moreover, the 

affiliation of keyboard instruments with serious music further distinguishes this category from other 

instruments. For these reasons, the Assyrian clergy and the congregation have recognised these 

instruments as being suitable for a religious context. My observations in Iran, Iraq, London and 

California show that the keyboard and digital piano are the most popular instruments in this group.  

There are several reasons why a particular instrument may receive more attention from a 

group of people at a point in time. In connection with the prevalence of keyboard and digital piano in 

the Church of the East, I suggest that ease of access and use are amongst the main contributors to 

these two instruments’ favourability. Compared to an acoustic organ or piano, a portable keyboard or 

digital piano is less expensive. Also, their smaller sizes facilitate their transport from place to place 

or positioning in smaller village church buildings. Both keyboards and digital pianos have embedded 

synthesisers that replicate a wide variety of instrumental sounds, instruments used for serious music, 

such as the strings representing a Western orchestra sound. They also provide necessary tools on the 

device for sound recording and mixing. All these features make digital pianos and keyboards 

efficient instruments to be used in church. Today, most small parishes have a keyboard, and a digital 

piano is usually present in larger churches.  

In addition, a brief observation of the Assyrian population’s musical interest reveals that most 

Assyrian families possess a small keyboard for their children’s musical explorations at home. Taking 

piano lessons is more common amongst Assyrian children and youth than practising any other 

instrument, whether in the Middle East or the diaspora. Most of these young students take keyboard 

lessons at home. Consequently, in any Assyrian Church community, members with basic musical 

skills may opt to play a keyboard rather than any other instrument. The same contributing factors, 

ease of access and use, appear to lead to the keyboard’s popularity amongst the Assyrian population.  

On Easter Sunday, Waleed used the keyboard in its total capacity. Harmonising the entire 

mass, he used a plethora of instrumental sounds, mainly of the Western symphonic orchestra. He 
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dedicated the strings channel to accompany the priestly chants and other Western and Eastern sound 

channels to accompany the congregation and choir. Waleed’s arrangements carefully corresponded 

with the text content and climaxes, the most striking being the final sections of the Order of 

Absolution where the resurrection of Jesus is enacted. He had integrated brass and woodwinds while 

the choir embellished the congregation’s melody at higher registers. He also incorporated automated 

accompaniments the keyboard offered for hymns the choir sang while receiving the Eucharist. 

Although a two-millennia tradition was being expressed through the performance of the 

liturgy, Waleed’s musicianship presented in the performance of the Easter mass a musical style 

customary of a twenty-first-century society whose members are interconnected through cyberspace 

and satellite television. Members of such a global society are also constantly exposed to various pop 

ensembles with influences from local folk practices and different art music traditions, including 

Western classical music. Almost all canonical laws are observed at St John the Baptist Church in 

Erbil, such as separate seating, head covering, and fasting during Advent. Still, the way the church’s 

musical tradition has developed since Waleed moved to Erbil is unrivalled.  

 

 
Figure 6-2. Easter Mass at St John the Baptist, Erbil, Iraq, April 2019 

6.3.  Rachel Revisiting the Culture through Innovated Tradition 

Through observing the innovative practices in performing the liturgical melodies, Rachel has been 

able to connect to her Assyrian identity and the wider Assyrian community. My case study involving 
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Rachel follows how the change in tradition accommodates the needs of a cultural community and, 

hence, cultural sustainability. Born and raised in the suburbs of Chicago, Rachel was first introduced 

to Assyrian music and its culture in the broader sense through the liturgy of the Assyrian Church of 

the East. She attended St Gewargis Cathedral of the Assyrian Church of the East in Chicago as a 

third generation Assyrian American. Rachel’s parents are descendants of Hakkari Assyrians. Her 

great paternal grandfather and great grandmother were orphaned during one of the main Hakkari 

Kurdish onslaughts of Assyrians in the late 1800s. Her great grandfather, the only one of twelve 

siblings who survived, and her great grandmother with a similar story, came to Flint, Michigan, as 

workers on a trade ship. Consequently, Rachel’s paternal grandfather and her father were born in 

Flint and later established an Assyrian Church of the East in their hometown. Her paternal 

grandmother was also born in Flint to an immigrant Assyrian couple from Urmia who came to the 

US sometime before the genocide.  

In Flint, Rachel’s father was engaged with the Church to a noticeable degree. According to 

Rachel, her father “grew up loving the Assyrian Church of the East and loving all the songs. He 

knew all the church songs”.327 However, her father’s listening habits at home were different. Rachel 

explained, “He grew up in the States in the fifties and the sixties and listened to Led Zeppelin. He 

didn’t listen to any Assyrian music. The only Middle Eastern music that his family listened to was 

Kurdish, Turkish and Armenian. They didn’t have recordings of Assyrian music.”328 Rachel’s father 

was growing up in the US during a period when no Assyrian music recordings from the homeland 

were accessible in the US. During the sixties and the seventies, Iraqi Assyrian songwriters and pop 

singers began migrating to the US due to continued conflict between Iraqis and Kurds in the north 

and the suppression of non-Iraqi nationalist pursuits. In the US, they formed new bands and recorded 

 
327 In an article about religion and identity, Wendy Cadge and Elaine Howard Ecklund discuss how 
various studies have dealt with a church’s role in developing and retaining ethnic identities. Through 
historical narratives, language and ethnic traditions, such religious centres engage first- and second-
generation immigrants by providing a platform for individuals to express their ethnic identities 
individually and collectively. Wendy Cadge and Elaine Howard Ecklund, “Immigration and 
Religion,” Annual Review of Sociology 33 (2007):359-379. See also Kelly Chong, “What it Means to 
Be Christian: The Role of Religion in the Construction of Ethnic Identity and Boundary Among 
Second-Generation Korean Americans,” Sociology of Religion 59, no. 3 (1998): 259-286. 
328 In his book Modern Assyrian Music, Abboud Zeitoune has thoroughly researched and collected 
Assyrians’ musical recording activities in the Middle East throughout the twentieth century. 
Although secular Assyrian bands have been forming in Iran and Iraq since the early decades of the 
twentieth century, none recorded their music until the mid-forties, when the first Assyrian records 
were produced in Iraq. Abboud Zeitoune, Modern Assyrian Music – Musiqi Suryoyto Ḥdhato 
(Wiesbaden: published by author, printed by Mor Afrem Stiftung, 2015). 
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their productions. In the form of records and cassettes, these recordings became popular in the US 

and made their way back to Assyrians’ homes in Iraq, Iran and Syria.  

Rachel’s mother had a similar musical background in Iraq. She was born to an Assyrian 

couple living in a British airbase, the Royal Air Force Station in Habbaniya near Baghdad. After 

WWI, Hakkari Assyrians were employed by the British as a local workforce in Iraq. They served the 

British as either armed forces or administrative staff, and resided in military living quarters with their 

families. Assyrian clerks were employed by the British to work for the British military and, later, for 

the Iraqi Petroleum Company (IPC), founded by a coalition of Western oil companies.329 Rachel’s 

maternal grandfather lived in Habbaniya military base and later resided in the IPC compound near 

Kirkuk, where Rachel’s mother grew up. Rachel described the musical scene at these residences as 

such: 

 

My mom left Iraq when she was seventeen. When in Iraq, she grew up on the IPC compound, 

which was a British thing, so she grew up effectively British. She was really into Santana, 

Bob Marley and the Eurythmics. . . . She attended a lot of parties, but they were in the IPC 

compound. [The parties were for] anyone who worked there. So, her best friends were Italian 

and German. . . . The only time my grandpa actually mentioned Assyrian music in an 

Assyrian party was at his wedding. All the British were really excited to be there for it 

because it was so interesting and new. But my mom has never mentioned going to an 

Assyrian party or an Assyrian concert. Neither has my grandpa. They were really removed 

from it. I think it’s because they didn’t live in the city. 

 

Rachel’s parents, as she explained, did not have much exposure to Assyrian folk or pop 

music. Their only connection to Assyrian music was through the church. Likewise, Rachel grew up 

in the US listening to the same music her parents listened to. She commented, “I did not have any 

connection to Assyrian music until the Mesopotamian Night. Church was my connection to the 

culture.”330 Although she listened to other Middle Eastern music that her father played at home, from 

 
329 Arbella Bet-Shlimon, “Group Identities, Oil, and the Local Political Domain in Kirkuk: A 
Historical Perspective,” Journal of Urban History 38, no. 5 (2021), 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0096144212449143#_backmatter_ack; Donabed, “The 
Period of the Iraqi Levies and the Assyrian Settlement,” in Reforging a Forgotten History, 71-5. 
330 The Assyrian Aid Society of America founded the Mesopotamian Night Project to promote 
Assyrian arts and culture. Their annual productions provide an opportunity for Assyrian artists and 
musicians to showcase their talents. Proceeds from these events go entirely to assist Assyrians in Iraq 
and Syria. 
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which she picked up an Egyptian rhythm here and a Kurdish folk voice technique there, her only 

exposure to Assyrian culture was through attending the mass. 

 

The Assyrian stuff that I know from my dad, which isn’t necessarily Assyrian … was what I 

considered to be Assyrian. He used to imitate Kurdish singing, and he would go (singing), 

‘Loye Loye loyeyeye’. That’s what he did, exactly like that. I loved it when I was a kid, so I 

learned how to do it. And then, he would play dumbak all the time. But it was always 

(beating on the table) the Egyptian beat. . . . So, I learned how to do that. And when I started 

making my own music, the only beat I knew was [that]. . . . But he did know all the Assyrian 

songs from church because he grew up with those. They kept those. I think it’s because the 

priests were sent from Iraq, Iran and Syria. They were sent from the Middle East. . . . We did 

go to church every Sunday. Church was the way that I would see Assyrians, and I’d be 

surrounded by Assyrians, and I’d hear Assyrian, and I’d see Assyrian music, and I’d be like 

Assyrians kiss people on the face three times, and Assyrians are very hairy. . . . This is how I 

learned about Assyrians: from church, a hundred percent. And then, you know, the 

community at church, the Assyrian language classes, the funeral, the weddings, all of that. 

 

As a child, Rachel perceived the secular Middle Eastern music she heard at home to be 

Assyrian even though what was being played at home encompassed various Middle Eastern musics. 

At the same time, she recognised that the music she heard at church was different. Rachel 

demonstrated what she used to hear at church by first vocalising an instrumental introduction in her 

high vocal range. Then she imitated the clerics’ part in a lower range. She recalled, “I remember 

being a little kid and sitting in the pews in Mar Gewargis Church, this huge hall, and hearing this 

melody and the voices. And I loved it. That music was really special for me because it was so weird. 

I wouldn’t hear it anywhere else. It was its own thing.”  

Rachel’s first encounter with Assyrian secular music occurred through recordings of Assyrian 

pop music produced in the US during the nineties. These recordings did not appeal to Rachel, not 

because of their musical content but their technical characteristics. Rachel said, “It was hard for me 

as an American kid to enjoy Assyrian music that wasn’t church music because, for some reason, I 

found it really cheesy. I hated it.” She explained that the electronic sound quality in those recordings 

failed to convince her. For instance, she detailed that the producers used MIDI, but they did not EQ it 

well, that there was no spaciousness, that it was not panned correctly, and that the bass was not EQ-
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ed properly.331 Rachel concluded that the production did not make one want to listen to it, “The 

bands were boring, the songs were boring. The sounds were weird. I didn’t like it. Not the church 

music, but pop and party songs.” As a child, Rachel associated the nineties productions of Assyrian 

pop music with the “music from the third world” because “it sounded like it was trying to be 

Western. It’s almost like the uncanny valley. Or it’s too close to Western that I don’t like it, and 

because it’s not enough of its own thing”.  

     Rachel thought that other factors contributed to her sense of disconnection from Assyrian pop 

music. Echoing theories of emotional memory and music, Rachel argued that she did not associate 

the sound quality of such productions with a more intimate and familiar experience in her past.332 

She elaborated,  

 

I don’t associate that music with any fun memories. I feel like people who hear that music, 

it’s the music that their parents used to listen to. So might be the memories and also might be 

the familiarity. If I grew up with those sounds in the background, then that would be just 

something that is really familiar to me. Familiarity breeds enjoyment, and those weren’t 

familiar sounds for me. 

 

Rachel enjoys listening to music from different cultures as well as music that has influences 

from other cultures because she finds them to be original. She used West African music as an 

example and said, “If I hear West African music, it’s West African music, and it’s amazing. I’m just 

like, ‘Ooooh, what’s this?’ Or if I hear Indian music, or if I hear Chinese music, like the old folkloric 

stuff, it sounds like itself. I can identify it as something separate.” However, the Assyrian music that 

she was hearing sounded as if they were “just trying to be pop, American pop, and it was failing”. 

She then compared Assyrian pop music recordings from the nineties with older productions and 

explained,  

 
331 MIDI is the abbreviation for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. It is a system that allows 
“electronic musical instruments to communicate with each other”.  EQ stands for Equalisation, and it 
refers to adjusting the frequency of recorded sound. Cambridge Dictionary, s.v. “MIDI,” and 
“equalizer,” accessed March 30, 2022, 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/midi?q=MIDI, 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/equalizer?q=equaliser. 
332 According to Juslin, at some point in an individual’s life, certain musical traits evoke certain 
emotions in the individual. These emotions are stored in an individual’s memory, and upon hearing 
the same musical traits in the future, the same emotions are stimulated and experienced again. Juslin, 
Musical Emotions Explained, 56-58. 
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The ones in the sixties and seventies were all acoustic instruments. They were still not 

produced well, but I feel like I’m listening to Thai or Cambodian stuff. Like everything is 

tinny, but I like it because it sounds old and weird. And it’s interesting; it’s transculturation. 

Those aren’t Assyrian instruments, like electric guitar and drum kits. But they’re definitely 

not American songs. They’re definitely Assyrian songs, and they’re somehow interesting. 

 

Rachel produces her music herself, and as she emphasised, she is used to “a certain quality of 

sound”. Therefore, the sound property is the first thing she pays attention to upon hearing recorded 

music. As an adult, however, her listening habits have changed. Now she approaches recorded 

Assyrian music differently. She explained,  

 

Growing up in the US, I’m used to pop and R&B production. And then, suddenly, I hear this 

Linda George song and these drums.333 As a child, obviously, I don’t know what’s going on, 

but I just know I don’t like it. . . . Now as an adult, I think differently after the exposure to 

these songs and knowing more about the culture. I love the culture, and I love the artists who 

have sacrificed their time, sometimes their safety, to write these songs for us. So, I listen to 

the song, and as an adult, I just don’t care about the production. I can appreciate it because 

it’s important to me.  

 

In response to my question of what triggered her interest in going back to Assyrian pop music 

and searching for Assyrian songs to learn and perform, Rachel acknowledged, “Well, I think it 

started again with church music.” She began volunteering at her church, teaching the youth choir and 

voice coaching upon returning home after finishing her undergraduate degree. Rachel began taking 

voice lessons when she was five years old. She decided to study voice at the university to become an 

opera singer. Therefore, she entered the School of Music, Theatre and Dance at the University of 

Michigan. Once in her third year of studies, she reconsidered her educational plans and aimed for a 

bachelor’s degree in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. She, however, received her minor 

degree in music and continued her musical activities after her graduation. She first joined a rock band 

and then began writing, producing and performing her own music as a solo electro-pop artist from 

2011 to 2015. 

 
333 Linda George is a popular Iraqi Assyrian pop singer. 
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6.3.1.  Volunteering at Church  

Rachel taught new songs to the church’s youth choir. These songs, which she called “regular songs”, 

were well-liked Western pop tunes that the Assyrian youth in the US, while growing up, have been 

hearing on the radio, television and other cyberspace outlets. Rachel detailed, “When I came home 

from college, I started volunteering to teach the youth choir. And then, we would be singing just 

regular songs but in Assyrian. We were doing random things like changing the words to Hey Jude, 

but we’d write Assyrian lyrics to them.” Obviously, the Assyrian lyrics included religious content. 

Contrafactum practice may be shared amongst various church denominations. However, 

incorporating secular melodies in church worship could be problematic for a conservative 

community like Assyrians.  

Drawing on my own experience in working as a music director in Assyrian churches, I argue 

that most disapproval comes from members of the congregation. In most parishes, the bishop and 

priests support changes that conservative members perceive as radical. For example, we saw that the 

bishop and musicians in Erbil used new melodies to introduce translations of hymns from Syriac to 

Assyrian to their congregation who disapproved of singing old hymns in Surit. Also, the church 

leaders used the Friday mass instead of the Sunday service to help the congregation familiarise 

themselves with the harmonised mass and the use of musical instruments. Ironically, however, 

incorporating secular melodies in composing sacred hymns has been attributed to Mar Ephrem in the 

fourth century CE.  

In my conversation with the Assyrian clergy, both Catholic and the Eastern, they indicated 

that Mar Ephrem, as the founder of the women’s choir in the Church tradition, set the lyrics of 

hymns he wrote to prevailing folk and popular melodies of his time. Following the same approach, 

the Church leaders today approve of employing secular elements in music during the mass. By doing 

so, the Church continues the tradition of keeping up with continuous social and cultural changes. 

Accordingly, the Church stays connected to the Assyrian population as a member of the global 

community and its transitions through various temporal stages and spatial states.  

In Rachel’s case, the Church provided the pathway for her to revisit Assyrian secular music 

through the Church of the East’s chants and hymns. She explained, 

 

We’d write Assyrian lyrics about God and Jesus to regular songs. It was funny. Through that, 

I got more into the traditional hymns because we were teaching them to the youth choir, too. I 

had never learned them before; I just heard them. This time, I was learning them. And then, I 

started writing my own chord progressions under the hymns, and I really liked that. I 
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remember playing them for some of the adults that were also involved, and they were like, 

‘That was so cool. Listen to this.’ And then they started showing me Assyrian pop songs. 

Like old Assyrian songs.  

 

Assyrian poets and musicians of the early and mid-twentieth century had composed these old songs. 

Many of these musicians had since migrated and settled in Chicago. Many of them had started their 

musical activities from the church choir, and many others still sing and play music in their parish 

churches. Through the church choir, Rachel met a couple of Iraqi Assyrian songwriters.  

 

That’s how I got introduced to David Eisha because we ended up singing with David Eisha. 

We sang Ya Axuni [You, My Brother]. And we sang actually one Bet Shmuil song, and then 

we sang Xarabe’d Ninveh [Ruins of Nineveh]. So, we started singing these secular songs, and 

suddenly we started becoming just a choir, not necessarily a church choir. I got introduced to 

those artists because I had to learn their songs with the choir. 

 

In addition to allowing innovation into the liturgical music and aligning with the Church’s 

tradition of representing Assyrians culturally and politically, the Assyrian Church of the East 

regularly holds recreational events such as picnics, food festivals, and dance parties. Assyrian music 

and dance are an integral part of such happenings where the Church governing committee invites 

Assyrian musicians to be on stage. Moreover, the Church holds nationalistic ceremonies and 

celebrations where Assyrian artists, poets and writers are asked to present their work, for instance, at 

events like the Assyrian Martyrs’ Day and Assyrian New Year.334 For this reason, parishes usually 

build a large hall next to the main church building to accommodate the wider Assyrian community 

for such events in any given locale.  

Having formed political and cultural associations outside of the Church’s organisational 

structure since the mid-twentieth century, the Church maintains its connection with the community 

by making the parish halls and utilities available to these organisations. My observations reveal that 

the Church participates in cultural and political projects of non-religious organisations through 

music, in many instances. Participation of this sort usually includes preparing a choral presentation 

of a folk or nationalistic song or a collaboration between the parish choir and an Assyrian musician 

 
334 The Assyrian Martyrs’ Day is celebrated on August 7 and the Assyrian New Year on the first day 
of spring on March 21. The celebrations of the New Year last for two weeks. 
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or poet. One such example is Rachel’s collaboration with Assyrian pop singers through the church 

choir. 

Hearing old Assyrian songs performed live and without the interruption of electronic 

production at choir rehearsals led to Rachel’s eventual reconciliation with the Assyrian secular 

music. She recalled, 

 

I met them, and I heard them perform live. There was no more production. I didn’t hear them 

online. How I got introduced to Ya Axuni was just learning the melody from my friend first, 

who sang it to me so I could teach it. I walked into class, and he was like, ‘We’re learning 

this today.’ And I said, ‘I don’t know it.’ And he was like, (singing). So, OK, good, done. I 

learned it without hearing it produced. Then, the artist came in and played it on his guitar and 

just sang it. And I was like, ‘Holy Moly!’ Just acoustics, so beautiful. Then I found it online. 

I mean Ya Axuni is great, but the MIDI is a terrible production. It’s terrible. Sorry, David 

Eisha. Because you’re so good, but I don’t like your electronics. . . . When I realised what the 

songs could be acoustically without the MIDI interpretation of them, I realised that they were 

amazing songs. It was just the production that was drowning them and not letting them be. 

 

Then, she asked, “I wonder why most Assyrians liked it?” Afterwards, Rachel recounted her recent 

collaboration with an Assyrian sound engineer who rearranged her recordings. She said,  

 

I recently recorded some stuff. I said, ‘I just want guitar and voice. Natural instruments. I 

don’t want any MIDI.’ So, we recorded it. Suddenly, a fake drum came on, and then some 

fake string section and then a fake everything. The engineer said, ‘Look what I did; so good. 

You’re gonna love this, Rachel. It is amazing.’ I’m listening to it. And again, with all this 

experience, I’m listening to it: the arrangement, great arrangement. The sounds suck! That’s 

the thing. The arrangements are good. So, I thought maybe that’s it. Then, I started listening 

to the old recordings that I hated so much. The arrangements are really beautiful and 

interesting, but the sound of the instruments doesn’t do the music justice. 

 

Rachel gave another example to demonstrate how her view of Assyrian music changed as she 

was introduced to artists and their work through the church choir. This time, she talked about her 

feelings towards Ashur Bet-Sargis’s music. Ashur Bet-Sargis has been one of the two most famous 
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Assyrian pop singers for the past six decades, next to Evin Agassi. Upon revisiting Assyrian songs, 

Rachel now tried to first focus on the lyrics to understand the melody. She explained, 

 

I have to try harder with Assyrian songs. I have to dig for something. I like most of them. I 

love them not when I hear them at first or not because I enjoy the music. But it’s when I read 

the lyrics. Even Ashur Bet-Sargis. When I listen to what he’s saying in Sogulti Yemmi [My 

Darling Mom], I go, ‘Oh my God!’ When I read the lyrics, and I understand what he’s 

saying, and then I hear the melodies, I’m like, ‘That is so cool.’ They’re so different from 

American music. But! just upon hearing the sound (rolling her eyes)! 

 

Rachel was still bewildered by Assyrians liking the poor sound engineering of their recorded 

music. She emphasised that she did not grow up listening to incorrectly mixed productions and, 

therefore, she did not enjoy listening to the unfamiliar sound of those recordings. At the same time, 

Rachel considered her position towards the recorded Assyrian music coming across as her being a 

“snob”, making her feel remorseful. She then argued that Assyrians needed some music to play at 

their weddings, parties and at New Year. They appreciated that the music was Assyrian and in Surit, 

with Assyrian rhythms. She concluded, “Who cared about the production; if it was MIDI or not, 

mixed correctly or not? Maybe that’s a thing.” 

As an adult and a musician, Rachel assesses the Church of the East’s liturgy and its musical 

trait as having “its own” qualities. She believes that this repertoire is modally distinguished. As a 

child, Rachel did not think that the rhythm was different. As an adult, she counts everything. After 

pausing for a while and thinking about the rhythm of the priestly prayers, Rachel said that she 

thought the rhythm is usually “off” because the clergy do not count. She argued that the rhythm 

changes every time. She explained, “They’re definitely not counting. I’ve talked to the piano player. 

I said, ‘So it’s in eleven.’ And they’re like, ‘No, it’s not.’ And I’m like, ‘But I counted eleven beats. 

How are you counting this?’” Rachel then concluded that the clergy sing in an expressive manner, 

“Oh, maybe it’s rubato. It’s really rubato, and I’m trying to keep a steady tempo. I mean, there is 

definitely a rhythm. There are patterns that repeat for sure. Rhythmic patterns that repeat, but I 

couldn’t tell you the time signature.” 

Rachel considered the music’s modal characteristics as sad, notably the hymns sung while the 

congregation receives the Eucharist. She recounted, 
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Well, the choir at Mar Gewargis, which I grew up going to before St. Andrew opened, is up 

and behind us. So, it was always like the sound from way up in the sky. They were always 

sad. All the songs are sad. I think of them as sad. And everything is a descending line. I know 

that there are some happy parts, but they sound sad. It’s the music of the culture. I mean, 

most of the songs are in the minor key. Most of them are in natural minor scales. We don’t do 

harmonic minor. We don’t do melodic minor. 

 

She assessed the melodies of choir hymns as being simple. To better understand Rachel’s 

argument, I asked her if she was referring to the chant-like melodic contour of the hymns and their 

small range. She clarified, “The chord progressions that I’ve heard are really simple.” For the same 

reason, she attempted to write her own chord progression. Several Assyrian musicians criticise the 

Church of the East’s music for being simple and primitive. Most of these musicians are trained in the 

Western art music tradition and are usually from church denominations other than the Church of the 

East. In my 2017 interview with Rev. Shmuil [Samuel] Khangaldy of the Assyrian Evangelical 

Church in San Jose, he defined the music of the Church of the East as being “very simple” because 

“it is not harmonised”. He continued, “The mass chants haven’t developed because we, in our nation 

and especially in the Church of the East, never had musicians to work on them. . . . So, [they] have 

stayed in such a primitive stage.” 

After browsing through the mass book compiled by Assyrian nationalist musician Shura 

Mikhailian, Rev. Shmuil played one priestly and one congregational melody and compared them. He 

explained how the priestly melody at the opening of the mass was composed in a recitative manner, 

and the congregational one sounded like an Assyrian folk tune. He then played the latter on the piano 

and added chord progressions underneath the melody line, saying, “There are some [chants] in which 

you could hear our folk sounds. Like this one, this is in C minor. It’s like William Daniel’s [songs]. I 

can now add the left hand to it because it has a recognisable melody.”  

My subsequent field research in various Church of the East parishes in the diaspora and the 

homeland shows that, contrary to Rev. Shmuil’s claims, musicians from the Church community, with 

the Church leaders’ support, have been engaged with the music of the liturgy. Based on their 

preferred musical tradition, these musicians have contributed to the advancement of liturgical music. 

As I demonstrated in Chapter Three, they have either applied the Middle Eastern art music traditions’ 

performance practices or have added instrumental arrangements on workstation keyboards 

harmonising the chants in various styles, as in Waleed’s case.  
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The harmonising practice has allowed the musicians to provide stylistic varieties that 

differentiate the mass tonal space from one parish to another. While Waleed alternates between 

conventional chord progressions in Western classical and jazz music, Allen Youssefi, deacon and 

pianist at Mar Yosip Parish in San Jose, harmonises the same mass chants according to Iranian pop 

music conventions. At the parish church in London, bishop Odisho Oraham’s arrangements for choir 

hymns are reminiscent of Arab pop music. Likewise, musicians like Rachel harmonise chants and 

implement arrangements that signify their unique artistic style. Through such musical exchanges, I 

propose that the liturgy of the Assyrian Church of the East presents itself as a dynamic entity in 

dialogue with its surrounding milieux, including the demographic peculiarity of its various 

communities.  

A musical exchange between the sacred and the secular is also a feature of this dynamic 

system. The Church welcomes input from other musical traditions and offers its melodies to 

Assyrian nationalist, pop and folk compositions. Rachel also pointed out similarities between the 

Church of the East music and Assyrian secular songs she started learning and performing. She 

noticed that the primary connection between the two groups in their modal characteristics is the 

minor modalities in both genres. The other feature she thought both groups share was the similarity 

of textual content. She explained,  

 

Textual themes are about pain and suffering, most of the time, of the Assyrian people. 

Usually, someone is a saviour, either the characters in the secular songs or God in religious 

songs. Even in the religious songs in church, it’s like, ‘Please help Assyrians burbezze 

[scattered].’ Also, in the funeral songs: hal lebba Marya [Give us comfort, Lord]. They talk 

about the deceased, but they are also like, ‘for your poor Assyrian people who are scattered’. 

So, there’s a lot of that in the lyrics: … pain, suffering and begging for saving, again, from 

God or, in the secular case, from the people and from yourself. ‘Don’t let them die’ or ‘Please 

have mercy on us.’ Maybe that’s why we never have major stuff. It’s all minor. 

 

Rachel believed that these concepts were an ongoing issue in the lives of Assyrians. Assyrian 

collective memory is filled with references to persecutions and wars. She considers such themes to 

be representative of Assyrians’ life stories to this day. 
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6.3.2.  ISIS 

After the US occupation of Iraq in 2003 and the atrocities against the civilian population, the 

diasporic Assyrian community focused its attention on Iraq. Assyrians in the West regularly received 

news about the Assyrians of Baghdad being shot to death, kidnapped and threatened by anonymous 

gunmen. In the absence of social media, words of violence circulated in every gathering. People told 

each other stories of how their relatives or Iraqi Assyrian friends had to flee Basra and Baghdad to 

take refuge in the northern provinces. Mass migration to the West was inevitable, which brought the 

number of Christians in Iraq from one million citizens down to 500,000 before the rise of ISIS and 

125,000 post-ISIS.335  

The most shocking event took place in Baghdad on Sunday, 10 October 2010.336 Six gunmen, 

affiliated with Al-Qaida and part of the Islamic State of Iraq militia, entered the Our Lady of 

Salvation Church in Baghdad during the evening mass. They shot the priest at the altar and several 

other worshippers and held the rest of the attendees hostage for four hours until the Iraqi army 

attempted to enter the church building. At this point, the gunmen opened fire on the rest of the 

hostages and ignited their explosive vests. Fifty-eight people were killed, and sixty-eight were 

hospitalised. The following day, pictures of the dead priest and the worshippers amongst the church 

pews, the bombers’ body parts, burnt Bible pages covered in blood, torn walls and broken windows 

went viral on Facebook. By 2010, almost all the young Assyrians in the diaspora and homeland had 

already opened an account on Facebook. These horrendous photographs prompted what seemed like 

an ethnic awakening amongst the second and third generation Assyrians in the West. The pictures 

mobilised them against the perpetrators and their supporting political powers.  

To make their voice heard, young Assyrians in the diaspora organised demonstrations in large 

cities in Australia, Sweden, Germany, Canada and the US via Facebook. Many of these well-

attended marches included creative artistic expressions employed by the young Assyrians, such as a 

group of young people lying on the streets of downtown Chicago covered in white shrouds to 

represent the fallen worshippers of the Baghdad massacre. In cyberspace, art protests gained 

momentum. Young Assyrian painters, poets and musicians posted their newly created works 

depicting Christians’ conditions in the post-2003 Middle East online. A large number of these works 

 
335 Sofia Barbarani and Tom Kington, “Iraqi Christians Hope for Miracle from Pope Francis’s Visit,” 
The Times, March 3, 2021, https://www.thetimes.co.uk/. 
336 Martin Chulov, “Baghdad Church Siege Survivors Speak of Taunts, Killings and Explosions,” 
The Guardian, November 1, 2010, accessed April 13, 2021, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/nov/01/baghdad-church-siege-survivors-speak. 
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was in English or other European languages. Those second-generation Assyrians who were fluent in 

their mother tongue produced their artworks in Assyrian.  

The rise of ISIS in 2014 aggravated the situation. In the West, Assyrians from all age groups 

now watched on satellite television professional videos made by ISIS that filmed the beheading, 

drowning and burning of Syrians and Iraqis, destroying their cultural artefacts and destroying 

religious and archaeological sites. The oldest monasteries of Mar Behnam and Mar Elia [St Elijah] in 

the Nineveh Plains are only two examples of numerous historical and religious sites destroyed 

between 2014 and 2016.337 The intensified situation in Iraq and Syria engaged more diasporic 

Assyrians in cultural activities to make the Iraqi Assyrian voices heard on an international level. As a 

result of what seemed to be a revival of an Assyrian national identity amongst the second and third 

generation Assyrians in the diaspora, Rachel decided to devote her musicianship to Assyrians. We 

read on her website, “After the invasion of Mosul by ISIS in 2014, Rachel redirected her energies 

into writing and performing music about and for the Assyrian diaspora community. Her current 

project is reinterpreting old Assyrian folk songs through the lens of the diaspora.”338  

 

6.4.  Imagined Assyria 

My first encounter with Rachel’s music was at the Mesopotamian Night event in 2015 in Los 

Angeles. We were briefly introduced at the dress rehearsal the day before the concert. Later that 

evening, one of the project sponsors had invited the entire cast to his house for everyone to meet in a 

more stressless environment. On the way to dinner, Rachel and I had a chance to talk about our 

musical backgrounds. When I explained my research project on the Church of the East music, she 

immediately pulled out her mobile phone and showed me a church song that she had arranged. She 

said that she used the Church of the East liturgy as a musical source for her songs about Assyrians. I 

had already studied Assyrian nationalistic musicians’ works that had incorporated folk tunes and 

chant melodies in their music. However, I had not come across an independent production of an 

entire Church chant in a Western pop style until then. The following evening at the concert, Rachel 

 
337 Mar Behan Monastery was built in the fourth century CE and was renovated in the thirteenth and 
later eighteenth century. Mar Elia Monastery was built in the sixth century CE. “Iraq’s Oldest 
Christian Monastery Destroyed by Islamic State,” BBC News, January 20, 2016, 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/; Heather Saul, “ISIS Militants Blow Up 4th-Century Christian Mar Behnam 
Monastery in Iraq,” Independent, 20 March 2015, https://www.independent.co.uk/. 
338 Rachel Sarah Thomas, “I Am Rachel Sarah Thomas,” 
https://www.rachelsarahthomas.com/?fbclid=IwAR11fs-eTFjEDi_wS3cn8lw2thKE-
y4W6ffGnDgh_bb1R9jx5wC2Qu9a0MU. 
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performed two songs: a solo rendition of an old Assyrian nationalist song and a duet showcasing one 

of her productions. 

In December of 2017, I met with her again for an interview in her new apartment in Chicago. 

She had just moved into a recently renovated unit on the third floor of an old house converted into an 

apartment for rent. She gave me a tour of her small apartment, which was not completely furnished 

yet. The apartment walls were coloured in light green, and its skirting boards and frames in white, 

complementing Rachel’s lively personality. We sat in the small entrance area, which she had turned 

into a sitting room and where she also taught her music students. We talked over tea and chocolate. 

She had complete Assyrian tea brewing equipment and a beautiful navy-blue English tea set. At the 

time, she had paused composing and had started a private practice teaching music to create financial 

stability. She explained that she also had to break from music to finish a book that she had begun 

writing about her grandfather’s life. Our conversation started with talking about her book project. 

She asked for my opinion about travelling to Iraq to visit the places where her grandfather had been 

and then including a chapter about her trip. She had never been to Iraq and talked about the 

possibility of a visit enthusiastically. When she realised that I was planning to travel to Iraq, she 

suggested that we went together. 

The last time I saw Rachel in person was in the spring of 2019 in Iraq. She had come to Iraq 

with a group of young Assyrians through GISHRU [Bridge], an annual touring programme, to 

mainland Assyria in northern Iraq and southeast Turkey for Assyrians born in the diaspora. This 

project was established as an aftermath of atrocious events following the 2003 Iraqi occupation when 

the discourse on Assyria and Assyrianness came to the fore again. The annual trip happens in time 

for the Assyrian New Year parade in Duhok on the twenty-first of March each year. Participants 

partake in the procession in traditional costumes and attend a dance party in the evening. For two 

weeks, they travel to remote Assyrian villages situated in the highland borders between Iraq and 

Turkey, ancient monasteries on both sides of the border and archaeological sites in Iraq. They also 

visit Assyrian schools and attend recreational events organised by Assyrian associations in various 

cities.  

Even though I also participated in the 2019 New Year’s procession in Duhok, I could not 

meet with Rachel due to the large crowd at the march. I returned to Erbil in the evening and missed 

her performance at the New Year’s party. The Assyrian Cultural Club in Ankawa hosted a farewell 

event for the visitors a day before their departure, and I eventually saw her before she left Iraq. The 

Club’s gallery is one of the several Assyrian halls in Ankawa where families and young adults dine 
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on weeknights and enjoy an evening of live music on weekends. The hall is equipped with a stage 

and a complete sound production system.  

At the party, I joined Zakhota, Kinnara and some Assyrian students from Salahaddin 

University. A group of young adults from St John the Baptist Church were sitting at the 

neighbouring table. A long table was prepared for the GISHRU group next to the stage. Amongst the 

GISHRU visitors was a young woman from San Jose whose mother was the Sunday School principal 

at my home church in Tehran, the secretary at the Assyrian Church of the East in London, and two 

volunteers from the Mesopotamian Night project in San Jose. As I tried to make sense of the 

emotional effect I was experiencing because of the spatial and temporal complexity that the event 

had produced, I found my way to the dance floor. Assyrians from all around the world soon 

surrounded me in one way or another.  

It was not easy to pin down Rachel. She was now on the dance floor and then up on the stage 

next to the DJ, not to mention performing a couple of her songs. She had made many connections 

during her short visit as she walked from one table to another and talked to young Assyrian poets, 

pop singers and musicians. I eventually spoke to her when she and Waleed approached me as I was 

off the dance floor for a short water break. She introduced Waleed to me and, with excitement, told 

me that they were planning to collaborate on a musical project. Before I had a chance to tell her that I 

already knew Waleed from my first trip to Iraq, he turned to Rachel and said, “Rashel has promised 

to move to Iraq so that she can coach the choir while I work on the music at St John the Baptist!” 

These case studies suggest that the Church of the East liturgical tradition conforms to theories 

put forward by scholars of cultural studies that the sustenance of a tradition is through its receptivity 

to new ways of transmitting its content. Where one might anticipate a sacred tradition with deep 

roots in antiquity to be less susceptible to change, the results of this study indicate that the musical 

tradition of the Church of the East is highly capable of adapting itself to social, spatial and temporal 

changes that its community constantly faces. As a musician trained in the Western art music 

tradition, Waleed volunteered to be in the musical scene of the church in Erbil, where he harmonised 

the performance of the mass on his keyboard workstation and trained the church choir to perform his 

three-part arrangements of the hymns. In my interviews with him, he demonstrated how he 

negotiated the intonational contrast between Eastern and Western music in his tonal treatment of the 

priestly melodies. Waleed’s innovation portrays the Assyrians’ struggle to represent themselves in 

the global arena as not only a culture and an ethnic group but also a nation deserving the right to self-

governance and an independent political system that can provide security and liberty for its populace. 
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Similar stylistic innovations, which had already taken place in parishes in the US, engaged 

Rachel in the musical activities of first, the Assyrian religious circle and then, the Assyrian global 

community. Rachel’s concept of music was based on her musical socialisation in the US. Her US 

upbringing had influenced how she evaluated the sound quality of musical productions and recorded 

songs, which seemed to differ from that of Assyrians in the homeland.339 Through the music-making 

setting that the Church provided, she was able to surmount the sonic obstacles that prevented her 

from participating in the Assyrian secular music scene. 

The other influential element in moulding Rachel’s identity as an Assyrian musician has been 

Iraq’s political changes after the 2003 US occupation. News of unleashed violence travelling through 

social media, especially after the rise of ISIS in 2014, directed the community’s attention to an 

Assyrian nation’s threatened survival. The role of social media is particularly significant in 

transmitting the news and videos of violent attacks on civilians and the homelessness of Assyrians 

from Iraq’s streets to laptop screens in the West. In the aftermath, young Assyrians looked for 

effective ways to express their ethnic identity. In the past, eating Assyrian food and learning 

Assyrian dance steps were the primary channels for young Assyrians in the diaspora to profess their 

ethnic identity. They now sought means to communicate their anger and frustration to a larger 

audience whom they considered to have had a part in the unfolding events in Iraq. Rachel dedicated 

her compositional career to promoting Assyrian culture in an effort to publicise the ongoing 

ethnoreligious persecution of Assyrians in Iraq. She also used her compositional skills to connect to 

Assyrians in communities outside the US, especially those in the homeland. Through playing the 

piano in the Church of the East in Chicago as a fresh graduate, Rachel found her way to homeland 

Iraq, where she met with Waleed and explored the possibilities of future musical cooperation.  

  

 
339 This distinction can be explained according to concepts that define music, its place and its 
function in each society. For more information, see Merriam, “Concepts,” and “Learning” in The 
Anthropology of Music; Nettl, “Apples, Oranges, and a Model T: Comparison and Comparative 
Study,” in The Study of Ethnomusicology. 
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Figure 6-3. St John the Baptist choir, Erbil, Iraq, November 2018 

 

 

 
Figure 6-4. Assyrian New Year march, Duhok, Iraq, March 2019 
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7 Chapter Seven: Conclusion 
 

As Revs Eilosh, Addai and I were talking about the music and language of the liturgy in Urmia, Rev. 

Addai commented, 

 

If we want to talk about the musical structure of the Church music, we have to look 

at Xudra melodies (canonical melodies). . . . These have a structure. . . . And they have a fine 

[rhythmic] structure. You know where to pause and where to sing. They have happy and sad 

melodies. . . . As for the mass, why do I perform it this way today? Because I’ve studied with 

Rev. Eilosh, and so I’ve picked up the melodies he uses and how he recites chants. But Xudra 

melodies, unlike the mass melodies, have a structure to them, a very nice structure . . . . For 

the same reason, Xudra acts as a musical source. Additionally, dates of its unyate are known 

to us. At least we can say, ‘This [unita] is from the seventh century, or from the Great 

Monastery, so it should be from the fifth or sixth century.’ It would be beneficial for us if you 

could work on these melodies one day and offer a nice work. 

 

Although at the beginning of my fieldwork in San Jose I considered the music of the mass as 

the focal point of the liturgical music of the Church of the East, I soon realised that performances of 

the mass alternated between Arab maqam music and a different musical system. The other system 

sounded more familiar to me. It contained musical traits that I had grown up hearing at Assyrian 

weddings, festivals and commemorations. Moreover, I noticed that this familiar system dominates 

the musical scape of the Divine Office. Since the Divine Office is seldom performed in San Jose, I 

did not consider focusing my study on the music of the canonical hours. Instead, I assumed that 

analysis of the performances of the music of the mass would provide a complete view of the music of 

the Church of the East and its function in Assyrian society. However, my approach changed when 

Rev. Addai’s comments suggested the presence of two groups of melodies in the music of the 

liturgy. He presented one group with deep roots in the past and the other with a strong connection to 

the present. Rev. Addai explained further, 

The Iraqi Assyrians have a closer relationship to the Church than us in Iran. For instance, 

look at Diana in Erbil Governate. Diana’s population comprises approximately four hundred 

to five hundred households, and five hundred houses are situated close to the church. So, 

these people learn from an early age to go to church for morning and evening prayers even 
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today. Although the numbers have decreased in recent years, people have been in church for 

various events and have constantly attended church. They have been going to the morning 

and evening prayers. That’s why Iraqis have learned the chants better, and everyone there 

knows how to sing them. 

My conversation with Revs Addai and Eilosh occurred before my extended fieldwork in Iraq, 

where I attended vespers daily. In Iraq, I heard choirs of clerics singing unyate and martyrs’ hymns 

every evening, priests reciting mass chants every day throughout the Holy Week, and Deacon 

Youkhana’s singing of madraše during my stay in Nahla. Consequently, I had the chance to conduct 

an overall comparison of these various genres and better understand Rev. Addai’s claims about 

“structure”, “rhythmic frame” and the unique musical sound of canonical melodies manifested 

mainly in their modality and intonation. 

In the first half of my thesis, I focused on modality in the music of the liturgy, including 

microtonality in Chapter Three and mode and affect in martyrs’ hymns in Chapter Four. Examination 

of the music of vespers and lauds suggested that the modal system governing canonical melodies is 

different from the Middle Eastern maqam system as we know it today. I argue that the melodies of 

canonical chants contain no microtones, especially when sung collectively. Also, their shared 

melodic formulae, which arguably establish the chant mode, are distinct from the melodic formulae 

we find in various maqams. Therefore, the modal system of the canonical melodies of the Church of 

the East may be a standalone system passed down from a distant past to present generations, with 

minor modifications compared to other liturgical melodies such as priestly tunes. 

Choral performance of canonical chants by either the congregation or a group of clerics 

allows for minimal changes in their melodic content. Such changes usually occur in orally 

transmitted melodies due to lapse of memory, incompetency and embellishments. In a choral setting, 

slight variations can still be observed in phrasal cadences from one region to another, for example, 

between the same congregational chant performance of the mass in Iran, Iraq and London. 

Nevertheless, these changes are too nominal and insignificant to affect the core melodic content and 

those formulae that determine the chant mode. 

That being said, much about this modal system, especially in terms of musical structure, form 

and order, will require further examination beyond the scope of this thesis. A systematic assessment 

of its form and order will help to elucidate its nature more fully. Also, a careful study of melodic 

variations in canonical melodies may reveal what types of influence command these alterations and 

if a pattern or system controls such modifications. Studies comparing the liturgical music of the 
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Assyrian Church of the East and the Suryani, Maronite and Byzantine Churches will also assist in 

disclosing how these musical repertoires developed in each of these distinctive traditions, which are 

also influenced by similar geographical and political conditions. 

Rev. Addai’s comment about Xudra highlighted another aspect of canonical melodies shared 

by Church clerics and many Assyrian musicians: their roots in the history of the Church and 

consequently Assyria’s past. The canonical melodies have a central role in reproducing the historical 

narrative that sustains the Assyrian community’s cohesion through collective recollection of 

Assyrians’ past and recent memories each time the community performs them. For instance, through 

the performance of martyrs’ hymns, Assyrians join in a communal expression of shared memories, 

which prompts reinforcement of group belonging and transmission of the Assyrian historical 

narrative. Consequently, by performing martyrs’ hymns, group identities constantly shape and 

reshape, a process through which Assyrian identity is preserved. 

Rev. Addai’s suggestion of my working on melodies of Xudra as the Church’s musical 

source further encouraged me to focus my investigation on examining the musical characteristics of 

canonical melodies and the function of their textual and melodic content in the emotional and 

cultural expression of the community. In Chapter Four, I argued that through modality, music 

enhances the liturgical text by providing a channel for the Assyrian community’s emotional 

stimulation and expression. The genre of martyrs’ hymn is the epitome of cooperation between 

music and text to elicit feelings of hope, encouragement and resistance. 

By portraying martyrdom as a virtue, hymn lyrics comfort and propagate hope and assurance 

within the tormented community. The genre’s music augments such affects through musical traits 

that the community perceives as happy and inspiring, such as major sounding modalities and lively 

rhythms. Nevertheless, the question of affect in the liturgy requires more attention. It may be 

enhanced by examining the liturgy’s other thematic songs, such as funeral madraše and songs of 

lamentation, and a comparative study of various hymn genres that deal with the subject of death in 

one way or another. Such studies will also further our understanding of the Church’s and people’s 

perceptions of music as a concept and its functionality in the community. 

In the second half of my thesis, I focused on how the Assyrian community, including the 

clerics and the laity, maintains its liturgical tradition. In Chapter Five, I focused on the role of 

language as a broader sonic scape in sustaining this tradition. In Chapter Six, I examined how 

stylistic alterations by two church musicians have made the musical tradition of the Church 

compatible with the spatial and temporal context of their relevant Assyrian communities. The clergy 

and the laity highlight the importance of language as the most crucial element in interconnecting 
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Assyrians from various regions and denominations by providing means of communication unique to 

Assyrians. Teachings of the Church’s forefathers have been disseminated through the medium of the 

Assyrian language, as have the accounts of the Church martyrs, who experienced the same atrocities 

Assyrians face today in Iraq, Syria and not long ago in Turkey and Iran. The linguistic tradition of 

the Assyrian liturgy is considered as sacred as other Church sacraments because these rituals are only 

realised when they are performed through language. Similarly, the music of the liturgy earns the 

same degree of reverence because it always accompanies the sacred text of the liturgy. 

The close relationship between the liturgy’s language and music is further emphasised at a 

more technical level where language and its phonetics demarcate the intonational systems of 

liturgical music performances. Different geographic settings, environmental configurations, and 

kinds of music the clergy grow up encountering impact their performance practice. Regardless, 

language holds together numerous intonational systems of the music performance of the liturgy and 

provides coherence to these variations. Consequently, language develops the capacity to determine 

approximately the modal boundaries of liturgical music. Incorporating language different from 

Assyrian allows for striking alterations in the modal space of the liturgy’s performance. Therefore, I 

argue that the interdependence of liturgical music and language cultivates a liturgical tradition that is 

uniquely Assyrian and makes the liturgy a signifier of Assyrianness. 

As a ritualistic denomination also responsible for protecting Assyrians’ interests, the Church 

of the East has stewarded Assyrian culture until the mid-twentieth century. One of the ways the 

Church has fulfilled this responsibility has been by keeping the liturgical tradition alive by 

welcoming changes and innovations. In Erbil, Waleed Zaya harmonised the entire performance of 

the mass on his keyboard workstation and taught the church choir his three-part arrangements of 

praise hymns. In Chicago, Rachel Sarah Thomas encountered Assyrian popular songs through 

contrafactum. As the choir coach at her church, she first used English contrafacta and was soon 

introduced to Assyrian secular songs for sacred adaptations. By engaging with the liturgical music of 

the Church of the East, both Waleed and Rachel partake in a tradition that entails various Assyrian 

cultural elements and history. I further argue that through the collective performance of this ancient 

tradition, Waleed, Rachel, the choirs they work with, the members of the congregation and the clergy 

assert their Assyrian identity and represent the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East as 

a symbol of Assyrianness. 

In autumn 2020, I read with sadness the news of the passing of Deacon Youkhana Ishaya of 

Nahla on Elyamo’s Facebook wall. Deacon Youkhana had contracted COVID-19 several weeks 

before and had been hospitalised in Erbil. He posted a message on his own Facebook wall a week 
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earlier thanking his friends and relatives for their prayers and assuring them of his recovery. Still, he 

eventually lost the fight against the pandemic at the age of fifty-eight, on 20 October 2020. The Iraqi 

Church of the East community members commemorated the passing of one of their revered chanters 

by posting their recordings of Deacon Youkhana singing the funeral madrašta. 

Deacon Youkhana was especially admired for his emotional interpretation of the madraše. As 

an Iraqi army soldier, he served in the Iran-Iraq war, had lost his brother in the same war, and his 

young nephew in a Mosul suicide bombing in post-2003 Iraq. Informed by experiences of loss, 

lament and perseverance, Deacon Youkhana’s rendition of the madraše embraced similar emotions 

to those the Nahla community has endured from their forced displacement from Hakkari in the 1920s 

through the coronavirus outbreak in 2020. However, the community still thrives, encourages other 

Iraqi Assyrians, and invites the diasporic communities to pay a visit by posting videos of their 

everyday village life on social media. They still commemorate Deacon Youkhana’s life and voice by 

sharing videos of his chanting of appropriate hymns on Christmas and Easter Sundays. His wife now 

updates Deacon Youkhana’s Facebook wall, and she occasionally shares old photos of him and 

recordings of his singing in the church. His Facebook account is now my means of communicating 

with his wife, who calls me “daughter” whenever I call her for a chat. 

When in Iraq, I experienced a sense of ethnic and cultural sustainability. As an adoptive 

daughter in the family of Deacon Youkhana and the broader Iraqi Assyrian community, I had the 

opportunity to participate in their ordinary life activities and listen to their everyday talks about 

relatives, friends, neighbours and co-workers. I sensed the same tensions that the community endures 

regarding ethnic discrimination under the Kurdish Regional Government and the fear of the 

development of future Islamist groups while witnessing the liturgical training of enthusiastic teenage 

boys at vespers every evening. I attended saint commemoration events, weddings, New Year 

celebrations, cultural festivals and dance parties where talented young poets and musicians 

showcased their mastery of the arts. I observed the opportunity young children and their families 

have to engage in the basic socialisation process by having the time necessary simply to keep 

company and associate with relatives daily. I witnessed how such gatherings tighten the connection 

between the older and the younger generations through shared language, culture, memories and 

emotions. As a result, the passing of Deacon Youkhana not only affected the older Iraqi Assyrians 

but significantly impacted the younger generation; hence, their overwhelming Facebook posts of his 

photograph and his singing video recordings. Deacon Youkhana’s death and his ongoing 

commemoration by young Assyrians through posts of his videos of singing the madraše attest to the 
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thriving cultural practices that sustain the Assyrian community in the face of socio-political 

uncertainties in Iraq today. 
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8 Glossary 
 

Atur. Assyria 
Aturaya. Assyrian 
Aturaye. pl. Assyrians 
Atureta. f. Assyrian 
Cyana. Nature 
Dohol. A large cylindrical drum played with two wooden sticks, a large and a small, on both sides 
Dumbak. A goblet drum played by hand  
K̭numa. sg. Nature 
K̭nume. pl. Natures 
Laxu Mara. Anthem “Thee, Lord of All” 
Lišana Atik̭a. Old Language. Syriac 
Lišana Sapraya. Literary Language 
Madrašta. sg. A teaching hymn 
Madraše. pl. Teaching hymns 
Masihi. Christian 
Memra. sg. Speech. Homily  
Memre. pl. Homilies 
Mesopotamia. Land between and surrounding the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. It encompasses 

modern Iraq and southern Turkey.  
Parsupa. sg. Person 
K̭anune. pl. Formulae. Antiphones.  
Ramša. Evening. Vespers 
Riš K̭ala. sg. Head melody. Title melody. Opening words of a poem 
Sahda. sg. Martyr 
Sahde. pl. Martyrs  
Sapra. Morning. Lauds 
Sorna. A conical double-reed folk instrument common in many Middle Eastern countries 
Sureta. f. Assyrian 
Surit. Assyrian language 
Suryay. Assyrian 
Suryaye. pl. Assyrians 
Šeixani. An Assyrian dance 
Unita. sg. Response. Anthem 
Unyate. pl. Anthems 
Xaduta. Happiness 
Xašša. Sadness 
Xdita. Happy 
Xaššanta. Sorrowful 
Xudra. Cycles. Church of the East’s primary prayer book 
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